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ABSTRACT 
 In this dissertation, I investigate the function of the Roman army in the 
Negev. Evidence from archaeological survey and excavations of thirty-nine 
structures reveals that for 700 years Roman sites were situated to serve trade 
networks.  Negev trade goods included frankincense, myrrh, spices, cassia, and 
silk – the epitome of luxury items in the Roman world. The importation, 
distribution, and taxation of these goods provided the imperial treasury with a 
steady revenue stream. Military units monitored road systems, secured supply 
lines, and performed local policing duties functioning, in effect, as agents of 
imperial administration. 
I begin with the period immediately prior to Roman annexation, when the 
Negev was home to Nabataean traders. This phase (1st c. BCE-1st c. CE) ended 
with the formation of the province of Arabia, a move likely inspired by the need 
for new revenue on account of the enormous outlays required by Trajan’s Dacian 
wars.  For the next 200 years, the Romans maintained the preexisting Nabataean 
  ix 
network. In the early fourth century C.E., about half of the established Roman 
sites were abandoned and new ones were built along a new route – not as a 
reaction to localized threats but instead to support more efficient sea-borne trade 
via Aila, on the Red Sea. In the fifth century nomadic tribes began to cause 
serious security problems. In response new infantry and cavalry units were 
posted to the region, but were stationed in existing forts so as to maintain the 
continued security of the trade networks. 
In the Negev, the Roman military acted as an extension of imperial 
administration to support the smooth functioning of trade. The results clarify 
ancient historical references to the Limes Palaestinae, a term that modern scholars 
have understood to refer to a militarized defensive line on the Negev frontier. 
The distribution patterns that I found do not support a military interpretation, 
either of a defensive strategy or an internal frontier. Rather, the region remained 
structured around long established Nabataean-era road networks that were used 
to transport luxury commodities. In the Negev, the Roman army facilitated 
imperial interests for economic, rather than military, security.  
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
“Contrary to the reputation of the pax Romana, 
the territory of the Roman Empire was 
anything but naturally peaceful, and governors 
often had great difficulty meeting the 
fundamental imperial mandate: to keep their 
provinces ‘pacified and quiet’.” –Christopher 
Fuhrmann.1 
 
 The Roman army served as a dynamic extension of imperial rule known 
for expanding the breath of the empire across the whole of the Mediterranean 
world and beyond. However, the function of the military included more than 
simply the acquisition of new territories. Army units employed as occupying 
forces provided security within provincial interiors. This dissertation presents a 
detailed study of the development of the Roman military presence in the Negev 
from the 1st – 7th centuries CE. The primary goals are to (a) determine the 
chronological development of individual garrison points as a system, with a 
particular reference to how this system initially evolved and (b) how these sites 
worked to achieve an integrated security regimen within the provincial interior 
that focused on the regional road/trade network. Scholars have debated the 
nature and function of Roman fortified structures in the Negev since Mordecai 
                                                
1 Fuhrmann 2012: 4; Dig. Just. I. 18. 13. Pr.:”Congruit bono et gravi praesidi curare, ut pacata atque 
quieta provincia sit quam regit.” 
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Gichon first began exploring the concept over fifty years ago when he associated 
the Roman military presence in the region with a limes system.2 However this 
dissertation will seek to look beyond Gichon’s assertion of a defensive frontier 
limes system in the Negev in favor of a system more in line with the internal road 
network proposed by Isaac.3  
 The army provided security for aspects of internal administration, 
policing, and protecting local economic interests. ‘Internal security’ can best be 
characterized as the actions taken by a ruling power to ensure the safety and 
prosperity of the population and resources within the designated area. In the 
case of Roman provinces, internal security was maintained primarily, but not 
exclusively, by the army; and in the Late Roman/Early Byzantine period often 
by indigenous groups incorporated into the Roman army as an extension of the 
imperial administration.  
 Provincial expansion entailed the establishment or restructuring of 
infrastructure to provide supply and communication routes to better incorporate 
new regions within the empire, as well as providing an opportunity to facilitate 
                                                
2 Gichon 1967; Gichon 1971; Gichon 1980; Gichon 1997; Gichon 1999a; Gichon 2002. Mordechai 
Gichon first addressed consideration for the collective presence of Roman forts throughout the 
Negev in depth in his dissertation The Limes in the Negev from its foundation to Diocletianic Times 
(1968, Jerusalem). 
3 Referring to Isaac’s description of a limes as a road network prior to the fourth century, as 
opposed to a defensive militarized boundary system, see Isaac 1988 and 1992. Bowersock also 
opposes labeling the network of fortified sites as a frontier limes since it was well within the 
provincial boundaries, see Bowersock 1983: 20.  
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future expansion.4 Once an imperial infrastructure had been established, the 
provincial administration could guarantee and secure the regular movement of 
supplies across the network of roads passing through the province, among other 
duties. Control over the road network translated into control over the province. 
Stephen Mitchell notes, “this gigantic network of highways, which was not to be 
equaled or surpassed before the present [i.e., twentieth] century, is one of the 
most telling symbols of the control which Rome exercised throughout her 
empire, and of the organization which was imposed on it … The roads of the 
empire had been designed and built to suit the state’s needs, above all those of its 
armies.”5 Much of the state infrastructure, therefore focused on the building, 
maintaining, and protecting of road networks, and the role of the army in 
securing this infrastructure can be seen in the archaeological evidence from the 
Negev. The outposts discussed in this project are representative of the Roman 
investment in a sound and protected infrastructure in that area. 
 
Methodology 
In this study I will discuss the results of archaeological survey of Roman 
structures, and suggest that they formed a network of strategic points that 
functioned as an internal security system. This project is confined to the Negev, 
which comprises the southern half of the modern state of Israel, bordering the 
                                                
4 Breeze 2011: 170.  
5 Mitchell 1976: 106; Fuhrmann 2012: 111-112.  
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Egyptian Sinai and Gaza Strip of the Palestinian Authorities to the west, and a 
small portion of the southwestern Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The defined 
area of the Negev provides the opportunity to closely examine a region interior 
to the main frontier line of the province, the Limes Arabicus (east of the Wadi 
Araba), with access to two ports and an extensive network of roads for transport, 
communication, and commerce. 
The chronological framework for this project begins with sites relevant to 
the Nabataean infrastructure during the late 2nd century BCE – 1st century CE 
that prefaced the Roman control over the Negev. I then continue into the early 
Imperial period with the annexation of Arabia in 106 CE up until the first Arab 
conquests of Roman Syria and Palaestina in 636 CE.  
 All of the sites have been previously identified, either through individual 
intensive site study, salvage excavation, or cursory excavation as part of a 
regional site-by-site survey. In each case, results have been published in either a 
site volume or journal. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, the dating of several of 
these sites remains open to question. Therefore, this study aims to use the most 
probable absolute chronologies based on the available evidence.6 The absence of 
reliable stratigraphy from inside many of these structures is further complicated 
by the general lack of inscriptions from most sites. Army forts and fortresses are 
often dated through conventional analysis of pottery and coins but sometimes 
                                                
6 For a similar methodological approach to the study of a group previously excavated sites in 
southern Israel, see: Werlin 2012. 
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are found to contain military diplomas, inscriptions or even epitaphs from 
adjacent cemeteries. Even more definitive artifacts such as coins pose the 
problem of having been kept in circulation for long periods of time and thus can 
prove misleading when attempting to establish formal occupation dates.7  
Observations made during sites visits supplement excavation and survey 
reports. With the exception of Qa’s es Sa’idiyeen and Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba I was 
able to visit all of the other sites included in my survey. In some cases very little 
remains were preserved either because of modern activities or later occupation of 
the site. My goals for analysis of during each survey visit were threefold: to 
assess the position and context of the site within the surrounding landscape, to 
note the presence and type of survey pottery found within and around the 
structures, and to appraise instances of renovation and remodeling when 
present. Through these evaluations I was able to reconcile the information 
provided from the original excavators and surveyors with my own impressions 
of the sites and context within the region. GPS points were taken at the 
structure(s) from each site and used to create GIS maps to note site distribution. 
Typologically, four categories of structures were identified: caravanserais, 
forts, towns, and those in which remains were so tentative the form of the 
structure remained undetermined. Caravanserais are best described as 
roadstations, courtyard-style buildings with rooms surrounding a central 
                                                
7 See Howgego 1995, for a discussion on coinage as a means of evidence for occupation and 
dating. 
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courtyard where travelers and their animals could receive food, water, and 
lodging. Additionally these sites could be used administratively as redistribution 
points for goods and collection of taxes. There is no designated size range 
limiting the categorization of caravanserai however they generally lack towers 
and their walls are significantly less robust than forts and towers nearly always 
less than one meter thick. The second category is composed of forts and fortlets. 
Forts identified in this study are mostly of the quadriburgium type most 
prominent during the Late Roman period. This form is characterized by a square 
core structure with a central courtyard surrounded by rooms (at times with a 
second story), and projecting corner towers (with additional interval towers at 
larger forts). In this study forts ranged as large as 100 x 100 m to 12 x 12 m. A 
distinction was made between forts and small similar structures regarded as 
fortlets, which were generally less than 10 x 10 m and lacking projecting towers. 
In some cases the small fortlets resembled basic towers with attached exterior 
courtyards. The third group is towns, which may have either been fortified or 
occupied with a garrison. In certain circumstances a town was included in this 
study for its administrative connection to the network of security. The final 
group is, as noted, incidents in which material found at the site suggests the 
presence of a structure from that period without identifiable remains specific to a 
particular category.  
  
7 
Research was aided by site catalogues on Roman military constructions in 
the region, including: the Israel Department of Antiquities Negev Emergency 
(1978-1988) under the direction of Rudolph Cohen, Shelagh Gregory’s 
dissertation Roman Military Architecture on the Eastern Frontier (1996), David 
Kennedy’s The Roman Army in Jordan (2004), and Ephraim Stern’s (editor) New 
Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land  (1993).8  Although the 
following study concentrates on archaeological remains, ancient literary sources 
are used to support the analysis of each site where available. The Ononmasticon of 
Eusebius (dating to 305-324 CE), a directory of place names throughout the Holy 
Land includes numerous sites in the Negev, often noting the geographical 
relationship between sites. The Tabula Peutingeriana (350 – 400 CE) an itinerarium 
(roadmap) of the cursus publicus, the imperial road and communication network 
across portions of Europe, North Africa, and Asia depicts roads and 
corresponding sites along the illustrated network. Of the available sources, the 
Notitia Dignitatum is the primary source for information regarding Late Roman 
bureaucracy and army deployment. This document provides an official 
governmental list outlining the administrative and military offices of the Roman 
imperial court, provincial offices, and army commanders of the Eastern and 
Western empires. Dates for the Eastern Empire can generally be assigned to 
between 386 and 394 CE. The Western portion seems to have been updated some 
                                                
8 For a full references to these titles see individual entries in the bibliography.  
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time after 419 CE and it is this version that has survived to provide the medieval 
copies we have today.9 Despite the later date of the compilation of the list, the 
majority of the units referred to are representative of the military organization 
during the reign of Diocletian through the fourth century. The relevant chapters 
(Oriens 34 and 37) give an account of those units that were positioned at sites 
throughout the provinces of Arabia and Palaestina. Another useful reference for 
the location of sites in the Byzantine Period is the Madaba Map (c. 542-570 CE), a 
floor mosaic from the church of St. George in Madaba (modern Jordan). The map 
depicts Jerusalem and the Mediterranean coast to the Dead Sea down to the Sinai 
likely as an itinerary for Christian pilgrims. Portions of the map include sites and 
routes in the Negev.  
 
Army Dispositions and the Limes  
 The majority of ancient references regarding army dispositions come from 
narratives dealing with ancient conflict, although the Roman epitomizer Florus 
(74-130 CE) accurately noted, “it is more difficult to keep provinces than to 
acquire them; they are won by force, they are retained by law” (difficilius est 
provinciam obtinere quam facere; viribus parantur, iure retinentur).10 The process of 
maintaining the empire was a constant and arduous task, which for the most part 
                                                
9 Kulikowski 2000: 360, 368-369: Nothing on the Eastern list post-dates the death of Theodosius in 
January 395 CE, Kulikowski asserts that the terminus ante quem for the eastern Notitia is 20 May 
394 CE, for an indepth explanation see 2000: 369-371. 
10 Florus, Epit. II, 30, 39.  
  
9 
fell upon the army. Ancient historians and writers rarely recorded peacekeeping 
and administrative actions. Although some information is available in the 
ancient sources regarding the disposition of military units, very seldom do such 
accounts provide the specific function of particular units or the relationship 
between various sites. Nonetheless some dates are available from these accounts 
to help build some understanding of why units may have been stationed where 
they were, to protect regional economies, safeguard against potential attacks, or 
provide bases for local administration. For example, several ancient sources help 
elucidate how the use of the term ‘limes’ evolved from the 1st – 6th centuries CE. 
Originally used to describe a range of constructions along an army road 
extending to the imperial border, after the 4th century the term was transformed 
to formally refer to a frontier district unconnected with army structures.11  
 One of the earliest references to a limes as a road-system on the frontier 
comes from Velleius (19 BCE – 31 CE) who talks about the exploits of Tiberius 
while a general of Augustus (c. 6 – 9 CE) “arma infert quae arcuisse pater et patria 
contenti errant; penetrate interius, aperit limites, vastat agros, urit domos, fundit 
obvios…” (“He attacked the enemy whom his father and country would have 
been content to hold in check; he penetrated farther inland, opened up roads, 
destroyed fields, burned houses, routed those in his way…”).12 In this passage 
Velleius refers to acts initated by Tiberius’ road construction and his penetration 
                                                
11 Isaac 1988: 146. 
12 Velleius II, 120; Isaac 1998: 347.  
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deep within into enemy territory as part of imperial actions taken by the 
general. 13  The term limes has also been used in numerous inscriptions on 
boundary stones, primarily from the third century and later, when the term 
implies a geographically defined boundary. However, during this period it is not 
used to “indicate permanent defensive structures or formal military and 
administrative organization” as is often assumed in modern literature.14 
From the fourth century onward ‘limes’ was used in reference to a frontier 
district. In Ammianus’ (c. 320-391 CE) writing on the organization of the remote 
border districts under Diocletian he comments “Quod Diocletianus exiguum 
antehoc et suspectum, muris turribusque circumcedit, celsis, cum in ipsis barbarorum 
confiniis interiores limites ordinaret…” (“This place [Circesium], formerly small and 
exposed to danger, Diocletian surrounded with walls and lofty towers, when he 
was arranging the inner limites on the very borders of the barbarians 
[Persians]”).15  
From the fourth century onward ‘limes’ became the standard term used to 
define the frontier district under the command of a dux. In the late empire the 
units under the command of a dux limitis were usually referred to as limitanei.16 
The limitanei were not peasant-farmers as scholars of the 19th & early 20th century 
had labeled them, they were simply “soldiers serving anywhere in the area 
                                                
13 Wheeler 1993a, 1993b; Whittaker 1997. 
14 Isaac 1988: 130. 
15 Ammianus XXIII, 5, 2.; Drijvers 2011: 20.  
16 Isaac 1988: 146. 
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assigned to the relevant dux and their duties were not necessarily connected 
with frontier defense”.17 Frontiers seem to have been zones of interaction that 
required organized administration, duties such as taking care of road security in 
these zones often fell within the competence of the limitanei stationed there.  
 Modern investigation along the frontiers has led to the examination of 
more specific details of Roman provincial infrastructure. These aspects of Roman 
occupation went hand in hand; wherever there was a military presence it was 
necessary to provide the means to support that presence. Features of the 
requisite infrastructure such as road, trade, and communication networks 
accordingly became a desirable avenue of study. The dynamic use of the military 
came to be seen as a vital part of provincial security, to ensure that supplies 
reached the frontiers, to maintain connections between provincial urban centers, 
and to provide safe passage for travelers and transport of resources in and out of 
provinces. Understanding these mechanisms of administration and army affairs 
was often packaged as broad concepts in multiple provinces under the aegis of 
‘Roman frontier systems’.  
Limesforschungen, meaning research involving the Roman presence along 
the frontiers and the maintenance of the provinces created following the 
expansion of frontier zones, originated at the end of the nineteenth century in 
Germany with the establishment of the Reichslimeskommission aimed at 
                                                
17 Isaac 1988: 146. 
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researching the establishment of the Limes Germanicus and the location of its 
forts.18 Mommsen was one of the first authors to formally define the term in 
which he focuses on its “boundary road” aspect as well as being “patrolled with 
posts stationed for frontier-defense”.19 The early definition or view of the limes as 
a set of Roman forts along a hermetically sealed border influenced nineteenth 
century scholarship and provided a paradigm that has been difficult for more 
recent scholars to transcend. 
Eric Birley re-conceptualized Limesforschungen with the organization of the 
first Congress of Roman Frontier Studies (RFS) in 1949 at Newcastle.20 The early 
RFS congresses concentrated on issues primarily in the western empire 
dominated by scholars in Britain, Germany, Austria, and Hungary. Beginning in 
the 1960s the congresses have incorporated studies from the whole of the empire, 
reaching out to a more diverse group of scholars including paleographers, 
numismatists, epigraphers, biological anthropologists, and 
paleoethnobotanists.21 The coming together of such scholars and publication of 
the proceedings of these congresses added other questions, for example, about 
the economic implication of the frontiers and aspects of provincial security.  
The progression of Roman Frontier studies eventually led to a lengthy and 
intense debate whether the Romans had a preconceived idea of how frontiers 
                                                
18 Freeman 1996: 465. 
19 Mommsen 1885: VIII. 
20 Birley 1952. 
21 James 2005: 501. 
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were to develop and if they followed a cogent policy across different emperors.22 
In 1976 Edward Luttwak published his seminal study The Grand Strategy of the 
Roman Empires, a work that has continued to influence scholars of Roman 
studies. Luttwak approached the concept of Roman frontiers as a military 
strategist, theorizing that the rise and expansion of the Roman Empire (from the 
early first century to the early fourth century A.D.) could be attributed to a 
Grand Strategy. His theory of Grand Strategy comprised three successive 
systems of military planning: “Economy of Force” (31 B.C. – A.D. 69), 
“Preventative Security” (A.D. 69 – 180), and “Defense-in-Depth” (A.D. 180 – 
305).23 Over thirty years later, Luttwak published a companion volume, The 
Grand Strategy of the Byzantine Empire addressing Grand Strategy from A.D. 395 – 
                                                
22 For a concise overview of Roman Frontier studies (as of 1996), including Luttwak’s proposition 
of Grand Strategy, see Freeman 1996.  
23 Luttwak 1976 : Luttwak’s “Economy of Force” saw legions distributed along the perimeter, 
with an additional (and significant) number of legions stationed in provinces. This was done in 
order to meet the needs not only of internal security but also of external security along the 
frontiers (1976: 17). Preventative Security comprises the high Imperial period (c. AD 69 – 180). 
Roman strategy was based on a massive investment in preventative defense along the frontiers. 
The Flavians instituted a system of border defense manifest in the form of road networks, forts, 
and towers along every segment of the limes as scientific frontiers. The build up of fortifications 
during this period suggest a move towards much more offensive frontier security tactics, 
however these were in actuality thin perimeters with the real military power “fragmented into 
regional armies organized around the core of legions stations permanently in each region” (1976: 
61, 80). The concept of “Defense-in-Depth” dominates Luttwak’s Third System (A.D. 180 – 305). 
Under this scheme resources such as fortifications and fieldworks are positioned both at the front 
line and in a series of lines behind it. Multiple lines of defense slow an attacker and deplete 
resources, since successive breaches of the defenses are required in order to eventually achieve a 
position behind enemy lines. A successful defense-in-depth occurs when fortification systems are 
able to withstand attack without the assistance of mobile field units and if, in turn, mobile field 
units are able to resist intense attacks in the border zones without requiring the shelter of the 
strongholds (especially not in a long-term capacity) (1976: 131).  
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1453 in the Byzantine world.24 Byzantine Grand Strategy was a more integrated 
system of combining deterrence, diplomacy and military intelligence. Through 
this progression of Roman and Byzantine systems of military planning, Luttwak 
sought to outline the existence and application of a Grand Strategy guiding 
imperial military planning across the reach of Rome’s imperial influence and 
power. 
Luttwak’s theories initiated a dialogue between disparate scholarly 
groups. People praised his work for the new perspective it offered while others 
immediately challenged the notion of Grand Strategy as unfounded and riddled 
with problems. His ideas in turn inspired broad inquiries, ranging from the very 
question of how to define strategy, the application of modern systems analysis to 
concepts in the ancient world, and especially the development and nature of the 
frontiers. Whether critical or supportive of Luttwak’s proposition of Grand 
Strategy, scholars concur that his intervention greatly influenced the field, which 
has continued to address this question from a variety of perspectives.25  
While there was a great deal of objection to many aspects of Luttwak’s 
Roman Grand Strategy, as a theory it has become a departure point much modern 
scholarship. The studies that have emerged often take a holistic approach to the 
Roman presence (military and non-military) within a province or provinces, 
                                                
24 Luttwak 2009 
25 Ferrill 1991b: 73. 
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regions and frontiers. 26  The unique nature of individual provinces in the 
development of security was considered as a possible factor for the disparities of 
military dispositions between the provinces. J.C. Mann suggested that security 
was a reactive measure applied differently in each province.27  
While new frontier systems of military complexes continued to be 
explored, questions emerged regarding the nature of these networks. Two 
notable scholars, Benjamin Isaac working in the east and C.R. Whittaker in the 
west, independently came to the same conclusions regarding the nature of the 
Roman frontiers and imperial strategy.28 Isaac and Whittaker agreed that to a 
certain degree, strategic thinking was involved in directing the course of the 
empire, particularly the development of the frontiers, however there was no 
single ‘Grand Strategy’ that could account for the process of expansion and 
maintenance of the empire.29  
In conjunction with the development of Roman Frontier studies, the word 
limes, which had been used to define a hermitically closed border composed of 
forts and road systems, had to be redefined as scholars began rejecting the notion 
of closed linear defenses.30 Isaac’s research on how ancient authors used the term 
                                                
26 For example: Parker 2006a; Mattingly 1994; Breeze 1982; Wells 2005. 
27 Mann 1979: 175.  
28 Isaac 1990; Whittaker 1997: The work done by Isaac and Whittaker represent two of the seminal 
publications on broad-systems analysis of the Roman frontiers. Independently both authors 
reached the conclusion that in general terms there was a lack of grand strategy guiding the 
expansion of the empire.  
29 For details on their respective findings, see: Whittaker 1996: 28-33; Isaac 1990: 416-418. 
30 Isaac 1988: 125; Vrba 2007: 187.  
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limes shows that it first appeared in the early imperial period when military 
roads and boundaries began to be referred to as limes instead of fines or termini as 
they had been during the Republic.31 Isaac’s analysis of the term ‘limes’ detailed 
its use in the first – third centuries CE in reference to a road network or 
demarcated land border of the empire, in contrast to a defended border or 
military structures such as forts, walls or systems of towers.32 When considered 
in this context the term ‘limes’ is not restricted to frontier analysis alone but is 
also applicable to provincial interiors sometimes dominated by major networks 
of highways. Isaac’s work brought a new dimension to the analysis of the ‘limes’ 
concept both in how the term was used in the ancient world and how scholars 
today look at interrelated networks of fortified sites along and within the 
provincial boundaries. 
Moving inward from the frontiers zones, efforts emerged to understand 
Roman provincial administration and security. A host of theories arose, ranging 
from criticism of the role of the emperor33, to Roman geographical ignorance, the 
absence of a general staff for planning in opposition to a central strategy 
supported by J.B. Campbell and F. Millar. 34 The role of local demographics and 
economic factors as the driving force for the development of the frontiers as 
                                                
31 Isaac 1988, 126-128. 
32 Isaac 1988: 146; See also Hanson 1989: 55; Wheeler 1993a: 27; Vrba 2007: 157-158.  
33 Isaac 1990: 27-28, 31, 380-383, on the emperor’s desire for glory as the impetus for war not 
planning; 416 in the absence of strategic planning for imperial security and military dispositions 
there may have been aims that were consistently seen as tactically acceptable.  
34 Campbell 1984: 366-367, 390-393; Millar 1982. 
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proposed by R. Jones has also been considered as a possible mode to study 
Roman security.35 Isaac’s assertion that we look to a corrupt military faced with 
the challenges of banditry,36 and J. Mann’s proposal that accidental frontiers 
developed from ad hoc responses37 rather than an empire-wide strategy have 
gained more ground in recent years as plausible factors influencing the 
development of provincial security and adminstration. 38  Kagan took the 
approach of isolating the problem that the institutional changes in Luttwak’s 
theory sought to address, namely the allocation of military resources in both 
offensive and defensive capacities.39 Through the tracking of troop deployments, 
Kagan proposes that the priorities and objectives of emperors can be identified 
through the resources allocated to meet them, and in so doing they reveal 
strategic decisions.40  
 
Previous Research Associated with the Roman Army Presence in the Negev 
Initial exploration of the army deployment in the Negev developed out of 
research conducted by Alois Musil, Fritz Frank, and Nelson Glueck. 41 Over the 
course of nearly fifty years these scholars conducted groundbreaking fieldwork 
                                                
35 Jones 1991: 101-103. 
36 Isaac 1990, Ch. 2. 
37 Mann 1974: 508-514; 1979, 177-178  
38 Wheeler 1993a; 1993b, outlines the different responses and theories put forth in response to 
Edward Luttwak’s “Grand Strategy of the Roman Empire”.  
39 Kagan 2006: 354-356.  
40 Kagan 2006: 362. 
41 Musil 1907; Frank 1934; Glueck 1953-1960.  
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producing an important corpus of work that would be highly influential to 
Albrecht Alt’s seminal research on the limes Palaestina and Benjamin Mazar’s 
proposal of a limes Iudaeae. 42 The survey and excavation of forts between the 
Mediterranean coast and Red Sea formed the basis for Alt’s interpretation of the 
limes Palaestina belonging to the Flavian period.  Mazar’s interpretations focused 
on the area of the northern Negev/southern Judaea as a zone of reduced security 
in the late 1st/early 2nd centuries CE that necessitated the construction of an east-
west line of forts, the limes Iudaeae. Mazar and Alt both considered the Roman 
military presence a defensive measure. Inspired by their work Mordechai Gichon 
spent the next forty years exploring the nature of the proposed limes system in 
the Negev.43 In his exploration of the Limes Palaestina, Gichon supports an initial 
construction date in the Flavian period for the network of sites based on earlier 
border defenses.44 The region from the Dead Sea to the Mediterranean ran 
parallel to the riverbed of the Nahal Besor and Nahal Beer Sheva, the only 
natural obstacles in the region.45 Gichon saw the area as having experienced a 
long history of tension between the “desert and sown”.46  Boundaries in this area 
may have been based on fluctuating levels of rainfall, resulting in incursions 
from desert nomads to the territories further north, and across the desert fringe 
                                                
42 Alt 1930; 1931; 1935; 1955; Mazar 1949. 
43 Gichon 1967, Ph.D. dissertation at Hebrew University. 
44 Gichon 1967; 1980, 844; 1991: Gichon bases his dating of the limes on ceramic comparisons from 
work done at Herodian Jericho, by Yadin at Masada, DeVaux and Millikand (and associates) in 
the Judaean desert (1967, 176).  
45 Gichon 1967: 180. 
46 Gichon 1967: 176. 
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in search of water sources. A large portion of the region traversed by the Limes 
Palaestina falls within a zone with of a mean rainfall of less than 200 mm, while 
the rest of the limes lies within the 300 mm isohyet.47 A need for security in this 
border area, according to Gichon, extends as far back as the Early Bronze Age 
and spans through antiquity into modern times.48 Politically, his Flavian Limes 
was rooted in safeguarding Judaea from tribal inroads from the Nabataeans, the 
Roman client-kingdom in control of the Negev. Under this scheme, control of the 
limes was exercised by the army as a fixed boundary and not as a permeable zone 
of interaction.49  The function of these sites as a limes separating the Roman 
province of Judaea from its own ally, the Nabataean client state, would amount 
to a statement of imperial suspicion regarding these ‘allies’.  
 At the core of Gichon’s proposed Flavian limes are the forts that made up 
the proposed Judaean line of defense: Beersheva, Birsama, ‘Ira, Arad, ‘Aroer, 
‘Uza, Upper Zohar, Ein Boqeq, Tel Shera in the hinterland and the large civil 
center at Malatha.50 As a precursor to the Flavian limes, the Judaean fortifications 
Gichon identified were primarily designed to control and guard the borders, as 
well as serve as strategic reserves for any future conflict with Persia.51 Under 
                                                
47 Gichon 1967, #5; based on the Survey of Palestine mean annual rainfall, map 21.  
48 Gichon 1967: no. 6, cites several allusions in the bible to problems in this area: Jud. 6, 33, 7; I. 
Sam. 30, 1-26; II. Chron. 25, 11; II. Chron. 26, 7; II. Chron. 20, 20-25.  
49 Gichon 1971: 191. 
50 Gichon 1967, fig. 1 (Limes Iudaea); 2002: 188; See also Stern et al. 1993 for entries on these cities 
in the New Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavation in the Holy Land I, II, as suggested by 
Gichon in 2002.  
51 Gichon 2002: 195. 
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Gichon’s proposed Flavian network he accepts the fact that earlier pre-Roman 
structures at these sites form the basis for their occupation and were likely 
utilized in some way in construction or renovation in the Flavian period. 
However, several sites do not have evidence to support occupation in the Flavian 
period or prior to it when the region was under the control of the Nabataeans. A 
more in-depth analysis of the individual sites will be presented in Chapter 3 but 
in the context of the proposed Flavian limes, it should be noted for example, that 
the forts at Upper Zohar and En Boqeq belong to the Byzantine period and have 
virtually no evidence for occupation during the 1st/early 2nd centuries CE.  
 The problem is not the possibility of such an early, fortified defensive 
system in Judaea, or even that several of the sites included were not in use 
during the Flavian period, but rather the proposed reason for the system. Gichon 
suggests that the particular climate and landscape of the northern Negev 
engendered the movement of nomadic tribes across the region causing unrest on 
a scale significant enough to warrant permanent army involvement. If this 
system were to date to the Flavian period and had functioned as a defensive 
limes, it would have been the earliest example of such an imperial limes system. 
Wells has done extensive work on one of the earliest examples of a fortified 
frontier zone, or limes system, which he dates to c. 80 CE on the Danube, with the 
establishment of new forts at Köshing, Eining, Regensburg-Kumpfmühl, and 
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Straubing.52 These forts represent the first formation of what would formally 
become the Danube limes between 115 – 125 CE, consisting of a fort system, a 
road and wall, linking the Danube limes with the Rhine frontier, joining together 
the lands in modern Baden-Württemberg, Hesse, and Bavaria.53 If the proposed 
Flavian limes were to follow a similar trajectory as the Danube limes, it would 
have taken 35 to 40 years to firmly establish the system, pushing the constructing 
of the Flavian limes back to approximately c. 35 – 30 CE. During this period 
Judaea was already a Roman province and Aretas IV was king of Nabataea (9 
BCE – 40 CE), recognized by Augustus as a reliable ally an ally to Rome, 
particularly given that Aretas IV had sent substantial forces to support the 
Roman general Varus against the Jews at the end of the first century BCE. It then 
begs the question, why would the Romans need to heavily fortify the Judaean 
provincial border against a client king with whom they were on good terms? 
Furthermore the archaeological remains of the sites included as part of this 
system do not suggest an outwardly military purpose when considered 
individually or as a defensive military network. If this were a purely or 
intentional defensive system the location of individual sites as strategic points 
and their defensibility would be taken into far greater consideration. Several of 
                                                
52 Wells 2005: 61. Excavation of these forts has shown these early bases were enclosed with timber 
and earth walls, interior buildings were constructed on frameworks of wooden posts. Wells notes 
that an inscription found at Eining indicates the base was established during the reign of the 
Emperor Titus 79-81 C.E.  
53 Wells 2005: 61. See also in Wells 2005: Schallmayer, E., and Becker, M. (2001). Limes. 
Reallexikonder germanischen Alterumskunde 18: 403-442.  
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the structures that compose the proposed limes do not date to the same period 
and therefore could not have been working together as such a system.  
 Other scholars including Brünnow, Domaszewski, Avi Yonah, proposed 
that the establishment or extensive reorganization of the Limes Palaestina dates 
the system to the 4th century CE.54 This argument relies on a series of ancient 
sources including, such as Eusebius’ Onomasticon, the Tabula Peutingeriana, and 
the Oriens section of the Notitia Dignitatum, which refer to the forces stationed in 
the provinces of Palaestinae that may have been associated with the limes system. 
Discussions included not only the sites along the Beersheba belt in the northern 
area of the so-called Flavian limes but also other fortified sites and cities 
throughout the greater Negev.55 The later Diocletianic limes has been seen as 
belonging to a system of three lines of defense across Palaestina 
(Negev/Arabia).56 According to this proposed scheme there was an inner zone 
extending from the Mediterranean coast to the Dead Sea, an outer zone 
representing the actual imperial frontier line to the east with forts strung north 
from the Red Sea along the via nova Traiana, while a third line of forts through the 
Wadi Araba connected these two systems. Under this scheme Diocletian’s 
reorganization of the military complexes aimed to merge the proposed earlier 
                                                
54 Magness 1999: 189. See also: Shatzman 1991: 238-246, in which he concludes that there were 
aspects of the limes system that began to evolve before the more formal institutionalization of the 
system under Diocletian, these early roots can be traced back to the late 3rd c. C.E. 
55 Applebaum 1989: 132.  
56 Applebaum and Gichon 1967; Avi Yonah 1958. 
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‘Judaean limes’ with the systems running through the Wadi Araba and along the 
frontier in Jordan.57  
Other scholars believe that fortified sites in Palaestina are not considered a 
separate limes but rather an extension of the garrisoning regimen of southern 
Jordan, (formally part of provincia Arabia) and, thus, an intergral part of that 
frontier system. Bowersock’s interpretation Ammianus’s use of “interiores limites” 
refers to a fortified territory within the province, separated from barbaricum by 
the frontier line. This interpretation of limes as a fortified region of an interior 
province appears in the east after the 3rd century CE, as a result of the unique 
frontier circumstances. This is in contradiction to the traditional sense of the 
word as applied in the 1st and 2nd centuries as a fortified line on the frontiers in 
Germany or the Balkans.58  Luttwak expresses a similar view, although his 
conception of a limes in Palaestina Tertia falls within his paradigm of ‘Defense-in-
Depth’59: “There, the limes did not exist to protect a province, but rather the 
province existed to sustain the limes, which served a broad regional function in 
                                                
57 Gichon 2002:185. 
58 Bowersock 1976: 103-4, 228.  
59 Luttwak 1976: 131, Defense-in-Depth, as described by Luttwak in his scheme of Grand Strategy, 
means that resources such as fortifications and fieldworks are positioned both at the front line 
and in a series of lines behind it. Multiple lines of defense slow an attacker and deplete resources, 
since successive breaches of the defenses are required in order to achieve deep penetration of the 
interior zone. A successful defense-in-depth occurs when fortification systems are able to 
withstand attack without the assistance of mobile field units and if, in turn, mobile field units are 
able to resist intense attacks in the border zones without requiring the shelter of the strongholds 
(especially not in a long-term capacity). See also Whittaker 1994 for a thorough assessment of the 
pitfalls of defense-in-depth.  
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protecting the southern Levant from nomad attacks”.60 Luttwak’s statement 
lends support to Bowersock’s assessment of the limes: that the priority of the 
province was to ensure the security of the limes on a regional basis.  
Parker echoes Bowersock’s skepticism that the Roman frontier did not 
function as a military barrier, but rather as a fortified zone to control the nomadic 
raids along the frontier.61 Diocletian’s reorganization of the provinces transferred 
the ca. 200 km section of the Arabian frontier from Wadi al-Hasā to Aqaba, to the 
province of Palaestina Salutaris.62 In this explanation, the southern portion of the 
frontier, once transferred to the control of the dux Palaestina63, becomes the Limes 
Palaestina.64 Additionally, the northern fortifications from the Mediterranean to 
the southern end of the Dead Sea reached their height during the Diocletianic 
period, with some forts even garrisoned by elite cavalry formations.65 Parker has 
suggested that northern system functioned as an inner line of defense against the 
Saracens in the event that they were able to breach the Negev and reach the 
southern border of Palaestina Prima.66 Fortification of the Beersheba valley and 
region between the Dead Sea and Mediterranean could be interpreted as 
protecting the northern province from possible incursions coming from the 
Negev and Sinai. However, Isaac has noted that the nomadic tribes who 
                                                
60 Luttwak 1976: 160; See also Isaac 1992: 187-188.  
61 Parker 1986: 9.  
62 Parker 1986: 87.  
63 Not. Dig. Oriens 34. 
64 Parker 1986: 87, 119.  
65 Not. Dig. Oriens 34, 18-22; Gichon 1980: 844, 852.  
66 Parker 1986: 142-143.  
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presumably mounted such threats along the eastern frontier are virtually absent 
in Roman literary sources before the 4th century CE.67  
Other regional studies that address issues in the Roman and Byzantine 
Negev are valuable to our understanding of the factors that may have influenced 
military dispositions. Fiema’s dissertation Economics, Administration and 
Demography of Late Roman and Byzantine Southern Transjordan provides a context 
for the events that ultimately allowed for a successful conquest of the region by 
the Muslims in the 7th century CE.68 Sheresheviski provides an analysis of the 
urbanization of the Negev specifically adaptations to the desert conditions and 
effects on urban planning during the Byzantine period.69 Of particular interest to 
the present study is Ward’s dissertation research on how economic and religious 
conditions influenced the identities of communities in Palaestina Tertia during 
the Late Roman period. In his work Ward addresses aspects of international and 
inter-regional trade, specifically the Red Sea trade, originating and passing 
through the province including the Negev.70 
 
Present Study 
 This dissertation provides an examination of the archaeological evidence 
for the Roman army presence in the Negev over seven centuries of occupation.  
                                                
67 Isaac 1992: 68; Magness 1999: 189.  
68 Fiema 1991.  
69 Sheresheviski 1991.  
70 Ward 2008. 
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The interconnected relationships of these sites and the trajectory of their 
development lie at the core of this study. I have cautiously reviewed the 
excavation reports for the sites included in this study along with my own site 
survey in order to understand the development of individual structures and their 
place within the respective network system. In this chapter I have laid out the 
general theme of this project, a methodological outline of my research, a 
discussion of the current state of the field, and previous research on the Roman 
military presence in the Negev.  
 In Chapter 2, I present the geographical, environmental, and historical 
context of the Negev in which this study is set against. The chapter is divided 
into two parts: in part one I discuss the geography of the region and the diverse 
environmental conditions that helped influence the location of sites. In a region 
like the Negev with the prevalence of often extreme conditions, issues such as 
harsh desert climate, the availability of water sources, and dramatic changes in 
elevation highly influenced where occupation could be sustained. The second 
part of Chapter 2 provides a historical outline of the periods discussed. In this 
section I provide a chronological narrative of the historical and political 
circumstances relevant to the development of the military presence from the 1st 
century BCE until the early 7th century CE.  
The description of individual sites forms the basis of Chapter 3. Here, I 
discuss the location and identification of each site in the regional landscape, and 
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the history of the site according to ancient sources from the periods discussed in 
this study. Also included in the site analysis is the excavation and survey history 
detailing the initial discovery of the site and the history of its exploration by 
modern scholars. The results of excavation and survey work are included as the 
basis for our understanding of the structures at each site and their chronological 
development. While part of a larger network, the unique nature of each site is 
addressed as an important component in the system. The chronological 
development of each site is also included to show correlations between the 
development of individual sites and the overall network to which they belonged.  
Chapter 4 presents a summary of the four phases of development 
applicable to the Roman army presence in the Negev. Each phase is organized 
chronologically outlining those sites that were occupied in each phase, how they 
may have been interconnected as a network, and what circumstances may have 
influenced the development of these sites in a specific phase. The focus of this 
study is to examine the patterns exhibited in the development of internal 
security, and the factors that influenced this development are considered as 
providing possible motivation for the trajectory of the different phases of 
security. I conclude with a short description of how these phases developed from 
one to another, and a review of my methodology.  
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CHAPTER II 
 
GEOGRAPHICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
 This chapter is divided into main two sections: 1) the first section outlines 
the regional geography and climate with an emphasis on conditions during the 
Roman and Byzantine periods; 2) the second provides a historical narrative of 
the Negev from the 1st century CE through the 7th century CE, concluding with 
the first Arab conquest.  
   
Map 2.1. The geography of the Negev 
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 In antiquity, as in modern times, the Negev has served as a natural 
extension of the Sinai linking Egypt with the Transjordan and the lands beyond 
to the east. The total area of the Negev occupies 12,500 sq. kilometers, 
approximately 60% of the modern state of Israel. Its diverse regional landscape 
spans the arid lands along the Mediterranean coastal plain and the modern 
political border of the Egyptian Sinai to the west. To the east, its boundary runs 
south from the Dead Sea along the Arava (ʽAraba) Rift Valley, studded on both 
sides with high cliffs ending at the Gulf of ʽAqaba on the Red Sea. The bisecting 
northern boundary is somewhat indistinct; in the northwest it borders the loess-
covered Negev plains and gradually changes into the coastal grassy Shefela 
Plains, then into the thinly wooded Judean foothills.71 The Negev’s natural 
western boundary is the broad creek of the Wādī El-Arish, which extends just a 
few kilometers west of the present day frontier between Egypt and Israel. The 
wādī marks the transition between the rugged highlands of the Negev and the 
generally level gravely plains (called hammados and regs) of the northern Sinai.72  
Geographically, the Wadi Araba did not pose a significant obstacle for 
travelers to and from the Gulf of ʽAqaba until the Negev highlands were 
reached, at which point it became necessary to climb a significant ascent out of 
the wādī. However, the extreme hot and dry climate of the Araba resulted in the 
                                                
71 Hillel 1982: 73. 
72 Hillel 1982: 74. 
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need for alterative routes on either side of it.73 For travelers going westward, the 
route through the Hismā to and from ʽAqaba was preferred rather than through 
the searing heat of the ʽAraba.  
 
Geology, Climate, Vegetation 
 
The climate in the Negev consists of two general zones according to the 
revised version of the Köppen-Geiger climate classification (2007): the roughly 
northern quarter of the Negev belongs to the Mediterranean zone (Csa) and the 
southern three-quarters are classified as a Desert Zone (Bwh).74 Across the 
entirety of the Negev, annual rainfall is predominantly confined to the winter 
months, November to April, and ranges from 200-300 millimeters in the 
northwest decreasing drastically to approximately 25 millimeters in the extreme 
south.75 The primary wadi systems and their tributaries, “Nahal Besor and Nahal 
Nitzana, draining westward toward the Mediterranean; Nahal Zin, draining to 
the Dead Sea; and Nahal Neqarot, Nahal Paran, and Nahal Hiyyon, draining into 
the Arava, catch the run-off from the winter rains”.76 The higher water table in 
the wādī beds provides heavier vegetation cover. Survey conducted by Woolley 
and Lawrence yielded evidence that the Roman and Byzantine inhabitants of the 
Negev went to great lengths to procure water for agricultural, drinking and 
                                                
73 Bowersock 1994: 6. 
74 Peel et al. 2007: 641, Fig. 8. 
75 Hillel 1982: 74. 
76 Baron 1981: 58. 
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bathing purposes.77  The very fact that elaborate systems and methods for 
obtaining water can be found in the archaeological evidence provides clues to the 
strain put on the procurement of water during the Roman and Byzantine 
periods.78 Some indication that the Negev experienced greater aridity during the 
first millennium comes from studies of fluctuations in the water levels of the 
Dead Sea, which show a higher level of precipitation during the first century 
BCE followed by increasingly drier period over the next several centuries.79  
The landscape is composed of mountains, rocky hills, gravel-covered 
plateaus, coarse sediments, and sand dunes. Over 90% of land area making up 
the Negev consists of marine sedimentary rocks, predominantly limestone and 
chalks of varying densities.80 The geography of the Negev can be divided into 
four regions: the northern Negev, the central Negev, the southern Negev, and the 
Wadi Araba.  
Northern Negev 
The sub-region of the Coastal/Northern Negev is defined by the 
Mediterranean coast to the west, Nahal Shiqma to the north, and the southern 
border extending from the Haluza Dunes east along the Nahal Zin to the eastern 
edge of the Fold Mountains and the area around the Dead Sea. Taken as a whole, 
the plains and plateaux of the northern Negev constitute a semi-arid region with 
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loess soils of aeolian origin deposited during the Pleistocene. 81  Along the 
coastline itself there is a wide dune-belt, similar to what is found along the whole 
coastline south of Yafo. As a result of increased water-retention, soils in the 
dune-covered loess areas have a heavier natural cover of vegetation.82  
The prominent features of the northwestern Negev are the foothills and 
rolling plains, c. 30-60 km wide, broken by ridges of chalks, marls and limestone, 
which run from the Sinai border at Nitzana towards the mountains of Hebron.83 
Several major ancient cities are included in the landscape of the northern Negev: 
Beersheba, Nitzana, Elusa, Shivta and Tel Arad.  The area surrounding 
Beersheva has a heavy cover of aeolian loess that provides productive soil for 
agriculture. South of Beersheva, in the vicinity of Nessana and Shivta, the aeolian 
loess is found mainly in the wadi beds but is subject to heavy erosion.84  
The southeastern edge of the northern Negev is marked by a series of fold 
mountains, the result of converging tectonic plates. Mountains form a semi-
circular shape with the base extending from the Dead Sea to the southwest for 90 
km up to Shivta. The arc follows south along the shore of the Dead Sea to the 
border of the Wadi Araba and beside the southern rim of the basin of the Nahal 
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Zin and over the watershed following the Nahal Zipporim to Nahal Lavan and 
exits into the coastal plain.85 
Central Negev 
The Central Negev sub-region extends roughly 60km east from the Sinai 
border, to the edge of the Wadi Araba. To the north the area is bounded by the 
Nahal Zin and Haluza Dunes, with the southern boundary along the fault line 
forming the Άrif Cliffs. The Central Negev can be further sub-divided into the 
regions of the central Negev highlands and southern Negev highlands. Mampsis 
and Avdat are included in the 2,000 sq km area of the central Negev highlands, 
where the elevation ranges from 450 m to the highest point at Har Ramon at 1035 
m above sea level.86 The main feature of the highlands are the series of parallel 
ridges and valleys in which the gradual slopes of the ridges face northwest while 
the steep slopes face southeast.87 The opposing features of the ridges create 
wadis that drain either east into the Dead Sea or west into the Mediterranean 
Sea. Adjacent to the wadis are fertile areas of alluvial plains where loess soil has 
built up in the wadi beds.88 The Makhtesh Ramon (or Ramon Crater) represents 
the geological boundary between the steppe of the Central Negev highlands, and 
the desert of the southern Negev.89 The surface of the southern Negev highlands 
is mainly covered with loose gravel and rocky outcrops, in addition to the wadi 
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bottoms filled with desert alluvium and gravels as they drain into the Arava 
Valley. Together the whole of the northern and central Negev receive an average 
rainfall of 100-150 mm, approximately less than half the minimum required for 
dry farming. To counter the lack of rainfall, an extensive network of ancient 
terraced wadis servicing agricultural farms were constructed in the hinterlands 
of Negev towns.90  
Southern Negev 
The southern most extent of the Negev comprises the third sub-region, 
reaching from the Biq’at Hayareah massif, south to the Gulf of the Red Sea and 
east to the edge of the Wadi Araba. An extension of the massif “15-25 km wide, 
stretches from the southern Sinai to the northeast to form the western shore of 
the Gulf of Aqaba, penetrates into the Negev to the west and north of the modern 
city of Eliat, where it is interrupted by the rift of the Arava, and continues in 
Transjordan as the western section of the Edom Mountains as far north as the 
southern edge of the Northern Arava”.91  The steep rock cliffs surrounding the 
wadi beds have created canyon-like fissures through the mountains. Vegetation 
in this sub-region is particularly poor, consisting mainly of acacia trees and 
nettle, confined to the gravel bottom of the wadis, with a cover of loose gravel 
across the upper level stretches of the massif.92  
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The plateaux of the Hiyyon and Upper Paran form the largest area of level 
ground in Israel; however, the area is virtually unused due to the extremely arid 
climate. The plateau receives “less than 50 mm of rainfall per annum, soils do not 
exist, except in some patches in the enclosed basins, and are mostly saline, 
vegetation occurs only within the watercourses”. 93  Thus the inhospitable 
conditions make this sub-region the most desolate area of the Negev.  
Wadi Araba 
The Wadi Araba (Arava Valley) is an extension of the Syro-African Rift 
and serves as the eastern edge of the Negev and southern border between the 
modern nations of Israel and Jordan. The Wadi Araba runs the entire length of 
the eastern Negev, stretching north from the Red Sea and the Gulf of Eliat to the 
Dead Sea and varies in width from between 5 to 30 km. Surrounded by 
mountains on both sides, the eastern rim of the Arava is characterized by steep 
cliffs where the Edom Mountains reach heights up to 1,000 m. The Negev hills of 
the western rim are significantly lower (+ 500 m) and do not form unbroken or 
steep escarpments but rise gradually toward the Negev highlands.94  
The extremely arid climate can be challenging receiving less than 50 mm 
of rainfall annually during the winter months, with the exception of the Edom 
Mountains to the east, which receive up to 250 mm year. This may not have 
always been the case; Smith cites environmental studies that suggest from the 
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first century BCE to the second centuries CE that there was abundant rainfall, 
“ending by the beginning of the third century and simultaneously the level of the 
Dead Sea in 333 CE became as low as it is today”.95  
The majority of the Wadi Araba soil comprises gravelly desert plains 
known as hammadas, “soil derived from sediments mostly the detritus of igneous 
rocks and Nubian sandstones, washed down from the highlands on either side of 
the valley”.96 The resulting desert pavement over the finer sediments, which are 
found to be shallow and fairly saline, restricts vegetation, which consists mainly 
of desert shrubs and acacia trees in the waterbeds.97 The northern portion of the 
Araba in the Dead Sea region is composed of highly saline Lisan marls fed by 
branches of the wadi system of Nahal Zin, which have carved out deep ravines, 
badlands, and gullies.98 The natural springs found throughout the Wadi Araba 
serve as the primary source of groundwater both today and in antiquity. 
Prominent springs can be found alongside archaeological remains from the 
classical period at Evrona, Yotvata, Gharandal, et-Tayyiba, Erga, and Rahel.99  
In contrast to the desert pavement appearance of the hammadas that cover 
much of the Araba, the central and southern sections of the valley are 
distinguished by their coarse stone and gravel alluvium with sand dunes of 
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aeolian origin.100 Flash floods in the Araba have caused the formation of alluvial 
fans on the eastern and western side of the most southern portion of the valley. 
Agriculturally rich soil is built up through the processes of flooding leaving 
behind fertile sediments that can support certain types of shrubs and other deep- 
rooted plants (phreatophytes).  
 Mineral deposits in the Wadi Araba occur chiefly in the ore districts of 
Timna/Faynan and Eilat/Abu Khusheiba where copper and copper-manganese 
ores can be found.101 The Basin of Timna lies approximately 25 km north of Eliat 
where cliffs recede to form a half-circle shaped basin, which contains the copper-
bearing minerals.102 Evidence for copper mining and smelting in antiquity have 
been identified in both ore districts where activities seem to have begun during 
the Chalcolithic period (ca. 4500-3300 BCE) and peaked in the third and first 
millennia BCE and then again during the second through fourth centuries CE.103  
 
Geographical and Environmental Conclusions 
The image of the Negev as an inhospitable region with harsh 
environments and geological barriers, has been challenged by ongoing 
archaeological research on the occupation of the region. The current climatic 
conditions of the Negev were very similar to those experienced during the 
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Roman and Byzantine periods, therefore changes in settlement patterns are more 
likely to have been influenced by political and socioeconomic factors than 
changes in the environment.104 Agriculturally sustainable land was exploited in 
available pockets, while man-made terrace systems in the wadis optimized 
otherwise unused arable soil. The climate of the Negev Highlands, as an arid 
zone (annual rainfall between 80-150 mm), is able to support some types of 
vegetation and seasonal livestock, in instances where farmers could harvest 
rainwater runoff.105 Irrigation systems in cities such as Mampsis, Oboda, Shivta, 
Nitzana, and Elusa, testify to the ability of the Negev populations to develop 
prosperous communities notwithstanding the region’s environmental conditions.  
 
The Negev: Social and Political Overview Under Nabataean Control 
The processes by which security mechanisms developed in the Negev 
during the Roman period are best understood when set in their appropriate 
historical context. The circumstances surrounding the establishment of the 
fortified structures discussed in this study provide some insight into which 
aspects of the socio-economic and political spheres of the Negev were regarded 
as warranting protection. Preferences for specific trade routes and the modalities 
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of their use further our contextual understanding of the priorities for regional 
security and the strong incentive of providing economic stability.  
The Nabtataean kingdom presented Rome with a complex state deeply 
rooted in the economic administration of the region. A Nabataean presence was 
thriving throughout the Negev and Transjordan from the 4th century BCE 
onwards, and this settlement peaked in the first century BCE. Wealth was 
achieved through the trade in aromatics, and the ability of the Nabataeans to 
utilize their knowledge as to the location of artificial water sources across their 
trade routes.106  The earliest known historical reference to the Nabataeans comes 
from the mid-fourth century BCE writer Hieronymus of Cardia, who provides a 
detailed description of their culture. Diodorus Siculus, writing in the first century 
BCE, relied heavily on eyewitness history provided by Hieronymus of Cardia; 
based on his account Diodorus writes that in the 312 BCE the former general of 
Alexander, Antigonus the One-Eyed, decided to expand his conquest of Syria 
and Phoenicia to include the “land of the Arabs who are called Nabataeans”.107 
While the attack on the Nabataeans proved to be both unsuccessful and 
pointless, it indicates there was some degree of interaction between the late 
Hellenistic world and the Nabataeans. Diodorus goes on to describe the customs 
of the Nabataeans, including the raising of sheep and camels, marketing asphalt 
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from the Dead Sea, and of course their lucrative role in the trade of perfume and 
spice between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea.108  
The establishment of Ptolemaic rule in Egypt and Palestine in the late 
fourth century BCE ushered in a period of prosperity for the Nabataeans and 
other Arab groups engaged in the incense trade.109 Although Nabataean control 
of the overland incense routes may have long been in place by the time the 
Ptolemaic dynasty came to power, the willingness of the Ptolemies to cooperate 
with the Nabataeans as third party middle-men suggest that the Nabataeans had 
a strong and sufficiently organized presence in the region for the Hellenistic 
rulers of Egypt not to usurp their commerce. Evidence from the Zenon papyri, 
Ptolemaic bureaucratic document from the third century BCE, refer to the 
importance of the port of Gaza to the incense trade and the involvement of the 
Arabian peoples: the Minaeans and Gerrhaeans and a “Moabite” named 
Malichus (a Nabataean name).110  
The Negev was known to be occupied by Arabs who had “achieved both a 
high culture and a powerful monopoly of the traffic in perfume and spices”.111 
Details about this group of Arabs in the southeast corner of the Mediterranean 
can be derived from two accounts of Augustus’ contemporaries. The Sicilian 
historian Diodorus, in his universal history, portrays the Nabataeans as 
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enterprising nomads.112 Just a few decades later, writing at the end of the first 
century BCE, Strabo in his Geography, offers a very different perspective of the 
Nabataean people, most significantly remarking on their sedentary lifestyle.113 
He presents a Nabataean society where Petra, their capital city, was a point of 
convergence for caravan routes from throughout the Near East and as far away 
as India and China. The Nabataean hinterlands supported agriculture and 
herding, in addition to more specific industries such as the production and 
distribution of asphalt in the Dead Sea region.114 Departing from Petra, goods 
were sent in various directions, including across the Negev through the Sinai 
into Egypt, down to the Red Sea and across to Gaza for ports throughout the 
Mediterranean. The Mediterranean world of the first century BCE provided a 
market for several highly valued resources provided by Nabataean trade 
contacts. Spices, drugs, aromatics and gems were procured from India; 
frankincense, aloes, and myrrh came from South Arabia, while the Silk Route 
from China supplied cotton cloth and silk yarn; and the East African coast 
provided for the acquisition of frankincense, ivory, myrrh and cassia. 115 
Under the Influence of Rome: The Client Kingdom of Nabataea 
It was not until the first century BCE that the Nabataeans began having 
direct contact with Rome. It was at this time that Nabataean influence spread 
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further throughout Transjordan. The Nabataean Kingdom’s expansion into 
Transjordan included areas of the Seleucid Empire captured after the defeat of 
Antiochus XII by king Ododas I, in 87 BCE. The Nabataeans acquired lands in 
the northern Arabian Peninsula as far as Egra in the south and briefly as far as 
the borders of Damascus in the north.116 When the general Pompey the Great led 
Roman forces into the Levant in 64 BCE it signaled a shift in control of the east 
from indigenous groups to new provinces and client kingdoms answerable to 
Rome. Syria was the first to be annexed by Pompey (64 BCE), with a new 
governor and permanent legionary garrison in place. The majority of the region 
south of Syria formed Roman client states under their own rulers.117 It had been 
Pompey’s intention to launch a campaign against the Nabataean kingdom in 63 
BCE but he was recalled to Judaea by rebellion.118 The following year Pompey’s 
successor (and first governor of Syria), Scaurus, launched an offensive against 
Nabataea, attacking Petra and its environs. The incursion was unsuccessful with 
Scaurus’ troops suffering from hunger. He offered to withdrawal on the payment 
of 300 talents by the Nabataean king.119  
The mid-first century BCE also witnessed Herod the Great’s rise to power. 
Herod’s alliances with first Mark Anthony and then Octavian (Augustus), 
provided the economic support from Rome that allowed Judaea over thirty years 
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of prosperity. In addition to other sources of income, including revenue from 
Jewish pilgrims to the newly restored temple in Jerusalem, funds from the 
Second Temple in Jerusalem, and concessions from taxes collected on behalf of 
the Romans, Herod likely participated in the incense trade with the 
Nabataeans.120 Jewish religious practices necessitated the use of spices and 
perfumes that were prominent among the products that the Nabataeans 
procured and traded as part of their commerce.121 
In Josephus’ Bellum Judaicum, he remarks that Herod held in his 
possession plantations of balsam trees around Jericho and ‘En Gedi.122 Josephus 
further informs us of the value of balsam, so highly prized, that Mark Antony 
required Herod to pay Cleopatra rent (200 talents annually), on his plantations 
around Jericho when the region surrounding the Dead Sea fell under Cleopatra’s 
control.123 Balsam was produced exclusively in the Dead Sea and Jordan valleys, 
providing Herod with the sole income for the exotic product, earning nearly a 
thousand denarii per pint of balsam oil.124  
The Nabataeans reached their height of prosperity under the long reign of 
Aretas IV (8/9 BCE – 40 CE), during which time Rome provided external security 
for Nabataean commerce. The Nabataean kingdom at its greatest extent 
controlled all of the Sinai, southern Negev, Jordan, the Hauran, the Wadi Sirhan 
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as far as Jawf, and the Red Sea coast as far as Hegra.125 Consumer demand for 
products used in ritual and medical practices fueled the demand for frankincense 
(olibabum), the main Nabataean trading commodity, acquired from southern 
Arabia and distributed by way of their trade routes, into the Mediterranean 
world. Nabataean overland routes brought Indian, Chinese and Oriental spices 
like pepper, cinnamon, cassia, cardamom and ginger, along with myrrh used in 
perfumes, cosmetics, medicines and embalming, to merchants on the 
Mediterranean ports and the cities of the Decapolis, who would further export 
the exotic items to eager consumers.126 As middlemen transporting goods from 
their origins in Arabia Felix and the Far East, the Nabataeans capitalized on their 
knowledge and skill in traversing their kingdom’s many routes. During the 
Hellenistic and Roman periods, several routes passed through the Negev, the 
most significant extending from Dhofar (Oman) to Sheva (Yemen) then north to 
Petra, through the Negev to Oboda (Avdat) terminating at the port of Gaza.127  
Barely a century after the Nabataeans had reached the height of their 
economic prosperity, Rome began to take more direct interest in Nabataean trade 
enterprises. Under Augustus’s order, Aelius Gallus was sent to gain control of 
Arabia Felix in 26 BCE. King Obodas committed 1,000 Nabataean auxiliaries and 
his minister Syllaeus to guide the expedition. While the endeavor was a complete 
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failure, it demonstrates that the Romans were familiar with the Nabataean’s 
command over the flow of goods from Arabia Felix. The Roman ambition to 
acquire the lucrative Arabia Felix was not stopped by this setback; Augustus 
initiated another attack on the Sabaean capital of Marib, this time from the sea 
and with significantly greater success. The Roman incursion into southern 
Arabia contributed to the decline of the Sabaean Empire and subsequently 
opened the door for Roman control of the lucrative incense route over sea from 
India from the first century CE onward.128 
A passage in the Periplus Maris Erythraei (19), a firsthand description of 
navigation and trading along the coast of the Red Sea, Africa, and India dated to 
the mid-first century CE, records a centurion (hekatontarches) and garrison 
occupying the Red Sea port of Leuke Kome for its protection and to collect a 25% 
duty tax on exported and imported goods.129 This reference suggests possible 
Roman control over the port and trade through the Red Sea by the mid-first 
century CE. However, the passage uses Roman terminology that the Nabataeans 
were known to have adopted. Bowersock adamantly considers it “inconceivable 
that the port of Leuke Kome was being administered by Roman officials,” rather 
they were Nabataeans referring to themselves using Roman official titles.130  
Provincia Arabia 
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 The death of the last Nabataean king, Rabbel II, in 106 CE ended a period 
of relative autonomy for Nabataea as a Roman client state. It formally became a 
province of the empire. The province included the Haurān, Moab, Edom, the 
Hismā, the Negev, the Sinai, and several cities in the southern portion of the 
Decapolis, including Gerasa, Adraa, and Dion, along with possibly part of the 
northern Hejāz.131 The death of Rabbel II served as the catalyst for the annexation 
of Nabataea. The gap of over five years befor the Romans declared the former 
Nabataean kingdom redacta in formam provinciae (reduced to the status of a 
province) may have been a strategic move on the part of Trajan to wait until 
coins and milestones could be inscribed as a testament to the fact the province 
had been acquired. These interval years represent a period of transition in the 
organization and solidification of Roman administration over the new 
province.132 
Ammianus Marcellinus, writing much later in the fourth century CE 
remarks on the annexation of Nabataea: “Adjacent to this region is Arabia, which 
on one side adjoins the country of the Nabataea, a land producing a rich variety 
of wares and studded with strong castles and fortresses, which the watchful care 
of the early inhabitants reared in suitable and readily defended defiles, to check 
the inroads of neighboring tribes. It was given the name of a province, assigned a 
governor, and compelled to obey our laws by the emperor Trajan, who, by 
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frequent victories crushed the arrogance of its inhabitants when he was waging 
glorious war with Media and the Parthians”. 133  There is not enough 
archaeological or epigraphic evidence to understand the full circumstances that 
surrounded the annexation of Arabia – the evidence simply does not exist. Graf 
points to the Nahal Hever documents, found in the Cave of Letters above the 
Hever Spring southwest of the Dead Sea, as a possible explanation for 
annexation of Arabia. The documents suggest that the Nabataeans of the Dead 
Sea region became allied with their Jewish neighbors against the Romans in 135 
CE during the Bar Kokhba Revolt.134 Other scholars such as Edward Luttwak 
assert that the annexation of Arabia was aligned with a shift in Roman policy 
away from maintaining client state relationships.135 Erickson-Gini posits a much 
more feasible scenario, in that the economic benefit of Rome’s acquisition of 
Nabataea was most likely the driving force behind annexation.136 As a client 
state, Nabataea provided a lucrative partnership for the Romans, but when the 
opportunity arose to seize sole control over the profitable Nabataean trade 
operations and consolidate the eastern edge of the empire, the Romans moved 
swiftly at the chance. Annexation helped further Roman interests initially 
established by citizens, seemingly working as merchants and traders in client 
states prior to their absorption into the empire. Strabo relates an anecdote of a 
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friend who had visited Petra and witnessed “many Romans and many other 
foreigners” living there.137 Isaac emphasizes the “military and Roman residents 
among the subject population” who profited significantly from annexation but 
there is no indication that they played an active role in politics or as instruments 
of conquest and acquisition.138  
Literary sources chronicle the annexation of Arabia. Dio remarks that the 
Nabataean kingdom was formally seized by the legatus of Syria, A. Cornelius 
Palma, who subsequently went on to earn triumphal ornamenta, a statue in the 
Forum of Augustus in Rome for his role in the annexation of Arabia.139  While the 
transition to Roman rule seems to have been without major conflict, Palma 
brought with him a legion from Syria, likely legio VI Ferrata. Additional support 
came from legio III Cyrenaica, transferred from Egypt to Arabia as the new 
province’s permanent garrison. The legionary forces were joined by auxiliary 
units Cohors I Hispanorum and Corhors I Thebaeorum, who are recorded in 105 CE 
as being transferred from Egypt to Judaea, and may have gone on to Arabia later 
to aid in the transition to annexation.140  The second century army strength in 
Arabia can be estimated as at least 10,000 men a significant force but less than 
half the size of the force occupying Judaea under Hadrian during the revolt.141 
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The acquisition of Arabia required a reshaping of the regional boundaries 
within the former kingdom of Nabataea. Several of the cities of the Decapolis 
were divided between the province of Syria and Arabia; Pella and Gadara were 
placed under the aegis of Syria, and Philadelphia (Amman), Gerasa, and Adraa 
were added to Arabia.142 Petra, the long-standing capital of the Nabataean 
kingdom, was replaced by Bostra as the provincial administrative capital, with 
legio III Cyrenaica being garrisoned there, as the province’s only permanent 
legion.143 The new provincial governor Claudius Severus appointed by 107 CE 
began to exercise administrative control over the province.  
 After the initial acquisition of the former Nabataean territory the Romans 
immediately sought to determine the financial viability of the new province. 
They introduced direct taxation of caravan routes as a primary resource of 
revenues in the region. 144  Another immediate priority was the Romans 
investment in a new strategic highway, the Via Nova Traiana, paved throughout 
its length, running from Aila in the south to Bostra in the north.145 The legionary 
force deployed to the new province of Arabia was the main labor force 
responsible for the construction of the road. In a letter to his father in Egypt, 
Iulius Apollinaris, a soldier in the legio III Cyrenaica based in Bostra, writes in 
March 107 CE that his subordinates have been working day in and out cutting 
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stones, presumably for the new road and forts along it. The seemingly large 
military presence therefore may be more closely associated with establishing 
Roman infrastructure in Arabia, particularly the new main highway, rather than 
for purely defensive purposes. The construction of this impressive highway was 
two-fold: it served as an improved route for troops transported via the Red Sea 
and Arabia for Trajan’s Parthian campaign, and secondly, it facilitated 
international trade along its length with access to secondary road systems 
throughout the province and beyond. The economic benefit of the Via Nova 
Traiana can be found in the growth and increased wealth of the former Decapolis 
cities that the highway supplied with Oriental trade, connecting the major 
centers of Arabia and the road network of Palestine.146  
In the early years following annexation of Arabia, administrative changes 
were also seen in the Negev. At Advat (Oboda) a building was dated by ‘year 
two of the province’, using the Greek work eparcheia, noting that the local 
administration was already conforming to their new status.147 The Babatha 
archive provides insight to the exchange between the settled populations and the 
new occupying force. One of the archive documents, relating to an area south of 
the Dead Sea, mentions a census of 127 CE under the legatus Augusti pro praetore 
of Arabia.148 The document helps illustrate the mechanisms of transition in the 
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new province as Roman administration devices such as the census (the basis of 
much tax collection) were implemented.149   
 Contemporary with the establishment of Provincia Arabia, the whole of the 
Roman East experienced increased prosperity during the second century CE. An 
increase in wealth is reflected in the building projects throughout the east, 
initiated and executed by the cities themselves without indication of imperial 
support. Increased prosperity found its expression in projects of public works, 
road building, developing water supplies and establishing boundaries (via fort 
and tower construction), rather than the foundation of any new major cities.150 
The cities and towns of the Negev blossomed under the Roman provincial 
administration, driven by the production and transport of perfume oils though 
Petra and luxury goods from beyond the empire passing through the Negev. 
Scholars such as Graf, Fiema, and Erickson-Gini have produced numismatic, 
epigraphic and archaeological evidence to show that the Negev continued to 
flourish from the trade network through the early years of the third century.151 A 
provincial coin (silver denarius) found at Moyat Awad and minted at Bostra 
show a personification of ‘Arabia’ standing next to a camel and holding what has 
been identified as a branch of cinnamon.152 The Roman annexation of the 
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Nabataean kingdom did not stifle its role in the trade of luxury items but seems 
to have helped further its economic prosperity. In the years after the founding of 
Arabia, the Nabataeans were able to retain their reputation as businessman in the 
trade of exotic goods. In a passage of Apuleius’ work ‘Florida no. 6’ (translated by 
D. Graf), over a half-century after their annexation the Nabtaeans were referred 
to as merchants: “Far away lies India, beyond the learned Egyptians, beyond the 
superstitious Jews and the merchants of Nabataea (Nabathaeos meratores), beyond 
the children of Arsaces in their long flowing-robes, the Ituraeans, to whom the 
earth gives but scanty harvest, and the Arabs, whose perfumes are their 
wealth”.153  
 The political situation in the east intricately linked the provinces, and 
resulted in fluctuating levels in the Roman army presence. At the founding of the 
new province, legio III Cyrenaica was stationed in Bostra as its permanent 
headquarters. After Hadrian spent the winter in the Arabian city of Gerasa in 
129/130 CE, he reassessed the eastern regional defenses and transferred an 
additional legion (VI Ferrata) from Syria to Capercotna in the Jezreel Valley in 
Palestine. The transfer of legio VI Ferrata before the outbreak of the 132-135 CE 
Jewish Revolt, suggests the growing discord in Palestinae, though Parker has 
suggested it was also to provide additional strategic support for the Arabian 
frontier and especially for the road networks passing through the province from 
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the eastern cities.154 The outbreak of the Second Jewish Revolt (Bar Kochba 
Revolt) in 132 – 135 CE required a significant concentration of the Roman army 
in the east. Forces from portions of six legions were required to subdue the 
revolt, they included: X Fretensis and VI Ferrata from Palestine, III Cyrenaica from 
Arabia, IV Gallica from Syria, XXII Deiotariana from Egypt and vexilliations of X 
Gemina from Pannonia Superior. The Roman campaign in Judaea had a profound 
effect on the structure of the eastern provinces. The revolt left Judaea as Syria-
Palaestina, “a highly Romanized structure of the Empire: two coloniae, Caesarea 
and Aelia; an ex-consul as governor with two legions each under a praetorian 
legatus; and a substantial number of auxiliaries”.155 It is extremely significant that 
no other “internal” province had ever required such a large garrison when it did 
not directly border an enemy to pose a looming threat. The socio-political unrest 
in neighboring Judaea surely posed threats to security in the Negev, directly 
south of the volatile region.  
 
The Crisis of the Third Century  
 Toward the end of the second century, the imperial administration was 
confronted with a lack of bullion entering the empire as a result of fresh 
conquests, coupled with the inability to further raise money through increases in 
taxes on the wealthy. The adopted alternative was to continue the debasement of 
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currency.156 Dio Cassius remarks that the coinage Caracalla was circulating in the 
Roman economy was debased to the point that silver coins were plated over lead 
and others were copper plated with gold.157 Imperial mints were annually 
turning out millions of the antoniniani by melting down coinage only a few years 
old. The rapid reissuing of currency had destroyed public confidence in the 
imperial monetary system by 260 CE.158 It became increasingly important that 
new provinces not only be self-financing but also prove profitable for the empire 
in terms of tax revenue.159 Taxation provided a stimulus for the use of money in 
markets along with encouraging the use of surpluses to finance purchases for 
other market goods. The recycling and reissuing of coins led to the relocation of 
officinae (mint workshops) from Rome to the provinces, to facilitate a more rapid 
turnover of antoniniani for payment of the troops.160 These problems contributing 
to this calamity occurred simultaneously in the many different regions of the 
empire, where epidemics and famines led to depopulation, and when coupled 
with the debasement of coinage (particularly the silver denarius), this led to a 
seriously weakened economy.161 Papyri from Roman Egypt refer to a strong 
reliance on this monetized system, in both urban and rural areas, resulting in the 
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decline of bartering.162 The growing dependence on money required the constant 
flow of precious metals for the production of coinage and bullion, provided 
mainly from booty taken in military conquests and mining activities.163 Tacitus 
tells us that as Rome expanded, it acquired as part a concomitant of victory 
(pretium victoriae), new mines primarily in the north of Spain (Galicia, Lusitania, 
Asturias) and the gold mines of Dacia after the province had been annexed by 
Trajan.164 Roman markets continued to exploit existing mines to maintain a 
supply of coinage, however no new principal mines were opened after Trajan, 
and some existing mines never managed to recover after the reign of Marcus 
Aurelius and the subsequent misfortunes of the third century.165  
The increase in pay Severus (193 – 211 CE) extended to the Roman army in 
202 CE, was an early indication of growing inflation in the Roman economy 
driven by the debasement of the denarius.166 The increase in pay by Severus 
reflected his need to retain the good favor of the legionaries who had put him in 
power. Dio Cassius recounts that after the reign of Severus, his son Caracalla 
(211 – 217 CE) famously granted citizenship to the free inhabitants of the empire 
(Constitutio Antoniana) in an attempt to raise taxes needed to cover the costs of 
another increase of pay for the military and excessive building projects.167  
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The problems that developed in the second century and intensified in the 
third century were systemic in the threats that they posed for the entire empire. 
The Empire coexisted with the lingering threat of the Parthians as the Romans 
extended their own empire further east. The rise of the Sassanian Persians, 
replacing the Parthian dynasty, presented the Romans with a much more 
aggressive force that had to be immediately dealt with as a threat to Roman 
interests. The Sassanians possessed a highly centralized government and a 
professional army with sophisticated siege capability. These factors presented a 
greater danger to the entire eastern frontier than the Parthians had ever 
mounted.168  Under Sapur, the Sassanians launched several successful attacks 
against Roman territories; they were able to sack and capture Antioch twice and 
in 256 or 257 CE, destroyed the fortress of Dura-Europos on the Euphrates.169 
Sapur I continued to gain control of various parts of the east. During 
negotitations with the Persians at Edessa, the emperor Valerian was captured 
and his army forced to surrender. Or by Sapur’s account in his Res Gestae, he 
captured the emperor in 259 CE, dying at the hands of the Persian king.170 By 260 
CE the eastern frontier was in crisis with Mesopotamia, Syria, and Cappadocia in 
Persian hands and the emperor’s eastern armies defeated.171 The Persian threat 
necessitated the movement of troops throughout the provinces; Roman forces in 
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Arabia were withdrawn to help resist the Persian assaults, possibly creating an 
opportunity for nomadic tribes to intensify their raids on Arabia.  
The Eastern provinces were deeply affected by the economic, military and 
political developments that plagued this period. By the mid-third century CE 
prices in Palestine had increased as much as 50 times in the span of a half-
century.172 The economy in Arabia at this time was also severely affected, 
primarily by a decline in the long distance trade through the Red Sea ports.173  
The complex economic instability of the third century led to a decline in 
luxury items from the Orient as well as the industry that supplied them. 
Furthermore because of the interconnected nature of the Roman market economy 
involving revenue at various levels for commercial traffic, market fees, and 
duties, communities situated in proximity to trade routes all experienced a 
decrease in profits; as a result there was a marked rise in competitive regional 
networks.174 While some areas such as Palmyra thrived under these strained 
conditions, until its destruction in 272 CE, others rapidly declined, as seen at the 
Red Sea ports and Petra.175 Palmyra’s dominance of the commercial landscape 
extending across Syria and throughout the majority of the East in the second and 
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third centuries led to its development of new trade networks that helped to 
facilitate trade between the empire and trade centers in India and China.176  
Diocletian’s Reforms and Palaestina Tertia 
 From the beginning of Diocletian’s reign the empire witnessed a drastic 
reorganization of government based on a new tiers of regional administration. 
There were twelve ‘dioceses’, each including a number of provinces which 
themselves had undergone a rearrangement of boundaries; a new system of 
taxation resulting in a more proactive form of government, especially in the 
involvement of the emperor; and the eventual formal geographical division of 
the Empire between the tetrachic rulers (two senior Augusti and two Caesares).177 
The impetus for these changes begins with Diocletian’s accession to the imperial 
office in 284 CE, after the deaths of the Emperor Carus and his son Numerianus 
following a difficult campaign deep within the Persian Empire when Roman 
forces captured the cities of Seleucia and Ctesiphon.178 Diocletian first adopted a 
Caesar, Maximian, who in 286 CE was raised to co-Augustus over the Western 
half of the now divided Empire, while Diocletian oversaw the East. Two 
additional junior co-Caesares were appointed in 293 CE, Constantius I Chlorus 
deputized in the West under Maximian, while Galerius was associated with 
Diocletian in the East. The role of the Caesares included overseeing the military 
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arrangements and the protection of the redefined borders. The frontier districts 
fell under the administration of a new position, a dux who acted as a military 
governor or general in charge of the defense of the limes across one or more 
provinces.179  
 The reorganization of the empire into twelve dioceses and the provincial 
restructuring was particularly significant in the East. Palaestina and Arabia 
experienced a gradual process of restructuring in the division of the new 
provinces within the diocese of the Oriens. Changes in provincial administration 
were occurring throughout the third century, during which (at an unknown 
date) the southern part of Transjordan was annexed to Syria-Palaestina. In the 
list of bishops in attendance at the Council of Nicaea in 325 CE, Aila is already 
listed among the towns of Palaestina Tertia.180  
 Eusebius, the bishop of Caesarea (260-339 CE), provides an Eastern 
perspective on the evidence for the entire half-century from the Tetrarchy to 
Constantine. Among his narratives, his Onomasticon, a source on place-names in 
the Bible, gives a valuable glimpse as to social structures and army dispositions 
in these places at the end of the third century. Eusebius informs us that legio X 
Fretensis had been transferred from Jerusalem to its new garrison in Aila (at the 
head of the Gulf of Aqaba), which was now part of Syria-Palaestina not Arabia as 
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it had been previously.181 In 357-358 CE, Syria-Palaestina was further divided 
into two separate provinces, Palaestina Prima, incorporating the former kingdom 
of Judaea, and Palaestina Salutaris, primarily southern Palestine.182 We know of 
the Negev’s transfer to the province of Palestine from Arabia, from Eusebius’s 
Martyrs of Palestine (311 CE), in which he refers to the mines at Phaeno in the 
Wadi Araba as located in Palestine.183  
 The first reference to the former province of Syria-Palaestina being further 
divided into three provinces: Palaestina Prima, Secunda, and Tertia (formally 
Salutaris) comes in 409 CE from the Codex Theodosianus (VII. 4. 30). Palaestina 
Tertia incorporated the southern portion of the former kingdom of Nabataea, 
including the city of Petra, and the Negev. Palaestina Tertia extended across the 
Sinai eastward beyond the Via Nova Traiana to the Arabian frontier and from the 
Dead Sea to the Red Sea, with Elusa, then later Petra as the capital.184 The area 
incorporated into Palaestina Tertia, the Sinai, Negev, and southern Jordan 
remained integrated through their “unified economic conditions, homogeneous 
population, and shared culture”.185  
 Under Diocletian the empire witnessed an increase in “governmental 
interference, achieved by increasing the bureaucratic hierarchy, strengthening 
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the army, reorganizing the taxation system and curbing inflation; simultaneously 
compulsory duties and social statuses were reinforced”.186 These actions laid the 
foundation for an economic recovery and some semblance of political stability. 
Diocletian’s new administrative system attempted to establish a regular budget 
to place some control on the impromptu requisitions that contributed to the 
problems of the third century, a system aimed at preemptively supplying troops 
on a regular basis. Unfortunately the conditions of the third century had 
escalated to a degree that broad imperial reforms were not effective across all 
provinces.187  
 The military situation in the East at the beginning of the fourth century 
was marked by the buildup of forces on the frontiers, coupled with an escalation 
in the construction of fortifications along the imperial borders. Zosimus remarks 
that Diocletian covered the frontiers of the empire with cities, garrisons, and 
fortifications, which housed the whole army, making it virtually impossible for 
the barbarians to penetrate the frontiers, which were now protected at every 
point.188 The description Zosimus offers indicates that the military presence was 
substantially increased but that it was also stationed extensively along the limes, 
forming what he suggests was a continuous line of defense. Benjamin Isaac 
points to the exaggeration on the part of Zosmius as to the value of Diocletian’s 
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initiative, particularly the suggestion that the frontiers were impenetrable, a 
claim that would prove false in the ensuing decades.189 However, John Malalas 
also chronicles that Diocletian stationed limitanei (frontier soldiers) and 
appointed duces (army generals/regional leaders) in each province for service in 
the forts to stand guard with strong force.190 The Notitia Dignitatum provides a 
valuable insight into the administrative organization of the late Roman Empire. 
Lists of military installations in the East from Mesopotamia to Palestine, show 
very similar arrangements: the dux of each province commanded two legions, 
four units of elite cavalry (promoti, scutarii, Dalmatae, Mauri) two units of equites 
promoti indigenae and two units of equites sagittarii indigena. In addition to these 
standard units, in Palaestina Tertia there was an additional fifth unit, the equites 
Thamudeni Illyriciani.191 According to the Notitia, Palaestina Tertia (salutaris) was 
only assigned one formal legion, legio X Fretensis (at Aila), eleven cohortes, more 
than in any other of the eastern provinces, twelve units of equites, and six alae.192 
There is no clear answer for the disparity in the military presence between 
Palaestina Tertia and Arabia, or other eastern provinces. Beginning with 
Diocletian’s reorganization of the army, the size of individual legions decreased 
but the number of legions was doubled to c. 60 legions.193 Further additions to 
the army, with new cavalry units changed the overall appearance of the army 
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from units based on large legions to subdivided smaller, more specialized units, 
such as the Ala Dromedariorum (unit of camel calvary). Correlating the place 
names referred to in the Notitia with identified sites reveals that the regiments 
were not confined to the frontiers but distributed throughout the interior 
hinterlands. In the case of Arabia, the cities of the Decapolis and Petra lacked 
garrisons, with the exception of Bostra and army units were stationed along the 
steppe and on major routes.194 This pattern of army dispositions is echoed in 
Palaestina, where the army is garrisoned along the routes traversing the Negev. 
 Eusebius’ Onomasticon also includes the locations of Roman garrisons 
throughout the Negev and Transjordan (in Palaestina Tertia at the end of the 
third century); the garrison points include: Bersabee (Beersheva), Chermala, 
Thamara between Hebron and Aila, Zoara south of the Dead Sea, Arielda and 
Gharandal in the eastern Arava, Arnonas (Wadi Mujib), and Mephaath.195 Sites 
noted in the Onomasticon and Notitia as having garrisons are aligned with the 
road systems crossing the northern and central Negev from east to west and 
along the Wadi Araba, connecting the Red Sea and Dead Sea regions.  
  In southern Arabia and Palaestina, nomadic raiding by desert tribes and 
banditry along the main routes, continued to pose problems for regional security. 
Ammianus refers to the nomadic raiders as Saraceni, “Scenitas Arabas quos 
Saracenos posteritas appellavit” (the Scenitic Arabs whom men of later times called 
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the Saracens).196 Increases in nomadic pressures initially peaked in 290 CE when 
Diocletian led a campaign against the Saracens.197  
 The names of units listed in the Notitia Dignitatitum testify to the 
incorporation of the Arabian tribes into the Roman army including: equites 
Thamudeni Illyriciani (34. 22), equites Saraceni Thamudeni (28. 17), equites Saraceni 
indigenae (32. 27), equites Saraceni (32. 28). In addition to these units, the Arab 
tribes’ familiarity with the region and their ability to adapt to the rigors of service 
under desert conditions made them well suited as foederati (allied contingents) 
under their native leaders.198  
 The Lakhmid dynasty played an important role as allies of Rome; as their 
first king Άmr ibn Άdi assisted in Aurelian’s victory against Palmyra, his son 
Imru’ al-Qays adopted Christianity and was buried (he died in 328 CE), at 
Namara a station of a legionary detachment of III Cyrenaica.199  The location of his 
burial in a Roman province suggests that he was an ally of Rome, particularly at 
the time of Shapur II’s campaign (326 CE) against the Arab tribes.200  
 The spread of Christianity among the Arab tribes also contributed to a 
revolt of the Arab tribes at the end of the reign of Valens (364-378 CE). Led by the 
Saracen Queen Mavia, her forces were able penetrate the Arabian limes deep into 
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the Negev.201 The church historian Rufinus described the incursion as part a 
religious controversy surrounding Mavia’s support of the orthodox bishop 
Moses, over the Emperor Valens’ choice of Arian.202 The Notitia records the 
formation of several units in this period, possibly in response to the losses 
suffered during the conflict with Mavia 203 : ala I Valentiniana, ala II felix 
Valentiniana in Arabia204 and ala II felix Valentiniana and cohors II Gratiana in 
Palaestina Tertia.205 Prior to Mavia’s assault in 378 CE, there are no major 
instances that we know of when the Bedouin tribes organized in a revolt against 
the Roman administration and attacked the inhabitants of Arabia/Palaestina 
Tertia in any organized manner.206  
 Peace with the Saracens was not long lasting. In 410 CE Jerome chronicles 
another Saracen invasion across the borders of Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine, and 
Egypt.207 However, there is little evidence to show the extent to which the 
Saracens penetrated Palestine, and if they in fact reached the Egyptian borders. 
The fifth century Beersheba tax edict outlines a schedule of annual payments, in 
terms of solidi, by towns in Transjordan – Palaestina Tertia.208 The agricultural 
lands referred to in the edict were granted to military settlers subject to special 
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tax regulations; these included frontier forces that had been full-time soldiers 
then later became a peasant militia.209  
 The growing acceptance of Christianity as a religio licita during the late 
fourth and throughout the fifth centuries, contributed to the importance of the 
diocese of the Oriens, particularly the province of Palestine Prima as the Holy 
Land. The province emerged as a destination for pilgrims traveling all over the 
empire. Protection had to be extended beyond the capital in Jerusalem and its 
immediate environs so it became necessary to also ensure the defense of the 
surrounding provinces of Arabia, Palaestina Secunda and Palaestina Tertia.210 
Pilgrims traveling through these regions were exposed to banditry along the 
roads leading to Jerusalem and other destinations throughout the Holy Land. 
From Justinian up to the Arab Conquests  
 The Imperial government of the fifth century simultaneously faced a 
series of competing military, financial, and political difficulties on more than one 
front.211 Major strategic threats posed by the Huns, Vandals, Goths, and Persians, 
presented a very different set of problems from those facing the southern 
provinces of Palaestina and Arabia. Parker argues, however, that the threat by 
nomadic tribes was great enough to warrant a police force of infantry and 
cavalry to prevent the raids of tribes across from the frontier and to protect the 
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local population, travelers, and merchants from nomadic razzias. 212  The 
underlying assumption to this model is that at this time the limes functioned as a 
fortified line to control the movement of the nomadic tribes. Alternatively, 
Magness, Whittaker, and Isaac, among other scholars, have suggested that a 
defensive posture manifested in military-style buildings are reflections of the 
“importance of internal policing, protection against banditry, and the control of 
reservoirs and roads” as priorities connected with the economic and 
administrative welfare of the region.213 Threats to the southern provinces were 
initially dealt with by the limitanei (frontier soldiers). However, by the mid-fifth 
century, the limitanei had not only been reduced in numbers but they may not 
have been exclusively frontier soldiers, rather a peasant militia responsible for 
managing their own agricultural land and produce to avoid taxation.214 The 
decline in the limitanei necessitated transfers from the mobile field army to 
support the now vulnerable frontiers.215 The units extracted from the mobile field 
armies and stationed on the eastern frontiers were placed under the 
corresponding provincial duces.216 Justinian ordered the transfer of comitatenses to 
Arabia and Palaestina Tertia and the new forces were placed under the 
command of the dux Palaestina, as well as other limitanei, comitatenses, and 
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foederati.217 By the 6th century, Saracen foederati played an increasingly significant 
role in the regional system of frontier defense. 218  The Saracen foederati, 
functioning under Arab phylarchs (who were in turn assigned to a provincial 
dux), were paid a regular subsidy in kind (annona foederatica) primarily to prevent 
nomadic incursions into Roman territory and to deter raids by Persian Saracens 
or other Arab tribes.219  
 The tribal leaders not functioning under the auspices of the provincial 
authority did, in certain instances, attempt to exercise their own control over 
Roman territory. On one occasion, a tribal leader named Amorkesus migrated 
from Persian territory to the Roman-held island of Iotaba at the head of the Gulf 
of Aqaba and established control over the tolls and commerce there. To 
legitimize his claim, Amorkesus appealed to the Emperor Leo (457-474 CE), who 
granted him the status of ‘phylarch of the Saracens around Petra’.220 Iotaba 
remained under Saracen authority until direct Roman control was regained in 
498 CE under Anastasius, who commanded the dux Palaestina Romanus to lead 
an expedition against Iotaba in retaliation for raids against Palaestina Tertia.  
  The prosperity of the Oriens diocese through the fifth and early sixth 
centuries required a corresponding level of security to protect sources of wealth 
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that would be threatened in the later sixth century.221 The relative vulnerability 
of the diocese along its eastern frontier necessitated that security be provided by 
the regular stratiōtai of the Roman army along with Ghassānid allies.222 Raids by 
Arab tribes continued to be a problem throughout the fifth century; by the sixth 
century there was heavy use of the Ghassānid and Lakhmid tribal groups, which 
also contributed to the reduction of regular Roman forces in the east.223 Groups 
of Saracens continued to support both the Romans as well as their enemies the 
Sassanians, in the wars during 527-532, 540-545, and 549-562 CE. 224  The 
provincial Roman duces, were responsible, often ineffectively, for commanding 
the tribal phylarchs and their federate troops on the frontier and within the 
interior. 225  The power of the Ghassānids was organized under a supreme 
phylarchate in 529 CE, to meet nomadic threats that had originated in the Arabia 
Peninsula but had spread from Aila to the Euphrates. Ghassānid foederati 
superseded the limitanei and Roman stratiōtai who had previously been 
responsible for security against such nomadic threats.226 
 The sixth century also witnessed an increase in Roman conflicts with wars 
in the east being fought in Armenia, Mesopotamia, and Syria. Additionally, 
Justinian’s attempt to regain control of the western empire further strained the 
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imperial military and financial resources. The depletion of the forces necessary to 
defend the southeastern frontier led to an increase in the reliance on Arab 
phylarchs. Procopius tells us that Justinian made a substantial investment in the 
renovation of the fortifications on the eastern frontier in Mesopotamia, Armenia, 
and northern Syria, however, there is no evidence or reference to such repairs 
taking place in Arabia or Palaestina Tertia.227 In the ensuing years the eastern 
frontiers continued to falter. By 536 CE it had become necessary to transfer 
comitatenses to Palaestina Tertia and Arabia as replacements for the disbanded 
units of limitanei.228  
 Evidence from the Nessana papyri, found in the Church of Mary Mother 
of God and the Church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus in the citadel at Nessana, refer 
to the general deterioration of the frontier forces. The limitanei unit that had 
previously been transferred to Palaestina Tertia from the field army in the fifth 
century supports that the assumption that the unit had been demobilized 
between 582 and 590 CE.229 The literary evidence supports a trend in Justinian’s 
policy toward a reduction of limitanei forces in favor of Ghassānid security forces.  
 Parker notes that the Ghassānids proved themselves as valuable allies 
during the 6th century Persian Wars and the continuing occupation of Arabia and 
Palaestina Tertia as small units of Roman forces helped to promote Ghassānid 
                                                
227 Procopius, De Aed. 2. 3. 
228 Speidel 1977: 727-728; Parker 1986: 152. 
229 Kraemer 1958: 19-54. 
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loyalty.230 However, Rome’s relationship with the Ghassānids proved to be 
conditional and was based on the policy of Justinian, which did not persist under 
his sucessors and led to the breakdown in the effective use of the tribe for 
frontier security in the future. 
 The collapse of the frontier defenses was further exacerbated under Justin 
II (565-578 CE) who ended the subsidies that had been paid to some of the 
Saracen tribes. Menander Protector informs us that the tribes responded by 
appealing to the Persians, and were added to their forces along with the 
Lakhmids in raids against former Ghassānid controlled territory. Justin further 
complicated Roman relations with the Ghassānids by refusing additional funds 
and supplies to Mundhir the Ghassānid leader, following his victory over the 
Lakhmids. Justin then cut off all subsidies to the Ghassānids in 572 CE, and 
plotted the murder of Mundhir. The attempt was unsuccessful and resulted in 
the withdrawal of Ghassānid troops from the Roman frontier for three years until 
they reached reconciliation.231  
 In the years without the Ghassānid federates the Romans suffered greatly 
against the Persians in the war of 573-75 CE. The renewed federation between the 
Ghassānids and Romans proved short-lived. The failed campaign of the Emperor 
Maurice in alliance with the Ghassānid federates against the Persians in 
Mesopotamia resulted in Mundhir being charged with treason and exiled. The 
                                                
230 Parker 1986: 152. 
231 John of Ephesus 6.3-4.  
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Ghassānids responded by invading Roman territory, ravaging expanses of 
Arabia, Palaestina Tertia, Syria, and Phoenicia.232 The relationship with the 
Ghassānids was damaged beyond repair after the exile of Mundhir and the 
subsequent invasions.  
 The void left by the Ghassanids, who had been the primary forces 
responsible for Roman frontier security, would not be filled, and a lack of 
reinforcement of Roman forces in the area set the stage for the upheaval of the 
early seventh century. The Persian invasions and occupation of most of the 
eastern empire between 613 CE and 628 CE was the beginning of the collapse of 
the frontier defenses. The wars against the Persians depleted the Roman military 
and financial resources, forcing the Emperor Heraclius to reassess his defensive 
platform in Syria and Palaestina. Extensive military changes were initiated under 
Heraclius, specifically the new line of defense he initiated from Ghazzeh (Gaza) 
on the Mediterranean coast to the southern end of the Dead Sea, leaving the 
entirety of the Negev technically outside the Empire. The new defensive line was 
designed to ensure the protection of the lines of communication from bandits, 
concentrating the majority of the Byzantine forces in northern Syria against the 
Sassanians.233 The circumstances in Palaestina Tertia, at the beginning of the first 
Muslim conquest, were ideal for the invading forces from Arabia who were 
virtually unopposed in raids around the Gulf of Aqaba, into Egypt or north 
                                                
232 John of Ephesus 3. 40-42, 6.17.  
233 Nicolle 1994: 114.  
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towards Ghazzah. The foederati had long replaced regular imperial troops as the 
primary force in the Negev. The proverbal nail in the coffin came when Heraclius 
ceased to pay subsidies to the tribes serving as foederati in southern Palaestina.234 
The dissatisfied tribes of the Negev who had been entrusted with providing 
security for the desert fringe, allowed the Muslim invasion of 633 CE to reach 
Gaza. 235 The absence of military units dedicated to the security of the Negev 
ensured that the Muslim invasions penetrated deep within the province without 
serious opposition.  
 
  
                                                
234 Parker 1986:155; Theophanes 1. 335.  
235 Parker 1986: 154. 
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CHAPTER III 
 
GAZETEER OF SECURITY SITES IN THE NEGEV:  
NABATAEAN – BYZANTINE PERIODS 
 
The region of the Negev, introduced in Chapter II through an overview of 
its climate, geography and historical background, provides the context for the 
sites discussed in this chapter. The more than forty Roman forts and army 
constructions identified throughout the region form the core of the Negev’s 
system of Roman security. In this chapter I present the findings from an 
archaeological survey of military-seeming sites in the Negev carried out in 2009. 
This chapter is organized alphabetically without chronological or geographical 
distinctions. Each site is reviewed following standardized criteria, which 
includes the following information: location and identification, history according 
to ancient sources (when available or otherwise noted), excavation and survey 
history, excavation results, chronology, and summary of security features.  
Security sites included in this project are predominantly associated with 
the Roman army. In many cases there are literary references confirming the 
presence of a military unit at these sites. There are also, however, examples of 
fortified structures not known to be associated with the military that provided 
additional regional security. The role of policing the communication and road 
networks extended beyond the responsibilities of the army; in several instances 
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such responsibilities seem to have been taken up by civilians. The size, 
construction, and interconnected nature of the fortified structures within the 
landscape help elucidate the various security priorities and threats encountered 
in the region. 
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Map 3.1. Distribution of all sites included in the survey project. 
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INDEX OF SITES 
AILA 
Location and Identification  
Roman Aila lies on the northeastern edge of the Red Sea on the Gulf of 
Aqaba, essentially beneath the modern city of Aqaba. Strategically located as a 
Red Sea port with access to the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean for eastern trading 
opportunities, the site offers access to the Mediterranean Sea via routes through 
the Negev. Other land routes can be taken: to the north through the Wadi Araba 
and Dead Sea region; to the northeast to Edom, Moab and Syria; and southeast 
towards South Arabia through the Hejaz.236 The regional climate can reach 
exceedingly high temperatures in the summer, but fresh water is attainable by 
tapping groundwater a few meters below the surface.237   
History According to Ancient Sources  
Diodorus provides what may be the earliest reference to occupation at the 
site in the late first century BCE, noting villages of Nabataean Arabs who in 
earlier times had been pastoralists, eventually adopting piracy on the Red Sea. 
Diodorus recounts:  “After one has sailed past this country the Laeanites Gulf 
come next, about which are many inhabited villages of Arabs who are known as 
Nabataeans. This tribe occupies a large part of the coast and not a little of the 
country which stretches inland, and it has a people numerous beyond telling and 
                                                
236 Kennedy 2004: 206.  
237 Parker 1997: 19. 
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flocks and herds in multitude beyond belief. Now in ancient times these men 
observed justice and were content with the food which they received from their 
flocks, but later, after the kings in Alexandria had made the ways of the sea 
navigable for the merchants, these Arabs not only attacked the shipwrecked, but 
fitting out pirate ships preyed upon the voyagers, imitating in the practices the 
savage and lawless ways of the Tauri of the Pontus”.238  
 Strabo (64 BCE – 24 CE) calls Aila a “polis”(city); “Thence from there is 
said to be an overland passage of one thousand two hundred and sixty stadia to 
Aela, a city situated near the head of the Arabian Gulf”.239 Pliny the Elder (23-79 
CE) provides a description of the coasts of Arabia where the Nabataeans named 
among the inhabitants, with the town of Aelana on the gulf of the Red Sea.240 
Josephus writing in the second half of the 1st century CE mentions the “city 
Eloth” on the Red Sea not far from Berenice, an Egyptian port city.241 Eusebius in 
the early 4th century CE tells us that at the end of the third century (c. 293 CE), 
Legio X Fretensis was moved from Jerusalem to its new garrison in Aila: “Ailath in 
extremis finibus Palaestina iuncta meridianae solitudini et mari rubro, unde ex Aegypto 
Indiam et inde Aegyptum nauigatur. Sedet autem ibi legio Romana cognomento decimal, 
et olim quidem Ailath a ueteribus dicebatur, nunc uero appellatur Aila” (“Ailath is in 
                                                
238 Diodorus 3. 43. 4-5. 
239 Strabo Geography 16.2.30; 16.4.4. 
240 Pliny the Elder NH 5.12: “his Arabes iunguntur, ab oriente Canchlei, a meridie Cedrei, qui deinde 
ambo Nabataeis. Heroopoliticus vocatur alterque Laeaniticus vel Aelaniticus sinus Rubri maris in 
Aegyptum vergentis, CL intervallo inter duo oppida, Laeana et in nostro mari Gazam”. 
241 Josephus AJ 8.6.4. 
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the most remote part of Palestine, lying near the southern desert and the Red Sea, 
and one can sail there from Egypt or from India. The Tenth Roman Legion is 
stationed there. Today it is called Aila”).242 A testament for the development of 
Aila as a prominent city in the early 4th century can be found in the list of bishops 
at the Council of Nicaea (c. 325 CE). Aila appears under the list of bishops from 
Palestine, the only city represented from southern Palestine/Transjordan.243  
Prior to the installation of the 10th legion in Aila, no other Roman forces 
had been stationed there, despite a previously strong Nabataean presence at the 
site. Occupation of Aila by the Roman garrison extended through at least the 
next century when the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) documents the legion’s 
Prefect as stationed in Aila, “Praefectus legion[is] decimae Fretensis, Ailae” (The 
Prefect of the Legio X Frentensis, at Aila).244 Aila’s involvement with the network 
of trade routes is recorded on the Peutinger Table (mid 4th – early 5th century CE), 
which depicts “Haila” as a city with trade routes emanating from it. The city 
remained an important center in Palaestina Tertia by the mid 5th century when it 
is represented at the Council of Chalcedon (451 CE) in association with Elusa and 
Iotabe. Aila is mentioned again in the mid- 6th century as a city of Palaestina 
Tertia in the council list of the Synod of Constantinople (543 CE).  
Excavation and Survey History 
                                                
242 Eusebius Onom. 6.17-21; 7.25-28.  
243 Ruggieri 1993: 321-327.  
244 Not. Dig. Oriens 34. 30. 
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One of the first modern scholars to visit Aqaba was Eduard Rüppell in 
1822, who recorded the presence of an ancient settlement he acknowledged as 
possibly being Ailat.245 Further exploration in the early 19th century included 
visits by Lèon de Laborde in 1828, Edward Robinson in 1838, and E. Joy Morris 
in 1840; with Robinson and Morris noting widespread ruins in proximity to the 
sea.246 Of the early visitors, Richard Burton provided a detailed description of the 
site including its relative location, remains of the possible city wall, and large 
quantities of glass, pottery, and slag across the surface of the ruined area.247  
As part of their investigation of the region, Lawrence and Woolley 
explored Aqaba in 1913 when they properly identified the remains of classical 
Aila.248 Fritz Frank visited Aila as part of his survey of the Wadi Araba. Frank 
noted Tell el-Kheleifeh, north of the gulf, which he identified as the Solomonic 
port of Elath based on the presence of pre-classical pottery.249 Surveys of the area 
surrounding Aqaba, including excavations at Tell el-Kheleifeh by Nelson Glueck 
in 1938-1940, noted large amounts of Nabataean, Roman, Byzantine, and 
Medieval pottery, in the area northwest of the Islamic city (castle), in addition to 
noting the presence of architectural elements from a possible Byzantine church, 
with no sign of any material earlier than the Nabataean period.250 Aurel Stein 
                                                
245 Parker 1997: 22. 
246 Parker 1997: 22 (Laborde 1838:131; Robinson 1841: 241; Morris 1842: 262).  
247 Burton 1879: 240.  
248 Woolley and Lawrence 1914-1915: 144.  
249 Frank 1934: 243-245.  
250 Glueck 1935:46-47; 1939: 1-3. 
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visited the site contemporaneously with Glueck, providing a detailed description 
of its location as the “ancient name of Aila clings to a mound stretching for about 
half a mile [ca. 800 m] at a short distance from the northern extremity of the Gulf 
of Aqaba”.251 
Excavations launched by Whitcomb in 1986 uncovered the remains of 
Early Islamic Aila, consisting of a walled rectangular town near the beach. In 
addition to the later material belonging to the Islamic city, Whitcomb also 
identified some classical material and a Latin inscription suggesting that classical 
Aila was to be found in the vicinity.252 Meloy surveyed the site in 1991 as part of 
his investigation of the area northwest of the early Islamic town where he 
identified various mounds, mudbrick walls, and surface artifacts from the 1st 
century BCE to the 6th century CE as part of the possible classical period town.253 
The Roman Aqaba Project carried out the most extensive excavations of classical 
period Aila (between 1994 and 2002), concentrating on the development of Aila’s 
economy from the Nabataean through Byzantine period.  
Excavation Results 
Excavation at the Red Sea port has yet to definitively identify the Roman 
legionary fortress. Survey work by Meloy and Parker identified the classical 
period remains northwest of the Islamic town. The Nabataean city seems to have 
                                                
251 Gregory and Kennedy 1985: 304.  
252 Whitcomb 1997; Parker 1997: 24. 
253 Parker 1997: 24. 
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emerged during the late 1st century BCE. Excavation conducted by the Roman 
Aqaba Project (1994-2002) uncovered thousands of sherds of imported pottery 
from the 1st century CE, including terra sigillata and imported amphora forms 
from the Mediterranan, confirming the literary sources’ account of Aila as a 
thriving commercial center at this time.254 In addition to imported wares the 
project discovered an abundance of Nabataean painted and unpainted finewares 
produced at Petra during the Late Nabataean/Early Roman (1st century BCE – 1st 
century CE).255 A significant amount of the pottery from the Nabataean/Early 
Roman period came from occupational surfaces without any architectural 
features associated with them. In a second phase of occupation during the 
Nabataean/Early Roman Phase, the Roman Aqaba Project excavations in Area M 
uncovered four mudbrick domestic structures. The mudbrick plastered houses 
were built on cobblestone or deep mudbrick foundations orientated around and 
an open courtyard with pottery indicative of the Nabataean/Early Roman 
period, specifically Nabataean painted fine wares (type 3a) in addition to 3 late 
1st/early 2nd century coins in the upper layers.256. 
Beginning in the late 2nd century CE, Alia experienced the abandonment 
of the earlier Nabataean/Early Roman structures in favor of new constructions in 
                                                
254 Parker 2006: 228.  
255 Parker 1998: 388-89; Parker 1997: 40; Parker 2002: 423-25; Parker 2008: 228.  
256 Retzleff 2003: 46 
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some areas of the site. Late Roman walls were built of mudbrick bonded with 
granite fieldstones covered in mud and lime plaster.257  
Excavations in Area A also uncovered a cemetery of five mudbrick tombs 
found with “minimal grave goods but the sherds recovered date to the Early 
Byzantine period along with a coin dated to 347-355 CE, the terminus post quem 
for the cemetery”.258 Another mudbrick complex in the area contained dateable 
coins belonging to the Early Byzantine period (4th-5th centuries CE) along with 
Late Byzantine pottery (6th – early 7th centuries CE).259  Excavators identified 
surface pottery from Area A as Byzantine, specifically from the fifth and sixth 
centuries CE, as evidence for occupation during the period prior to the Islamic 
invasion.260  
Excavation in Area J revealed a large mudbrick structure resting on a low 
stone foundation with plaster still affixed to its mudbrick walls. Piers found 
within the building suggest the use of barrel vaulting for the ceiling. Pottery 
found in association with the foundation dates to the Early Byzantine period 
(including African Red slip from the 4th century CE); there are also several coins 
from the 4th century CE.261 Artifacts from within the building, including glass oil 
lamps, may suggest that the building served as an early Christian church. A 
stone curtain wall (1.60 m thick, up to a height of 2.00 m, extending east-west for 
                                                
257 Retzleff 2003: 49.  
258 Parker 1997: 32. 
259 Parker 1997: 33. 
260 Parker 1997: 30 (Meloy 1991: 407-410). 
261 Parker 1997: 34. 
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28 m) and tower (filled in during antiquity) cut through portions of the mudbrick 
buildings in Area B.262  
Work in the early Islamic (7th – 12th centuries CE) area of Aila uncovered 
fragments of a monumental marble inscription, dating to c. 324-326 CE.263 
  
Smith’s investigation of Aila’s hinterland in the Wadi Araba elucidates the 
modes of subsistence in place to support the Roman occupation within the city. 
At least a portion of the foodstuffs produced in the central Araba during the 
Nabataean and Roman period were shipped to Aila, which suggests the city was 
unable to support agriculture in its immediate vicinity and relied on imported 
grain while exporting fish throughout the rest of the Araba.264  
Chronological Summary 
Literary sources support a Nabataean foundation for Aila by at least the 
first century BCE, upheld by an economic base of pastoralism and trade between 
                                                
262 Parker 1997: 36.  
263 Kennedy 2004: 208.  
264 Smith 2005b: 184, Parker 1998: 390-391; 2000: 379-380.  
D(ominus) n(oster) Imp(erator) Fl(avius) 
Val(erius) Constanti]nus semper [Augustus  
et [[Fl(avius) Val(erius) Crispus et Val(erius) 
Licinianus Licinius Iun(ior)]] et Fl(avius) 
Iul(ius) Constantinus no]biliss(imi)  
Caes(ares), Fl(avius) Con[stantius v(ir)  
c(larissimus) praefectus praetorio perfici  
refici]q(ue) iuss[erunt -----et de]dicav[erunt]. 
 
Figure 3.1. Inscription (IGLS XX1.4: no. 150.) 
[Our Lord the Emperor Flavius Valerius 
Constanti]nus, Ever [Augustus, and 
Flavius 
Valerius Crispus and Valerius Licinianus 
Licinius Iunior and Flavius Julius 
Constantinus, the Most No]ble Caesars, 
the Illustrious Flavius Con[stantius, 
Preatorian Prefect… ordered and 
dedicated.  
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the Nabataean networks in southern Arabia and the Mediterranean coast.265 By 
the first century CE, Aila is described as a “polis” (city) -- an indication of the 
site’s growth and development in just over a century. Aila rose to importance 
following the annexation of Nabataea in 106 CE, as the southern anchor to the 
great Roman highway, the Via Nova Traiana, connecting the Red Sea with 
Syria.266  
The transfer of legio X Fretensis from Jerusalem suggests an increase in the 
strategic and perhaps economic importance of Aila beginning in the late 
3rd/early 4th centuries CE. Aila continued to flourish through the Byzantine 
period as a stop for pilgrims in their journeys to Mount Sinai and Jerusalem. 
After the Islamic invasion in the first half of the 7th century CE, residents 
abandoned the classical city and established a new Islamic settlement, which 
flourished for the next several centuries.267 However, at the onset of the Islamic 
invasion of Palaestina Tertia, specifically the fall of Aila to Muhammad in 630 
CE, the local bishop assumed responsibilities in negotiating with the Muslim 
forces.268 This, in turn, implies that there was no Roman military commander in 
place by the early 7th century CE and that the garrison may have left the city 
prior to that point.  
Relationship to Security System  
                                                
265 Parker 1997: 22.  
266 Smith, Stevens, and Niemi 1997: 66.  
267 Parker 1994: 172. 
268 Mayerson 1964: 169-170. 
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Throughout the Nabataean and Roman period, Aila played an important 
role in the regional economy and later enjoyed a strategic position on the gulf of 
the Red Sea. The work of the Roman Aqaba Project and the Southeast Araba 
Archaeological Survey have provided new information which indicates that Aila 
was a center for both trade and industry, including the production of pottery, 
glass, and copper.269 The transfer of the Legio X to Aila from Jerusalem implies a 
reprioritization of imperial interests during the Diocletianic period.  
Overall, Aila stood at a crossroads between the Negev to the west and the 
Arabian limes to the east. The development of the city and occupation by the 
military were undoubtedly influenced by multiple lines of interest, including 
economic considerations of controlling the port and its connections to trade 
routes radiating north along the Via Nova as well as through the Negev, as well 
as the strategic position that Aila commanded at the head of the Red Sea. As one 
of two legionarly bases in Palaestina Tertia (the other at Udruh), Aila anchored 
the Late Roman military presence in the province. The Roman period at Aila 
followed a well-established Nabataean occupation, utilized by the Romans after 
the annexation of Nabataea. As one of the larger cities reoccupied during the 
post-annexation period, it demonstrates the continuity of location in provincial 
administration from the Nabataean through Roman periods.  
 
                                                
269 Parker 1996: 182.  
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ARAD 
Location and Identification  
Located northeast of the Negeb Valley, bisected by the Nahal Beersheba 
and Nahal Malhata, Tel Arad lies on the route north from Horvat Uza toward En 
Gedi and the Dead Sea. The bowl-shaped tel covers approximately 25 acres (c. 10 
ha).  
History According to Ancient Sources  
 Tel Arad is known from Biblical sources as one of the main cites of the 
eastern Negev in the Canaanite and Israelite periods.270 The importance of the 
site seems to have been on the decline after the Herodian period. In Josephus’ 
Antiquities of the Jews (c. 93-94 CE), he makes note of the Hellenistic towers built 
along the highways, referring specifically to the tower (pyrgos) at Tel Malhata 
but this reference may include the nearby Hellenistic tower at Arad.271 One of the 
only references to Arad during the Roman period comes from the Onomasticon of 
Eusebius (260 – 340 CE), which refers to Arad as a village (not the tel that had 
been previously occupied in earlier periods) c. 20 Roman miles from Hebron.272 
The lack of ancient sources from the Roman period correlates with the site going 
out of use after the annexation of Nabataea in 106 CE and a noticeable lack of 
occupation on the once fortified tel in the Byzantine period.  
                                                
270 Number 21:1 (“the Canaanite king of Arad, who dwelt in the Negev (south)); Josh. 12:14; Judg. 
1:16.  
271 Josephus Antiq. XVIII. 
272 Eusebius Onom. 33. 40; 34.4. 
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Excavation and Survey History 
 A consortium of institutions, including Hebrew University, the Israel 
Department of Antiquities (IAA), the Israel Exploration Society (IES), and the 
Arad Development Project, conducted the initial five seasons of excavation at Tel 
Arad in 1962-1965 and 1967.  The directorship of Arad fell under Y. Aharoni, 
with the exception of the 1962 season under the co-direction of R. Amiran. The 
goal of these first several seasons was to explore the biblical city of Arad and its 
place in the eastern Negev during the Canaanite and Israelite periods.273 In late 
1977, Ze’ev Herzog carried out limited excavations in conjunction with the 
National Parks Authority, who were undertaking restoration at the site. Herzog 
made a reassessment of the Iron Age phase of the tel, as well as discovering a 
Judean temple and Hebrew ostraca.274 
Excavation Results 
 Occupation at Tel Arad extends back to the early Iron Age in the 12th-11th 
centuries BCE, with the establishment of a village at the site. Beginning in the 
Iron Age a large reservoir with a well in the center (cut to a depth of c. 52 feet) 
served as the primary water source for the site, including both the lower city and 
the citadel fortress. A robust square tower (12 x 12 m) on a platform (c. 20 x 20) 
was erected on the site during the Hellenistic period (3rd – 2nd centuries BCE). 
The Hellenistic tower reused numerous elements of the Persian period structure 
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including positioning the tower to incorporate the architecture of the Persian 
courtyard and walls into the new building.275  
The Nabataean/Early Roman (late 1st century BCE/early 1st century CE – 
early 2nd century CE/c. 106 CE annexation of Nabataea) occupation of Tel Arad 
was marked by the erection of a rectangular structure (c. 25 x 50 m) on the 
southwestern quadrant of the tel. The structure consists of rooms oriented 
around a central courtyard, with an additional run of rooms attached to the 
north wall and another courtyard connected to the east wall. The exterior walls 
were not very substantial, measuring approximately 0.80 – 0.90 m thick. 
Contemporary to the building renovations were made to the Iron Age well 
during the Herodian period (first century BCE) included the addition of several 
plaster storage pools and troughs connected to the well and reservoir. Changes 
made to the water system indicate habitation at the site, and possible 
redevelopment, during the first century BCE. Excavation of the structure by 
Yohanan Aharoni’s team uncovered material from the structure’s floors that 
contained two ostraca in Greek and pottery consistent with a first century CE 
construction and occupation phase.276 Aharoni believed the courtyard building 
was abandoned in the early second century CE, correlating the use of the site in 
this period with the Nabataean trade routes and ending with their annexation at 
the beginning of the second century CE. The architectural and material remains 
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suggest that the structure functioned as a Nabataean caravanserai (way station) 
during the first century CE and may have continued into the early Roman period 
with some local administrative function.  
Chronological Summary 
 The earliest phase of occupation at Tel Arad began with a Chalcolithic 
settlement followed by a large city in the Early Bronze Age (EBI) and continued 
occupation through the Iron Age. The thriving settlement that existed on the tel 
during the earlier periods changed during the Hellenistic period (3rd – 2nd 
centuries BCE) with the erection of a well-made tower on the tel. Occupation on 
the tel in the Nabataean/Early Roman Period (1st century BCE) shifted to the 
possible caravanserai from the tower and this remained in use until first half of 
the 2nd century CE when the tel was abandoned. After a lengthy period of 
abandonment of over four hundred years, renewed occupation began in the 
Early Arab period (in the 7th and 8th century CE), again as a caravanserai.277 The 
last stage of occupation is confined to a Bedouin cemetery in the 13th—19th 
centuries.  
Relationship to Security System 
The Nabataean presence at Arad during the 1st century BCE – 1st century 
CE took the form of a caravanserai along the most northerly of the routes 
traversing the Negev. Despite the prominence of the site in earlier periods, by the 
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Nabataean/Early Roman period the site existed merely as a road-station, 
without being recognized as a significant military or administrative post 
following the annexation of Nabataea. The abandonment of the caravanserai 
building in the early 2nd century CE confirms the Roman reprioritization of 
regional needs, focusing on alternate routes across the Negev. When 
Roman/Byzantine interests in the area west of the Dead Sea were revitalized 
with the establishment of the forts at En Boqeq and Upper Zohar and the growth 
of the settlement at Tel Malhata nearby, during the Byzantine period, nonetheless 
Arad remained abandoned. Arad therefore presents an interesting example of a 
site showing little sign of occupation after the annexation Nabataea, in contrast 
to numerous other sites that were not only occupied but also subject to later 
renovations and modifications.  
 
BE’ER SHEVA 
Location and Identification  
 The ancient remains of Tel Be’er Sheva (Tel Beer-sheba or the Arabic name 
Tell es-Seba’) lie at the confluence of the Be’er Sheva and Hebron valleys in the 
north-central Negev. The tel is situated east of the modern city, the assumed 
location of the ancient Late Roman/Byzantine city. Beginning in the Iron Age the 
site exercised an important sway on the desert periphery at the crossroads of 
several routes; with Mount Hebron to the north, the road to the coast plain to its 
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west and the Dead Sea to the east, the Judean Desert to the northeast; and the 
Negev to the south. The rich alluvial soil of Be’er Sheva made the land around 
the site ideal for cultivation.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
Biblical references to Beersheba note its relative location as a border-city of 
Judaea: “Than all Israel from Dan to Beersheba and from the land of Gilead…” 
(Judges 20:1-3); “And all Israel from Dan to Beersheba recognized that Samuel 
was attested as a prophet of the Lord”.278 
Eusebius (260 – 340 CE) makes reference to the important military camp at 
Berosaba (Be’er Sheva) in his Onomasticon. The Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) lists 
the presence of a Roman military fortress in the vicinity of the now modern city 
limits of Beer Sheba, as opposed to the nearby tel.279 Further reference to the 
camp at Berosaba comes from the Byzantine Madaba Map (6th – 7th century CE), 
where a Roman military camp is depicted as a rectangular structure, presumably 
an army camp, with a portico along one wall and a large building (principia?) 
inside. The 2nd -3rd century building that caps Tel Beer Sheba is not likely the 
same Berosaba referred to in Late Roman and Byzantine sources.  
Excavation and Survey History 
 Abel first identified and mapped the remains of domestic buildings, 
several churches, a public bath, and cisterns, but did not find any military 
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complexes within his survey of the city in 1903.280  Four seasons of excavation, 
from 1969—1973, were carried out at Tel Be’er Sheva by Tel Aviv University’s 
Institute of Archaeology under the direction of Yohanan Aharoni.281 In 1990 the 
National Parks Authority, now reorganized as the Israel Nature and Parks 
Authority executed major restoration throughout the exposed remains led by site 
director, Eliyahu Even Haim and architect Lawrence Belkin. 
Excavation Results 
The classical period remains occupy the center of the tel. Prior to the 
Roman building activity on the site; a courtyard building and bathhouse were 
built there during the Nabataean/Early Roman Period (1st century BCE – 1st 
century CE). In the following centuries (2nd – 3rd centuries CE), a Roman period 
structure was built directly over the earlier structure, cutting through the 
previous building down to the bedrock. The new rhombus-shaped structure, 
measuring c. 30.8 x 32.5 m, with rooms against the casemate walls on each side, 
surrounded a central courtyard.282 The construction of this structure consisted of 
hewn limestone used in architectural features and in the upper sections of walls, 
to a thickness of 0.60 - 0.80 m, with footings and foundations of uncut local stone. 
The internal organization and function of rooms has been obscured by 
renovations during the Islamic period and excavations through the Roman 
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remains, to the Iron Age period material beneath it. There is no evidence to 
suggest the presence of corner or interval towers. The small structure went out of 
use in the late 3rd – early 4th century CE. Excavators found the remains of a 
bathhouse on the western edge of the tel, but no precise date has been 
established for the building: it could be associated with either the Hellenistic 
fortress or the Roman structure on the tel.  
In 1992, IAA archaeologist Peter Fabian proposed the identification of the 
Roman military camp at Be’er Sheva as adjacent to the northeast edge of the 
modern (early 20th century) city. Through a series of photographs taken by the 
German Air F-orce, stationed in Palestine during World War I, Fabian proposed 
that the rectangular camp measures approximately 185 x 120 m, orientated 
southeast to northwest.283 The structure in the photos has four identifiable gates 
with rooms organized around a central courtyard, in the center of which is a 
square building (a possible principia). 284  Unfortunately the remains of the 
proposed Roman military camp have yet to be positively identified or subjected 
to excavation.285 
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Chronological Summary 
 Initial occupation at Be’er Sheva began during the Chalcolithic period but 
the site did not begin to flourish until the Iron Age (mid-20th to early 10th 
century). Construction of a large fortress and temple in the Hellenistic period 
followed the Iron Age occupation of the tel. During the Nabataean (Herodian) 
period (1st century BCE), a fortress and bathhouse replaced the Hellenistic 
fortress on the mound. The last building phase on the tel occurred during the 
Roman period (late 2nd/early 3rd centuries CE) when a medium-sized structure 
replaced the Nabataean/Herodian building. Occupation of the Roman structure 
extended for another century before a period of abandonment. The proposed 
Roman camp within the modern city of Be’er Sheva dates to the Late Roman 
period and remained in use through the late 6th/early 7th centuries. Later 
alterations made to the small Roman structure on the tel suggests it functioned as 
a caravanserai during the Early Arab period (7th – 8th centuries CE). 
Relationship to Security System 
 Be’er Sheva played a prominent role in the landscape of the northern 
Negev extending back to the Chacolithic period (4,000 BCE). Throughout its 
occupation, the site featured a remarkable subterranean water system and 
massive carved rock cistern within the town. The importance of water in the 
Negev and along the highway network cannot be overstated. Be’er Sheva offered 
a stopping point at the juncture of several routes. The site itself commanded a 
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strategic position from the tel (at 307 m above sea level) over the valleys of the 
Nahal Beersheba and Nahal Hebron, surrounded by cultivatable lands 
supported by sufficient rainfall. Additionally, the position of the site about 
halfway between the Dead Sea/northern Wadi Araba and the Mediterranean 
coast made it a logical stopping point while crossing the northern Negev. These 
factors logistically make Tel Be’er Sheva an ideal candidate for occupation; 
however, the Romans took only a minor interest in the tel -- retaining it as a 
roadstation/watchtower fortlet until the 3rd century. Late Roman/Byzantine 
sources allude to a renewed Roman interest in Be’er Sheva; at some point before 
the end of fourth century they constructed an army camp at the site (beneath the 
modern city). The garrison at Be’er Sheva likely also supported troops stationed 
at Be’er Shema to the west, a small contingent at Tel Malhata to the east, and 
even as far as Mampsis to the south. The site remained strategically important 
throughout its existence, for its position in the landscape as well as the resources 
it offered inhabitants. It is included in this study as both an example of a site 
selected by the Romans for reoccupation did for the interesting choice of not 
using the tel for their later activities here.  
 
BE’ER SHEMA 
Location and Identification  
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 Be’er Shema (Birsama) is situated in the northwest quadrant of the 
northern Negev, approximately 21 km southeast of Gaza and 25 km northwest of 
Beersheba. The terrain immediately surrounding the site is mostly flat, with only 
a few low hills dotting the landscape. Adjacent to the site flows the Nahal Besor, 
the permanent water source for the site and vicinity. The spring lies above an 
aquifer approximately 25 m below the surface.286 Abundant sources of water, 
including the spring, aquifer and rainfall, coupled with fertile soil, make the area 
suitable for dry agriculture and as pastureland.287 Be’er Shema (or Horbat Be’er 
Shema/ Birsama) is known from classical antiquity; however, early explorers in 
the region confused Birsama (Be’er Shema) and Beersheba (Be’er Sheva).  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 The earliest mention of Be’er Shema comes from the mid-2nd century (c. 90 
– 168 CE) by Claudius Ptolemy, who makes note of ‘Berzama’ (Βερξαµµα) in his 
work Geography.288 A century and a half later, the site appears in the Notitia 
Dignitatum, distinguished as ‘Birsama’, a provincial military base for the garrison 
of the Equites Thamudeni Illyriciani.289 
Birsama is mentioned with increasing frequency during the Late Roman 
period, appearing to have reached a new level of regional significance during 
this period. The Codex Theodosianus, commissioned by the Emperor Theodosius, 
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provides a complete list of the laws of the Roman Empire from Constantine (312 
CE) to the Emperor Theodosius (438 CE) and Valentinian III (439 CE). Birsama is 
noted in the codex as a garrison site where the office of the dux presided and 
collected taxes. 290 The document refers to the officials at Birsama wrongly 
collecting taxes in-kind from the local inhabitants opposed to the money they 
were meant to collect as taxes stipulated by law. The law and its strict penalty of 
100 lbs gold demonstrate the power of the newly-appointed office of the dux who 
ultimately had direct control of the region. The codex states as follows: “Limitanei 
militis et possessorum utilitate conspecta per primam, secundam ac tertiam Palaestinam 
huiuscemodi norma processit, ut pretiorum certa taxatione depensa specierum 
intermittatur exactio. Sed Ducianum officium sub Versamini et Moenoeni castri nomine 
salutaria statuta conatur evertere. Ideoque lege repetita censemus, ut, si quis interclusam 
specierum exactionem refricare temptaverit vel adaerationes statutas ausus fuerit 
inmutare, tam vir spectabilis dux centum librarum auri quam etiam eius officium pari 
condemnationis summa quatiatur, adiecta sacrilegii poena, quae divalium scitorum 
violatores palam insequitur. Dat. X kal. april. Constantinopoli Honorio VIII et Theodosio 
III aa. conss” [In consideration of the interests of the limitanei and the landholders 
throughout First, Second and Third Palaestine, a regulation has been issued to 
the effect that, when a fixed rate of exchange prices had been paid, the exaction 
of payments in kind shall be suspended. But the office staff of the dux, under the 
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name of the garrisons at Versaminum (Birsama) and Moenaenium (Menochia), is 
attempting to overthrow this salutary statute. Therefore, We renew the statute, 
and We decree that if any person should attempt to revive the prohibited 
exaction of payments in kind or should dare to change the statutory rates of 
exchange, the Respectable Dux will be severely punished by a fine of one 
hundred pounds of gold, and his office staff will suffer an equal sentence. The 
penalty for sacrilege will be added, which clearly pursues violators of divine 
imperial decrees. – Given on the tenth day before the kalends of April (March 
23rd) at Constantinople in the year of the eighth consulship of Honorius 
Augustus and the third consulship of Theodosius Augustus (409 CE)].  
 The name of the site changed during the late 4th – early 5th centuries CE, 
when the Christian church historian Sozomen in his Ecclesiastical History (440-443 
CE) refers to the region assigned to the dux at Be’er Shema as ‘Geraris’. The 
Christian community at the site expanded at the same time to include the 
construction of a monastery at Geraris, in the wadi (of the Nahal Besor).291 
Further reference to the flourishing diocese at Be’er Shema comes from the 
proceedings of the ecumenical meeting of the Council of Chalcedon (held in 451 
CE), which includes in the list of bishops in attendance (the name of ‘Markianos 
of Gerar’).292  
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Testimony for the thriving community at Be’er Shema during the mid-6th 
century CE comes from the collection of papyri found at Nessana during the Colt 
excavations. The document provides a list of taxes during the reign of emperor 
Anastasius (491-518 CE), which details the major military centers in the region. 
Of the towns listed on the papyrus, Be’er Shema has one of the highest tax quotas 
in the region, indicating the prosperity of the site at this time. Be’er Shema 
continued to be an important administrative center in the Gerar region into the 
7th century CE The site is included in the list of towns within the Byzantine 
Empire, found in the Descriptio Orbis Romani, assembled by Georgios Kyprios (c. 
600 CE).  
Excavation and Survey History 
 The earliest mention of the site comes from P. Thomsen who surveyed the 
region in search of Roman milestones in the provinces of Palestine, Arabia and 
Syria. 293  Unfortunately, Thomsen confused the site of Be’er Shema with 
Beersheba. Alois Musil first produced a detailed examination of the remains at 
Birsama (Be’er Shema, the modern site named Khirbet el-Fār). Musil identified 
ruins that included a church, cisterns, reservoir, and other architectural elements, 
covering an area of c. 400 m (E-W) by 150 m (N-S).294 While Musil described the 
extensive remains at the site, he was unable to accurately correlate them with 
ancient Be’er Shema. It was not until A. Alt visited the site as part of his research 
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on Roman forts in the Negev and Wadi Araba that he identified the modern site 
Khirbet el-Fār as ancient Be’er Shema (by Alt as ‘Barsama’).295 Alt interpreted the 
site as part of a chain of East-West fortifications from the Dead Sea to the 
Mediterranean Sea. Following Alt’s exploration of the site F.M. Abel investigated 
the water systems at Be’er Shema, which included cisterns, a large reservoir and 
several wells.296  
 More recent twentieth century surveys have examined Be’er Shema and 
its environs. During the IAA’s regional survey for the Map of Urim, D. Gazit 
explored an area of over 500 dunams, finding new architectural elements, 
pottery, glass and tesserae.297 Particularly important to this study, Gazit noted 
the presence of a large square structure (70 x 70 m) rising c. 2.5m above the 
surface. The structure Gazit identified is likely the castellum referred to in the 
Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE). 
Prior to the 2006 season at Be’er Shema, D. Gazit and Y. Lender in 
1989/1990, under the direction of the IAA, led the most extensive fieldwork 
carried out at the site. Work at the site focused on the later Byzantine remains, 
specifically the basilica church (late 6th – early 7th century). Prompted by 
unauthorized agricultural work, the 2006 season at Be’er Shema aimed to gather 
more information regarding the Byzantine settlement. While limited to a salvage 
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excavation, the team identified an additional Byzantine church and conducted a 
magnetometry survey in the area that Gazit suggested might be a theatre.298 
Excavation Results 
 Excavations carried out at Be’er Shema can generically be divided into 
survey work, salvage excavations, and excavation of the Byzantine church. To 
date the only full scale investigative excavations done at Be’er Shema have 
concentrated on the Byzantine church complex. Survey work conducted during 
the previous century and more recently by the IAA has provided a rough idea of 
some of the buildings present during the Late Roman and Byzantine occupation 
of the site. To date there is evidence for the following structures: a large 
quadriburgium fort from the Late Roman period, cisterns, a large reservoir, 
wells, a possible theatre, a Byzantine settlement, a Byzantine basilica church and 
another possible church, and a large Byzantine wine press and storehouse.299 
Surface investigation by the author yielded evidence for a bathhouse and vicus 
associated with the quadriburgium as well as possible pottery kilns. 
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Figure 3.2. Be’er Shema, Roman quadriburgium (photo by author). 
 
 The Late Roman quadriburgium fort alluded to in the Notitia Dignitatum 
(c. 400 CE) has not been excavated but appears clearly in the landscape. As 
mentioned by Alt, Gazit, Erickson-Gini, and others who have examined the site, 
the square outline of the fort rises over 2 m above the plain. Protruding square 
towers can be discerned on the fort’s northeast, southeast and northwest corners. 
Cut stone can be seen jutting from below the surface at the junctures of the 
curtain walls and corner towers. As with other Late Roman forts in the Negev, 
the builders apparently utilized mudbrick for the construction of the uppermost 
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courses of main walls and even interior organization of smaller rooms 
characteristic of other quadriburgium type forts.  
 The 2006 salvage excavations undertaken by the IAA, under the direction 
of Tali Erickson-Gini, focused on the western half of the site. Nine areas were 
opened along the edge of a plowed field. Work in this area uncovered a Late 
Byzantine winepress, consisting of a treading floor, storage compartments, a 
settling pool and collection vats orientated in a square. 300  Numerous Late 
Byzantine bag-shaped jars were found in a building in the same area (Area A) as 
the winepress.301 The structures uncovered during the excavation all had similar 
building elements, which included well-cut limestone blocks and floor slabs, 
wadi-cobbles and walls constructed of mudbrick or mudbrick slurry.302  
Chronological Summary 
Occupation at Be’er Shema during the Nabataean and Early Roman 
Period can only be reconstructed using ancient sources. Even into the Late 
Roman Period, knowledge of occupation is restricted to ancient sources and 
limited survey work.  
The 2006 excavations expanded knowledge of the later periods of 
occupation at Be’er Shema. The areas excavated included material and structures 
from the Late Byzantine (5th – early 7th centuries CE) through the Early Islamic 
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(8th century CE) and the Mamluk (13th – 14th centuries CE) periods, with the 
latest phase during the first half of the 20th century CE (Late Ottoman and British 
Mandate periods).303 However, the site was not continuously occupied and 
different parts of the site were occupied in various periods.  
According to survey and excavation work conducted by the IAA, ancient 
Be’er Shema is in reality much smaller than estimates given by Alt and other 
early surveyors.  Results from the 2006 season suggest that during the Byzantine 
period the site included a medium sized village (currently unexcavated but likely 
located south of the fort and west of the church), with the castellum and 
associated bathhouse nearby, and a monastic community supported by at least 
two churches.304 During the Late Byzantine period, several installations went out 
of use temporarily, possibly as a result of the decline in population after the 
Justinian Plague (c. 541/542 CE) or the collapse of the local economy, which had 
been heavily centered on the export of wine.305  
Relationship to Security System 
 Be’er Shema’s position east of Gaza and the Mediterranean offered 
caravans and travelers a stopping point before arriving at or immediately after 
leaving the seaport. Throughout the classical period (Late Nabataean through 
Late Byzantine periods), Be’er Shema developed as a link between Be’er Sheva 
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and Gaza. The site also offers reliable water sources and a cultivatable 
hinterland, especially important aspects for a military garrison. In the Late 
Byzantine period, the site also functioned as a production center for wine and 
Gaza wine jars, as evidenced by the large winepress, kilns, and storage facility 
found at the site. The industrial activity aided in the support of the military 
population stationed there. The site rose to greater prominence during the fifth 
and sixth centuries with the establishment of a monastery and eventually a 
flourishing diocese with its own bishop. Industrial activities such as wine 
production helped elevate Be’er Shema to a relatively wealthy regional center. 
For over three centuries (4th - early 7th centuries CE), Be’er Shema was a major 
site in the northern Negev. It is included in this study as a reflection of Late 
Roman/Byzantine military and administrative interests. 
 
BIR MADHKUR 
Location and Identification  
On the main Petra-Gaza highway, Bir Madhkur lies c. 10 km northwest of 
Petra on the eastern edge of the Wadi Araba. The area surrounding Bir Madhkur 
is particularly harsh both for the intense desert climate and sparse water sources. 
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A nearby spring and well, support habitation at the site and provide it with its 
name.306  
History According to Ancient Sources 
Ancient literary references have not been correlated precisely with Bir 
Madhkur, although the Notitia Digntitatum refers to Calamona, the base of a cohors 
prima equitata that may be Bir Madhkur.307 There is no supporting documentation 
that the site currently being excavated as Bir Madhkur is ancient Calamona. 308 
Excavation and Survey History 
Modern exploration at the site begins in the 1930s when Fritz Frank and 
Nelson Glueck conducted broad archaeological surveys in the region.309 While 
both visits to the site were short, Glueck produced a sketch of the ruins and 
recovered several coins of Constantine (306-337 CE) and Constantius II (337-361 
CE).310 The next examination of the site would not be until 1979, when David 
McCreery visited Bir Madhkur and collected mostly Nabataean and Late Roman 
ceramics, similar finds to what Geoffrey King recovered in his visit ten years 
later.311 The current Bir Madhkur Project is an extension of the work conducted 
in the 1994 survey by Smith as part of the Roman Aqaba Project’s Southeast 
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Araba Archaeological Survey (SAAS), which explored the regions of the central 
Araba with Bir Madhkur as the central focus of the survey.312 
Excavation Results 
The site is comprised of several structures, including a castellum, a bath 
complex, a domestic complex, cemeteries, and other structures in the vicinity of 
the castellum. Two towers on the adjacent hilltops support the castellum as 
watchtowers. Just west of the core of the site on the edge of the Wadi Araba, two 
areas have been identified as ancient field systems.313 Occupation at the site 
depended on a reliable water source. The presence of field systems uncovered by 
the SAAS indicate the inhabitants of Bir Madhkur established an effective water 
collection system, despite the lack of evidence for additional wells beyond the 
one at the fort.314 
The caravan complex and accompanying bathhouse underwent 
excavation in 2008 and 2010. Identification of tubuli, hypocaust bricks, plaster 
and hydraulic cement facing, water pipe fragments, and a possible pool 
confirmed the presence of a bath-complex.315 Excavation revealed numerous 
instances of remodeling and adaptation of architectural features dating from the 
Early Roman to Early Byzantine periods, with the phases of reconstruction and 
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reuse in the structure extending from north to south over several centuries.316 
Initially, Glueck identified the bathhouse as a water reservoir (birkeh); however, 
Smith found interior rooms, a feature not associated with a reservoir.317 
The remains of the castellum are the dominant feature of the landscape at 
Bir Madhkur. The fort, measuring c. 30 x 30 m, is a quadriburgium type with four 
projecting corner towers, 8 x 7 m, and curtain walls constructed of worked 
limestone blocks (c. 1.8 m thick).318 Typical of the quadriburgium form, the fort at 
Bir Madhkur features a central open courtyard surrounded by internal rooms 
with smaller partition walls abutting the curtain walls. Work in the 2008 season 
uncovered a postern gate with white plaster on the exterior, positioned opposite 
the well north of the fort.319 Finds collected during survey and excavation 
seasons show a range of occupation from the Nabataean to Byzantine period, 
with the castellum built during Late Roman/Early Byzantine period.320  
Chronological Summary 
 The site and its associated environs initially developed in the 
Hellenistic/Nabataean period during the first century CE. The prominent 
castellum emerged during the late 3rd/ early 4th centuries CE, likely as a 
Diocletianic construction. The general chronology of occupation in the fort 
consists of the initial phase of construction followed by a level of destruction and 
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subsequent phases of later occupation as recent as the 20th century. However, 
details of the internal fort stratigraphy await further excavation and 
publication.321  
Relationship to Security System 
 Bir Madhkur developed through the Nabataean and Roman periods as the 
first major stop along the Incense Route between Petra and Gaza. The most 
prominent structure on the site is the Late Roman/Early Byzantine fortress, one 
of several running along the eastern Wadi Araba. Bir Madhkur became a 
successful settlement in the Nabataean period, by capitalizing on water sources 
such as the well in the later fortress and agricultural land in the immediate 
hinterlands. Following the annexation of Nabataea, the Romans utilized the 
resources at Bir Madhkur along with its strategic position along the former 
caravan routes.  
In addition to the military presence, the site maintained a civilian 
population from the Nabataean through the Byzantine periods. Economically the 
site also offered a link between industrial activities conducted in the vicinity of 
Bir Madhkur as well as Aila and Petra. Survey work by Smith has provided 
evidence for intensive agricultural production, which Bir Madhkur may have 
served as one of several centers for distribution and acquisition of such 
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resources.322 As one of the largest and continuously occupied sites in the area 
during the classical period, Bir Madhkur provides an example of continuity of 
economic and security priorities in the transition from the Nabataean to Roman 
periods. 
 
EIN BOQEQ 
Location and Identification  
En Boqeq (Umm Bagheq) is found on the southwestern shore of the Dead 
Sea, c. 25 km south of En Gedi, nestling above the narrow oasis of Wadi Boqeq, at 
the convergence of the two springs of En Boqeq and En Noith. The climate at En 
Boqeq is particularly harsh, with summer temperatures well above 40° C out of 
the sun, combined with an annual humidity of approximately 60 percent. These 
conditions had to be overcome in order to maintain a permanent presence at the 
site.323 
History According to Ancient Sources 
 The Byzantine monk Anastasius of the Sinai writing in the early 7th 
century CE refers to a Tetrapyrgia (Quadriburgium) in the region of En Boqeq.324 
Excavation and Survey History 
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F. Frank made the first surveys of Ein Boqeq in 1931. S. Appelbaum also 
surveyed the ancient agricultural remains.325 Excavations were carried out by Tel 
Aviv University in October 1968 under the direction of M. Gichon. Gichon 
recorded the numerous structures at the site, including the main building: a 
small quadriburgium fort, an officina, aqueducts, cisterns, field-retaining walls, 
watch towers, remains of earlier buildings, diverse graves and burials, and a 
rock-cut pathway 350 m up the adjacent mountain.326  
Excavation Results 
 The fort has a typical plan for a small quadriburgium, a square fort (c. 21 x 
21 m; exterior walls 16 x 16 m) with four projecting corner towers (5 x 5 m) and a 
central courtyard. Entrance is through a gate (1.65 m wide) on the south wall, the 
upper portion is not preserved but may have been arched (no lintel was found in 
the immediate vicinity). Gichon found the charred remains of a wooden door 
studded with iron nails that stood in the gate.327 The internal organization of 
rooms is limited to four (original) rooms, two built along the north and east 
curtain walls, with individual entrances to the courtyard. The rooms along the 
east side and the eastern of the two northern rooms are roughly 4 m square; 
however, the western room on the north wall measured approximately 6 x 4 m 
before the addition of a parttion wall creating a (north) western room 4m square 
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and a center room 2 x 4 m. At a later stage of renovation the inhabitants added a 
staircase in the southwest corner giving access to the second story and the 
southwest tower. Access to the individual corner towers is through a narrow fan-
shaped entrance (1.6 – 1.7 m wide) that widens at the tower end and narrows on 
the courtyard end, with a door secured by a locking bolt in the tower interior. 
Based on the lack of more typical staircases adjacent to the corner towers, ladders 
originally led to the second story.  
 
Figure 3.3. En Boqeq, contubernium along east wall (photo by author). 
 
 Two different methods can be identified in the construction of the fort at 
En Boqeq. The curtain walls range between 1.70 – 2 m wide, built of two faces of 
roughly hewn limestone blocks with clay mortar and a rubble core. The door 
jams and exterior corners of the towers were constructed of well-cut ashlar 
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blocks with smooth faces and in some places opus rusticatum,328 where more 
precise workmanship became necessary. The interior walls were more roughly 
constructed, with blocks of various sizes fitted together with chipped stones in 
the joints. No evidence for a cistern is visible in the central courtyard, but this 
location would have been the most plausible place for it to be placed in terms of 
typical quadriburgium construction. However, in peace-time, water may have also 
been easily procured from the nearby springs. Gichon’s excavations of the west 
and south sides of the courtyard uncovered “carbonized beams, rafters, and 
large sheets of spliced matting, which point to the existence of wooden lean-tos, 
to afford at least shade from the sun”, added no later than the subdivision of the 
northwest interior room.329 No springers are visible within the rooms, which 
suggests wooden roofing. Gichon notes that thick layers of wood-ash and 
recesses in the walls for beams were found during excavation, confirming the use 
of wood rather than stone.330 Excavation yielded deep but necessary foundations 
dug 2.5 m into the gravel hillside, filled in with 2m of heavy gravel.331 The 
substantial foundations were necessary to stabilize the building on the mountain 
ridge, in an area under constant tectonic pressure and prone to earthquakes.  
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Chronological Summary 
 Gichon identified five phases of occupation, based on ceramic and 
numismatic evidence. Under his scheme, the foundation of the fort belongs to the 
middle of the fourth century, possibly during the reign of Constantius (337-361 
CE).332 However, after a re-evaluation of the material, Magness proposes an early 
sixth century foundation for the fort. Her analysis is based on the presence of 
coins dating to the early sixth century found beneath the earliest occupation 
phase, in addition to her re-dating of the pottery types, which are grounded in a 
date range from the mid-sixth to seventh century.333  
Relationship to Security System 
  There is no direct predecessor to the fort at En Boqeq constructed during 
the early sixth century CE. Other earlier structures are found in the vicinity of the 
site, particularly the Early Roman officina just east of the later fort. The 
establishment of the Byzantine fort was not a matter of renovating an existing  
Nabataean structure, but was rather a completely new construction that had no 
predecessor in the earlier periods. Therefore, En Boqeq must have served a 
specific purpose related to either the security of the nearby inhabitants or to 
ensure the security of an economic activity. Architecturally, the layout and 
construction of the fort closely follows the standardized, albeit very small, Late 
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Roman quadriburgium form, adding to the corpus of Late Roman/Byzantine 
security outposts in the Negev. 
 
ELUSA  
Location and Identification  
 Remains of this ancient city lie in the northwestern Negev, approximately 
20 km southwest of Beersheba. The site is cradled by the Wadi Besor, which 
curves around the city on its west and south sides, with a smaller tributary 
passing along the north side. The modern Arabic name for the site, el’Khalasa, 
maintains a close association with the ancient Arabic name, al-Khalus, found in 
the Nessana papyri.334  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 Elusa has been associated with biblical Philistine city of “Ziklag” 
(Zahaliku).335 The Greek text of the Book of Judith mentions “Chellous” a possible 
derivative of “Chalutzah” or “Haluza”.336 The city is not mentioned again until it 
develops together with Mampsis, Oboda, and Shivta, to form the core of the 
principal Nabataean cities in the Negev.  Ptolemy includes the site in his 2nd 
century CE work Geography, as among the towns in Idumaea, west of the Jordan 
but included in Provincia Arabia.337 St. Jerome provides a description of Elusa in 
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his “The Life of Saint Hilarion,” chronicling the life of the fourth century 
monastic leader. He refers to a visit to Elusa (c. 350 CE) as a ‘semi-barbarian’ 
town in the desert of Cades, on the occasion of a festival at the Temple of Venus 
venerated by the Saracens: “The extent of Hilarion’s zeal in not slighting a single 
brother, no matter how humble or poor he might be, is shown in his going to the 
desert of Cades to visit one of his disciples. On that occasion, accompanied by a 
great procession of monks, he arrived in Elusa by chance on the day that a 
solemn festival had brought all the people of the town to the temple of Venus. 
Now the Saracens worship the goddess because of the Morning Star, and their 
race is dedicated to her cult. But also the town itself is semi-barbarian for the 
most part because of its location”.338 Contemporary to the travels of Hilarion, 
Libanius, the scholar of Late Antiquity (314-393 CE), held Elusa in much higher 
regard as the home of his teacher Zenobius and a school of rhetoric.339 At the end 
of the fourth century, Elusa is mentioned again in the narrative of Nilus, a hermit 
on Mount Sinai. Nilus describes the abduction of his son, Theodoulus, during a 
Saracen raid although the victim was eventually ransomed by the bishop of 
Elusa and subsequently bound to service in his church.340  
Elusa is also included on the Peutinger Table (late 4th century/early 5th 
century), where it is shown situated 71 Roman miles from Jerusalem on the route 
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south to Aila. Correspondence from the mid-5th/early 6th centuries CE between 
Procopius of Gaza and an inhabitant of Elusa named Jerome, elucidate the state 
of the city over a number of years. Procopius, living at Gaza in relatively close 
proximity to Elusa, relates to his friend who returns to Elusa between travels to 
Egypt, complaining of the poor standard of living in his native city, specifically 
the condition of the water and bread.341  By the 6th century CE, the site appears 
on the Madaba Map as a large city marked as “ΕΛΟΥΣΑ” above two buildings 
flanked by two (possibly three) towers. 
Excavation and Survey History 
 Early investigation of Elusa began in 1838, when E. Robinson first 
correlated the physical remains of the site with the al-Khalus in ancient sources 
and noted the city’s poor state of preservation. E.H. Palmer next visited in 1870 
but only noted one street and very minor remains. A. Musil uncovered more 
extensive ruins, including the city-wall, two gates and two streets, in addition to 
noting the destruction of the city stone by stone removed for use in construction 
at Gaza.342 By 1905, A. Jaussen, R. Savignac, and H. Vincent identified areas 
beyond the city proper, including the pagan and Christian cemetery.  C.L. 
Woolley and T.E. Lawrence visited the site in 1914, when they attempted to 
produce a plan of the city, but they were only able to identify the remains of a 
wall and two gates. In addition to their plan, the pair found several Greek 
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inscriptions and a sample of archaic Nabataean text.343 Beginning in 1938 on 
behalf of the Colt Expedition, T.J. Colin-Baly initiated trial excavations in the city 
dumps in an attempt to establish a site chronology. Avraham Negev conducted 
excavations at Elusa on behalf of Hebrew University in 1973 again in 1979 with 
the additional support of Ben-Gurion University, and in 1980 on behalf of 
Hebrew University and Mississippi State University. Excavations concentrated 
on revealing more of the city under the sand dunes and beyond the destruction 
caused by stone robbers. Excavations were renewed at Elusa by Ben-Gurion 
University for three seasons under the direction of H. Goldfus (1997-1998, 2000), 
P. Fabian (1997), and B. Arubas (1998, 2000), during which excavations focused 
on the southeastern area of the site.344  The most recent exploration of the site has 
been the Aerial Photography and GIS Analysis survey conducted by B. Saidel 
and G. Christopherson in 2005.  
Excavation Results  
 Excavation from the eastern part of the site yielded numerous Nabataean 
style architectural elements, harking back to the city’s Nabataean foundations in 
the late 2nd – 1st centuries BCE, such elements included: Nabataean door-post 
capitals, a larger gate and ordinary door with Nabataean decorative elements 
belonging to a courtyard-style house.345 The courtyard house is composed of a 
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single row of rooms in the western wing with walls composed of hard limestone 
and a double row within the eastern wing built of soft limestone, both wings 
covered in white plaster with Greek inscriptions in black ink found on the walls 
in the western wing.346 Excavation in the western room uncovered voussoirs for 
the arches that supported long roof slabs found in debris directly on top of the 
floor. The destruction, likely from an earthquake came either immediately after 
abandonment or the house went out of use as a result of damage by the 
earthquake.  
A. Negev identified three terraces separated by wide streets that support 
the buildings of the eastern portion of the city. 347  Large concentrations of 
Nabataean architecture and pottery were found throughout this half of Elusa, 
indicating the earlier core of the city originating in the Nabataean period before 
spreading west in the Roman and Byzantine periods.  
Trial excavations were opened by A. Negev in the western part of the city 
yielding a reservoir, and tower belonging to the city wall defensive system.  
Excavation of the reservoir (4.6 x 9 x 2 m) revealed a thick layer of grey plaster 
covering the interior of the structure with a series of repairs made to the plaster 
and north wall. Negev did not establish an absolute date for the reservoir but 
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determined it had been in use throughout several centuries, probably built no 
later than the Late Roman period.348 
 Along the northwest perimeter of the city-wall defenses, Negev excavated 
a tower (3 x 3 m) consisting of four rooms built two stories high. Excavation of 
the tower along with a survey of the wall suggested to Negev that the city was 
surrounded by a series of visually connected towers, similar to Elusa’s portrayal 
on the Madaba Map in which 3 - 4 towers are shown with buildings behind 
them.349   
 The renewed excavations uncovered more of the theater in the 
southeastern quarter of the city originally identified by Negev. Located on a 
southeast – northwest axis, the building is c. 27 m long with a maximum 
diameter of c. 34.5 m. Within the theater, the Ben-Gurion team identified an 
auditorium, scaena (stage building), and orchestra. The auditorium consists of a 
lower seating area (cavea) built on an artificial slope (c. 6m wide) made of stones 
and mortar, supporting tiers of c. 8 rows of seats. The center of the lower cavea is 
a paved trapezoid, 3.75 m wide by 1.9 m deep, built against rows of seats on 
three sides and open to the orchestra and stage, likely functioning as a 
tribunal.350  A semicircular corridor found surrounding the lower cavea attests to 
the presence of an upper seating complex. The excavators also exposed the 
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northern half of the rectangular stage building measuring (in whole) 31.6 m by 7 
m. The structure consisted of the stage (pulpitum) built above the orchestra as a 
1.17 m wide wall with niches, with the entire façade measuring c. 11.7 m roofed 
with wooden planks that served as the stage floor.351 Identical square towers 
(versurae) flank either end of the stage building with doors leading to a 
passageway at the side of the stage. Excavation of the orchestra (8.55 m from the 
stage to the auditorium with a radius of 5.6 m) revealed a well-preserved 
pavement of dressed and fitted flagstone tiles of local limestone positioned in 
parallel rows with four rows in a concentric circle in the middle of the 
orchestra.352 A very small amount of pottery was recovered from beneath the 
orchestra floor, providing only a general range of construction for the theater no 
earlier than the 2nd century CE that continued to be in use until the Byzantine 
period before abandonment in the 7th century CE after serious damage by an 
earthquake.353 Between the theater and the Nahal Haluza, Negev identified a 
broad flat terrace surrounded by short walls and tiers of seats, possibly a 
stadium, but no trial excavations have been carried out at this installation.354 
 The renewed excavations also focused on excavation of the East Church 
complex, measuring c. 74 m long (from atrium to apse) and c. 30 m wide 
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(including annexes on both sides) situated on a northwest – southeast axis.355 The 
basilica is divided into three parts by two identical rows of ten columns and two 
piers at the end of each row. Constructed of local limestone the basilica went 
through two phases of construction during the Byzantine period before its 
abandonment like the theater in the seventh century CE in conjunction with the 
Muslim conquest.  
 A series of potter’s workshops were also uncovered just south of the 
theater, near the Nahal Besor along the edge of the Byzantine city. Two large 
rectangular structures (orientated north-south) built of limestone and chalk 
substructure and a mudbrick superstructure served as a potter’s workshop in the 
Late Roman/Byzantine period (4th – 6th centuries).356 A variety of functions 
associated with the production of pottery took place in this area, including 
drying and firing vessels, storage, and the sale of pots.  
 The 2005 Aerial Photography survey conducted by Saidel and 
Christopherson elucidated new information based on Woolley and Lawrence’s 
initial survey of Elusa. The new analysis shows the accuracy of Woolley and 
Lawrence’s site plan in which an irregular line of houses and garden-walls 
enclosed the city.357 Woolley and Lawrence’s plan for the Byzantine city includes 
an error in which they connected an isolated structure to the northwest with the 
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town itself. The structure is described as a “small fort”, connected to the town by 
a long double wall.358 The date and nature of this structure is undetermined, it 
may be associated with occupation as early as the Nabataean period or 
contemporary to the Byzantine city, unfortunately it has yet to be identified in 
modern survey and excavation of the site.  
Relationship to Security System 
 As one of the four major cities of the Nabataean Spice Route, Elusa 
developed into a prominent economic center during the Nabataean period. By 
the Byzantine period, the site emerged as not only one of the largest cities in the 
Negev but also as a regional administrative center. There is no indication for a 
Roman garrison in the city during the Roman or Byzantine periods, but it 
remains relevant to this study for its economic and administrative role from the 
Nabataean period onward.  
 
MEZAD ‘EN HAZEVA 
Location and Identification  
 The site of Mezad ‘En Hazeva is located approximately 20 km south of the 
Dead Sea on a hill adjacent to the southern bank of the Nahal Hazeva. During the 
Nabataean and Roman periods, the site stood at the crossroads of the Ma’ale 
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Aqqrabim (Scorpion’s Pass) from the northern Negev and Mampsis with the 
road leading south into the Arava valley.359  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 The site is the best candidate for ancient Thamara referred to in the mid-
5th century CE by Ptolemy in his Geography.360 The Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) 
lists the Cohors Quarta Palaestinorum at Thamara, the possible unit stationed at the 
fortress of Mezad ‘En Hazeva.361 References to the village of Thamara are made 
by Eusebius (260 – 340 CE) in his Onomasticon, as located “one day from 
Mampsis on the road from Hebron to Aela, where there is now a garrison.”362 
The site also appears on the Peutinger Table as a road-station between Elusa and 
Aila on the Red Sea.363 On the Madaba Map (6th century CE), the site appears as 
‘Thamara’ between Prasidin (Praesidium) and Moa depicted as a military 
outpost with a gate between two towers with a church in the background.364  
Excavation and Survey History 
Alois Musil, who visited the site in 1902, carried out the initial exploration 
of Mezad ‘En Hazeva; in his sketch of the remains, he discerned a square fortress 
(120 x 120m) with corner towers, an ancillary building to the south, and the 
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bathhouse to the east.365 F. Frank and A. Alt examined the fortress in 1932, 
identifying the structure with the Roman fortress ‘Eiseba’ mentioned in the 
Beersheba Edict.366 In 1943, N. Glueck visited the site as part of his exploration of 
the Negev, interpreting the remains as a caravanserai, established by the 
Nabataeans and kept in use by the Romans. Rudolph Cohen on behalf of the 
Israel Department of Antiquities first excavated the site in 1972, then again in 
1987-1990.367 The site underwent intense excavation between 1990-1994, again 
under the direction of R. Cohen on behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority.368   
Excavation Results 
Prior to Roman occupation a significant Iron Age presense existed at the 
site from the 9th – 8th centuries BCE. At this time a large fortress (c. 100 x 100 m) 
with projecting towers and a four-chamber gate occupied roughly the same area 
as the later Nabataean and Roman structures. Following a period of 
abandonment the site experienced revitalization in the Nabataean period. 
Excavation directly beneath the Roman fortress uncovered remains of Nabtaean 
storage jars belonging to the 1st century CE. While no architectural features have 
been found that can be dated definitively to the Nabataean period, the presence 
of a significant amount of 1st century CE pottery underlying the Roman structure 
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suggests that the Roman fortress is situated directly on top of Nabataean 
structural remains (likely a caravanserai).  
 
Figure 3.4. Plan of multi-phase fort at Mezad Hazeva.369 
 
Erection of the square fortress (46 x 46 m) with projecting corner towers 
(7.0 x 8.5 m) dates to the second half of the 3rd century CE, likely during the reign 
of Diocletian.370 Construction of the fort is directly on top of the previous 
Nabataean and Iron Age buildings. A central courtyard surrounded by casemate 
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rooms characterizes the internal layout of the fort. The interior of the southern 
wall was reinforced with another ashlar wall to support a set of stairs to the 
second story. The northwestern tower survives with walls preserved 1.25 m wide 
and an entrance 1 m wide in the southwestern corner of the tower.371 Excavation 
along the southern wall revealed the main gate in the center of the wall and 
casemate rooms (2.5 x 3.0 m) lining the length of the wall, a typical arrangement 
for Late Roman fortresses. Floors paved with fieldstones, belonging to the first 
phase of occupation, were found within several of the casemate rooms. 
 
Figure 3.5. Mezad Hazeva, Remaining western wall from Roman fort  
(photo by author). 
 
Adjacent to the Roman fort is a contemporary Roman mansio or private 
villa and bathhouse. The structure measuring c. 32 x 42 m with an adjoining 
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bathhouse lies east of the Roman fort. The construction of the building (including 
the bath) dates to the first phase of Roman occupation sometime before 363 CE, 
as a cavalry camp based on architectural features such as the long rooms and 
possible mangers.372 Destruction by the earthquake of 363 CE in the mansio was 
so severe, it resulted in the collapse of an underground treasury vault.373 
 
Figure 3.6. Mezad Hazeva, underground treasury in mansio (photo by author). 
 
Excavation of the bathhouse yielded the discovery of typical Roman bath 
elements, including an apodyterium, tepidarium, sudatorium, caldarium and 
bathtubs for cold and hot water, in addition to a praefurnium directly east of the 
building.374 Three entrances to the bathhouse were identified on the north, south, 
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and west sides of the building with a long corridor running between the 
bathhouse and the rest of the building.375 
 
Figure 3.7. Mezad Hazeva, mansio (photo by author). 
 
Significant modifications were made to the internal layout and use of the 
fort and mansio, in addition to structural repairs to the bathhouse, following the 
earthquake (in 363 CE).376 Roman occupation at the site persisted until some 
point in the late 5th or early 6th century CE. Evidence from the mansion and 
bathhouse shows that major destruction from an earthquake in the 6th century 
occurred only after abandonment of the building.377  
Chronological Summary 
                                                
375 Cohen and Israel 1996: 111. 
376 Erickson-Gini 2010: 97. 
377 Erickson-Gini 2010: 97 (via personal comm. with Y. Kalman). 
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Occupation at Mezad Hazeva begins in the Iron Age as one of the largest 
(c. 100 x 100 m) fortresses in the Negev and adjacent regions.378 Preceding the 
Roman presence, Nabataeans occupied the site as a strategic location on four 
major routes: the road through the Wadi Araba to the Red Sea, the route west 
through the Ma’ale ‘Aqqrabim into the central Negev, east toward the 
Transjordan, and north to the Dead Sea and Jerusalem. Occupation by the 
Nabataeans continued through the 1st century CE and after the annexation of 
Nabataea by the Romans until the early 3rd century CE. The foundations of the 
Roman fortress were built over a probably Nabataean caravanserai, similar in 
size to such structures on the Petra—Gaza road.379 The site experienced several 
decades of abandonment during the 1st half of the 3rd century.  
Excavation of the Roman fort yielded two distinct phases of occupation, 
predating and postdating the earthquake of 363 CE (identified by excavators as 
Strata 2 and 3 in Areas C and D).380 A large quantity of pottery and coins, 
indicative of the 4th century, were found throughout the fort during the first 
phase of occupation (second half of the 3rd century – late 4th century).381 In 
addition to ceramics on the floors of the towers there were numerous fragments 
of glass vessels, bronze bracelets, and coins from the reign of Constantine (324-
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337 CE).382 In the second phase of occupation, many “large handmade storage 
basins with pronounced plastic decoration were found, dating to the fourth and 
fifth centuries CE”.383 In situ pottery was also found in conjunction with the 
destruction layer attributed to the earthquake.  
Relationship to Security System 
Mezad Hazeva emerged as a major site in the northern Araba beginning 
in the Iron Age. However, the shift in the caravan route from Petra through Mo’a 
and the Mahmal pass to the Diocletianic northern route from Petra through En 
Hazeva then proceeding through the Aqqrabim pass made the site a key access 
point in the transportation and communication route across the Negev in the 
Late Roman and Byzantine period. By the mid-4th century, a large Roman 
fortress, cavalry camp with a treasury, and bathhouse occupied the site. Its 
location as the anchor of the Ma’ale Aqqrabim provided the imperial 
administration with a strategic point for tax collection and security of the caravan 
route passing through the site. A government, even regional administration, 
sponsored mansio may have provided travelers with the opportunity stable their 
animals before passing through the Ma’ale Aqqrabim. Furthermore, the presence 
of the proposed treasury vault may have served as part of the administration’s 
role in the collection taxes. The stables may have supported horses or camels 
used in official disbatches for the army.  
                                                
382 Cohen 1993a: 593-4 
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Literary evidence for the presence of a cohort at Mezad Hazeva only 
solidifies the archaeological evidence for Roman military occupation at the site. 
384  Archaeologically, the fort is one of the larger examples from the Negev and 
its ancillary structures are also quite substantial including the cavalry camp and 
bath complex. The site is therefore included in this study as an example of one of 
the largest military complexes of the Late Roman/Byzantine periods in the 
Negev and a strategic point along the main artery of the Late Roman caravan 
route.  
 
‘EN YOTVATA  
Location and Identification  
 The site lies adjacent to Nahal ‘En Yotvata in the southern Negev. Nearby 
are the remains of the Late Roman fort (c. 39 x 39 m) c. 600 m to the northwest 
and the possible Nabataean temple (30 x 35 m) of Diana (Ad Dianem) c. 500 m to 
the northeast of the site. 
History According to Ancient Sources 
 En Yotvata is not mentioned in any literary sources or noted on the corpus 
of ancient maps.  
Excavation and Survey History 
                                                
384 Cohors Quarta Palaestinorum noted in the Not. Dig. Oriens 34, 46. 
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 Zev Meshel briefly mentions the location of ‘En Yotvata in his survey 
work in the southern Negev. However, the site was first identified as a possible 
Nabataean or Early Roman structure. In 2005 and 2006 the IAA conducted 
excavations at the site under the direction of Tali Erickson-Gini, assisted by Uzi 
Avner of the Arava Institute of Environmental Studies.  
Excavation Results 
 The structure consists of a two-story building, roughly 12.5 meters square. 
Excavation of the structure revealed three walls constructed of hard limestone 
blocks (0.25 x 0.35 m). Preservation of the west wall (orientated north-south, 12.5 
m) included two courses above the surface, with an entrance slightly west off-
center.385 Two other walls roughly the same size as the west wall were uncovered 
as part of the structure. The building suffered extensive damage during an 
earthquake in the early 2nd century CE, causing it to completely collapse. 
Evidence for the collapse of the second story came from the area around the 
outside of the building, along with 2nd century CE ceramics within the 
collapse.386 Excavation of the upper story collapse consisted of Late Hellenistic 
pottery, including painted fine-ware bowls, a fish-plate style bowl, painted fine-
ware bowls dating to the Early Roman period, and large fragments of a fine-ware 
painted bowl from the later 1st century CE found in situ inside the building.387 A 
                                                
385 Erickson-Gini 2012: 1.  
386 Erickson-Gini 2012: 1.  
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square opened in the interior of the building yielded portions of a Nabataean 
Aqaba Ware jar (early 2nd century CE) and rims of a painted fine-ware bowl and 
plain-ware bowl, both from the Early Roman period.388 Just outside of the west 
wall, excavators uncovered a tabun (cooking installation) close to a low partition 
wall, extending from the southwestern corner of the structure, along with the rim 
of a krater and a Nabataean cooking pot associated with the tabun.389 The low 
partition wall suggests that there may have been an exterior courtyard connected 
to the building.390  
 
Figure 3.8. En Yotvata, view of excavated area (facing west 
to east) (photo by author). 
 
                                                
388 Erickson-Gini 2012: Fig. 5, 15, 2, 11.  
389 Erickson-Gini 2012: 2, Fig. 5: 18.  
390 Erickson-Gini 2012: 2.  
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 The 2006 season further explored the collapse of the upper floor. Material 
from the surface of the upper floor contained an Eastern Sigilata A bowl and 
fragments of a Nabataean Aqaba Ware jar. 391  Within the same layer, the 
excavators recovered two Nabataean coins, one from early in the reign of Aretas 
IV (9 BCE – 40 CE) and another from between 25 – 106 CE.392 Other finds from 
this layer included more fineware, plain bowls, an amphora, and several large 
animal bones, possibly belonging to a camel.393 Continued excavation of the 
structure revealed stone stabs collapsed from the ceiling. New architectural 
features found within the structure, included another wall found with an 
opening on the east, which abutted a wall (W3) found in the 2005 season.394 More 
pottery excavated from within the structure included fragments from vessels 
dating to the Nabataean, Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods, consistent 
with the material found during the 2005 season.395  
An interesting aspect of the architecture of this small building at ‘En 
Yotvata is that – as opposed to other nearby structures – this building consists 
entirely of stone, comprising the walls, floors and ceiling. The excavators did not 
establish the function of this building, however; they have suggested it may be a 
small watchtower or farmhouse. The extensive use of stone as the primary 
building material and the small size of the main portion of the building make it a 
                                                
391 Erickson-Gini 2012: 2, Fig. 5: 12, Fig. 7.  
392 Erickson-Gini 2012: 2, for coin analysis see IAA report 115291.  
393 Erickson-Gini 2012: 2, Fig. 5: 10, 13, and 17.  
394 Erickson-Gini 2012: 3.  
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better candidate for a watchtower, rather than farmhouse. However, the fine 
ware ceramics found at the site are more consistant with a small manor or 
farmhouse than an outlying tower. Abandonment of ‘En Yotvata occurred after 
the extensive damage suffered from the earthquake in the early second century 
CE. Other instances for earthquake destruction around the Negev can be found 
in the archaeological evidence at sites such as Petra, Aqaba, Horvat Dafit, Mo’a, 
Nahal Neqarot, Sha’ar Ramon, Avdat, Mampsis, and Horvat Hazaza.396 
Chronological Summary 
 Occupation at ‘En Yotvata is limited to the Nabataean period, beginning 
in the 1st century BCE through the early 2nd century CE, when an earthquake 
destroyed the site. The diagnostic pottery recovered from inside the building is 
consistent with a second century CE abandonment.  
Relationship to Security System 
En Yotvata is included in this study as an example of a small Nabataean 
caravansersai or farmhouse without reoccupation following the annexation of 
Nabataea. The site may have flourished as a minor stop on the caravan route 
during the height of the Nabataean period. Changes in administration from 
Nabataean to Roman control over the Negev occurred during the early 2nd 
century but ultimately the site was not selected for renovations or formal 
occupation by Roman forces. The remodeling of Horvat Dafit indicates that it 
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received preference as a nearby stop instead of En Yotvata during the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries, until the construction of the Diocletianic fort in the vicinity of En 
Yotvata. However, the Nabataeans may have encorporated the site into their 
administrative nework given its position directly on the road between Aila and 
stops further north.  
 
GHARANDAL 
Location and Identification  
 North 100 km of Aila and 40 km southwest of Petra, lies the well-known 
fort at ‘Ayn Gharandal. The fort complex sits adjacent to the modern road 
connecting the Dead Sea and Red Sea. The nearby oasis and spring are still 
present today and would have influenced the selection of the site for occupation 
during antiquity.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
The site is identified with several ancient place names including Arieldela 
in the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE): “Cohors secunda Galatarum, Arieldela” (The 
Cohors II Galatarum, at Arieldela).397 Another reference comes from the Be’er 
Sheva Edict (6th century CE), which mentions a possible military garrison at the 
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site: “Ariddela of Gra[…, … solidi” ((απò) Αριδδηλων  της  / Γρα…? [? 
νο(µιíσµατα)…] ).398  
Excavation and Survey History 
A. Musil visited Gharandal in 1902 and produced the first plan of the 
site.399 Further cursory investigation of the site continued in the 1930s by Frank 
and Glueck and again in the 1980s by Raikes and King.400 Smith and Niemi also 
revisited Gharandal as part of their Southern Araba Archaeological Survey, 
noting in more detail the fortress, ancillary buildings, and oasis.401 The current 
excavation team of the ‘Ayn Gharandal Archaeological Project began exploring 
the site in 2008 through their current 2013 season have surveyed the site and its 
immediate vicinity to further expose portions of the fort, bathhouse, and 
aqueduct.  
Excavation Results 
 The main structure at the site is a quadriburgium fort, measuring 
approximately 37 m square, with projecting towers (semi-square/rectangular). 
Fort walls are primarily constructed of well-cut ashlar stones. The current 
excavations have revealed that the fort is not orientated to the north but rather 
                                                
398 Beer Sheva Edict Frag.V, line 5. 
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on a northeast axis.402 Darby estimates that based on the remains uncovered thus 
far, the fort and bathhouse date roughly between the 3rd – 6th centuries CE. 
 Directly east of the fort, also in the northeast orientation, is a bathhouse 
and connecting aqueduct. Concrete for the vaulting is visible on several walls, in 
addition to springers and voussoirs for barrel vaulting.403 Despite looting in the 
bathhouse, large concentrations of pipes with plaster and concrete adhering to 
them suggest to Darby that they may have been originally been placed in the 
walls.404 The aqueduct (total c. 190.3 m x 0.78 m wide) identified by Darby’s team 
connects the fort, bathhouse, and spring, with mounds at regular intervals for a 
stone arcade.405  
 Excavation in the area of the main gate revealed a large stone block 
measuring 0.90 m x 0.65 m x 0.25 m. Once exposed the face of the block 
contained an inscription with several lines highlighted by red paint. Within the 
tabula ansata several lines provide the name of the tetrarches (Diocletian, 
Maximian, Galerius, and Constantius I) to which the fort was built in their honor 
and by the care of Priscus, governor of Syria-Palaestina. The inscription also 
confirms the occupation of the Roman army infantry unit the Cohors II Galatarum 
                                                
402 Darby and Darby 2010; Musil 1907.  
403 Darby and Darby 2010.  
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405 Darby and Darby 2010.  
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at the site, listed as Arieldela, when the inscription was erected above the main 
gate.406  
Chronological Summary 
 Smith’s survey recovered concentrations of pottery from the site dating to 
the Nabataean/Early Roman period (1st century BCE – 1st century CE), strongly 
suggesting an earlier Nabataean presence in the vicinity of the fort at Gharandal. 
The earlier Nabataean presence likely took advantage of the availability of water 
at the site. The primary phase of occupation at Gharandal begins in the late 
3rd/early 4th centuries CE and continued through the 6th century CE based on 
pottery and literary references to occupation at the site. The inscription confirms 
the erection of the fort during the tetrarchy, between 293-305 CE. While the 
internal stratigraphy of the fort is still being established through the current 
excavation project, the position of the collapsed inscription block from the main 
gate may coincide with the earthquake of 363 CE after which renovations or a 
short period of abandonment may have occurred.  
Relationship to Security System 
 The site is one of the few with a specific reference to a garrison present in 
the Late Roman period that can be correlated with a known location, in this case 
Arieldela (Gharandal).407 Excavation of the site now confirms the main structure 
as a Late Roman fortress with a bathhouse and aqueduct, making Gharandal an 
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ideal stopping point along the southwestern artery of the caravan route through 
the Wadi Araba (as opposed to the Via Nova Traiana to the east). During the 
Nabataean period, the site was the only stopping point between Horvat Dafit/En 
Yotvata to the south and either Petra or the small site of Be’er Menuha to the 
west. If we can assume a Diocletianic date for the foundation of the fortress (as it 
is still being excavated), Gharandal stood as the largest site between Yotvata and 
Petra or Bir Madhkur. Regionally, the site is well connected during the 
Nabataean and Roman periods to the other forts and caravan stops along the 
north-south corridor of the Wadi Araba, providing a measure of security for 
travelers and merchants. Based on the similarities in the quadriburgia forts, 
bathhouses, and inscriptions between Yotvata and Gharandal imply the two fort 
complexes were built of the same agency during the tetrarchy.  
 
HORVAT BOR 
Location and Identification  
 Several sites in the Nabataean and Roman periods mark the well-traveled 
route between Mampsis and Oboda. Horvat Bar lies on this route, alongside the 
modern road between Dimona and Yeroham; the result of this proximity is the 
destruction of most of the ancient structures at the site. The name of the site is 
derived from the well-preserved covered cistern (bor = cistern) on the southern 
edge of the site. The site is referred to by its modern Arabic name Khirbet 
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Zuweirita. The site suffered extensive damage during the British Mandate period 
when the construction of the modern Dimona-Yeruham highway cut through the 
western half of the site, destroying the underlying structures in the vicinity.408  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 There are no references to Horvat Bor in ancient literary texts or maps for 
the periods considered here. 
Excavation and Survey History 
Rudolph Cohen carried out soundings at Horvat Bor in 1984 on behalf of 
the Israel Antiquities Authority, but the results have not been published at this 
time. The Israel Antiquities Authority and Sede Boqer Field School sponsored 
renewed excavations at the site in 2001 under Y. Israel and T. Erickson-Gini. At 
the present, no remains are visible with the expansion of the modern highway.  
Excavation Results 
 The surviving structure remains only partially intact. The entire building 
measured c. 18 x 18 m, with rooms organized around a central courtyard (8 x 11 
m).  Excavation of the northwest corner revealed a tower (4.5 x 4.7 m) built 
directly on bedrock and comprised of four small rooms on the ground level.409 
The tower does not project from the corner; rather it is contained within the 
curtain walls and the total 18 square meters of the fort.  Remnants of arch 
springers were found along the eastern and western walls of the room north of 
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the courtyard, and the foundation for a staircase in the room south of the 
courtyard indicates a second story.410  No gate was identified in the excavated 
areas and may have therefore been located on either the southern or western 
walls. The excavators recognized several more interior walls as belonging to 
rooms lining the west wall, which have been destroyed by the modern road.411   
Unlike Late Roman forts with central cisterns, the cistern at Horvat Bor is 
located c. 50 m southeast of the structure. Measuring 5.25 x7 m and c. 6m deep, it 
is built of dressed stones lined with hydraulic plaster and roofed with large 
rectangular stones supported by five rows of arches.412 Entrance to the cistern 
was by use of a rope and container through an opening (0.70 x 0.70 m) along the 
northern wall or through another opening (0.50 x 0.50 m) in the southwest corner 
directly above stones counter-levered from the wall used as steps.413 Examination 
of the cistern by the excavators did not yield a date of construction, but two other 
similar types of cisterns have been identified from the Nabataean period on the 
road between Mo’a and Oboda.414 The remarkable condition of the cistern 
allowed it to be in use from antiquity through modern times.  
Chronological Summary 
The structure has a single building phase, dating to the 4th century with 
evidence of Nabataean occupation at the site either nearby or directly under the 
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Late Roman site, which reused the Nabataean structure for building material.415  
Finds from the tower included a 4th century coin and Beit Natif lamp (dated to 
the 3rd - 4th centuries CE), found directly on top of the bedrock layer upon which 
the tower is constructed.416 Excavators found fragments of Gaza Wine Jars 
(Majcherek’s Form 2, dated to 300 – 450 CE) throughout the site, as the most 
predominant type of ceramic vessel.417 Other ceramic remains included Late 
Roman cooking pots and a local form of a bag-shaped juglet similar to 4th century 
types recovered from Mampsis.418 The structure remained in use during the 
Byzantine period, but it is unlikely that it was used in the same capacity as 
during the Late Roman period. Coins were found in the upper most levels of 
occupation, dating to the later Byzantine period (6th century CE).419 
Relationship to Security System 
 Located just west of Mampsis in the Negev Highlands, the site offered 
travelers and merchants security and a water source along the route between 
Mampsis and Elusa or Be’er Sheva. Horvat Bor is another example of continued 
occupation of a Nabataean site through the Roman and Byzantine periods. The 
renovation and reuse of the earlier structure for building materials to fortify the 
small structure shows a Roman investment in the site as a valuable security point 
on the landscape. Horvat Bor also sustained a constant water supply through the 
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use of the well-built cistern, making the site a reliable stop for caravan traffic 
across the Negev highlands.  
 
HORVAT DAFIT 
Location and Identification  
 Horvat Dafit is situated in the southern Negev on a low rise, slightly west 
of  ‘En Dafit. The site lies on the Nabataean road running through the Wadi 
Araba, between Yotvata to the north and Aila to the south. 
History According to Ancient Sources 
 There are no ancient literary references to Horvat Dafit.  
Excavation and Survey History 
 Rothenberg first surveyed the site in 1967 as a part of the Elot Survey, in 
which he identified it as the remains of a Byzantine structure (18 x 18 m). In 1984 
Rudolph Cohen on behalf of the Israel Department of Antiquities carried out 
salvage excavations. The final report for Cohen’s excavation at Horvat Dafit is 
still in the process of being written and compiled by Benjamin Dolinka.  
Excavation Results 
 In the earliest phase, there is a roughly square building (24 x 18 m) 
consisting of thirteen rooms (c. 5.0 x 3.5 m) built around a central courtyard (10.5 
x 8.0 m). In the middle of the east wall is the building’s gate (2.3 m wide). The 
gatehouse is a single room with two rows of three piers, each capped by arches 
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supporting the stone roof. The gatehouse room has two narrow rooms (5.0 x 1.7 
m) on either side, with two more similar rooms on the west side. This first phase 
of occupation dates to the 1st century CE, based on several coins of Aretas IV (9 
BCE – 40 CE) and ceramic evidence including painted Nabataean bowls, cooking 
pots, storage jars, and lamps. During a second occupational phase, all thirteen 
rooms remained in use; inside which ceramics were found characteristic of the 
2nd – 3rd centuries CE. The walls were also renovated in this phase, when they 
were rebuilt in mudbrick.420  
 Major changes took place in the architecture and function of Horvat Dafit 
during the third phase. The southeast corner room was converted into a tower 
(6.0 x 5.0 m) with reinforced walls. The remainder of the former building and 
courtyard were used as auxiliary space; three cooking installations and camel 
bones were found in the northwest corner of the courtyard.421 The latest phase (3) 
of occupation can be dated to the late 3rd – 4th centuries CE based on pottery 
found in the tower and courtyard.422  
 Several distinctive small finds come from the Nabataean and Roman 
phases at Horvat Dafit. Dolinka has identified a possible portrait of the Syrian 
princesses Julia Domna and Julia Maesa on a lamp, in addition to an Aqaba Ware 
one-handled vessel inscribed with Nabataean characters.423 Finds connected to a 
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military presence at the site include a Roman fibula type used during the 1st – 3rd 
centuries CE, and an iron sword and pilum tip dating to the late 2nd – early 3rd 
centuries CE.424 
Chronological Summary 
 Initial occupation of Horvat Dafit began with the construction of the 
medium sized courtyard building, serving as a caravanserai on the north-south 
route through the Wadi Araba. Coins and ceramics help date the structure to 
roughly the 1st century BCE – 1st century CE. Renovations occurred during the 
early-mid 2nd century, after which occupation lasted until the later 3rd century in 
relatively the same capacity as the previous phase. In the late 3rd century/early 
4th century CE, the structure underwent extensive remodeling into a tower and 
courtyard building, corresponding to the Diocletianic reforms that affected the 
military presence throughout the region. Occupation in the third phase 
continued well into the Byzantine period.  
Relationship to Security System 
 While a relatively small fort in the southern sectionof the Wadi Araba, 
Horvat Dafit maintains an important position for travelers to stop at between 
Aila and the larger forts to the north at Gharandal and Bir Madhkur or east 
toward Petra. Occupation at Horvat Dafit reached its height during the 
Nabataean period as a thriving site in the Negev but the Romans recognized its 
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importance and continued to maintain Horvat Dafit through the third century. It 
is another example of continuity in security points along the trade and 
communication routes from the Nabataean through Roman periods. The last 
phase of renovation, in which the structure is converted into a tower and 
courtyard, corresponds to the establishment of the Diocletianic fort erected at 
Yotvata. By the Late Roman period, the tower complex at Horvat Dafit, a 
converted Nabataean caravanserai, functioned as secondary support to the fort at 
Yotvata. Horvat Dafit should then be viewed as an example of Roman utilization 
of the pre-existing Nabataean infrastructure to further their security 
arrangements.  
 
HORVAT HALUQIAM 
Location and Identification  
Located at the bottom of the hill of Har Haluquim at the beginning of a 
semi-fertile plain fed by wadi systems. The site lies to the southwest of Mezad 
Yeroham on the road to Oboda or Shivta.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 There are no ancient sources that reference Horvat Haluqiam in the 
classical periods.  
Excavation and Survey History 
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 The site was first surveyed by E. Anati in 1937, Y. Aharoni in 1958, and by 
R. Cohen in 1965 as part of his survey of the Negev and subsequently excavated 
by him on behalf of the IAA in 1971-1972.  
Excavation Results 
The site is comprised of an oval fortress, village, cisterns, and agricultural 
terraces; excavation was carried out in six areas across the various structures 
belonging to two strata. Cohen’s stratum two, including the oval fortress, dates 
approximately to the 10th century BCE based on an abundance of “Negebite” 
ware.425 Cohen’s stratum one, belonging to the 2nd – 3rd centuries C.E, is marked 
by a tower (measuring 8 m x 8 m) surrounded on the east, west and north by a 
low wall preserved to a height of 0.59 m. Construction of the tower consists 
partly from the remains of an older structure, where hewn stones were likely 
robbed. The structure was composed of three rooms, preserved to a height of 1.7 
m. The entrance to the tower was on the east side, leading to a small room with 
the remains of a column in the center. In the northern room, a staircase wraps 
around a square pillar, leading to an upper story or roof. The rectangular 
western room had two more circular columns.426 Pottery sherds were found in 
thick layers on several floors in the tower, confirming the 2nd - 3rd century CE 
date.  
Chronological Summary 
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 The chronology of Horvat Haluqiam can be broken down into two distinct 
phases. The first phase includes the initial construction of the oval fortress and 
occupation during the 10th century BCE. In the second phase, the site is 
drastically reduced in size and renovated as a tower and courtyard complex 
during the 2nd and 3rd century CE.  
Relationship to Security System 
 Horvat Haluqiam offers an interesting example of Roman interest in a site 
not occupied in the Nabataean period but a large fortified site in the Iron Age. 
The Roman presence at the site is limited to a tower complex, but it demonstrates 
an interest in providing oversight of the secondary road to Oboda.  
 
HORVAT QAZRA 
Location and Identification  
 Situated on the Nabataean road from Petra to Gaza, by way of Oboda 
(Avdat), the site lies on the summit of a hill above the Nahal Qazra.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 There are no references to Horvat Qazra in the ancient sources.  
Excavation and Survey History 
First visited by F. Frank, in his regional survey who drew the site, and 
named it “Qasr el-Abd”, attributing it to the Roman period.427 Horvat Qazra 
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continued to be surveyed by Nelson Glueck, Mordechai Gichon, Ben Rothenberg, 
Avraham Negev, and others, who all identified the site as a caravanserai (road 
station) on the Nabataean Petra—Gaza route. The Negev Emergency Survey, 
directed by D. Nahieli (IAA), included Horvat Qazra in their investigation of the 
Negev. The IAA under the direction of R. Cohen in 1981 conducted formal 
excavations at Horvat Qazra. 
Excavation Results 
 Cohen identified the earliest structure at the site as a nearly square tower 
(5.5 x 5 m) with an ashlar construction. At the time of Cohen’s excavation, the 
walls (0.50m thick) were preserved to a height of c. 3 m. The original tower 
entrance is located along the south side with an addition made there during the 
second phase of occupation. A central area (5.5 x 4.5 m) used as an open 
courtyard lies directly in front of the tower entrance with two smaller rooms 
(each c. 4.5 x 4.5 m) on either side. Occupation of the tower complex can be 
assigned to two phases: the first phase during the later Nabataean period with 
the erection of the tower, and a second phase in which it was enlarged, likely 
after the annexation of the Nabataean kingdom in 106 CE. Cohen recorded 
minimal finds from the floor inside the tower, consisting only of a few sherds 
and a single coin of Caracalla (212-217 CE).428 Finds from the exernal rooms in 
the addition include two cooking installations in the southern courtyard with 
                                                
428 Cohen 1982: 79. 
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associated sherds of cooking pots and bowls indicative of the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries CE. The location and architectural features of the site suggest that it 
served as a road-station and communications relay during the Nabataean period. 
It was then renovated during the Roman period in the early 2nd century and 
continued to function in a similar fashion, possibly with a small auxiliary 
contingent, until some point in the 3rd century. 
Chronological Summary 
 Only two distinct phases exist at the site: the original construction of the 
Nabataean era caravanserai during the late 1st century BCE, with occupation 
continuing through at least the early 3rd century CE. The later tower complex is 
the result of renovations made at some point after the 2nd century CE; there is 
also another possible renovation during the 3rd century CE.  
Relationship to Security System 
Horvat Qazra formed part of a chain of small sites providing security 
along the Nabataean route from Mo’a to Oboda. Like the other tower-fortlets 
along this route, Horvat Qazra offers another example of a Nabataean structure 
securing a route that experienced reoccupation in the Roman period. Use of 
Horvat Qazra did not continue into the Late Roman period. Abandonment of the 
site likely occurred in conjunction with the reorganization of the military 
presence during the Tetrarchy.  
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HORVAT ‘UZA 
Location and Identification  
 Situated on the eastern edge of the Arad depression above the turn in the 
deep Nahal Qinah,429 Horvat ‘Uza occupies an important location on the ancient 
road coming up the wadi. The modern Arabic name of the site is Khirbet Ghazza.  
Excavation and Survey History 
Alois Musil first surveyed the site at the beginning of the 20th century, but 
only referenced it without providing a suggested date for its occupation.430 
Albrecht Alt visited the site in 1931 but did not produce a plan. He was followed 
by Avi-Yonah in 1951 who identified and surveyed the site, defining the fort as a 
construction of the Judaean string of forts (limes). Aharoni conducted the first 
detailed survey of the site in 1956, producing a plan of the main structure as he 
found it without excavation. He ascribed the fort structure to the Iron Age. Two 
seasons (1982 and 1983) of excavations were carried out at the site under the joint 
cooperation of Tel Aviv University and Baylor University (Waco, Texas), under 
the direction of I. Beit-Arieh and B. Cresson.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
The site Horvat ‘Uza has been identified with the biblical settlement 
“Qinah” on the southern border of the land of Judah.  
Excavation Results 
                                                
429 Beit-Arieh and Cresson 1991: 126. 
430 Beit-Arieh and Cresson 1991: 127. 
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The initial building stage of the fort belongs to the Israelite period (7th – 6th 
centuries BCE) with later occupation during the Hellenistic and Roman 
periods.431 The Israelite period fort measures approximately 51 x 42 m, with 
casemate walls c. 3.0 m wide with walls preserved to over 2 m. Ostraka and 
inscriptions (35 total) of a military and administrative nature found in 1983 
during excavations by Beit-Arieh and Cresson confirm the use of the site as a 
fortress of the Judaean kingdom.432  
After over four hundred years of abandonment, renewed occupation 
began again in the Hellenistic period (3rd – late 2nd centuries BCE) when the new 
inhabitants cleared out debris from the fort and deposited it in the wadi. The 
Hellenistic period fort reduced the original Iron Age fortress by one-third with 
the construction of a new wall along the western side, giving the fort an outer 
dimension of 42 x 33 m (inner dimension 39 x 30 m).433 Despite the decreased 
size, the later fort maintained the projecting tower (c. 4 x 4 m) in the south corner 
and the original main gate on the north (eastern) side. The reduction in the size 
of the fort required the construction of a new western casemate wall, and the 
new addition of an interval tower also on the western wall (the interval towers 
on the southern and eastern walls were likely also added at this time).  
                                                
431 Cohen 1983d: 105. 
432 Mendel 2001. 54.  
433 Beit-Arieh 1984: 57.  
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During the Nabataean period, the casemate rooms were widened 1.0 m, 
from the original 3.0 m width to c. 4.0 m wide.434 Excavation in the casemate 
rooms along the north wall yielded a pottery assemblage indicative of the 2nd 
century BCE. Further renovations were made to the casemate rooms in the Early 
Roman period, when some of the rooms underwent repair. Two casemate rooms 
on the south side were found to have two Herodian phases.435 A wide set of 
stairs was also added to the southwest corner of the fort for access to the second 
story. Excavators recovered three city coins from later occupation at the site: 
“one of Emperor Vespasian (69 – 79 CE) from the mint of Ashqelon, the second 
of the Emperor Septimius Severus (193-211 CE) from Gaza and the third of the 
Emperor Marcus Aurelius (121 – 180 CE) from Caesarea”.436  
 The original Israelite gate entrance measures c. 3.7 m wide by 6.5 m long, 
flanked by two projecting towers (c. 2.5 x 1.5 m each).437 The towers continued to 
be used, but Late Nabataean/Early Roman renovations resulted in the gate 
chambers no longer opening to the main passage. The entrance to the gatehouse 
was narrowed to 1.75 m, and the floor level rose by 0.6 m through the 
passageway. 438  Within the eastern gate chambers (two rooms), three stone 
benches were found built against the wall of the larger of the two chambers. A 
stone lined and capped drain was found extending c. 6.0m through the gate 
                                                
434 Cohen 1983d: 105. 
435 Cohen 1983d: 106. 
436 Cohen 1983d: 105. 
437 Cohen 1983d: 105. 
438 Cohen 1983d: 106. 
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passage and continuing another 10 m before cutting through a Israelite period 
retaining wall that runs parallel to the fort wall.439  
Chronological Summary 
 The foundations of Horvat ‘Uza lie in the Iron Age (7th century) with the 
construction of the large fortress. Renovations during the Early Nabataean 
(Hellenistic – 2nd century BCE) period resulted in a scaling down of the Iron Age 
fortress. The Roman occupation lacked the same impact in renovations at the site; 
small changes and restorations were made, but the fort retained its same relative 
size from the Early Nabataean period. The fort remained in use through some 
point in the 3rd century. It was not among the sites chosen for rehabilitation 
during the Tetrarchy.  
Relationship to Security System 
 The location of Horvat ‘Uza in the northern Negev between the Dead Sea 
and Mediterranean made it an ideal candidate as a fortification protecting the 
earlier routes across the northern Negev. Intense occupation as a large fort in the 
Iron Age provided the Nabataeans and later the Romans with a location and 
preexisting building to modify for their own use as one point along the string of 
fortified sites. The reuse by the Romans of Nabataean Horvat ‘Uza is yet another 
example of continuity in the occupation of a Nabataean structure through the 
                                                
439 Beit-Arieh 1984: 105. 
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Early Roman period, but not continuing past the 3rd century CE administrative 
and military reorganization.  
 
MA’ALE AQRABBIM (Ma’ale Safir) [Mezad Safir, Horvat Safir, Rogem Safir] 
 The Roman road connecting Mampsis and Hazeva also connects the 
Negev Highlands to the Wadi Araba. In ancient times, this pass was referred to 
as the “Scorpion’s Ascent.” The literal translation for “Akrabim” is the plural of 
“scorpion”. In Arabic, “Akrab” also means “winding”, which is also appropriate 
considering the trail of the ascent. The Nahal Gov runs just below the Roman 
ascent and the forts at Hovat Safir and almost directly below Rogem Safir where 
the wadi opens up at the bottom of the ascent.  
The ascent ultimately connects the Negev Highlands at Horvat Safir with 
Rogem Safir at the beginning of the Valley of Zin, a total distance of 2.5 km. 
There is a significant change in altitude between the top and bottom of the ascent 
a drop of c. 350 m (slope of 22%). The road itself is an amazing example of 
Roman engineering; steps hewn out of very hard rock at an extreme incline 
connect the Wadi Araba with the Negev highlands.440 The sharp slope in the pass 
between Rogem Safir and Horvat Safir presented the greatest obstacle. To 
overcome the steep slope, Roman engineers constructed several sharp curves and 
cut large steps in the road track at points where the gradient of the slope 
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exceeded 20%.441 In the most well-defined areas of the road, the width is 
approximately 1.5 – 2.0 m but can reach a width of as much as 3.5 m. Individual 
steps average c. 1.25 wide with a varying height ranging from less than 10cm to 
25 cm. The nature of the construction suggests pedestrians and pack animals 
(predominately camels) were the intended users of the road, given the extreme 
gradient of the slope. Archaeologically, there are no wheel marks present on the 
road itself.  
                                                
441 Harel 1959: 176.  
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Figure 3.9. Ma’ale Aqqrabim, Roman rock cut steps (photo by author). 
 
Excavation and Survey History 
The American scholar E. Robinson, who visited the Holy Land at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, first described the pass and recognized its 
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importance in antiquity.442 The earliest formal survey of the Ma’ale ‘Aqrabbim 
began in 1935 when Nelson Glueck surveyed the pass and the three forts (Mezad 
Safir, Horvat Safir, and Rogem Safir) along its course. G.E. Kirk conducted 
further cursory survey of the sites in 1937. Beginning in 1957, Y. Bone, Z. Golani, 
and D. Brenner carried out a survey of the Ma’ale Aqrabbim in order to examine 
Roman road building techniques.443 
Y. Aharoni, M. Gichon, and B. Rothenberg revisited the sites along the 
pass in 1958-1960. Most recently, Rudolph Cohen initiated salvage excavations in 
1982 under the auspices of the Israel Antiquities Authority as part of his long-
term investigation of the Negev.444 
History According to Ancient Sources 
 There are no specific references to these forts, but the Ma’ale Aqrabbim 
route is mentioned in antiquity. References to the pass extend back to biblical 
times, when the pass is referred to as the gateway to the land of Zin.445 The pass 
is also mentioned in Maccabees (mid-2nd century BCE), after Judah Maccabee 
                                                
442 Cohen 1984a: 201. 
443 Harel 1959: 175.  
444 Cohen 1984a: 202. 
445 Biblical references to the Ma’ale Aqrabbim: (Judges 1: 36, “The boundary of the Amorites was 
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liberated Jerusalem and fought the Edomites.446 The Nabataeans used the pass as 
part of the Incense Route between Petra and Gaza.  
 
MEZAD SAFIR (ZAFIR) 
Location and Identification  
 Situated in the Negev Highlands on a high hill on the northern edge 
above the Ma’ale Aqrabbim pass. 
Excavation Results 
The fortlet has a square plan (7.5 x 7.5 m) of roughly hewn stones with 
walls c. 0.70 m wide. The entrance (0.80 m) to the fortlet was in the middle of the 
southern wall. A staircase to the second story was built against the western wall. 
Debris inside the tower included large flat stones used in the roof; they would 
have been placed across the central arch that supported the weight of the roof. 
Excavation of the fortlet revealed a beaten-earth floor with cooking-pots, bowls, 
flasks, and storage jars characteristic of the 3rd-4th centuries CE.447 Coins found in 
the same level as the mentioned pottery assemblage included several issued 
during the first half of the 4th century CE, from Constantine the Great (324-337 
CE) and Constantius II (337-361 CE).448  
                                                
446 1 Maccabees 5:3, “Then Judas fought against the children of Esau in Idumea at Akrabattene, 
because they besieged Israel; and he gave them a great overthrow, and abated their courage, and 
took their spoils”. 
447 Cohen 1984a: 202. 
448 Cohen 1984a: 202. 
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 West of the tower, the remains of another building were identified as an 
earlier road-station (caravanserai). The building has a rectangular plan (c. 9.0 x 
18.0 m) with two interior, parallel rows of rooms (northern row 4.0 m wide, 
southern row 3.5 m wide). Excavation revealed that the building had been 
destroyed to floor-level. Cohen suggests the later builders of the tower 
demolished the structure.449 Ceramic remains from the only phase of occupation 
identified were assigned to the 2nd–3rd centuries CE, in the same context with 
coins from the emperors Aurelian (270-275 CE) and Carinus (283-285 CE).450 
North of the caravanserai building is another rectangular structure (20.0 x 5.0 m) 
that may be an earlier building or the remains of an animal enclosure 
contemporary to the road-station.  
Chronological Summary 
 The rectangular building, likely a small caravanserai along the pass, dates 
slightly earlier than the fortlet, most likely to the second half of the 3rd century 
CE whereas the construction of the fortlet dates to the early to mid-4th century 
CE. The dates for the fortlet and caravanserai were derived from pottery and 
coins found in contexts inside the buildings.  
 
HORVAT SAFIR 
Location and Identification  
                                                
449 Cohen 1984a: 202. 
450 Cohen 1993b: 1143. 
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 Horvat Safir is situated approximately 1.5 km south of Mezad Safir, next 
to the Ma’ale Safir pass. It is located on a hilltop at the northern extent of the 
Ma’ale Aqrabbim; a shallow wadi lies below the site.  
Excavation Results 
The remains consist of a small square fortlet (9 x 9 m) built of roughly cut 
ashlars without mortar. Entrance to the fortlet is along the north wall. Two 
interior pillars to support arches for a ceiling or floor and a central staircase 
indicate that there was a second story. The tower is surrounded by a courtyard 
(c. 20 x 20 m), which is divided into three rooms (possibly animal pens). The 
main water source for the site came from the dam (c. 100 m) south of the site. 
 
Figure 3.10. Horvat Safir, Roman fortlet overlooking the Ma’ale Aqqabim  
(photo by author). 
 
Chronological Summary 
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The fort, along with its counterparts of Mezad Safir and Rogem Safir, 
dates to the early-mid fourth century CE. Ceramic finds from inside the tower 
are consistent with types from the 3rd–4th centuries CE. Coins of the emperor 
Constantine the Great (324-337 CE) were found in the same level of occupation as 
the pottery.451 Excavation carried out by Cohen south and west of the fort 
revealed the presence of an earlier building with the remains of walls and floors 
in association with Nabataean pottery from the 1st century CE.452  
 
ROGEM SAFIR  
Location and Identification  
 Located at the southern end of the Ma’ale Aqrabbim, c. 1.5km southeast of 
Horvat Safir, the two buildings sit on a small rocky plain next to the pass and 
above the wadi of Nahal Gov.  
Excavation Results 
A small fortlet (c. 8.5 x 9 m), about the same size as Horvat Safir, built of 
roughly cut stone without mortar, with walls c. 0.90m thick. The plan of Rogem 
Safir is nearly identical to Mezad Safir, with its entrance (0.80m) set in the center 
of the southern wall, and a staircase directly to the west of the entrance. Rogem 
Safir was also built with a central arch; however, instead of stone slabs used for 
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the ceiling, the arches for the upper story floor supported the remains of wooden 
beams with clay and branches.  
 
Figure 3.11. Rogem Safir, partially reconstructed interior of Roman fort  
(photo by author). 
 
Pottery found on the floor inside of the fortlet was typical of the late 3rd – 
4th century CE and found in association with coins of the emperors Maximianus 
Herculius (286-305 CE), Maxentius (307-312 CE), Licinius (308-324 CE), 
Constantine the Great (324-337 CE), and Constantius II (337-361 CE).453  
 West of the fortlet is another structure, rectangular in plan (11.5 x 7.5m) 
with five rooms and a small entrance room (anteroom). Adjacent to the eastern 
wall was an unroofed, narrow courtyard (11.5 x 3m). The building is consistant  
with a caravanserai to support travelers. Finds from the floor of the interior 
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rooms included olive pits and other organic remains in addition to pottery and 
coins indicative of the 3rd – 4th centuries CE.454  
 
Figure 3.12. Rogem Safir, Nabataean caravanserai adjacent to Roman  
fort (photo by author). 
 
Chronological Summary 
 The small fort was limited to one phase, with coins ranging from the late 
third century to the mid-4th century CE as a foundation date. The lack of specific 
internal stratigraphy means that the construction of the fortlet could date 
anywhere in that range, even as late as the mid-4th century CE, since the pottery 
also falls within this range. The construction of the rectangular building appears 
to be contemporary to the fort from the late third century to the mid-4th century 
CE.  
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Relationship to Security System 
 The establishment of the Ma’ale Aqrabbim route and the forts along it 
developed as part of a larger series of changes in the administrative and military 
structure of the empire during the Tetrarchy. The previous Nabataean route that 
dominated traffic across the Negev connected Gaza and Petra by way of major 
stops at Oboda, the fort at Ma’ale Mahmal, Mo’a, across the Wadi Araba to Petra, 
at a distance of c. 275 km. While this route is less geographically challenging, 
there are larger gaps between water sources, making it more difficult to ensure 
safe passage, as there cannot be forts guarding the route unless there is a water 
source to support a garrison at the fort. Despite the difficult terrain of Ma’ale 
Aqrabbim, the overall route is better supported for travelers, where water 
sources can be found at more regular intervals of c. 25-30 km.455  
The Aqrabbim route crosses the Wadi Araba at either Bir Madhkur or 
north at Toloha, then to Mezad Hazeva, the forts along the Ma’ale Aqrabbim, 
Mampsis, either diverging to the north toward Jerusalem or continuing to the 
coast toward Be’er Sheva, Be’er Shema, and on to Gaza. The greater availability 
of water impelled the construction or renovation of forts along this route at 
points, with these water sources establishing a more protected passage across the 
Negev. The individual forts of the Ma’ale Aqrabbim represent a conscious effort 
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on the part of the Romans to control the traffic along this major route. The forts 
not only offer resources such as water and lodging for travelers but strategic 
points to manage the security of goods, communication, and military conveys 
headed to the Arabian frontier east of the Negev.  
 
MAMPSIS (MAMSHIT)  
Location and Identification  
Mampsis (Mamshit) is located 5 km southwest of the modern town of 
Dimona on the ridge of a low hill overlooking the Nahal Mamshit. In antiquity, 
the site was first established as a Nabataean caravanserai in the 1st century CE, at 
the intersection of several important roads. One route lead from Petra through 
Mampsis, then on to the port of Gaza on the Mediterranean coast, while another 
route ran from the Red Sea and north through the Wadi Araba to destinations 
east and west passing through Mampsis.456 The site is also strategically located 
between Judaea and the region of the Wadi Araba, as the first significant stop 
before or after the Ma’ale Aqrabbim (Scorpion’s Pass) in and out of the wadi.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
One of the earliest references to the city of Mampsis comes from Ptolemy’s 
Geography (mid 2nd century CE), in which he lists Mampsis among several towns 
                                                
456 Lewin 2005: 172. 
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in the southern Judaean hills as belonging to Idumaea.457 The ancient remains of 
Mampsis (Mamshit) were long identified with the Mampsis referred to by 
Eusebius in his Onomasticon (first half of the 4th century CE).458  The Beersheba 
Tax Edict of the 6th century CE lists Mampsis among the cities with garrisons of 
Roman soldiers. 459  The Byzantine ruins of Mampsis also match the visual 
description on the Madaba map (6th century CE), with its city gate flanked by 
two towers and a large church.  
Excavation and Survey History 
The 19th century scholars U. Zetzen (1807), A. Robinson (1838) and O. 
Palmer (1871) were the first to record the site. A. Musil carried out early 
systematic investigations and mapping in 1901. In 1914, archaeologists C.L. 
Woolley and T.E. Lawrence specifically created a new map of the site. G.E. Kirk 
and P.L.O Guy conducted a more in-depth study of Mampsis under the auspices 
of the British Palestine Exploration Fund. S. Appelbaum of Hebrew University, 
concentrating on the city’s inner wall, carried out excavations in 1956. A. Negev, 
on behalf of Hebrew University and the Israel Nature and Parks Authority, 
directed full-scale excavations at Mampsis in 1965, 1967, and 1971-1972. A. 
Negev investigated five areas, including the fortifications, in the western and 
eastern quarters of the city, and outside the city in the caravanserai, and in the 
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Nabataean and Roman cemeteries.460 Tali Erickson-Gini, on behalf of the IAA, 
carried out the most recent excavations at Mampsis, in 1993 and 1994, when the 
site was further developed as a National Park.461  
Excavation Results 
Remains of the fortified city are situated on a high ridge, dropping off into 
a deep wadi on its south and west sides, providing a natural defensive location. 
The city slopes from the top of the ridgeline at a slight angle, with the entire city 
extending over roughly 900 m (c. 4 ha or c. 42 dunams). The initial settlement at 
Mampsis belongs to the Nabataean occupation during the end of the mid-1st 
century CE, as a key caravan stop. Unlike other Nabataean cities in the Negev, it 
has been claimed that Mampsis developed as a Nabataean trading post 
established by a tribal-familial initiative rather than a state sponsored 
endeavor.462 The majority of the buildings date to the Late Nabataean/Early 
Roman period, after the annexation of Nabataea in 106 CE, when the city reached 
its height.  
                                                
460 Negev 1988a and 1988b. 
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462 Dar 1992: 204. 
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Figure 3.13.  Mampsis, Nabataean period stables within city  
(photo by author). 
 
The late Roman wall (3rd – 4th centuries CE) that encircles the site was 
originally less than a meter thick (0.70-0.80 cm), but was doubled in thickness by 
adding further courses against its outer face at a later date, when the towers (6-7 
m square) were added; at the same time the walls of the gate towers were also 
strengthened.463 The addition of the wall as a construction of the 3rd – 4th 
centuries CE is testified in the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE), which refers to 
Mampsis as a fortified city. Several rooms along the main street, used as a market 
during the Late Nabataean period, may have functioned as possible barracks for 
soldiers in the late 3rd century – early 5th century.  
 
                                                
463 Negev 1969: 9. 
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Figure 3.14. Mampsis, possible billets along Roman cardo 
 (photo by author). 
 
The southeast section of what may have been the original Nabataean 
settlement on the highest part of the ridge could have functioned as a military or 
official building.464 The Roman army presence is further suggested by two 
epitaphs from the cemetery found at the site, where two cremation burials dating 
to the second century CE reference a centurion from legio III Cyrenaica, and an 
eques of cohors I Augusta Thracum. These burials may be associated with a military 
presence at Mampsis, possibly soon after the annexation of the province when 
the town was at least a temporary garrison point for a military unit.  
Chronological Summary 
                                                
464 Gregory 1996: 426; Negev 1977: 733-734. 
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 The earliest settlement at Mampshit belongs to the Nabataeans who 
established a vital caravan stop at the site during the mid-1st century CE. 
Following the Roman annexation of Nabataea in the early 2nd century CE, 
Mampsis grew into a flourishing town in the central Negev. 465  The 
reorganization and renewed investment in the official Roman presence in the 
provinces in the late third century CE can be seen at Mampsis with the 
construction of the Diocletianic town wall. 466  During this period, Mampsis 
developed as a major hub along the new Roman route across the Negev, 
incorporating several new and revitalized Roman forts in the central Negev 
highlands, including Mezad Hazeva, the forts along the Ma’ale Aqrabbim, and 
Mezad Yeroham. The city sustained substantial damage in the earthquake of 363 
CE but seems to have recovered with the erection of two new churches shortly 
afterward.467 While other towns such as Elusa and Shivta rose to prominence 
during the Byzantine period, Mampsis experienced a decline during the 
Byzantine period after its peak in the Late Roman period. The town likely 
remained occupied until the mid-seventh century when it was deserted at the 
time of the Arab conquests.  
Relationship to Security System 
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As one of the largest towns along the Late Roman highway through the 
Negev, Mampsis developed as a key site in the highlands for international 
commerce and along with Mezad Hazeva as a regional administrative center. 
Construction of the Diocletianic town wall served as a significant investment of 
money and resources by the Romans. The value of the town was undoubtedly 
tied to its location just above the descent into the Wadi Araba by way of the 
Ma’ale Aqrabbim. The presence of the caravan traffic, military convoys, and 
travelers stopping at Mampsis on their way along the Roman road would have 
made the town an appealing destination for merchants to frequent with the 
promise of new clientele. Tacitically speaking, the site is well protected by the 
gorge on the south and west sides with a commanding view of the plain from 
atop the ridge. Mampsis also controlled the water from the wadi below by means 
of a series of dams along with the construction of several cisterns.  
 
MEZAD BE’ER MENUHA 
Location and Identification  
 The site of Be’er Menuha was well known for the presence of a well at the 
site. Located on the route down through the Negev from the Highlands, its 
position is between Mo’a and Horvat Dafit and, during the Roman period, 
Yotvata.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
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 Be’er Menuha does not appear in the ancient sources.  
Excavation and Survey History 
 In their exploration of the Negev during the 1920’s, A. Musil and F. Frank 
noted the presence of the well, but failed to identify the nearby remains.468 In his 
1960 survey of the Wadi Araba, B. Rothenberg identified the Nabataean tower at 
the site. Later, in 1983, Rudolph Cohen included the site in his survey of the 
Negev, carrying out excavations at Be’er Menuha under the auspices of the Israel 
Department of Antiquities and Museums.469  
Excavation Results 
 The site is composed of two building phases; the earlier phase (2) is 
associated with the Nabataean occupation as a caravanserai or way station, while 
during the later phase (1) the site was renovated and made into a Roman fortlet 
or large tower. The structure was built on top of a natural rocky escarpment, in 
the middle of a small oasis. Nabataean occupation was marked by a rectangular 
(21 x 18.5m) structure with 3m wide rooms around a courtyard (12.5 x 6m). The 
exterior walls of the structure were surprisingly thick, at 1.9 m. Cohen noted that 
finds belonging to this phase (2) confirm the Nabataean occupation, including 
painted Nabataean bowls and cooking pots, a stone incense burner, and a stone 
bowl with a Nabataean inscription. Several coins were also found within the 
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structure; attributed to the Nabataean kings Aretas II (c. 100 BCE), Aretas III (c. 
85-62 BCE), Aretas IV (9 BCE – 40 CE), and Rabbel II (70 – 106 CE).470 
 The later stage of occupation at Be’er Menuha belongs to the Roman 
period, shortly after the annexation of the Nabataean kingdom. The rectangular 
structure was renovated and decreased in size to function as a small fortlet or 
large tower, measuring 9.5 x 9.5 m in the center of the previous courtyard. The 
foundations of the fortlet contained larger ashlar blocks reused from the outer 
wall of the Nabataean building. The remainder of the tower was composed of 
nicely hewn stone, along with roughly-cut blocks in the upper preserved courses. 
Within the interior are three rooms and a staircase to reach the upper story. Two 
rooms on the northern side measure 4.0 m long by 3.0 m and 4.5m wide; the 
southern room is slightly smaller, measuring only 2.5 m wide.  
 
                                                
470 Cohen 1983b: 69. 
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Figure 3.15. Mezad Be’er Menuha, latest renovation in Roman period  
visible in photo (photo by author). 
 
 Ceramic remains reaffirm the date of the later occupation to the Roman 
period, during the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE. Pottery from the fortlet falls within 
this date range, primarily from the second century. Coins were also recovered 
during Cohen’s excavation, including several examples from the emperors 
Trajan (98-117 CE) and Hadrian (117-138 CE).471 
Chronological Summary 
 The structure was initially constructed in the 1st century CE as a small 
Nabataean caravanserai. Renovations made to the structure following the 
annexation of Provincia Arabia (106 CE) in the 2nd century included the 
                                                
471 Cohen 1983b: 69. 
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remodeling of a portion of the caravanserai into a tower and courtyard (fortlet). 
The fortlet probably remained in use into the 3rd century CE.  
Relationship to Security System 
 Initially constructed by the Nabataeans as a small caravanserai, the site was 
important for its well as a rare source of reliable water source in the southern 
Araba. Located along the secondary route between Aila and the Dead Sea, the 
site provided a stopping point for travelers between Yotvata and Mo’a -- a long 
stretch through the harsh desert climate. It is also another example of 
reoccupation and renovation by the Romans during the two centuries following 
the annexation of Provincia Arabia. Roman forces recognized the importance of 
controlling this site and any traffic passing along an otherwise desolate section of 
the western Araba.  
 
MEZAD MA’ALE MAHMAL 
Location and Identification  
 The small fort of Mezad Ma’ale Mahmal is located on the top of the Ma’ale 
Mahmal ridge, an ancient pass (Naqb el-Mahamla) along on the northern 
escarpment of the Makhtesh Ramon. The site lies along the Nabataean Incense 
Route connecting Petra and Gaza.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 Mezad Ma’ale Mahmal does not appear in the ancient sources.  
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Excavation and Survey History 
 G.E. Kirk carried out an early investigation of the site in 1935 as part of his 
larger survey of the Negev.472 Later survey work came in 1960 when M. Gichon 
and B. Rothenberg examined Mezad Ma’ale Mahmal, noting the visible remains 
in their survey of the region. Initial trial excavations did not begin until 1965 by 
Z. Meshel, Y. Tsafrir, and M. Gichon as part of their survey of the road and 
associated sites between Sha’ar Ramon and Oboda. 473 Z. Meshel and Y. Tsafrir 
excavated a small sounding in 1974 and made further investigations in 1982.474 
The Israel Antiquities Authority, under the direction of Tali Erickson-Gini, 
instituted renewed excavations at the site in 2004.  
Excavation Results 
 The fortlet measures 7.0 x 6.5 m, with a 1.0 m wide entrance in the center 
of the western wall with an arch over it. The interior plan was semi-divided by 
two square pillars (0.6 x 0.6 m) in the center of the structure; they are preserved 
to a height of approximately 1.8 m. Steps in the western half of the structure lead 
to a second story.475 Fallen stones in an arch suggest that the central pillars may 
have supported such arches and subsequently the ceiling and floor of the second 
story. The 2004 excavations sunk a test probe along the outer fort walls down to 
the bedrock to reveal the foundation trenches, in which they recovered a 
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fragment of a Roman/Nabataean debased painted ware bowl, confirming a 
Roman period date of the 2nd century CE for the establishment of the fort.476  
 
 
Figure 3.16. Nabatean Painted Pottery from excavation of Late Roman fort at 
Ma’ale Mahmal.477 
                                                
476 Erickson-Gini 2011: 2.  
477 Erickson-Gini 2011: Fig. 9. 
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 Just west of the fort are the remains of an earlier square courtyard 
building. Excavation revealed three rooms and a tabun; however, a complete 
plan of the structure could not be established beyond noting its general plan as a 
square block of rooms around a courtyard. Excavation in two rooms down to the 
level of bedrock provided a foundation date of the mid-1st century CE and 
indicated that the rooms continued to be in use until the early 2nd century CE, 
when an earthquake destroyed the structure.478  Pottery from the buildings 
included Nabataean painted ware bowls, an Eastern Sigillata bowl, Nabataean 
rouletted ware, Roman carinated cooking pots, Nabataean strainer jugs, and a 
fragment of a Roman lamp with a decorated discus.479 Abandonment of the 
structure took place shortly after the earthquake in the early 2nd century CE. 
Chronological Summary 
 The earliest phase of occupation at the site belongs to the mid-1st century 
CE, with the establishment of the Nabataean courtyard building. The earthquake 
at the beginning of the 2nd century CE caused significant damage to the building 
prompting its abandonment. Less than a century later, the Roman fort was 
established during the Severan period at the end of the 2nd century CE and 
continued through the first half of the 3rd century CE.480 The fort was later 
reoccupied at the end of the 3rd century/early 4th century CE.481 It is unclear 
                                                
478 Erickson-Gini 2011: 2, Fig. 7.  
479 Erickson-Gini 2011: 2, Fig. 9: 1-8, Fig. 10:1-16.  
480 Cohen 1984a: 203. 
481 Erickson-Gini 2011: 2-3.  
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precisely when the fort was abandoned, though this was possibly at the end of 
the 4th century, contemporary with the abandonment of the camp at Oboda.  
Relationship to Security System 
 Positioned along the northern edge of the Ramon Crater, Ma’ale Mahmal 
provided a secure stopping point along the Nabataean highway bisecting the 
Negev. The Nabataean presence at the site took the form of a small caravanserai, 
but Roman interest in the site resulted in the construction of a small fortlet 
adjacent to the earlier caravanserai. Ma’ale Mahmal is one of several Nabataean 
sites in which small fortlets are constructed during the second century, but at 
other sites such as Horvat Dafit, Be’er Menuha, Mezad Neqarot, and others, the 
original Nabataean structure is simply renovated into a tower-fortlet and 
courtyard. Unfortunately, the late second century earthquake damaged the 
Nabataean structure so extensively that it was not feasible to renovate, thus 
necessitating the construction of a new building. Once again this investment in 
the construction of even a small site is indicative of a Roman initiative to 
preserve the security of the established Nabataean highway well after the chaos 
of annexation.  
 
MEZAD NEQAROT 
Location and Identification  
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 The site lies on a small hill near the north bank of the Nahal Neqarot, 
southeast of the Ramon Crater.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 Mezad Neqarot is not specifically referred to in the ancient sources.  
Excavation and Survey History 
 In F. Frank’s survey of the Negev in 1932, he first identified a 
conglomeration of four structures on a low hill near the Nahal Neqarot. Frank 
called the site Qasr Wadi es-Siq and attributed the remains to the Roman period. 
M. Gichon, B. Rothenberg, A. Negev, D. Nahlieli and Y. Israel, who were 
exploring the various sites on the Nabataean Petra-Gaza trade route, later 
surveyed the site.  
Excavation Results  
 The IAA under the direction of R. Cohen in 1981-1982 conducted salvage 
excavations. Of the four structures, a square fortlet was found on the west side of 
the hill and the remains of a possible earlier caravanserai was found on the east 
side of the same hill next to the primary water source, the Nahal Neqarot. A 
small watchtower was identified on a hill east of the other two buildings; a pool 
on the opposite bank of the stream was also noted.  
 The main structure in the Roman period, a fortlet (8.0 x 7.5 m) with a 
connected courtyard (8.0 x 5.0 m), lies on the western side of the hill. Originally 
supporting two stories, at the time of Cohen’s excavations the walls (0.60 m 
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thick) were preserved to a height of 3 m.482 The internal organization consists of 
three rooms: a long hall on the east side (7.0 x 3.0 m) and two small rooms on the 
west (3.0 x 2.5 m), each connected to the hall through individual doorways. Two 
cupboards were installed in the walls of the northwest room and one in the 
southern room. Entrance to the fortlet is from the southeast corner (0.80 m wide), 
which leads into the interior hall. Access to the second story was by a set of stairs 
against the northern wall. In all three rooms, Cohen identified two beaten earth 
floors separated by a c. 15 cm fill between them. Ceramic finds included bowls, 
oil lamps, and cooking pots common in the second and third centuries CE. A 
small dump found near the outside of the tower contained coins of Elagabalus 
(218-222 CE).483  
 On the east side of the same hill that the fortlet occupies are the remains of 
an earlier building, likely robbed of some of its stone for the construction of the 
tower. The original plan consists of a rectangular building (c. 17 x 12 m) with six 
rooms oriented around a central courtyard (c. 6 x 5m). Entrance to the building 
was in the northeastern corner of the courtyard, with a stone bench along its 
northern wall. In a later building stage, additional wings were added, with two 
rooms on the south side and two (possibly three) on the west. The rooms in the 
western wing measured 12.0 x 4.0 m; the two intact rooms measure roughly 3.5 x 
3.5 m each. Access to two of the three rooms was directly from the courtyard; 
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access to the third was by means of a small corridor. The southern wing had a 
different arrangement, with a long room (6.5 x 3.5 m) with numerous 
installations of varying sizes and functions. The central courtyard was paved 
with large stones in the center and smaller stones radiating from the center along 
the sides. The pottery recovered included painted Nabataean bowls, oil lamps, 
juglets, and cooking pots representative of the first century CE. In this same 
occupation level were found coins of Nabataean rulers Aretas IV (9BCE – 40CE) 
and Malichus II (40-70 CE).484  
 Other ancillary structures include a small watchtower on a nearby hill. 
The tower is approximately half the size (c. 4.0 x 3.0 m) of the main building at 
Mezad Neqarot. The watchtower was a single room with walls c. 0.60 m thick, 
preserved to a height of approximately one meter at the time of Cohen’s 
excavations. 485  Entrance to the watchtower was from the southeast corner. 
Opposite the main buildings on the north bank of the stream, a relatively small 
pool (c. 7.0 x 7.0 m) was built on a ridge across the stream on the south bank. 
Cohen notes the excellent preservation of the pool, where walls were preserved 
to a height of c. 3.5 m on the north side and 2.5 m high on the other sides, with 
the ceiling still in place.486 The pool was constructed of ashlars with a ceiling 
built of flat stone slabs (1.4 m long x 0.40 m wide x 0.30 m thick), resting on three 
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arches spaced roughly one meter apart. Cohen found the interior walls coated 
with several layers of plaster, a feature common for pool complexes.  
Chronological Summary 
 The earliest structure at Mezad Neqarot is the Nabataean caravanserai. 
Finds from inside the structure included Nabataean pottery and coins from the 
Nabataean kings Aretas IV (9 BCE – 40 CE) and Malichus II (40-70 CE). These 
establish the structure as belonging to the 1st century CE. Construction of the 
fortlet dates to the late 2nd/early 3rd century, possibly to the Severan period, 
based on pottery and coins. The watchtower is a contemporary construction to 
the fortlet, also with a late 2nd century CE construction date.  
Relationship to Security System 
 The small fortlet and its associated pool and watchtower lie along the 
main artery of the Nabataean highway between Petra and Gaza. Similar to other 
sites on this route, the earliest presence at Mezad Neqarot took the form of a 
caravanserai in the 1st century BCE. With the advent of Roman control over the 
Negev in the early second century, the site and its counterparts on the route 
experienced revitalization by the Romans (late 2nd/early 3rd century), in order to 
maintain a security presence along the road. Mezad Neqarot is also important for 
its location next to the stream by the same name, which fed the large pool 
constructed at the site. The importance of a water source in the Negev dictated 
every aspect of survival in this region. These sites with reliable streams, wells, 
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and cistern complexes made possible permanent occupation as well as travel 
across the region.  
 
MEZAD SAYIF 
Location and Identification  
 On the road south of the Ma’ale Aqrabbim, between Mampsis and 
Hazeva, the site of Mezad Sayif lies on one of the first ridges south of the pass 
and the plateau at the bottom of the ascent. Mezad Sayif is supported by two 
water sources in its position between the Nahal Bitron to the east and Nahal 
Sayif to the north and west.487 
History According to Ancient Sources 
 The ancient sources do not specifically refer to Mezad Sayif. 
Excavation and Survey History 
 Nelson Glueck included Mezad Sayif in his 1934 survey of the forts along 
the Ma’ale Aqrabbim route. Rudolph Cohen conducted further exploration of the 
site as part of his Negev Emergency Project on behalf of the Department of 
Antiquities and Museums.  
Excavation Results 
The building is a small fortlet (c. 7.5 x 7.5 m), with an entrance (0.70 m) in 
the center of the southern wall. Built of cut and natural stone without mortar, the 
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surrounding chipped stone on the ridge provided ample small stones for fill and 
construction material to fit between larger stones in the walls.  
 
Figure 3.17. Mezad Sayif, entrance in southern wall (photo by author). 
 
A stone staircase (six steps remain) along the eastern wall led to a second story, 
supported by wooden beams that rested on a central arch. Springers to support 
the central arch are still visible on two walls. Cohen recorded pottery typical of 
the third and fourth centuries CE and twenty coins from the emperor 
Constantine (324-337 CE).488  
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Figure 3.18. Mezad Sayif, fortlet interior with stair to upper story  
(photo by author). 
 
Chronological Summary 
 The general dating of the fortlet falls within the late third to early fourth 
centuries based on the pottery. Stratigraphy from within the structure cannot be 
ascertained from the available excavation notes, but the presence of the 
Constantine coin hoard could place the establishment of the fort as late as the 
first half of the fourth century.  
Relationship to Security System 
 Mezad Sayif can be included in the forts associated with the Ma’ale 
Aqrabbim just south of Rogem Safir along the road to Mezad Hazeva. It served a 
similar function, providing security and a rest stop along the road for travelers, 
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merchants, and military convoys. The Late Roman construction and style of the 
small fort make it possible to add it to the corpus of Tetrarchic structures built 
during the reorganization of the provincial administration and military.  
 
MEZAD SHA’AR RAMON 
Location and Identification  
Mezad Sha’ar Ramon lies on a small hill near ‘En Saharonim.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 The ancient sources do not specifically refer to Mezad Sha’ar Ramon. 
Excavation and Survey History 
F. Frank first identified Sha’ar Ramon in 1932 as “Qasr el-Mahalle”. 
Shortly after Frank’s visit, G.E. Kirk and N. Glueck also explored the site in the 
later 1930s. M. Gochen, and B. Rothenberg among others, recognized the site as a 
roadstation on the Nabataean road from Petra to Gaza. The Department for 
Antiquities and Museums under the direction of Rudolph Cohen, renewed 
excavations at Mezad Sha’ar Ramon in 1982-1983.  
Excavation Results 
The fort is composed of a central courtyard (32.0 x 31.0 m) surrounded by 
rooms in square outline. Entrance to the fort is through a main gate (2.0 x 1.8 m) 
at the center of the north wall, with guardrooms (or towers) on either side (3.6 x 
3.0 m) of the entrance. 
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Cohen excavated nine rooms (each c. 3.5 m square) along the east side. Six 
rooms of relatively similar size line the western wall. The southern rooms were 
further divided into three sub-wings with an inner courtyard (7.5 x 3.5 m) 
between two east wings and a west wing. The most eastern of the three wings 
contained two large rooms (7.5 x 3.6 m and 8.5 x 4.5 m). The other eastern wing 
had a different arrangement, with two large rooms (both c. 6.0 x 2.5 m) separated 
by a narrow corridor, 1.0 m wide. Opposite the southern inner courtyard, the 
western wing was accessible directly from the courtyard and was composed of 
three rooms (c. 4.5 m wide). Running parallel to the western wing and the 
southern wall is a narrow corridor (1.5 m wide), directly north of which is a 
square staircase around a central pillar leading to an upper story.  
Excavation inside the building by Cohen revealed two occupation phases 
found in various rooms. In the first phase, belonging to the initial construction of 
the building, pottery and coins indicate a date from the end of the 1st century 
BCE to the beginning of the 2nd century CE. Cohen noted ceramic remains, 
including painted Nabataean bowls, juglets, and oil lamps and cooking pots, 
generally indicative of the 1st century CE. Coins found during this phase 
included those of the Nabataean rulers Aretas IV (9 BCE-40 CE) and Rabbel II 
(70-106 CE).489 The second phase of occupation belongs to after the annexation of 
Nabataea by the Romans, with ceramic and numismatic finds dating to the 2nd 
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and 3rd centuries CE. Cohen identified coins from the emperors Antoninus Pius 
(138-161 CE), Commodus (180-192 CE) and Caracalla (211-217 CE).490  
Mezad Sha’ar Ramon has a plan similar to the building identified at the 
site of Mo’a. Both sites are on relatively open plains without exceptional defenses 
but in areas of high traffic along the road. The Nabataean Petra-Gaza road 
passed through both sites, which would have been still flourishing as part of 
Nabataean trade network during the 1st century CE.  
Chronological Summary 
 Cohen’s excavations within the structure revealed two phases of 
occupation, beginning with the foundation of the structure in the late 1st century 
BCE. The initial phase of occupation continued through the 1st and 2nd centuries 
CE. After a short interval, possibly corresponding to the annexation of the 
province at approximately the same time at the beginning of the 2nd century CE, 
the second phase dates to the second half of the 2nd century CE and continues 
through the 3rd century CE.  
Relationship to Security System 
Initially a Nabataean caravanserai to provide water and resources to 
travelers along the primary Nabataean highway, the site is one of many the 
Romans reoccupied in the second and third centuries CE. The importance of 
Mezad Sha’ar Ramon is derived from its location along this highway. 
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Abandonment of the site in the later 3rd century CE corresponds with the general 
decline of the Nabataean road network in favor of the Tetrarchic route through 
the Ma’ale Aqrabbim instead of around the Ramon Crater adjacent to Mezad 
Sha’ar Ramon.  
 
MEZAD TAMAR 
Location and Identification  
 On the descent from the Dead Sea into the Wadi Araba, Mezad Tamar is 
situated in a gorge between two ridges. The site was first established as a 
Nabataean way-station between Moab and the Jordan River plain, via Mampsis 
to Beersheba and on toward the coast.491  The modern name of the site is “Qasr el 
Juheiniya”. 
History According to Ancient Sources 
 Ancient references formally attributed to Mezad Tamar, such as those 
from Ptolemy’s Geography, the Notitia Dignitatum, Madaba Map, and Peutinger 
Table, are based on Mezad Tamar as a variation of “Thamana or Tamara”. 
However, the site ‘En Hazeva is now accepted as the proper designation for 
ancient Thamana/Tamara. Other sites named on the Notitia Dignitatum have 
not been identified with known sites and Mezad Tamar may be a candidate for 
one of these locations referenced on the list.  
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Excavation and Survey History 
Early survey undertaken by F. Frank in 1932 noted the presence of a stone 
structure in the gorge.492 Alois Alt was among the first to erroneously identify 
the site with the ‘Tamara’ from the Roman-Byzantine period.493 The site was 
formally excavated under the auspices of Tel Aviv University and the Saalburg 
Museum, under the direction of M. Gichon in 1973 to 1976 (the final season was 
directed by M. Fischer).  
Excavation Results 
 The main structure at the site is a quadriburgium (or tetrapyrgos) square 
fort; measuring roughly 38 x 38 m, with four protruding corner towers (c. 6.0 x 
6.0 m), one entrance, and a central courtyard with a cistern in the middle, 
surrounded by internal structures arranged against the curtain walls.  
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Figure 3.19.  Mezad Tamar, view of fort from watchtower on adjacent hill  
(photo by author). 
 
Prior to the Roman occupation and construction of the fort a Nabataean structure 
stood on the site. Extensive amounts of Nabataean pottery were found 
throughout the site, particularly in a large deposit adjacent to the southeast 
curtain wall. The deposit contained heavy layers of ash and a single coin of John 
Hyrcanus. 494  Gichon identified four phases during the main period of 
occupation: Phase 1: Erection of the fort during the last quarter of the 3rd century 
under Aurelian or Probus; Phase 2: 4th – 5th centuries to the Persian conquest of 
612-613 CE, the phase is marked by a destruction, the unit stationed hre may 
have changed over to limitanei at this time; Phase 3: A short 12 year phase (until 
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c. 624 CE) of rehabilitation to the fort in preparation for the Muslim invasion. 
Phase 4: Abandonment of the fort occurred after the previous phase without any 
signs of destruction indicating a possible period of squatters inhabiting the fort 
until conditions of the Muslim invasions forced abandonment sometime during 
the 7th century.495   
The internal organization of the fort remained consistent from its original 
construction until the beginning of the Persian conquest, with the exception of 
minor renovations. Blocks of barracks (strigae) were arranged on the southeast 
and southwest sides of the fortress. Along the northeast side was the unit 
headquarters (principia), together with side rooms for housing the officers and a 
small shrine. Several of the rooms were plastered; the principia and officer’s 
quarters were decorated with geometric patterns. The northwest run of rooms 
included a (possible?) guardroom next to the gate. The remaining space along the 
rampart wall was used as an armory (armamentarium) or warehouse for food 
storage (horreum). The roof of this room rested on beams supported by two 
pillars. Interior partitions parallel to the wall divided the room, possibly 
providing racks for weaponry.496 Adjacent to the gate were other facilities, 
including a bakery (postronum) with ovens and basalt millstones. Access to the 
flat roof, connecting the rampart walls to the wall walk, was reached by way of 
three staircases, two immediately inside the gate and one in the southern corner.  
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Excavation of the fort could not establish the exact number of sectioned 
barrack rooms (contubernia), but estimates are probably six rooms per barrack 
block.497 The individual barracks during Phase 1 were 3.8 x 5.5 m. During Phase 
2, they were rebuilt and reduced to 3.8 x 4.5 m each, but with a 3.0 m wide 
porticus providing each contubernium with a shaded area at its entrance. The 
renovation of the contubernia had implications for the number of soldiers in each 
contuberium unit; typically eight men were in each individual barrack “room” 
with approximately 2.1 x 2.1 m (during Phase 1) for each solider. After the 
renovations, the decrease in space suggests that the number of soldiers in each 
contubernium unit would also have been decreased, possibly to as few as six 
men.498 The overall manpower at Tamar was further decreased during the later 
4th century (Phase 3), when several of the contubernia were converted into 
workshops or storerooms (horrea).  
In the final phase (3) of primary occupation at the site during the first half 
of the seventh century, a series of crude renovations took place, dramatically 
downsizing the functioning areas of the fort. The northeast wing that previously 
held the shrine (sacellum) and headquarters (principia) was partitioned off into 
smaller rooms. The principia went into further decay, the façade collapsed into 
the courtyard, possibly as the result of an earthquake, and piles of rubble were 
left scattered in abandoned areas of the fort.  
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Figure 3.20. Mezad Tamar, view of interior with block of contuberia  
and drain leading to central cistern (photo by author).  
 
The construction of the outer walls was executed with an exterior facing of 
rough finished ashlar stones, rubble core, and interior face of another layer of 
ashlars. The outer walls are approximately 1.1 m thick and reached a height of at 
least 3.8 m, with the towers reaching nearly 6.8 m. This type of construction is 
seen at other sites in the Negev, including Yotvata and Hazeva. The stones are 
fitted together, mostly without mortar but some put in place with a mud 
containing a small portion of lime. The fort is almost entirely built of stone; not 
surprising considering its location is basically in a quarry. However, it is not very 
common in the Negev, where many forts and towers only had a stone 
foundation and mudbrick superstructure. A thin layer of white plaster covered 
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the walls, also common in the Negev. Beneath the layer of plaster, excavation 
revealed short Greek inscriptions written in red directly on the stones. The 
majority of the 30 inscriptions are abbreviations in Greek either of a single letter 
or double letter combinations, and only a few longer combinations, for example 
“Z, Ω, Α Δ, ΑΡΟΥ ΔΗ and ΟCΔ ΒΔ ΒΟΥ”.499 
 Inspection of the corner towers lends support to the idea that the site was 
initially a Nabataean way station. The towers abut the outer walls instead of 
having joints or continuous construction with the outer walls. The fortress-like 
construction of the caravanserai at Mo’a and other buildings in the Transjordan 
fits this type of structure (pre-tower addition). The addition of the towers likely 
occurred after annexation when the Romans took control of the site as a military 
base to monitor the traffic and trade in and out of the Wadi Araba along the 
Dead Sea route. The gate was kept in its original position until the later 4th 
century (Phase 3) when the width of the entrance was decreased from 2.8 m to 
1.0 m; it remained as a straight passage (6.0 x6.0 m) narrowed one meter into the 
gateway by two pairs of opposing piers.500  
 As with nearly all permanently occupied sites in the Negev, water was a 
main concern. Upon initial inspection, the location of the site might seem to be a 
tactical mistake, but while the fort is completely exposed in the gorge, it also 
maximizes accessibility to all available water sources. Water runoff from the 
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surrounding hills gathers at the bottom of the valley, where channels carry it to 
the fort and into the central courtyard cistern. The primary source of water came 
from a spring 2.0 km away and from a runoff reservoir behind a dam in the Zafit 
Spring (Nahal Zafit).501 Additional cisterns have been identified surrounding the 
site; these may have been primarily available to travelers and guests.  
 In order to compensate for the fortress’s poor vantage point in the 
lowland, a series of towers were constructed on the surrounding hills to provide 
communication and look out points across the higher landscape. A watchtower 
on the adjacent hill south of the fortress measures 3.8 x 3.8 m and is preserved to 
a height of 3.0 m; another watchtower on the hill west of the site measures 
approximately 3.6 x 3.7 m with walls 0.77 m thick and is preserved to a height of 
1.5 m.  
 Ceramic evidence from the fort helps to solidify its occupation sequence, 
at least on a broad scale, ranging from the Late Nabataean Period (1st century CE) 
into the Byzantine Period (7th century). In the debris from the gateway, the 
excavators found two Greek inscriptions on stone slabs. They are dedicatory 
inscriptions to the “Tyche of the Emperors” and date to the 5th or 6th century CE, 
possible erected during the fourth phase of renovations.502 
Chronological Summary 
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 Stratigraphy established by Gichon through his excavations places the 
erection of the fort during the last quarter of the third century. However, the 
dating of the first phase of occupation is based on pottery and a single coin of 
Probus (276-282 CE) from a context above the first floor, making it possible for 
the initial construction to be slightly later -- during the end of the third century or 
even the early 4th century. Repairs and significant renovations to the internal 
organization of the fort mark phase two, beginning in the second half of the 4th 
century-early 5th century. Occupation during this phase extends over 
approximately 300 years through the Persian conquests (612-613 CE), when 
evidence from inside the fort shows signs of destruction and burning.503 A short 
(c. 12 years according to Gichon) period of occupation at Mezad Tamar occurred 
shortly before the Muslim conquest. Excavators noted signs of rough 
rehabilitation of the fort during this period, possible in preparation for the 
impending Muslim attack.504 Abandonment of the fort happened with no signs 
of destruction at the end of phase three; evidence of squatters persists after the 
conquest of the region in the first half of the 7th century.  
Relationship to Security System 
 Mezad Tamar is one of the largest Roman forts in the Negev, following 
the archetypal style of the Late Roman quadriburgium. The size, construction, 
and dedicatory inscriptions signify that it was a significant investment of Roman 
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resources to have a permanent garrison at this location. Mezad Tamar lies north 
of the main Late Roman route crossing the Negev (through the Ma’ale 
Aqrabbim). Located west of the Dead Sea on the ascent out of the Wadi Araba to 
points north, travelers along this north-south route would have likely stopped at 
Mezad Hazeva, then Mezad Tamar, and then on to either west toward Be’er 
Sheva or north toward Horvat ‘Uza possibly enroute to Jerusalem (Aila 
Capitolina).  
Like other garrisons in the Negev, the site was completely dependent on a 
secure water source, which its position in the valley bottom provided but which 
also necessitated additional security for the fort with more watchtowers on the 
adjacent hills.  
Mezad Tamar also belongs to the group of forts constructed during the 
late third/early fourth century in an effort to reorganize the Roman presence in 
the region. Additionally the site likely functioned as a centralized military base 
for the immediate hinterland, acting as a military redistribution point and 
support for the nearby garrison at Mezad Hazeva.  
 
MEZAD YEROHAM  
Location and Identification  
 Mezad Yeroham lies on the Neogene hills between two branches of the 
Nahal Shu’alim near Lake Yeroham. At its greatest extent, the site covers 
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approximately 25 dunams. Limestone hamadas (barren, rocky plateaus) cover the 
landscape between the streams and the lake.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 Mezad Yeroham is referenced in pre-classical sources but there is no 
mention to it specifically during the Nabataean and Roman periods.505  The site 
has also been identified as “Horbat Rahba” known in the biblical periods.  
Excavation and Survey History 
 An initial survey of the site came in 1870, when E.H. Palmer discovered 
the remains of a town buried beneath massive amounts of alluvium from the two 
branches of the Nahal Shu’alim. In his 1954 survey of the Negev, Nelson Glueck 
acknowledged the significance of the site, which he referred to as Qasr Rahme.506 
The site was further examined in 1965 as part of the Archaeological Survey of 
Israel, directed by Rudolph Cohen who established the extent of the city. Cohen 
carried out further excavations (1966-1967) on behalf of the Israel Department of 
Antiquities and Museums, as part of a development plan for the area around 
Lake Yeroham.507  
Excavation Results 
The earliest occupation during the Nabataean period (stratum 3) took the 
form of a caravanseri established during the first half of the first century BCE 
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(beneath the remains in Area B/C). A settlement developed at the site beginning 
in the early first century CE, likely during the reign of Aretas IV (9 BCE – 40 CE). 
The Nabataean settlement reached its height of prosperity during the second half 
of the first century CE during the reign of Rabbel II (70-106 CE), just before the 
annexation of the province. In southern Area B, excavation uncovered a structure 
with several rooms and two smaller buildings, all with two distinct phases (3B: 
100-50 BCE, 3A: 50-100 CE) based on pottery and coins found on floors.508  
Occupation at Mezad Yeroham during the Late Roman period (stratum 2) 
was concentrated in Areas B and C. The excavators divided the occupation phase 
into two levels. One stratum dates to the 2nd and 3rd centuries (beginning with 
Hadrian (117-138 CE) and reaches its height during Commodus (180-192 CE); the 
other stratum dates to the 3rd and 4th centuries (from Severus (193-211 CE), with 
its peak during Constantine (324-337 CE)). Material recovered in Area B for the 
Roman period comes from soundings made beneath a later Byzantine structure 
(VI). Remains included a structure built of ashlars with two building stages 
(stratum 1 & 2). Another building consisted of ten rooms, also with material 
corresponding to the two stratums belonging to the Roman period. 
Mezad Yeroham reached its height during the Byzantine period (5th-6th 
centuries , stratum 1) in the northern part of the site. Cohen’s excavations in Area 
A, in the eastern part of the site, uncovered a large building (800 m square) 
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consisting of three residential units surrounding a central courtyard, with each 
unit flanked by two wings, a courtyard and two attached rooms. Pottery and 
coins found on the floors of this building date to the 5th and 6th centuries. 509  
Area B was opened on the central hill of the site, opposite Area A. 
Excavation there uncovered a series of buildings including six large residential 
units.510 A street 2.7 m wide ran between two of the residential units. Excavation 
of the buildings revealed exterior walls built of ashlars, inner walls made up of 
field-stones and plastered, ceilings supported by arches on pillars, and floors of 
beaten earth.511 Pottery from the floors was consistent with the assemblages 
found in Area A dating to the 5th and 6th centuries CE. Excavation in western 
Area B revealed another unit consisting of five rooms (over an area of 950 m sq) 
and, to the east, another three units. The largest of the units measured 26 x 20 m, 
in a plan of twelve rooms arranged around a large central courtyard (16 x 8 m), 
also with pottery from the floors dating to the 5th and 6th centuries. South of these 
units, another smaller structure made up of only eight rooms around a central 
courtyard (9 x 7 m), with the main room (8.5 m x 6.5 m) east of the courtyard 
studded with pillar to support the ceiling and a paved stone floor. In the western 
corner of the site (Area D) another square courtyard building (14 x 14 m) 
contained six rooms. 
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Chronological Summary 
 Mezad Yeroham began as a Nabataean caravanserai on the road between 
Mampsis and Oboda (even more precisely between Horvat Bor and Horvat 
Hazaza) during the first half of the 1st century BCE. The first permanent 
settlement at the site developed during the Nabataean period during the second 
half of the 1st century CE, possibly beginning during the reign of Malichus II (40-
70 CE) or Aretas IV (70-106 CE). Further development of the site during the 
Roman period can be divided into two stages; the first stage (2nd – 3rd centuries 
CE) extended from the reign of Hadrian (Hadrian (117-138 CE) through 
Commodus (180-192 CE), while the second stage stratum dates to the early 3rd 
and 4th centuries (from Severus (193-211 CE), with its peak during Constantine 
(324-337 CE). During the Roman period, the site consists of several well-built 
structures concentrated in the same areas as the previous Nabataean phase. 
Mezad Yeroham finally reaches its greatest prosperity during the Byzantine 
period in the 5th and 6th centuries CE, when the city expands to its fullest extent 
and several churches are built at the site.  
Relationship to Security System 
 Mezad Yeroham as a town during the Roman and Byzantine periods 
seems to have lacked a military presence, but it was not uncommon for a 
garrison unit to be billeted in a town. In this case, we simply lack evidence for 
soldiers billeted within the settlement. The site remains significant for its possible 
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economic relationship to the other Roman and Byzantine cities in the central and 
western Negev. Located southwest of Mampsis, it was likely connected to 
Oboda, Shivta, and Elusa within its economic or administrative sphere. Mezad 
Yeroham’s prosperity in the Byzantine period is consistent with the same pattern 
seen at other cities Negev. 
 
MO’A (Khirbet Moyat ‘Awad) 
Location and Identification  
 Multiple branches of the Nabataean Incense Route passed through the 
Negev, from the east and south to the Mediterranean port at Gaza. In the third 
and second centuries BCE, the Nabataeans optimized the import of goods 
through the Red Sea port of Aila and then on through the Wadi Araba. Mo’a is 
located in the central Wadi Araba between Be’er Menuha to the south and 
nearby Horvat Qazra to the northwest. The modern name of the site is Khirbet 
Moyat ‘Awad. 
History According to Ancient Sources 
Scholars including Alt correlated the fort at Mo’a with Asuada mentioned 
in the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) as the location of the “Ala prima miliaria 
Sebastena, Asuada”.512  Another possible identification for Moyat ‘Awad as Mo’a 
comes from the Madaba Map (6th century CE), in which the site is depicted as 
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two towers with a gate in the left tower. Mo’a is also referenced in the Beersheba 
Edict (6th century CE) when the site is listed as “from Mo’a, fifteen gold coins to 
the servants”.513 
Excavation and Survey History 
In 1934, F. Frank first recorded the remains of the fort and the caravanserai. 
Glueck conducted a surface survey of the site, noting the presence of Nabataean 
pottery in the vicinity of the two structures. G.E. Kirk estimated the date of the 
site as the 2nd century CE. Further examination of the site as part of larger 
surveys of the Negev included investigation by A. Negev, B. Rothenberg, 
M.Gichon, and Z. Ilan, among others. 514  Rudolph Cohen conducted an 
excavation of Mo’a, under the auspices of the Israel Department of Antiquities 
and Museums, from 1981-1984 as part of the Negev Emergency Survey. 
Excavation Results 
The site is composed of six structures (labeled by Cohen as A-F); the 
oldest and main structure is a square fort. The small fortress measures 17.0 x 17.0 
m with eleven rooms orientated around an open courtyard (8.0 x 7.0 m). Cohen 
found a number of cooking installations and a stone vat from the courtyard.  
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Figure 3.21. Mo’a, fortress on plateau facing the entrance (photo by author). 
 
Entrance to the fortress is through a gate (4.5 x 3.0 m) in the northwest 
corner. Stone lintels at the entrance of some of the rooms were found in situ. The 
southern central room contains a large crushing stone possibly used for olive oil 
production. Wooden beams found within the rooms around the courtyard, 
which would have been covered with a ceiling that supported a second story. 
Opposite the gate are the remains of a staircase in the northeast corner. Patches 
of white plaster can still be found in situ on the walls of the interior rooms.  
The fort was constructed of medium and large stones fitted together, 
packed in place with small stones but no mortar. This type of construction was 
used for the entire thickness of the interior and exterior walls. Cohen did not 
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remark on the presence of mudbrick remains, but they may have been used in 
lieu of timber for a possible second story.  
A testament to the fortress’s Nabataean character, rather than 
constructions from the Roman period, is the noticeable lack of corner towers. 
Along with pottery and coins, non-datable artifacts such as the remains of wicker 
baskets, mats, wooden utensils and even portions of fabric were found in all 
three phases. Cohen also found numerous olive and date pits, in addition to the 
shells of nuts, specifically large quantities of almond nuts.  
 Adjacent to the fortress is a square (40.0 x 40.0 m) caravanserai, in use from 
the end of the first century to the beginning of the second century CE. The ashlar 
built construction of the caravanserai differs from the fitted stone construction of 
the fortress.  The walls were preserved to a height of 1.25 m at the time of 
Cohen’s excavations.  
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Figure 3.22. Mo’a, remains of caravanserai adjacent to fort (photo by author). 
 
Similar to the fortress, the entrance to the caravanserai was in the 
northwest corner; a narrow passageway (1.7 m) flanked by two rooms (4.5 x 4.0 
m) leads to the caravanserai interior. Along the northern side of the building, 
Cohen cleared four rooms with pillars and arches supporting a ceiling over the 
rooms. Five more rooms were found on the southern side. The walls on the 
southern side had painted plaster with a black, yellow and red striped pattern, 
found in situ during excavation. Two wooden beams (15 cm in diameter x 4.0 m 
long) were found on the floor in the same room as the plaster. A bathhouse 
occupied the west side of the building, where one large (6.0 x 5.0 m) room the 
apodyterium (main/changing room) had four stone columns and a stone bench. 
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The rest of the rooms on the west side belonging to the bathhouse, but were not 
thoroughly explored by Cohen and remain unexcavated and it is difficult to 
discern their specific function. Two building stages were assigned to the 
caravanserai based on pottery found within the building, its initial construction at 
the end of the 1st century CE, and a renovation phase at the beginning of the 2nd 
century CE. It is unclear when the structure formally went out of use as a 
caravanserai.  
 Other ancillary structures at the site include a large pool (11.0 x 9.0 m) 
located north of caravanserai, in the northwest area of site. An aqueduct was also 
identified leading from the pool to the bathhouse in the caravanserai, 
presumably the pool served as the main source of water for the bathhouse. West 
of the caravanserai on an adjacent hill, a building was discovered near two caves. 
The building (20m long x an undetermined width) had foundations for at least 
four rooms along its north side; an intense fire destroyed the south side and little 
information was derived from it. The structure may have been used as a 
dwelling or for storage. Cohen identified a single phase of occupation based on 
ceramic and numismatic evidence dating to the 1st century CE.  
Chronological Summary 
Cohen identified three building stages found in most rooms within the 
fortress, suggesting the building was in use from the 3rd century BCE through the 
3rd century CE. The earliest stage belongs to the 3rd and 2nd centuries based on 
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ceramic evidence from lamps and juglets, in addition to coins of Ptolemy III (246-
221 BCE). The second stage of occupation dates to the last centuries of the 
Nabataean kingdom, during the 1st century BCE to the beginning of the 2nd 
century CE, when the Nabataean dynasty ended with the Roman annexation in 
106 CE. The ceramic evidence found by Cohen includes painted Nabataean 
bowls, lamps, storage jars, jugs, juglets, and cooking pots all indicative of the 1st 
century CE. In addition to the ceramic evidence, coins recovered belong to the 
Nabataean rulers Aretas II (c. 100 BCE), Aretas IV (9 BCE – 40 CE) and Rabbel II 
(70 – 106 CE).515  
The final stage of formal occupation in the fortress comes from the 2nd and 
3rd centuries CE. Excavation of this stratum yielded a large amount of pottery, 
consisting mostly of bowls, lamps, and flasks in forms spanning the 2nd and 3rd 
centuries CE. The thriving community at Mo’a was able to maintain its 
importance as a stop along the Petra-Gaza highway into the 2nd and 3rd century 
CE, and even a cursory surface survey of the fort site, shows small sherds of 
African Red slip ware in abundance. The numismatic remains from the third 
stage include Roman coins from the emperors Trajan (98-107 CE), Commodus 
(180-192 CE) and Caracalla (211-217 CE).516  
The construction of the caravanserai building dates to the mid to late 1st 
century CE. Excavators identified a second phase in which the bath complex was 
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added to the building in the early 2nd century CE. There is no evidence for 
exactly when the caravanserai went out of use; since there are no signs of 
destruction, abandonment may have occurred concurrent with the desertion of 
the fort. A pool complex located directly across from the fort and caravanserai to 
be contemporary to the construction of the caravanserai.  
Relationship to Security System 
 The Nabataean Incense Route extending from Petra to Gaza passes 
through Mo’a in its crossing of the Wadi Araba. Mo’a’s size and ancillary 
structures suggest the site was one of the main stops along the route. Located on 
a rocky plain, the fort commands a secure position above the caravanserai and 
pools below. The resources offered at the site, including the bathhouse, water 
supplies, and security of the fort, made the site an ideal major stopping point 
along the caravan route.  
Mo’a also belongs to the corpus of sites that flourished during the height 
of the Nabataean period then experienced continued occupation through the 
early Roman period into the 3rd century CE. Despite the advantages of 
occupation at such a site, its connection to the Nabataean highway eventually led 
its abandonment along with the other sites along the ‘old’ Incense Route in favor 
of the Late Roman Aqrabbim route.  
 
NESSANA 
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Location and Identification  
 Nessana lies 52 km southwest of Beersheba in the western Negev. The site 
is composed of an acropolis overlooking a lower city. By the early 19th century, 
the site had become known by its modern Arabic name of ‘Auja el-Hafir, as 
recorded by E. Robinson. The Turkish government established a modern 
settlement at the site in 1908 as part of a regional Kaimmakamlik (district 
administration) to help control the nomadic Bedouin population.517 The modern 
settlement was virtually abandoned until World War I when Turkish forces built 
additional structures, establishing Auja as their primary staging area for the 1916 
attack against the Suez Canal.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 The most informative ancient written source regarding Nessana comes 
from the site itself. The caches of papyri found at the site by the Colt Expedition 
provide literary, legal, and theological texts, dating to the 6th and 7th centuries 
CE. The ancient name for the site is given as “Νεσσανα” in the papyri. The 
collection of papyri (dated to 602-608 and 674-690 CE), found in the two churches 
at Nessana during the Colt expedition, reveal a glimpse of life at the end of 
Byzantine period in the Negev. The documents are both literary (including a 
copy of Vergil, a Latin-Greek glossary of the Aeneid, and manuscripts of the 
Gospel of John), and nonliterary, in which were found archives of a military 
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unit. 518  Members of the unit of the “most loyal Theodosians” (arithmos 
kathosiomenon Theodosiakon) are recorded as residing in Nessana throughout the 
sixth century, including at the time of the fort’s establishment and their 
abandonment of the fort by c. 600).519 This reference to a specific military unit in 
the Negev is one of only four found throughout the region; the other three come 
from a dedicatory inscriptions at Yotvata, Gharandal, and from the cemetery at 
Mampsis.  
Excavation and Survey History 
 An early mention of Nessana dates to 1807, when U. J. Seetzen included 
the site as ‘Auja el-Hafir on his regional map. His description of the site fits the 
known ruins of Nessana, despite identifying the site as Abda (Oboda). A later 
visit by E. Robinson perpetuated the misidentification of the site as ‘Abda 
(Oboda), not to be rectified until 1871 by E.H. Palmer.520  
Palmer’s exploration of the site included the churches of the acropolis and 
lower city. He remarked that the lower city church had suffered extensive 
damage while the South Church of the acropolis retained ashlar walls to a height 
of 9m in places. He also noted the presence of three ancient wells along the 
riverbed of the Nahal Nessana, one of which is called the “Well of the Water 
Wheel” (Bir es-Saqiyeh) by the local Bedouins.521  
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A. Musil’s exploration of the Negev included a visit to Nessana in 1902, at 
which time he drew one of the earliest plans of the lower city, a plan of the South 
Church (on the acropolis), and a portion of one of the wells.522  
One of the most detailed early examinations of the site comes from E. 
Huntington. In his 1909 visit, Huntington describes in detail the church on the 
citadel as decorated with mosaics of various colors and Greek inscriptions (one 
giving the date of 601 CE), and another church with inscriptions dating to the 5th 
through 7th centuries. 523  In his description, he makes note of two parallel 
colonnaded streets, approximately 200 m long. Only a year before Huntington’s 
visit, the Turks had built an administrative center on the acropolis and several 
buildings in the lower city, which he describes in his account.524  
In their exploration of the Negev, C.L. Woolley and T.E. Lawrence visited 
Nessana in 1914, several years after the Turks had established a presence at the 
site. Woolley remarked that by the time of their visit the town had been 
thoroughly plundered for stone, advising future scholars to refer to Musil’s 
earlier plan.  
 H. Dunscombe Colt initiated extensive excavation and survey at Auja 
(Nessana) during the winters of 1935-36 and 1936-37, under the auspices of the 
British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem. Colt had previously carried out work 
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at Sbeita (Shivta) 19 km west of Nessana, but political and environmental 
circumstances demanded that his team investigate another site in the region with 
a water supply and lodging for the team.  
Excavation Results 
The earliest building identified at the site comes from beneath the later 
Byzantine structure on the northern summit of the citadel outcropping. Only the 
very lowest courses of the building were identified; presumably most of the 
structure was incorporated into the later Byzantine building above or robbed for 
stone during the Later Roman period. Despite no established plan, the roughly 
square structure with corner towers may represent the earliest building on the 
ridge, dated by Colt to the 2nd century BCE as a Nabataean small fort or fortified 
caravanserai.525  
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Figure 3.23. Nessana, view of ridge with remains of the city and Byzantine wall 
encircling the city (photo by author).  
 
The Late Roman/Early Byzantine presence at Nessana was manifested in 
the building of a fort and church on the north ridge. The fort had to conform to 
the natural formation of the ridge; the fort builders utilized the main ridge, 
constructing the fort in a rectanlinear plan (85 x 35 m) with rooms surrounding a 
central courtyard. Entrance to the fort was through a barrel-vaulted doorway 
(3.30 m wide) in the gatehouse on the south wall.526 Two square towers were 
positioned on the southeast and southwest corners; two interval towers were on 
the west side; one interval tower was on the south side; and a single tower was 
on the east side, overlooking the lower town. All towers measure approximately 
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6m square. The main gate was incorporated into the southern interval tower. A 
narrow postern gate was located on the steep eastern side of the fort, through the 
eastern tower.  
 
Figure 3.24. Nessana, Plan of citadel fort.527 
 
Colt uncovered a series of rooms against the interior of the western wall 
and seven similar rooms against the east wall, north of the postern gate and only 
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two that could be identified south of the gate.528 Two stone staircases, one on the 
west side of the fort and one near the main gate, provide access to the second 
story.  A large cistern in the center courtyard supplied the fort with water.  
These features seem to be the extent of the original layout of the fort, 
coinciding with the type of masonry used in the main walls and foundations. 
Later rooms were constructed at the same time as the North Church (c. mid-5th 
century CE); these rooms were roofed with stone slabs supported by twin 
arches.529  
 The construction methods applied to the fort vary throughout. The 
external walls were c. 1.40 m wide, made in some places with smooth, well-hewn 
limestone facing blocks set in lime mortar remain on the facing. The interior of 
the wall is a rubble core of broken and small stones set in mud. Colt revealed the 
fort foundations, which were constructed of irregular stone, also set in mud, with 
a footing of stone slabs (15 cm thick) laid stepped on top of each other to level the 
surface for the first course.530  
 Construction of the fort included a portion of one Hellenistic wall; the rest 
of the Hellenistic remains seem to have been destroyed with the construction of 
the fort to prevent the use of the remaining Hellenistic building debris cover for 
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attacking forces.531 Stratigraphic examination of the fort and North Church show 
that the church was built subsequent to the erection of the fort.  
The earliest dated inscription from the North Church complex gives the 
date of a burial in 464 CE, providing a terminus ante quem of the mid 5th century 
CE for the construction of the fort. Excavation of the site yielded evidence in the 
form of building projects, ceramic and numismatic evidence to suggest Nessana 
experienced a period of growth in the middle of the 3rd century CE, particularly 
during the reign of Constantine II (312-337 CE).532 
 In Colt’s excavation of the Byzantine town, he found the houses built of 
local limestone with flat roofs supported by interior arches, most with a second 
story, and set together on narrow winding streets without following the Roman 
city grid.533 The house plans conform to a standard courtyard type, varying in 
size and number of courtyards per house complex.534   
Chronological Summary 
The site flourished as a Nabataean city in the Negev during the 1st century 
BCE, along with the contemporary sites of Shivta, Oboda, Elusa, and Mampsis. A 
substantial amount of Nabataean and Early Roman wares, along with imported 
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pottery from Rhodes, Cos, and Italy, in addition to coins from the 1st century BCE 
and CE, were recovered from the acropolis.535   
A decline in evidence from the 2nd and 3rd century suggests a possible 
reduction in population and use of the site. Nessana rose to prominence again 
during the Late Roman period, beginning in the middle 3rd century CE and 
continuing through the Byzantine period. The erection of the fortress and shortly 
after the North Church, in the early 5th century, testifies to the significance of the 
site at this time. Nessana continued to be an important site over the next two 
centuries, when the city commenced the construction of the South Church at the 
foot of the citadel at the beginning of the 7th century CE.  
Pottery and coins recovered by the Colt expedition, and restudied by Jodi 
Magness; show that the city continued to prosper for several centuries after the 
Arab conquest. According to Magness, finds from the North Church and fortress 
indicate that both structures were occupied into the 9th and 10th centuries.536 Colt 
attributes the abandonment of the fortress by the military to the beginning of the 
7th century, at which time he suggests the fortress was converted for use as a 
monastery.537 However, the pottery reanalyzed by Magness is indicative of 
household material objects, in which case it seems that the former fortress had 
been converted into use for domestic purposes in the 9th and 10th centuries.538 
                                                
535 Negev 1993: 1148. 
536 Magness 2003: 181.  
537 Colt 1962: 17.  
538 Magness 2003: 181.  
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Relationship to Security System 
 The westernmost of the cities included in this study, Nessana represents 
an important Late Roman and Byzantine city with roots in the Nabataean period. 
The military presence in the Late Roman period and construction of the citadel 
fort testify to a Roman interest in providing security for this region, despite its 
isolation from the main road network. However, the rise in Christian pilgrims 
crossing through the western Negev required a new security consideration for 
travelers heading to and from the Sinai. Strategically, the site offers an excellent 
vantage point from its position atop the rocky plateau. The discovery of the 
Nessana papyri from the site also provides valuable information regarding the 
regional economy and population.  
 
OBODA (AVDAT) 
Location and Identification  
 Known as Oboda during the Nabataean period for the revered Nabataean 
King Obodas III (30 – 9 BCE), occupied an important position as a thriving city in 
the central Negev. The Nabataean city sits atop a rocky plateau where water is 
supplied by the Nahal Zin just a few kilometers south of the springs of ‘En Avdat 
and ‘En Aqev. Founded during the Late Hellenistic/Nabataean period (in the 
first century BCE), the city lies along the Darb es-Sultan, the “Way of the King,” 
between Petra and Gaza. In modern times, the site is referred to as “Abdah”.   
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History According to Ancient Sources 
 Oboda appears on the Late Roman Tabula Peutingeriana (Peutinger Table, 
dating to late 4th/early 5th century), a Byzantine itinerarium, as a road station 
marked “Oboda” on the route between Jerusalem and Aila.  
Excavation and Survey History 
 Early explorers E. H. Palmer and C.F.T. Drake were the first to accurately 
identify Oboda in 1870-1871 in their survey of several Nabataean sites. In 
Palmer’s description of the site, he notes the various reservoirs, cisterns, churches 
and evidence for ancient agriculture, in addition to the relatively large size of the 
city itself.539 Alois Musil undertook a more extensive investigation of the site in 
1902, when he surveyed and described in detail the ruins at Oboda, including the 
remains on the acropolis, the bathhouse, tombs, and the necropolis. He was also 
first to note the nearby army camp.540 Shortly after Musil, Dominican fathers 
Jaussen, Savignac, and Vincent visited Oboda in 1904, producing detailed plans 
and drawings of the ruins, also noting the army camp next to the town.541  
In their survey of the central Negev, the British archaeologists C. L. 
Woolley and T.E. Lawrence surveyed Oboda in 1913, focusing on the acropolis 
and bathhouse, but not the army camp.542 A group of German scholars, including 
                                                
539 Palmer 1871: 383-385. 
540 Musil 1907: 165. 
541 Jaussen 1909-1922. 
542 Woolley and Lawrence 1914-1915: 9, 28, 93-107. 
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T. Wiegand, also surveyed Oboda. Wiegand assigned the army camp to the reign 
of Diocletian and proposed a Nabataean foundation for the town.543  
The Colt expedition focused their attention at Oboda on a structure near 
the south end of the town they referred to as a “villa”, in addition to excavations 
on a Hellenistic building near the Byzantine citadel and the bathhouse.544  
Full-scale excavations at Oboda were carried out by Avi-Yonah and 
Negev from 1958 – 1961 and in 1989, sponsored by the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem and the National Parks Authority.545 Excavations under Negev were 
dedicated to the areas of the acropolis, the western side of the temple platform, 
and the Roman quarter of the town. In 1975-1977, excavations were renewed 
under A. Negev and R. Cohen (sponsored by the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem and the Israel Department of Antiquities); they concentrated their 
efforts on trial excavations in the army camp, a caravanserai south of the camp, 
and a farmhouse complex east of the town.546  
More recent excavations were carried out at Oboda under the auspices of 
the IAA, by Katz and Tahal in the “Roman Quarter” in 1994; the exterior of the 
bathhouse and adjacent pools by Tahal in 1992; the well area of the bathhouse by 
                                                
543 Erickson-Gini 2010: 10 via Wiegand 1920: 87. 
544 Negev 1997: 73-74, Colt 1962: 45-47. 
545 Negev 1997: X. 
546 Erickson-Gini 2010: 18; Cohen and Negev 1976: 55-57. 
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Erickson-Gini in 1993; and P. Fabian in the “Roman Quarter” and “Building T” 
east of the acropolis along the town wall.547   
Excavation Results 
There are two main features at the site relevant to this study: the citadel 
city itself and the Roman army camp situated adjacent to the city. The 
development of the town as an important stop on the caravan route occurred 
from the later 1st century BCE until the 3rd century CE. The Diocletianic military 
reorganization resulted in renewed prosperity at Oboda as well as the 
construction of two towers at this time, which are located on the south side of the 
city and by the acropolis, respectively. 
Settlement at Oboda/Avdat continued to grow in the Byzantine period 
stretching over the acropolis of the earlier town.  Expansion in this period began 
in the mid-4th century CE when the city was divided between the religious sector 
in the western half and the citadel covering the eastern side. Two new churches 
and a monestary were constructed on the sites of former Nabataean and Roman 
temples where the previous structures were dismantled and used in the 
construction of the new churches.548 The Southern church contained several 
tombs one of which had an inscription referring to the church as the “Martyrion 
of St. Theodorus” (a likely reference to Theodorus the abbot of the monestary at 
Avdat). During the early Byzantine period, mid-4th /early 5th century CE, 
                                                
547 Tahal 1994: 112-114; Erickson-Gini 2010: 19. 
548 Negev and Gibson 2005: 373.  
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development of the citadel is highlighted by the construction of a substaintial 
wall (54 x 36 m) up to 1.20 m thick with three towers on each side. Within the 
center of the citadel the builders cut two cisterns into the rock. The residential 
quarter at this time was concentrated in the area of the western slope of the 
acropolis on terraces and further below where caves where utilized for storage 
and work-space in conjunction with new houses. Excavations by A. Negev 
uncovered five wine presses from the Byzantine period (c. 5th century CE) 
supporting the view that by this time Oboda had become primarily dependent 
on the manufacturing of wine and agricultural practices, a signficant change 
from the city’s previous role as an important stop on the caravan route.549 
Excavators identified layers of burning and destruction of the acropolis dating to 
the mid-7th century.550 Oboda therefore did not continue after the first Arab 
invasion like Aila and some of the towns in the western Negev, rather 
destruction is attributed to the first Arab invasion of 636 CE.  
The other important feature at Oboda is the Roman army camp situated 
approximately 300m northeast of the city acropolis. A large square structure, c. 
100 x 100m, the camp was noted in earlier surveys, particularly those of the 
French team Jaussen, Savignac and Vincent, and by Musil who made a detailed 
plan of the structure. The 1975-1976 excavation of the camp by Negev and Cohen 
resulted in a disparity among the directors concerning the date of the structure. 
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Negev cited pottery, lamps and coins recovered from the barracks, the 
orientation of the fort, and the use of well-dressed stones as evidence for a 
Nabataean construction of the fort during the early to middle 1st century CE.551 
Cohen identified the fort as Roman, with a structure reminiscent of Roman 
fortresses from the 2nd century CE, after the annexation of Nabataea.552 He 
reports that the ceramic finds were “minimal and insufficient to determine 
whether the camp was occupied only during the 1st century CE or after the 
annexation of the Nabataean realm”.553 
The IAA, under the direction of Tali Erickson-Gini and Peter Fabian, 
renewed excavation of the Roman Army camp at Oboda in 1999.  The team 
excavated nearly half of the structure (c. five dunams), concentrating on the 
southern portion of the camp, which included: “the principia (along the fort’s 
western wall), four barrack blocks, a series of casement rooms and towers along 
the southern and eastern walls of the camp, the main gate located on the eastern 
wall, and the interior streets surrounding the barrack blocks”.554 The layout of 
                                                
551 Negev 1977: 622-624; Negev argues that the military fort had Nabataean origins rather than 
Roman as suggested by Cohen. During their 1975 and 1976 excavations the coins recovered in the 
barracks dating to the reign of Constantine the Great, Negev attributes to stone-robbers who 
dropped them while looting the camp of raw materials. Under this model, the fort was then 
abandoned by the late first century CE and robbed out during the Late Roman period after more 
than a century of abandonment (Negev 1977: 622-624). Erickson-Gini has pointed out that Negev 
further asserted in another report that the barracks had been completely clean of occupational 
debris, indicating the troops were relocated from the camp possibly in an effort to defend the 
Nabataean northern borders at the end of the first century CE (Erickson-Gini 2002: 114, Negev 
1988: 42).  
552 Cohen 1980: 44. 
553 Cohen 1982: 245. 
554 Erickson-Gini 2002: 114. 
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the fort is a square (c. 100 x 100 m), surrounded by a wall approximately 1.8m 
thick and preserved to a height of 3 m. Rectangular corner towers (9 m by 6 m) 
anchor the fort, further supported by eight (assumed) intermediate towers, 
although only two interval towers on the south wall have been excavated.555 The 
main gate lies in the center of the east side of the fort, flanked by two rectangular 
towers or possible gatehouse rooms. Secondary gates are positioned in the center 
of the southern and northern walls, with a guardroom built adjacent to each gate.  
 
Figure 3.25. Oboda, Roman Fort view down Via Praetoria (photo by author).  
 
The interior of the fort is surrounded by small rooms built against the 
enceinte walls and groups of barracks organized in rows of ten (five rooms back 
                                                
555 Fabian 2011: 1. 
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to back) in the east half of the fort and groups of six rooms in front of the principia 
which lies against nearly the length of the west wall. The roofs of the rooms were 
reached by way of staircases built into the interior fort corners, adjacent to the 
surrounding rooms. The division of the interior barracks consists of a main 
north-south street (via principalis), and a secondary east-west street (decumanus). 
There is also a street around the interior running between the barracks and 
casemate walls, and two subsidiary streets between the outer barrack blocks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.26. Oboda, Plan of Roman Fort.556 
                                                
556 Erickson-Gini 2010: 87. 
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Along the western side of the camp, a series of rooms in a different 
configuration than the barracks and casemate rooms suggests that this was the 
location of the principia (camp headquarters; a rectangular room c. 32m long by 
16 m wide). Several of the rooms on the southern end of the principia were 
constructed of large stones; while the rooms on the further north end were 
constructed from fine ashlar blocks in secondary use, which had been collected 
from earlier Nabataean buildings.557  
The only plaster floor in the camp was found in the long room of the 
principia opposite the east gate. Ceramic remains associated with this floor 
included “a Late Roman cooking pot, fragments of Beit Natif lamps dated to the 
third and fourth century and rims of Gaza Wine jars dated to the fourth 
century”.558 The excavators found evidence that some of the walls from these 
rooms were constructed over earlier walls of Nabataean buildings containing 
pottery and coins dating to the end of the 1st century CE.  
 Outside of the Roman army camp, the remains of the Late Roman 
residential area are concentrated in the area east of the North Tower, just outside 
the city wall and opposite the acropolis. Excavation in the residential quarter 
uncovered several (possibly five) private dwellings, comprised of approximately 
thirty rooms of simple construction with earth floors and several with ceilings 
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made of stone slabs supported by arches.559 The composition of the buildings 
consisted primarily of several rooms oriented around a central courtyard, with 
the rooms sunk into the soft bedrock.560 Material removed from the residences 
included pottery such as Gaza wine jars in secondary use, Late Roman style 
lamps (including examples of Beit Natif lamps), African Red-Slipped vessels, and 
votive plaques with molded military scenes, in addition to coins ranging in date 
from the end of the 3rd century CE through the end of the 5th century CE.561 
Excavation of the structures reveal that they were built at the beginning of the 4th 
century and occupied until their destruction and abandonment by a major 
earthquake in the early 5th century CE.562 
In addition to the fort and residential quarter at Oboda, a bathhouse was 
built at the bottom of the acropolis to support the Roman military associated 
with the camp. The bathhouse is well-preserved, containing a cold bath, a warm 
bath, and two hot rooms, heated by flutes from a furnace on the bathhouse 
exterior.  
Chronological Summary 
The initial settlement of Avdat, or Nabataean Oboda dates to the late 
Hellenistic period at the end of the 4th or early 3rd century BCE. While no 
architectural remains from this period have been identified, pottery and coins 
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dating to the Late Hellenistic period have been recovered from throughout the 
site.563 Additionally, the name Obodas appears in 3rd century BCE Nabataean-
Greek inscriptions at the site.564  
The road linking Oboda and Petra by way of the Aravah valley was 
referred to as the Darb es-Sultan (“Way of the King”) with stops at Mo’a, Mezah 
‘En Rahel, ‘En Orahot and Mezad ‘En Ziq in use for the trade of incense from 
Petra to Gaza during the Hellenistic period.565 By the end of the 1st century BCE, 
Avdat emerged as one of the foremost cities in the Negev, serving as a religious, 
military and commercial center.  
After a large portion of the city was destroyed by fire, there were several 
decades of abandonment during the 1st century BCE. Oboda was reoccupied 
during the reign of either Malichus I (60 – 30 BCE) or Obodas III (30 - 90 BCE).566 
It was during this first phase of rejuvenation at Oboda that the temple platform 
and temples were erected and the expanding town was named after the deified 
Nabataean king Obodas I (c. 90 BCE). The annexation of Nabataea had little 
effect on the town, which experienced continued prosperity during the 2nd 
century CE as a thriving stop on the Petra – Gaza highway.  
Oboda experienced a second revitalization at the end of the 3rd century, 
following a decline less than a century earlier, when international trade under 
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the Nabataeans had waned. Under Diocletian, the military build up in the region 
was not overlooked at Oboda, a strategic site where two towers and a large army 
camp were constructed adjacent to the town.567  
Excavation of the camp revealed only one occupational phase, with the 
initial construction of the camp in the late 3rd or early 4th century and an orderly 
abandonment in the first half of the 4th century CE.568 Over two hundred and 
seventy coins were recovered from the camp; the majority of them date to the 
Hellenistic and Early Roman period, but coins belonging to the late 3rd and early 
4th centuries CE were found on several floors in the streets.569 The abundance of 
material from the Hellenistic and Early Roman period found throughout the Late 
Roman camp is thought to be the result of the location of the camp directly over 
earlier buildings and the inclusion of midden material in the construction of the 
camp.570 
Following the Roman military occupation at Avdat, the settlement 
underwent extensive rebuilding in the Byzantine period. The earthquake of 363 
CE damaged the majority of the city buildings, after which the Roman army 
camp was partially dismantled for building material, primarily for the 
reconstruction of the Byzantine citadel and the eastern portion of the acropolis.  
Relationship to Security System 
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 Oboda developed as one of the most important Nabataean cities in the 
Negev, along with Shivta, Mampsis, and Elusa. The Incense Route between Petra 
and Gaza went through Oboda, a major stop after Mo’a and the Ma’ale Mahmal 
in the central Negev. Strategically, Oboda provided a key location for a military 
outpost at the southern most of the Nabataean/Early Roman cities. By the late 
3rd/early 4th century, the route across the Negev had transferred traffic 
predominantly through Mezad Hazeva, the Ma’ale Aqrabbim, and on to 
Mampsis. However, Oboda remained a prominent site in the central Negev 
despite these changes. The city offered a dynamic combination of a naturally 
defensible position for a military outpost in a well-established point within the 
Nabataean road network. From Oboda, military resources and troops could be 
easily transferred throughout the central Negev. It is also an example of the 
Romans selecting a Nabataean site with a strong infrastructure to support a 
Roman garrison. Oboda offered the Romans an opportunity to create a garrison 
point without the full expenditure of establishing all the necessary conditions 
anew.  
 
PRAESIDIUM  
Location and Identification  
 In the marshy area 15 km south of the Dead Sea in the northern Wadi 
Araba, is the small site of Praesidium comprising two structures. The modern 
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town of Feifeh has been developed in recent years, and no formal excavations 
have been carried out at the site. The modern name of the site is Qasr el-Feifeh.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
The Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) mentions a garrison unit near the site, 
“Ala secunda felix Valentiniana, apud Praesidium” (The Ala II Felix Valentiniana, 
near Praesidium).571  The Beersheba Edict (6th century CE) makes a similar 
reference for Praesidium, as Toloha, “Praesidium, 12 solidi…”.572 The Madaba 
Map (6th c. CE) depicts “Prasidin” as a fort, equal in size and form to that of 
Mezad Tamara and Mo’a. 
Excavation and Survey History 
 Frank surveyed the site in 1934 investigating two large structures present 
at the site and providing their dimensions. Glueck also visited the site and noted 
it in his survey work in 1935 and 1939. Kennedy and Riley were able to produce 
the most accurate plan of Praesidium via the interpretation of aerial 
photographs, including two structures and portions of the ancient wall and field 
systems to the immediate west of the site.573 
Excavation Results 
 The remains at Praesidium have never been formally excavated. The only 
information available for the site comes from ancient references and survey. 
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Frank, in his survey of the region, recorded the eastern structure of the two 
identified as c. 105 paces square and the western as c. 53 x 45m.574 Unfortunately, 
neither structure has been identified since Frank’s expedition. No surface pottery 
has been analyzed from the site. The author was unable to locate the site to visit, 
and it may be disguised by local agricultural activity.  
Chronological Summary 
Ancient documents provide some insight to the period of occupation, 
from the first mention of the site in the early 5th century CE until the reign of 
Anastasius (491-518 CE) as the earliest date range for the end of occupation at the 
site.  
Relationship to Security System 
Praesidium (Qasr el-Feifeh) remains an important site as location for the 
ala seconda felix Valentiniana referred to in the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE). 
However, the lack of archaeological evidence to support the literary claims is 
very disconcerting, making the inclusion of the site in this project somewhat 
problematic.  
 
QASR WADI ET-TAYYIBA  
Location and Identification  
                                                
574 Kennedy 2004: 215.   
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The site is located north of Gharandal and southwest of Bir Madhkur, at 
the mouth of the Wadi et-Tayyiba. 
History According to Ancient Sources 
 Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba does not appear in the ancient sources.  
Excavation Results 
A small structure has been identified as either a fort or caravanserai. The 
nearly square structure measures roughly 24 x 23 m with walls 1.15m thick, but 
there is no indication that the structure had corner towers.575 A mound of rubble 
in the middle of the west wall may represent the remains of a gate.576 The 
internal organization consists of rooms built against the curtain walls 
surrounding a central courtyard.577 In Smith’s survey of the site, he notes a 
peculiarity in that the north, south and west walls of the structure extend c. 3m 
beyond the outer face of the perimeter wall.578 Glueck and Smith both found the 
pottery at the site to be predominantly from the Nabataean/Early Roman 
period.579 
Chronological Summary 
 Construction of the fortlet/caravanserai at Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba likely 
belongs to the Late Nabataean/Early Roman period. Pottery recovered in the 
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Southeast Araba Survey is predominantly dated to this period, with virtually no 
remains from the Late Roman or Byzantine period.  
Relationship to Security System 
 Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba functioned as one of the connecting stops along the 
western Araba route between Aila and the Dead Sea. Located just south of Bir 
Madhkur, it may not have been chosen for occupation in the Roman period in 
favor of Bir Madhkur, which offered a better set of resources.  
 
REHOVOT-IN-THE-NEGEV 
 
Location and Identification  
 Rehovot-in-the-Negev (Rehovot Ba-Negev) rose to prominence among the 
cities of the Negev during the Classical period, along with the nearby cities of 
Nessana, Shivta, Oboda, Mampsis, and Elusa. Small valleys surround the city, 
with riverbeds filled with fertile loess to support agriculture. In the Nahal 
Shunra (Wadi Ruheibeh) south of the city, the residents of Rehovot applied new 
technologies to desert agriculture, building terraces across the riverbeds, digging 
channels to collect and divert surface runoff water, and turning the upper soil 
over to prevent the soil from drying out.580 The city itself covered approximately 
120 dunams (0.12 km2).  
History According to Ancient Sources 
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 Modern scholars in the 19th century misidentified the deep well at 
Rehovot for the biblical site of Isaac’s well in the book of Genesis.581 Edward 
Robinson, one of the first scholars to explore the site, objected to the 
identification, but the biblical association quickly became common among other 
contemporary travelers and scholars. Excavation of the site later showed that 
there is a lack of Bronze and Iron Age occupation. Biblical Rehoboth is more 
likely Qasr el-Ruheibeh, a fortified Iron Age settlement located 3 km east of 
Classical Rehovot.582   
The Nessana papyri (no. 79) (505 – 689 CE) include a list of offerings made 
to the monastery of St. Sergius at Nitzana (Nessana). Among the names of 
known towns such as Shivta and Beersheva, there are several names of places 
that have not been identified: Boteos, Bedorotha, Bertheiba, and Bethomolachon.583  
The last name offers the best candidate for Rehovot. In the same vein in which 
Oboda (Avdat) is named after the Nabataean king Obodas I (90-87 BCE), 
‘Bethomolachon’ is the Greek derivative of “Beth Malchu” (“House of Malchu”), 
denoting the Nabataean King Malchus I (59-30 BCE) or Malchus II (40-70 CE), 
possibly the city’s founder.584 
Excavation and Survey History 
                                                
581 Genesis 26.22 “And he removed from thence, and digged another well; and for that they strove not: and 
he called the name of it Rehoboth; and he said, For now the LORD hath made room for us, and we shall be 
fruitful in the land”.  
582 Tsafrir et al. 1988: 2, fn #3.   
583 Kraemer 1958: 227-233. 
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 The earliest exploration of Rehovot-in-the-Negev in the modern period 
came in 1838, when Edward Robinson visited the site identified by its Arabic 
name Khirbet Ruheibeh, which he correlated with Rehovot.585  E.H. Palmer 
surveyed the site in 1871 when he identified the church south of the well and a 
large reservoir.586 Musil visited the site at the beginning of the 20th century, 
exploring the bathhouse and well in. Later C.L. Woolley and T.E. Lawrence 
visited the site in 1913 as part of the British Survey Team, estimating the size of 
the site as approximately 550 x 365 m. More recent excavations carried out by Y. 
Tsafrir in 1986 revealed a significant portion of the ancient city including 
residential and public buildings.587  
Excavation Results 
 Residential buildings uncovered in Area A on the southeastern portion 
edge of the city include a building with several rooms surrounding a roofed 
courtyard supported by stone beams on arches.588 The rooms in most residential 
buildings at Rehovot are paved with flat stone slabs.589 Excavation revealed 
continuity in the fill beneath the floors of virtually all-residential buildings, 
containing a mix of Byzantine sherds and Nabataean painted wares as well as 
fragments of Roman eastern terra sigillata.590 Finds suggest that the fifth century 
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Byzantine city was built directly on top of the earlier Nabataean settlement. 
Excavations in Area B and C, covering the southern and central portions of the 
city yielded pottery from beneath the floors of buildings and directly above the 
bedrock dated to the Nabataean and Early Roman periods, including Nabataean 
painted wares indicative of the 1st century BCE – 1st century CE.591 The houses in 
the residential quarter of Area B had a plan of rooms surrounding an internal 
courtyard where domestic activity took place. Most of the pottery removed from 
the floors of the courtyard buildings dated to the Byzantine period, but painted 
Egyptian pottery and imported North African pottery were also found in the 
courtyard debris. 592  Excavation of Area B also revealed part of the town 
fortifications; at the end of the Byzantine period, the outermost buildings were 
connected to one another by walls c. 1 m wide (approximately the same width as 
the building walls).593 
Within the central area of the city (Area C), excavators identified a large 
courtyard building (30 x 30 m) with a central cistern, likely functioning as a 
caravanserai. Excavation of two rooms from the caravanserai building yielded 
pottery belonging to the Byzantine period. Contexts under the pavement in the 
courtyard contained pottery from the Late Nabataean/Early Roman period, 
specifically to the period of annexation of Arabia.594 One wing of the building 
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contained a hall roofed with arches and rows of stone troughs used as a stable, 
similar to the types also found in the Nabataean buildings at Mampsis and 
Shivta.595 Initial construction and occupation of the building dates to the Early 
Roman/Nabataean period, but it is reoccupied during the Late Roman and 
Byzantine periods. 
 Aerial photography shows uniformity in the layout of the city blocks and 
street system, possibly owing to Roman influence during the city’s early 
construction stage. Excavation of the residential Area B revealed that the 
Byzantine city was actually less uniform in its construction, with houses close 
together and streets at various angles.596 The Nabataean caravanserai and central 
church form the core from which the town spread in all directions during both 
stages of growth in the Early Roman and Byzantine periods. Excavators noted 
that all of the public and residential buildings included rock-cut cisterns to 
collect rainwater from roofs, courtyards, and even streets.597 Several additional 
churches were discovered, one on the eastern edge of the town, one in the 
southern end of the town near the main road, two beyond the residential area, 
and one on the northern side of the city.598  
Chronology 
                                                
595 Tsafrir et al. 1988: 12. 
596 Tsafrir et al. 1988: 5. 
597 Tsafrir et al. 1988: 7. 
598 Tsafrir et al. 1988: 6-7. 
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 The earliest phase of occupation at Rehovot belongs to the Early 
Roman/Nabataean period (1st century BCE – 1st century CE). The caravanserai in 
the city center dates to the Early Roman period and may be one of the earliest 
buildings at the site. The city was reborn during the Byzantine period, when the 
Negev witnessed revitalization with the influx of pilgrim caravans and local 
traffic through the region. Excavators found no decorated or glazed Arab pottery 
from the eighth century CE onward at the site, indicating that abandonment of 
Rehovot occurred sometime shortly after 700 CE. 
Relationship to Security System 
 Rehovot-in-the-Negev has its origins in the Nabataean period developing 
only rudimentary defenses during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods. The 
city played an important role in the regional economy during the later periods as 
part of the network of the cities of the western Negev. 
 
 
TOLOHA 
Location and Identification  
 North of Bir Madhkur, at the junction of the Wadi et-Telah and Wadi es-
Sidre is the site of Toloha. The modern name of the site is Qasr et-Telah. 
History According to Ancient Sources 
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 The Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) includes Toloha in its list of cavalry 
units under the Dux Palaestina: “Ala Constantiana, Toloha”.599 The Beersheba 
Edict (6th century CE) also mentions Toloha in the context of a payment 
involving “Toloha, 15 solidi (gold coins)”.600  
Excavation and Survey History 
 One of the earliest accounts of Toloha comes from Musil, who drafted a 
schematic plan of the site.601 Other visitors to the site, such as Frank and Glueck, 
included Toloha in their surveys of the region.602 Glueck carried out a surface 
survey, recovering pottery and noting the visible architectural remains.603 
Excavation Results 
The main features of the fort suggest it may be a quadriburgium type c. 40 
x 40 m, similar to Bir Madhkur, Yotvata, and Mezad Tamar, which also have 
internal rooms surrounding a central courtyard. Traces of rooms adjacent to the 
interior of the east and north walls support the theory that Toloha also belongs to 
this group of forts in size and form.604  
The reservoir measuring c. 34 x 33m was identified east of the fort, fed by 
an aqueduct that extends from the Wadi et-Telah.605 Glueck found a similarly 
sized structure at Bir Madhkur, initially identifying it as a reservoir; however, 
                                                
599 Not. Dig. Oriens XXXIV, 34.  
600 Beersheva Edict Frag. V, Line 14.  
601 Musil 1907-1908: 209-214. 
602 Frank 1934: 213-215; Glueck 1935: 11-17.  
603 Glueck 1939: 149-150.  
604 Kennedy 2004, 214.  
605 Kennedy and Riley 1990, 207, fig. 158.  
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upon further inspection by Smith, the structure is more likely a military 
bathhouse. The reservoir found at Toloha may be a similar bathhouse, with an 
aqueduct directly feeding it from the wadi.  
The most distinctive feature of the site is the extensive field system 
covering an area of 1000 x 600m (c.60 ha.) northwest of the fort and reservoir.606 It 
has yet to be determined if the field system is contemporary to the fort and other 
structures; however if it is, the possible foodstuffs produced would be a valuable 
resource supplying troops garrisoned at the fort and other units nearby.  
Chronological Summary 
 A rough estimate for the date of the fort ranges from the early fourth 
century to the reign of the Emperor Anastasius (491-518 CE).607 Given the later 
references to the site in the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) and the Beersheva Edict 
(c. 6th century CE), the fort may have been initially constructed in the late 4th 
century with continued occupation into the 6th century. Glueck’s survey 
recovered only Nabataean pottery, but MacDonald recovered only Roman and 
later Umayyad pottery.608 The Nabataean pottery at Toloha may be attributed to 
the presence of an earlier unidentified Nabataean caravanserai at the site.  
Relationship to Security System 
                                                
606 Kennedy and Riley 1990, 207, fig. 158. 
607 Kennedy 2004: 214. 
608 MacDonald 1992. 
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Despite only minimal investigation of the site, the structures identified at 
Toloha indicate a large investment made there during the Nabataean and Roman 
periods. The literary evidence supports the function of the structure as a fort and 
garrison in the Late Roman period for the Ala Constantiana. Located in the 
northern Wadi Araba, the site likely provided security for traffic passing from 
the Via Nova around the Dead Sea either across the Negev or to the north.  
 
UPPER ZOHAR  
Location and Identification  
 The fortlet at Zohar is located on the plateau of a steep ridge flanked by 
two wadis on the north side of the ridge. It is situated on the route from the Wadi 
Araba to the western plateau of the Negev highlands, between Hatrurium and 
Arad. The fort also controlled access to the ridge that was the means of reaching 
the Roman and Byzantine road systems of the Negev highlands, en route from 
the Dead Sea region. The modern name for the site is “Rosh Zohar;” it now lies 
near the British Mandate Period police station at Ras ez-Zuweira.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
 There are no references made to the site at Upper Zohar in antiquity. The 
absence of remarks concerning the site supports interpretations that the structure 
at Upper Zohar functioned as a fortified caravanserai in the Byzantine period, 
with no connection to a formal military presence.  
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Excavation and Survey History 
 Upper Zohar is first mentioned as Khirbet Ghazza when it was initially 
visited by Alt in 1931. A few years later, the site appeared on the Map of Roman 
Palestine (1936) by Avi-Yonah, but it does not appear on his later Gazeteer of 
Roman Palestine (1976). The misidentification of Khirbet Ghazza, an Iron Age site 
opposite Ras es-Zuweira, with Upper Zohar (Rosh Zohar) was rectified with the 
creation of the British Mandate Map of Palestine (1938).609 The next reference to the 
fort at Upper Zohar was in Mordechai Gichon’s paper in Eretz Israel (12, 1975); it 
is referred to as ‘Sohar II’ in Gichon’s 1980 paper in Roman Frontier Studies XII.610 
The IAA conducted the first excavations at Upper Zohar (Mezad Zohar ‘Illit) in 
1985 and 1986.611  
Excavation Results 
Commanding the highest point on the northern end of the ridge, the fort is 
of medium size, 26 x 26m, with corner towers. It is not a perfect square, with 
unequal wall lengths and angles off alignment as a result of the need to optimize 
its position on the ridge. Harper noted that the orientation and size of the fort 
was adapted to account for the construction of the cistern where the bedrock 
could be penetrated, and that the southwest corner tower was placed in such a 
way as to utilize the highest point of the plateau.612 Constructed primarily of 
                                                
609 Harper 1995: 1.  
610 Gichon 1980. 
611 Harper 1985: 70. Harper 1986: 70-71.  
612 Harper 1995: 1. 
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chert, quarried from the nearby cliff outcrop on the wadi side southwest of the 
fort, the main walls (1-1.5m thick) had a rough facing on the interior and exterior, 
set in mud with a rubble core. The wall foundations were composed of small 
pebbles set in mud, within a shallow foundation trench.613  
 
Figure 3.27. Upper Zohar, Plan of the Byzantine Fort.614  
 
The corner towers were constructed on a foundation of smooth boulders, 
originally found on the surrounding hillside. The towers all vary in size (between 
1-1.5m off from 6m square), with the northwest corner tower angled off to the 
                                                
613 Harper 1995: 1. 
614 Harper 1995: 118, Fig. 2. 
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southeast several degrees. The internal tower chambers form an L-shape. The 
entrance in the northwest and northeast towers were through the north curtain 
wall, and access to the southeast tower was through the east curtain wall, similar 
to the southwest tower through the west curtain wall. Harper found evidence in 
the northern towers of an upper floor in the towers, despite a noticeable lack of 
roofing, tile or brick for vaulting. The absence of nails used with timber suggests 
that the towers were possibly tented.615  
 The roughly square plan of the fort enclosed a central courtyard (17m 
square) surrounded by casemate rooms. Excavation revealed that access to a wall 
walk was through two staircases formed by long pieces of chert cantilevered out 
from the wall, with the upper steps supported by a dry-stone wall.616 Internal 
buildings were found only on the east side of the fort. Initially three rooms were 
constructed, but the two wings went out of use and their walls reduced to the 
foundations, leaving only the central room (4 x 3m).617 The remaining room had a 
well-maintained plaster floor and bench against the south wall, possibly 
functioning as a chapel. High quality limestone was applied to several doorways 
and exterior corners of towers; the source of this limestone is unknown. 
The center cistern is round, measuring c. 4.0m with some evidence of 
vaulting for the roof remaining on the eastern edge. No runoff channels leading 
                                                
615 Harper 1995: 2 
616 Harper 1995: 2. 
617 Harper 1995: 2. 
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to the cistern were visible. The fort gate was located in the center of the west 
wall, only 2m wide. Excavation directly in front of the gateway uncovered a later 
addition extending from the southwest corner of the northwest tower, running 
parallel with the west fort wall before turning ninety-degrees and connecting at a 
point south of the gateway along the west wall.618 This feature may have 
functioned as an animal pen or shaded shelter in front of the gateway.  
Excavation of the towers, courtyard, and interior room yielded pottery 
dating to the 6th and 7th century CE, with a small amount from the 5th century CE, 
including Late Roman and local fine wares, cooking pots and coursewares.619 The 
pottery found at Upper Zohar is remarkably homogenous. A reexamination of 
the pottery by Magness, based on an assemblage from the earliest deposits, 
include types that do not predate the beginning of the 7th century, providing a 
terminus ante quem of the early 7th century for the construction of the fort.620 An 
early plaster floor contained one nummus of Honorius (393-395), two coins from 
Leo I (457-474), one coin of Zeno (5th c.), and two nummi belonging to the 5th – 6th 
centuries.621 Other numismatic finds consisted of 607 coins, which included 42 
closely-datable coins ranging from the late 4th to the first half of the 6th c. and an 
                                                
618 Harper 1995: 2. 
619 Harper 1995: 21. 
620 Magness 1999: 197.  
621 Harper 1995: 8 – 10.  
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increase in coins from the early 6th c. (from Justin I, 518-527 CE, and Justinian I, 
527-565 CE).622  
Chronological Summary 
All of the datable pottery and numismatic evidence recovered from Upper 
Zohar support a foundation date of the mid-6th century. Similar evidence, and 
chronologies, implies that -- like the fort at En Boqeq -- Upper Zohar also 
suffered at least one incidence of destruction by fire.623 Occupation at the site 
lasted only c. 100 years, with abandonment occurring sometime during the mid-
7th century CE. The absence of occupational collapse and destruction suggests 
that a major earthquake struck the Negev in the mid-7th century (636 CE) 
following the final abandonment of the site.624  
Relationship to Security System 
 The Byzantine fort at Upper Zohar is an interesting example of an effort to 
establish a small security presence without the instigation of the Roman 
administration. We simply do not know the party responsible for the erection of 
the fort at Upper Zohar, but there is a conspicuous lack of evidence to indicate it 
was through any formal Roman mechanism. The fort itself resembles that of a 
traditional quadriburgium, with a possible chapel added as a later feature. 
Regardless of who was responsible for the fort, it provided a secure point along 
                                                
622 Magness 2003: 196. 
623 Magness 1998: 292.  
624 Magness 1998: 292, At Upper Zohar the only victim claimed by the earthquake was a child, 
likely one of the squatters at the fort for temporary shelter.  
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the road from the Dead Sea toward Be’er Sheva or eventually Beth Guvrin. The 
fort was also constructed on a site without prior occupation in the Nabataean or 
Roman periods.  
 
YOTVATA  
Location and Identification  
One of the southern most forts in the Wadi Araba, the fort at Yotvata lies 
c. 40km north of modern Eilat/Aqaba (ancient Aila) on the Red Sea. The site is 
situated at the foot of a series of north-south hills on a flat stretch of land. The 
name of the site, and possible references to it, has led to a certain degree of 
confusion among scholars. The Roman fort is identified with the nearby spring at 
Yotvata (also the location of a modern kibbutz), possibly correlated with the 
Biblical oasis “Jotbathah, a land with brooks of water” (Deut. 10:7). The water 
provided by the oasis made the environs of Yotvata an ideal place for a 
settlement in the southern Wadi Araba. However, the ancient name of the Late 
Roman fort has yet to be established with certainty. The nearby 
Nabataean/Roman temple to the east of the fort is referred to in antiquity as the 
Temple to Diana (Ad Dianam) and may have been used as a place-name marker 
for references to the fort while it was occupied in the Late Roman period.  
History According to Ancient Sources 
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 There are no ancient written sources that directly refer to the Late Roman 
fort at Yotvata. The adjacent Temple to Diana, originally constructed in the 
Nabataean period was known as late as the 5th century CE, when it is depicted on 
the Tabula Peutingeriana (Peutinger Table or Map), a Byzantine itinerarium. The 
map dates to the 5th century CE, indicating that the fort and temple may have 
briefly been contemporary to each other, and the fort therefore may have been 
simply referenced in antiquity by its relative proximity to the well-known 
Temple to Diana.  
Excavation and Survey History 
The fort sustained severe damage in 1958 as the result of an oil pipeline 
cutting a large trench through the center of the fort, partially destroying the 
north and south curtain walls. Z. Meshel of Tel Aviv University performed initial 
trial soundings throughout the site in 1975-1976. Excavations at the fort were 
renewed from 2003 – 2007 under the direction of G. Davies of Florida 
International University and J. Magness of University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill. The renewed project explored six areas within the fort in addition to 
excavation of the associated bath complex.  
Excavation Results 
The layout of the fort conforms to the typical quadriburgium style (c. 40 x 
40m), a nearly square core with four projecting towers set toward the cardinal 
directions.  
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Figure 3.28. Yotvata, view from ridge west of fort (British Mandate period  
police station in center of east side of fort) (photo by author).  
 
Basal courses (up to a height of 1.4m) of the outer walls were made of 
large fieldstones with a mudbrick superstructure above. The majority of stones 
used in the fort were rough blocks fitted into place with small stones, with the 
exception of Nabataean cut-ashlar stones used in more specific architecture 
functions (corners, gates, doorways, etc.).  The exposed exterior of the curtain 
walls were irregular fieldstones and plastered.  
The interior of the fort was composed of rooms set against the fort walls, 
surrounding a central courtyard. Entrance to the fort was through an arched 
main gate (c. 2 m) at the center of the eastern wall, and through a postern gate 
(0.8 m wide preserved to a height of 1.8 m) in the south wall, adjacent to the 
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southwest corner tower. Red painted plaster covered the exterior of the postern 
doorframe. Excavation directly inside the main gate uncovered an iron object 
that may have been the gate’s locking mechanism and twenty-four nails 
associated with burnt patches, the charred remains of the double-leaf doors that 
stood in the gateway, were found together on the surface of the earliest Roman 
floor.625 A drain was also found running under the same Roman floor from the 
entrance corridor out of the main gate.626 
Inside the main gate, a semi-circular niche (1.4 m wide, 0.7 m deep) was 
cut into the east curtain wall. A large Greek ostracon was found in the fill of the 
niche. Directly in front of the niche, a rectangular stone platform was constructed 
of reused Nabataean ashlars, with a step in the western front side of the 
platform. Two piers on benches were built, north (stone) and south (mudbrick) of 
the platform.  
Several rooms along the curtain walls were excavated. Remnants of 
hearths were found in several rooms, along with small stake-holes in one 
southern room possibly for a cooking installation. The interior walls were 
constructed of mudbrick on stone socles. Three staircases were located in all of 
the three excavated corners of the fort; a fourth can be assumed to lie in the 
unexcavated northeast corner.  
                                                
625 Davies and Magness 2007: 2 
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Excavation near the postern gate revealed seventeen large stone steps, seven in 
situ and the remainder fallen as the result of earthquake damage. 
                                                         
 
Figure 3.29. Yotvata, postern gate and collapsed staircase (photo by author). 
 
Two sets of stairs were at either end of a mudbrick central platform, 
accessible from the corridor along the west wall. Another staircase was identified 
in front of the southeast corner tower adjacent to a small open courtyard, where 
two bottom steps turned at a right angle into the courtyard. The lower steps were 
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cut stone blocks with upper steps possibly constructed of wood continuing 
higher. The top of the in situ northwest corner staircase was uncovered, but the 
remainders of the steps were not fully excavated; however, its location almost 
mirrors that of the southwest corner stairs.  
 Approximately 60m east of the fort is a bath complex. Excavations have 
revealed a caldarium, tepidarium, a vaulted tile praefurnium, hot tub, and a thickly 
plastered cold plunge bath. Entrance to the bathhouse was from the east, marked 
by a paved courtyard of cut stones and covered with plaster. The more elaborate 
nature and large size of the bathhouse do not follow the standard reihentyp 
military bathhouse, indicating it may have served a more diverse group of 
patrons.627  
In 1985, a modern water pipe running directly in front of the eastern side 
of the fort burst, exposing a Latin inscription. The block measures roughly 0.80 m 
(h) by 1.00 m (w); the interior face of the stone depicts a tabula ansata measuring 
0.67 m (h) by 0.58 m (w).628 The block was not found in situ, but lying near the 
main gate of the fort; it refers to a Tetrarchic fort established by Priscus, praeses of 
Palaestina, known from an inscription at Caesarea Maritima. 629  The full 
inscription originally included 19 lines preserved in generally good condition 
                                                
627 Davies and Magness 2006: 3 
628 Roll 1989: 239 (fn #1). Following the discovery of the inscription the block was turned over to 
the current excavator of the site at the time, Zev Meshel who employed Dr. Israel Roll of Tel Aviv 
University to read the inscription. His publication in English, which is used in this research, is an 
extension and elaboration of the original Hebrew article published by I. Roll and Z. Meshel in EI 
19 (1987) Pp. 248-265.  
629 Lehman and Holum 2000: 49, 51-52. 
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with the exception of Line 3, and portions of Lines 8 and 9, which were 
deliberated removed in ancient times.630  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to the central inscription, the years of the tabula ansata include the 
“numerous vows for the twenty-year and forty-year jubilees”.631 There has been 
some disagreement regarding the interpretation of Line 6 [alam c(um) osti<o> 
constituerunt], which Roll interprets as “erected the wing with the gate”. In this 
instance, alam is translated as “wing” or “aisle” of a building, and ostio then 
translated as gate or entrance.632 The word alam can also be interpreted as ala (in 
the accusative), the term for a Late Roman auxiliary cavalry unit.633 The name of 
the cavalry unit is then “ala Costia” the cavalry unit of Costia, however the name 
                                                
630 Roll 1989: 239; Fig. 1. Roll established the approximate date of the inscription to fall sometime 
between March 1, 291 and May 1 305, based on date when M. Flavius Valerius Constantius and 
C. Galerius Valerius Maximianus received the title “Caesar” (Roll 1989: 243-244).  
631 Roll 1989: 241. References to the twenty and forty-year jubilees helped to perpetuate imperial 
propaganda by commemorating the completion of, or sometimes aspirations for, ten (vota 
decennalia) or twenty-year (vota vicennalia) cycles of imperial rule (Roll 1989: 250-251). 
632 Roll 1989: 245. 
633 Vegetius, Epit, 2. 13. 
Perpetuae paci 
Diocletianus Augus(tus) et 
[[Maximianus Augus(tus et)]] 
Constantius et Maximianus 
nobilissimi Caesar<e>s 
alam c(um) osti<o> constituerunt 
per providential(m) Prisci 
pr(a)esidis [[[provinciae]]] 
[[[?Syriae Palaestinae?]]] 
 
 
For perpetual peace,  
Diocletian Augustus and  
Maximian Augustus and  
Constantius and Maximianus 
the most noble Caesars 
erected the wing with the gate,  
by care of Priscus 
the governor of the province 
of ? Syria Palaestina ? 
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ala Costia does not appear in references to a Roman military unit.634 Benjamin 
Isaac proposes that “alam c(um) osti<o>” is a severe abbreviation for “ala 
Constantiana” [Co(n)s(tan)tia(nam)] referred to in the Notitia (c. 400 CE) as 
stationed at the fort of Toloha (et-Tlah), also in the Wadi Araba.635 While 
discussion may continue regarding the interpretation of the inscription, whether 
it refers to an architectural building “wing” or a “wing” as a cavalry unit, the 
date of the inscription stands firm as a piece of Tetrarchic propaganda of 
imperial power. An inscription uncovered at the nearby fort at Gharandal, 
similarly located over the entrance to the main gate, follows the same style and 
provides nearly identical information. Both forts are referred to as built for the 
perpetual peace of the tetrarchy and built under the provinence of Priscus the 
provincial governor.   
Chronological Summary 
The discovery of the Latin inscription at the fort attributed construction of 
the site to Tetrarchic foundation, as part of Diocletian’s build up of the military, 
coinciding with the transfer of Legio X Fretensis from Jerusalem to Aila at the end 
of the 3rd century CE. However, after excavation of the fort, ceramic and 
numismatic evidence suggest that three major occupation phases were identified: 
Late Roman (second half of the 4th century CE), Byzantine (5th century CE), and 
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Early Islamic (7th to the early 8th centuries CE).636 Evidence in the form of pottery 
and coins dating to either the Emperor Valentinian I or Valens was found on the 
lowest layers of occupation, initially suggesting that the fort was built during 
their reigns. 637 However, given the discovery of the almost identical inscription 
at Gharandal another reevaluation may be in order. It is possible that following 
the erection of the fort during the Tetrarchy renovations at the time of the 
Emperor Valentinian I or Valens may have cleared the preexisting floors and 
occupational debris down to a sterile surface before initiating renovations 
including new floors.  
The first phase ended with widespread destruction by fire found 
throughout the fort, possibly coinciding with the revolt (c. 375-378 CE) of the 
Saracens led by Queen Mavia against Rome.638 Sozomen comments that Queen 
Mavia also targeted an attack on the eastern route to Egypt, exactly where 
Yotvata lies between Arabia and Egypt.639 Following the destruction and orderly 
abandonment of the fort during the initial phase of occupation, the earthquake of 
419 CE further destroyed the vacated fort with the collapse of the walls and 
internal staircases. Phase two represents the brief Byzantine occupation on top of 
the collapsed Late Roman levels.640 In the final phase (three) of occupation 
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during the Early Islamic period, the structure sustained domestic occupation, 
possibly in conjunction with the Islamic settlement at Aila.641  
One hundred and twenty-one identifiable coins were found; they include 
1 Ptolemaic, 2 Nabataean issues, 3 issues of Probus (276-82), 4 Tetrarchic (284-
305), 50 from the reign of Constantine I (306-337), and 59 from the sons of 
Constantine (337-361); the latest two were from the Valentinianic Dynasty (364-
378).642 It is important to note that while the ceramic and stratigraphic evidence 
supports two later occupational phases in the Byzantine and Islamic phases, no 
coins were found post-dating the 4th century CE.  
The ceramic evidence consisted of a very small sample of datable 
imported fine wares in good contexts, limited to African Red Slip Ware Forms 
50B (c. 350-400/420) and Form 61A (c.325-40/420).643 The presence of coins 
dating as late as the 360’s CE found in sealed contexts on the earliest floors in all 
areas of the fort provides a terminus ante quem of the mid-4th century for the 
foundation date.644  
Relationship to Security System 
 The Late Roman fort at Yotvata lies at the southern extent of the western 
Wadi Araba. Early structures in the vicinity immediate of Yotvata include the 
Temple to Diana and the nearby fortlet of ‘En Yotvata from the Nabataean period 
                                                
641 Davies and Magness 2011: 479.  
642 Davies and Magness 2011: 475. 
643 Davies and Magness 2011: 476, based on Hayes 1972: 68-73, 100-107. 
644 Davies and Magness 2011: 476. 
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followed by construction of the Tetrarchic fort and bathhouse from the late 
third/early fourth centuries. The location of the site along the western road 
through the Araba provided travelers with a secure stopping point with 
accessibility to water. By far the most important aspect of the site is the oasis, 
which ensured any possibility of habitation in the harsh desert climate. The Late 
Roman fort at Yotvata also provides an example of continued reorganization of 
the Roman army presence as part of the reforms instituted during the Tetrarchy.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 
THE CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNAL  
SECURITY SYSTEM IN THE NEGEV 
 
Roman Security in the Negev  
The archaeological evidence for the Roman military presence in the Negev 
suggests that the army played a crucial role in maintaining the infrastructure 
vital to provincial economic aims. Through an analysis of the preexisting 
Nabataean infrastructure patterns it seems clear the degree to which the Romans 
utilized this established network when they took control of the region. During 
the early 1st millennium CE security measures in the Negev focused on the 
construction of defensible structures along the road and trade networks and at 
strategically advantageous sites.   
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Table 4.1. Chronological distribution of sites. 
0	   1	   2	   3	   4	  En	  Yotvata	  
Arad	  Horvat	  ‘Uza	  Mezad	  Be’er	  Menuha	  
Mo’a	  	  Horvat	  Qazra	  Mezad	  Nahal	  Neqarot	  
Mezad	  Sha’ar	  Ramon	  Horvat	  Haluqiam	  	  Horvat	  DaDit	  	  
Mezad	  Ma’ale	  Mahmal	  Qasr	  Wadi	  et-­‐Tayyiba	  Gharandal	  
Be'er	  Sheva	  Aila	  Mezad	  Sayif	  	  
Rogem	  SaDir	  	  Horvat	  SaDir	  	  Mezad	  SaDir	  	  
Oboda	  Horvat	  Bor	  Mezad	  Hazeva	  
Mezad	  Tamar	  Mampsis	  	  Be'er	  Shema	  
Praesidium	  	  Bir	  Madhkur	  Toloha	  	  
Be'er	  Sheva	  Yotvata	  Mezad	  Yeroham	  
Shivta	  Nessana	  Rehovot-­‐in-­‐the-­‐Negev	  
Elusa	  Ein	  Boqeq	  Upper	  Zohar	  
CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SITES!
Phase	  I	  Phase	  II	  Phase	  III	  Phase	  IV	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 Four distinct phases characterize the development of internal security in 
the Negev during these centuries. The first phase is confined to the Nabataean 
period (3rd century BCE – early 2nd century CE). This forms the basis for 
subsequent phases. The next phase occurs during the Early Roman period (early 
2nd – late 3rd century CE) and closely follows the Nabataean system in site 
distribution and function. Changes begin in the third phase, during the Late 
Roman period (late 3rd – mid 4th centuries CE), when the system is completely 
reorganized and takes on a more military character. In the final Byzantine phase 
(5th – 7th centuries CE), minor renovations are made to the Late Roman system 
along with the securing of the western Negev towns.  
Phase 1: Nabataean Period (3rd century BCE – early 2nd century CE) 
The region of the Negev served as a thoroughfare for different groups 
since its earliest history. Ancient routes crossed the Negev during the Bronze and 
Iron Age establishing the region as an important link between Egypt and the rest 
of the Near East.645 Control over the trade network spanning the Negev came 
under the control of the Nabataeans during late 2nd – early 1st century BCE as 
they gained a hold over the entire Arabian-Mediterranean trade system.646  In the 
Nabataean period, trade and therefore transportation on the network of 
                                                
645 On the Sinai as a bridge from Egypt to the Levant see Bergoffen 1991; On the Iron Age see 
Cohen 1978 and Finkelstein 1988.  
646 Ward 2008: 144. For in-depth background on early development of Nabataean trade network, 
Crawford 2003 provides an extensive bibliography on Nabataean studies.  
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highways radiated outward from Petra to Syria, Egypt, the Red Sea, and 
Mediterranean coast.647  
                                                
647 Erickson-Gini and Israel 2013: 24. 
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Map 4.1. Distribution of Phase 1 sites. 
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Twenty-nine sites are associated with the Nabataean infrastructure (Phase 
1) that provided the basis for regional internal security. Sites in this period are 
clustered in four groups: in a line across the northern edge of the Negev, in an 
arc from the northern Wadi Araba around the southwestern edge of the Dead 
Sea/Negev Highlands, along a north-south axis through the Wadi Araba, and 
along the Incense Route diagonally from the middle of the Wadi Araba 
continuing around the Ramon Crater toward the Mediterranean coast. The upper 
line includes four sites from east to west: Horvat ‘Uza, Tel Arad, Tel Be’er Sheva, 
and Be’er Shema. The group of sites along the north-south axis of the Wadi 
Araba extends from the Gulf of the Red Sea beginning with the Nabataean city of 
Aila, then continuing north to include Horvat Dafit, En Yotvata, Gharandal, Qa’a 
es Sa’idiyeen, Mezad Be’er Menuha, Qasr Wadī et-Tayyiba, and Toloha. The 
primary artery of sites in the Nabataean period is concentrated along the Incense 
Route from Petra to the Mediterranean coast. Beginning at Petra, sites along this 
line include Mo’a, Horvat Qazra, Mezad Neqarot, Sha’ar Ramon, Mezad 
Mahmal, and Avdat. The Incense Route continues on to the Mediterranean ports, 
primarily at Gaza but this line of sites also includes a group of Nabataean towns 
in the northwestern Negev, which include Shivta, Nessana (Nitzana), Rehovot-
in-the-Negev, and Elusa. A fourth group of sites consists of a cluster of five sites 
in the northeastern Negev, including the Nabataean city of Mampsis, and the 
fortified sites of Horvat Bor, Horvat Safir, Mezad Tamar, and Mezad Hazeva. 
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Diverting along the western edge of the Wadi Araba towards the central Negev 
highlands they form a western artery of the Wadi Araba route by way of Mezad 
Hazeva. Mampsis, as a prosperous Nabataean city likely served as a nexus point 
for crossing between the various network lines between the north, the Incense 
Route, Wadi Araba, and the cluster of Nabataean towns in the northwest.  
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Map 4.2. Phase 1 sites along primary and secondary routes.  
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The distribution of sites is divided between structures identified as 
caravanserais (12), forts (3), towns (6), and structures of an indeterminate nature 
(8). The most numerous of the twenty-nine structures surveyed are caravanserai, 
41% of the overall group. These twelve structures are distributed throughout 
region on each of the network lines, composing the majority of structures along 
the Nabataean Incense Route and the Wadi Araba networks. The term 
caravanserai loosely refers to those structures which follow a very basic 
courtyard style building in which a central square(ish) open courtyard is 
surrounded by rooms along the interior. This type of building has a long 
tradition in the Near East appearing in the Iron Age and continuing to be used 
through the Islamic period. The basic design, when size permitted, allows for 
animals to be kept in the open courtyard for protection from predators and 
banditry, surrounded by individual rooms for multifunctional use as storage 
spaces, sleeping quarters, kitchens, or for minor industrial activities. These 
components made the caravanserai an ideal building type to be erected along the 
trade and communication routes throughout the sparsely populated Negev 
between Petra and the western towns. The defensive nature of these structures is 
confined to protection from the elements and raiders along the caravan routes. 
The structures themselves could in no way resist a serious attack by hostile 
forces.  
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Table 4.2. Phase 1 distribution of sites by type. 
 
The sites included in the group of large caravanserais are Mo’a (40 x 40 
m), Mampsis (50 x 25 m), Arad (20 x 50 m), Be’er Sheva (30.8 x 32.5 m). Of the 
mid-range size there are four structures consisting of Wadi et-Tayyiba (24 x 23 
m), Horvat Dafit (24 x 18 m), Mezad Be’er Menuha (21 x 18.5 m), and Mezad 
Nahal Neqarot (17 x 12). Smaller scale structures are found at ‘En Yotvata (12.5 x 
12.5 m) and Mezad Ma’ale Mahmal (c. 7 x 7 m) both in the southern Wadi Araba.  
The large caravanserai (40 x 40 m) at Mo’a functioned alongside the 
adjacent fort during the 1st – 2nd centuries CE. Nabataean painted pottery found 
in excavation of the structures indicate a 1st century CE foundation with a later 
phase of renovation in the early 2nd century CE at which time the bath-complex is 
added to the building. Use of this type of building as a resting station along the 
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Incense Route became a standard practice by the 1st century CE, however Mo’a 
exhibits a slightly higher investment in facilities for such a site. The construction 
of the fort and the caravanserai in addition to a large pool complex all suggest 
that Mo’a may have maintained a higher volume of traffic from travelers and 
merchants along the route. Located at the beginning of the diagonal section of 
the Incense Route where it crosses the Negev, Mo’a may have been a stopping 
point for traffic from the south coming from Aila and the Red Sea, from the east 
at Petra, and from the north on the route from the northern Negev/Dead Sea 
region.  
In the north, the large caravanserai at Arad and Be’er Sheva are situated 
on top of important earlier tel sites. At Arad the earlier robust Hellenistic tower 
was abandoned in the Nabataean/Early Roman period (late 1st century BCE – 
early 1st century CE) in favor of a large rectangular courtyard building (25 x 50 
m) on top of the former tower in the southwestern portion of the tel. There is a 
significant transition in the occupation of the site from the Hellenistic to 
Nabataean/Early Roman period in which the defensive nature of the strongly- 
constructed Hellenistic tower is abandoned for a large but less easily defensible 
courtyard building in the early 1st century CE. At this time plastered storage 
pools and troughs from the Iron Age were renovated and used in conjunction 
with the caravanserai. Evidence for the dating of these structures comes from 
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pottery found on the floor of the caravanserai and two Greek ostraca, all 
belonging to approximately 1st century CE.  
The caravanserai (50 X 25 m) at Mampsis lies beyond the northern edge of 
the city. The rectangular building is composed of a long central courtyard 
flanked by narrow rooms or corridors on the western and northern sides with 
banks of smaller rooms along the eastern and southern walls. The earliest part of 
the structure is in the northern wing where arches spanned the room interior. At 
a later stage of renovation pilasters were added to support the arches along the 
eastern and western walls. Excavation of the structure uncovered pottery from 
the Nabataean period this included both plain and painted Nabataean pottery 
and lamps datable to the 1st century BCE. Pottery from the later stage of 
renovation dates to the Early Roman period found mainly in the eastern wing.  
Occupation of the tel at Be’er Sheva during the Nabataean/Early Roman 
period consisted of courtyard building and bathhouse dated to the 1st century 
BCE – 1st century CE. Similar to the situation at Tel Arad, the formally defensive 
nature of the site was no longer maintained, and the city walls were not 
renovated during the Hellenistic period and by the 1st century BCE only a 
fraction of the site was in use as a caravanserai building with large pools (as seen 
also at Mo’a).  
The largest of the mid-range caravanserais is Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba a 
square courtyard structure measuring 24 x 23 m located in the eastern-central 
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Wadi Araba. While the site has not been thoroughly excavated, survey work has 
revealed significant amounts of Nabataean and Early Roman pottery at the site 
characteristic of the 1st century CE. South of Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba at Be’er 
Menuha a medium sized caravanserai (21 x 18.5 m) occupied the site during the 
Nabataean period in the 1st century BCE – 1st century CE. The presence of 
Nabataean painted pottery, a Nabataean inscription, and coins from Nabataean 
kings ranging from Aretas II (c. 100 BCE) to Rabbel II (70 – 106 CE). Also in the 
Wadi Araba, south of Be’er Menuha at Horvat Dafit the earliest building at the 
site is a semi-square courtyard building measuring 24 x 18 m. Excavation of the 
earliest floors from the interior of the structure yielded material from the initial 
phase of construction consisting of distinct Nabataean painted pottery as well as 
coins of Aretas IV (9 BCE – 40 CE) all belonging to the 1st century CE. In this 
same group of medium sized caravanserais is the Nabataean rectangular 
courtyard building (17 x 12 m) at Mezad Neqarot, located in the group along the 
Incense Route in central Negev. The structure follows the same pattern of 
construction as at Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba, Horvat Dafit, and Be’er Menuha. All 
four buildings have central courtyards surrounded by rooms in a square or 
rectangular plan. Similar to the other caravanserais excavation at Mezad Neqarot 
yielded more painted Nabataean pottery and coins (Aretas IV  (9BCE – 40CE) 
and Malichus II (40-70 CE). The medium sized caravanserais all reach their main 
period of occupation in the 1st century CE. 
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An additional small caravanserai-type building is included in this group. 
At ‘En Yotvata a small two-story square building constructed in the 1st century 
BCE lies along the road from the Gulf of the Red Sea at Aila north through the 
Wadi Araba. Excavation of the building yielded pottery consistent with the Late 
Hellenistic and Early Roman period, solidifying a 1st century CE initial 
construction date. The plan of the building differs from that of the medium 
caravanserais, instead of a structure with a central courtyard surrounded by 
interior rooms ‘En Yotvata is composed of a small 12 x 12 m two-story building 
with an attached exterior courtyard. Despite the difference in the architectural 
arrangement of the structure it posses the same elements that would have made 
it functionally appealing for use as a caravanserai, supporting travelers and 
merchants along the southern artery of the Wadi Araba route. Unlike many of 
the other sites included in this project, ‘En Yotvata is not occupied in the 
following Roman period. Destruction by an earthquake in the 2nd century CE 
likely served as the catalyst for abandonment of the building, opting for the 
construction of entirely new structures in the later Diocletianic period.  
Evidence from Mezad Hazeva and Nessana suggest that the structures 
occupying these sites in the Nabataean period were most likely caravanserai. The 
Nabataean remains at Mezad Hazeva belong to a succession of buildings at the 
site beginning in the Iron Age. Excavation directly beneath the Roman fort 
yielded a layer with Nabataean storage jars dating to the 1st century CE. The 46 x 
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46 m fortress constructed during the Roman period likely followed a similar plan 
originating in the Nabataean period. The Roman fortress either incorporated 
portions of the Nabataean structure into the fortress or dismantled the majority 
of the earlier structure to use for building materials in the construction of the 
fortress and cavalry/bath complex. Similar to the situation at Mezad Hazeva, 
directly beneath the Later Roman fortress at Nessana are the remains of the 
earliest fortress at the site. Several walls of an approximately square structure 
with corner towers were in some places incorporated into the Later Roman and 
Byzantine building or used as construction materials. Ceramics found in 
association with the early fortress date the structure to the 2nd century BCE when 
it likely functioned as a fortified caravanserai in the western Negev.  
In addition to this group of sites with defined plans are the partial remains 
of a structure at Mezad Ma’ale Mahmal. A square courtyard building of 
indeterminate size with a block of rooms surrounding a central courtyard lies 
near the later fort along the Nabataean Incense Route in the central Wadi Araba. 
Excavation of two rooms down to the natural bedrock revealed Nabataean 
painted pottery and other ceramics indicative of occupation spanning the mid-1st 
century to 2nd century CE. Evidence of earthquake damage here resembles that at 
‘En Yotvata, suggesting the reason for abandonment in the 2nd century CE.   
The second group of sites is characterized as “forts” and includes 
structures of a definite fortified nature as well as architectural remains directly 
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beneath later Roman fortified structures. Three sites compose this group: Horvat 
‘Uza, Mo’a, and Horvat Qazra. Structures characterized as a fort represent only 
10% of the total number of structures in Phase I. The largest of these structures is 
Horvat ‘Uza in the northern Negev measuring 33 x 42 m with a 4 x 4 m 
projecting tower incorporated from the earlier Iron Age structure. The Hellenistic 
fort at Horvat ‘Uza belongs to the 3rd – 2nd centuries BCE, a renovation and 
reduction in size from the even earlier Israelite (7th – 6th centuries BCE) fort 
occupying the site. The Hellenistic renovations show the fort emerging out of a 
period of abandonment along with ceramic evidence marking occupation in this 
phase.  
One of the earliest structures from this period – whether caravanserai, 
forts, or towns comes from Mo’a. The small fortress (17 x 17 m) situated on the 
plateau at Mo’a is a typical courtyard style structure with rooms orientated 
around a central courtyard without any towers. This is the earliest stage of 
occupation at Mo’a with the construction of the fort tied to the Nabataean 
Incense Route. This first stage is marked by lamps and juglets characteristic of 
the 3rd – 2nd centuries BCE along with coins of Ptolemy III (246-221 BCE). A 
second stage of renovations in virtually all rooms throughout the fort dates to the 
1st century BCE until the early 2nd century CE based on the traditional Nabataean 
painted pottery as well as other contemporary lamps, cooking pots, and coins of 
several Nabataean kings from the 1st century BCE – 1st century CE. Construction 
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of the adjacent caravanserai occurred during the second phase of the fortress in 
the 1st century CE.  
The smallest of the defensive structures confirmed from the Nabataean 
period comes from Horvat Qazra in the central Negev. The original structure at 
the site dates to the Nabataean period. A small fortlet or tower (5.5 x 5 m) 
constructed in c. 1st century CE lies directly beneath the later 2nd century 
construction which simply renovated the original building by adding to it. 
Horvat Qazra lies on the Nabataean Incense Route serving as one of the smaller 
stops along the route between the Wadi Araba and the Western Negev.  
The third group consists of sites that are already established as Nabataean 
towns or are the locations of future towns, their proto-urban form being 
indicated by the incidence of multiple structures. There are six towns included in 
this group representing 21% of the sites in this phase: Aila, Mampsis, Oboda, 
Elusa, Shivta, and Rehovot (-in-the-Negev). All six towns formed part of the 
Nabataean Incense Route and provided centralized points for trade, agriculture, 
and industry.  
Aila emerged as a Nabataean settlement in the 1st century BCE in the same 
area as the later Roman city. Strabo refers to Aila as a city (polis) by the early 1st 
century CE, and shortly thereafter it is noted by Pliny the Elder (23-79 CE) when 
he mentions Aila (Aelana) as a Red Sea port.648 In the later 1st century CE 
                                                
648 Strabo Geo 16.2.30; Pliny NH 5. 12.  
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Josephus also mentions the city (Eloth) on the Red Sea in relation to the Egyptian 
port of Berenice.649 Archaeological evidence for the Nabataean occupation lies in 
much the same area as the Roman settlement. Surface pottery found throughout 
the areas surveyed and excavated by the Roman Aqaba project exposed 
significant quantities of distinctive Nabataean painted fine wares dated to the 
mid-1st century CE. Excavation uncovered portions of four mudbrick domestic 
structures built on cobblestone or deep mudbrick foundations. Pottery associated 
dated the Nabataean/Early Roman period along with coins from the late 
1st/early 2nd century CE.  
The western towns of the Negev, Elusa and Rehovot, became centers for 
commerce supported by the Incense Route passing through from Petra to the 
Mediterranean Sea. At Elusa the Nabataean foundations for the earliest 
occupation of the city consist of at least one identified courtyard style house and 
an abundance of Nabataean style architectural elements found in the earliest 
layers of the eastern part of the city dating to the late 2nd – 1st centuries BCE. 
Elusa is mentioned in biblical texts but does not appear in references again until 
the mid-2nd century CE when Ptolemy includes the city in his Geography.650 
Similarly, at Rehovot excavation of the city center yielded a Nabataean 
caravanserai building along with other residential structures with their 
associated Nabataean painted pottery dating to the 1st century BCE – 1st century 
                                                
649 Josephus AJ 8.163. 
650 1 Samuel 30; Joshua 15: 31, 19: 5; Enslin 1972: 72 (Book of Judith); Ptolemy Geo 5. 16. 10. 
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CE. At the core of both of these towns there is evidence of courtyard style 
buildings, most likely multi-functional in nature that provide the basis for the 
development of these towns.  
The earliest evidence for occupation at Shivta suggests a Nabataean 
settlement of the 1st century BCE. Even in this phase the site did not lie directly 
on any trade route or intersection along the road network. Excavation of the 
Byzantine city exposed portions of the earlier Nabataean settlement directly 
beneath the later city. The southern part of the city contains the oldest Nabataean 
remains, where the Byzantine South Church was erected over a Nabataean cultic 
site. Excavators assume that the organization of the site resembled that of 
Mampsis where the houses developed as individual clusters of buildings 
organized around courtyards. Pottery from the residential and cultic buildings is 
datable to the 1st century BCE – CE.  
Mampsis developed as a Nabataean town first based around a 
conglomeration of individual private homes beginning in the late 1st century BCE 
– 1st century CE. The unwalled Nabataean town is estimated at 10 acres divided 
amongst roughly twenty residential units. Mampsis possessed minor defensive 
facilities in the form of towers surrounding the town. Part of this system may 
include Building XIV a proposed small fortress in the southeastern corner of the 
site. One of the large courtyard buildings (Building I) has been coined the 
‘palace’ or ‘governor’s house’ as the largest house during this period. Other 
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houses during this period include a house fitted with stables (Building XI) and a 
large mansion (Building XII). In addition to other public structures, residents 
constructed a bathhouse, public reservoir, and market complex. Excavators of the 
site noted the high quality of the domestic architecture not seen in the other 
Nabataean towns of the Negev during this period.  
The fourth group is comprised of eight sites that have evidence of a 
Nabataean presence beneath the Roman layers of occupation, although in these 
cases the exact architectural nature of the Nabataean structures cannot be 
determined. Sites included in this group represent 28% of the total number of 
structures in this phase, they are: Horvat Safir, Mezad Sha’ar Ramon, Horvat Bor, 
Be’er Shema, Toloha, Gharandal, Mezad Tamar, and Mezad Yeroham. Very 
minor evidence for occupation in the Nabataean period at Horvat Safir is found 
just beyond the later Roman remains. Excavation of the Roman fortlet exposed 
the remains of the earlier remains of walls and floors from a Nabataean structure. 
Pottery found associated with these architectural remains date to the 1st century 
CE.  
Evidence found at Sha’ar Ramon shows that the earliest phase beneath the 
Roman fort consists of a courtyard building with a similar plan. The earlier 
building, likely a caravanserai, exists at least partially if not completely under the 
later Roman structure, a towerless courtyard (32 x 31 m) fort with multiple 
wings. Like other such buildings along the Incense Route the Nabataean 
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presence at Sha’ar Ramon is characterized by Nabataean painted pottery and 
coins belonging to the late 1st century BCE – 1st century CE. At Horvat Bor the 
Roman fort is preceded by a Nabataean presence on the site of an unknown 
architectural type. The fortified courtyard building in the Roman period may 
follow the plan of an earlier Nabataean caravanserai. Evidence for occupation at 
the site is limited to Nabataean painted pottery found across the site and not 
limited to contexts within the fort complex.  
The initial construction of the Roman fortress at Mezad Tamar dates to the 
late 3rd century CE, however there is an abundance of Nabataean pottery at the 
site and its environs. Excavators found cut stone distinctive of Nabataean 
architecture used in the construction of the Late Roman fort. In the areas 
immediately surrounding the fort Nabataean pottery was found in layers of ash 
and debris, concentrated against the southeast curtain wall. This concentration of 
debris and ash contained a coin of John Hyrcanus (134-104 BCE). Excavation 
beneath the eastern tower yielded a layer of occupation from the Nabataean 
period but no other parts of the fort have been excavated to similar levels. The 
structure associated with the mass of Nabataean pottery found around the site 
and the Nabataean masonry most likely lies beneath or adjacent to the Roman 
fortress. No estimates can be made for the size of such a building but given the 
location of Mezad Tamar it likely possessed features and functions of a 
caravanserai.  
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Three other sites possess evidence of varying levels of Nabataean 
occupation without any defined architecture directly associated with occupation 
during this period. In the Wadi Araba, survey work surrounding the later 
structural remains from the Roman period at Toloha indicates occupation in the 
Nabataean period even if not directly beneath the later remains. Nabataean 
painted pottery found by Glueck in his survey of the site suggests a possible 
earlier Nabataean building such as a caravanserai in the vicinity of the Roman 
site. Further south in the Wadi Araba, at Gharandal, Nabataean and Early 
Roman pottery from the 1st century BCE – 1st century CE found in survey work 
around the site suggests an earlier Nabataean presence beneath the Roman fort 
or nearby. There are no literary references to Toloha and Gharandal in the 
Hellenistic and Nabataean periods. This should not be surprising considering 
there is very little tangible evidence for extensive occupation at either site during 
this time.  
In the western Negev the situation at Be’er Shema is similar to Gharandal 
and Toloha. Survey work in the environs of Be’er Shema yielded painted 
Nabataean pottery indicative of the 1st century BCE – 1st century CE, however no 
architectural remains have been found attributed to this period. A literary 
reference to the site is made slightly later in the mid-2nd century when Claudius 
Ptolemy (c. 90 – 168 CE) notes the location of ‘Berzama’ in his Geography. The 
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ceramic and literary evidence therefore imply a Nabataean presence of some 
degree at Be’er Shema prior to the Roman occupation of the site.  
Phase 1 represents the initial Nabataean investment of security within the 
Negev. These structures appear to have been erected under the administration of 
the state in the Nabataean period and may have housed small units of the royal 
army. Alternatively, the state investment at this time may have been restricted to 
the construction of the structures, with private individuals, communities or 
concerned groups, such as merchants maintaining them, with a state 
representative for administration delegated in each case to carry out  tasks such 
as collecting taxes. The distinguishing characteristic of this period is the use of 
caravanserais as the main architectural element associated with regional security. 
The distribution of these sites clearly is not random as concentrations are found 
along the road/trade networks, specifically aligned with the Incense Route and 
road networks radiating from trade centers such as Petra and Aila.  
The Nabataean security system was primarily established to protect the 
routes under their control, for by the first millennium B.C.E., the wealth 
generated by the trade in aromatics had drawn the attention of other powers in 
the Mediterranean, among them Persia, Alexander the Great and his 
successors.651 Aromatic resins extracted from myrrh and incense trees were the 
basis for the trade network. The production of these goods in the confined 
                                                
651 Strabo Geogr. 16. 4.3, 19; Dio. Sic. 3.47.5-7, 19.94.4-6, 19.95.1-5; Pliny HN 6.32.162;  
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geographic landscape of southern Arabia and parts of the East African coast in 
Somalia, Ethiopia, and the Sudan, helped the Nabataeans step into the role of 
middlemen in the transport of these goods.652 The southern Levant, specifically 
the southern Wadi Araba functioned as a key redistribution point for the 
valuable merchandise before it passed through the final segment of the Incense 
Route to the northern Negev coastal plain and on to the northern Levant or to the 
sites along the Mediterranean coast.653 The lucrative trade entering the Negev 
contributed to the emergence of Aila as a Nabataean city by the late 1st century 
BCE. Evidence from excavation of Aila has also shown that raw materials were 
passing from other parts of the region through the Wadi Araba arriving at 
industries in Aila where they would they would be made into products and 
shipped out again from Aila to other markets.654  
At the end of the 1st century BCE the Nabataean presence throughout the 
Negev became much more permanent. In a move away from the seasonal 
occupation of sites, the Nabataeans invested in the maintainance and 
construction de novo of road networks lined with caravan stops. One of the 
major investments was the renovation and expansion of the previously minor 
artery between Mo’a and Avdat via the Ramon Crater.655 The new route, skirting 
around the northwest face of the crater proved a substantially shorter journey for 
                                                
652 Van Beek 1960 
653 Jasmin 2006: 143.  
654 Parker 2006b: 223.  
655 Erickson-Gini 2006: 160-161. Erickson-Gini notes that this route shows evidence for use in the 
Bronze Age. 
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caravans passing from Petra to the coast. No doubt there was an economic 
advantage in decreasing the time to transport goods sent from Petra to new 
markets around the Mediterranean. The individual caravanserais and forts also 
generated income from servicing the travelers and collecting taxes at customs 
points. Pliny the Elder (23 – 79 CE) provides a description of the facilities and 
functions at these caravan stops along the route that had increased considerably 
by the 1st century CE:  
“… indeed all along the route they keep on paying, at one place for 
water, at another for fodder, or the charges of lodging at the halts, 
and the various octrois, so that expenses mount up to 688 denarii 
per camel before the Mediterranean coast is reached; and then 
again payment is made to the customs officers of our empire”.656 
Control over the Incense Route and traffic through the Negev contributed to the 
economic and political expansion of the Nabataean administration in the 1st 
century CE. Excavation of sites such as Mo’a have resulted in the discovery of 
numerous coins that had been minted in Rome, a testament to the complex trade 
network present in the Negev. 657  Another explanation for the increase in 
Nabataean prosperity and expansion of their economic endeavors may have 
been the production and distribution of perfumed oils at Petra from the end of 
                                                
656 Pliny the Elder XII 32. 64-65.  
657 Erickson-Gini 2006: 162.  
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the 1st century BCE through the 1st century CE.658 Erickson-Gini has suggested 
that the rise in production of unguentaria in the use of marketing perfumes at 
this time corresponds to the increase in Nabataean fortunes.659  
 
Phase 2: Roman Period (early 2nd – late 3rd centuries CE) 
 Phase 2 is defined by those structures and sites connected to internal 
security that were constructed and occupied during the 2nd – 3rd centuries CE. 
Twenty-two sites are included in this phase, a 24% decline in the overall number 
of sites from the previous period. The geographical distribution of sites and 
structures is virtually the same in Phase 2 as in Phase 1.  
                                                
658 Johnson 1987.  
659 Erickson-Gini 1999: 55, fig. 14.1.6, pls. 4.1, 6.1; Erickson-Gini 2006: 163. The unguentaria 
Erickson-Gini makes reference to come from foundation deposits at ‘En Rahel and Mampsis.  
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Map 4.3. Distribution of Phase 2 sites. 
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The primary lines of distribution are along the Nabataean Incense Route 
diagonally from the middle of the Wadi Araba (from Petra) continuing around 
the Ramon Crater toward the Mediterranean coast, along a north-south axis 
along the Wadi Araba, in a cluster in western Negev (primarily towns), and east 
to west across the northern Negev from south of the Dead Sea towards the 
Mediterranean. The ten sites along the Incense Route originating at Petra include: 
Bir Madhkur, Mo’a, Horvat Qazra, Mezad Nahal Neqarot, Sha’ar Ramon, Mezad 
Mahmal, Oboda, Horvat Haluqiam, Elusa, Be’er Shema and on to the 
Mediterranean port at Gaza. The east to west axis across the northern Negev also 
includes sites that may have been incorporated as a secondary artery off the main 
Incense Route. This northern grouping of six sites includes: Mezad Tamar, 
Mampsis, Mezad Yeroham, Horvat ‘Uza, Tel Malhata, and Tel Be’er Sheva. 
Occupation during this period along the Wadi Araba include the following five 
sites: Aila, Horvat Dafit, Mezad Be’er Menuha, Qasr Wadi-Tayyiba, and Mezad 
Hazeva. The final cluster of sites included in this study are the two towns of the 
western Negev: Rehovot and Nessana.  
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Map 4.4. Phase 2 sites along primary and secondary routes.  
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Sites in this phase are also divided among caravanserais, forts, towns, and 
examples of (early) Roman occupation without direct association with a specific 
structure. The distribution by structure type consists of: 9 forts, 6 caravanserai, 4 
towns, and 3 unknown types.  
 
Table 4.3. Phase 2 distribution of sites by type. 
 
There is a shift in the types of structures employed in this period. The 
greatest change is between the relative number of caravanserais and forts.  
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Table 4.4. Comparison of Phase 1 and Phase 2 sites by type.  
 
During Phase 1 there are 12 caravanserais throughout the Negev, in Phase 2 
there are only 6 confirmed caravanserai type structures, a 50% decline in the 
occurence of this type of structure. A complimentary shift is seen in the use of 
forts between the first two phases. In Phase 1 there are only 3 forts/fortlets but 
by Phase 2 that number increases to 9 forts/fortlets, a 33% increase in the 
incidence of forts. The number of towns shifts only slightly from 6 in Phase 1 to 4 
in Phase 2. While this is only a difference of two sites it does represent a 33% 
decrease in the overall representation of towns. Indeterminate structures 
decrease from 8 in Phase 1 to 3 in Phase 2, a decrease of 62%. Six structures 
underwent renovation significant enough to change their classification from one 
typology to another, for example from ‘caravanserai’ to ‘fort’.  
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Forts and smaller fortlets comprise the most common group of structures 
in this period. The fort at Horvat ‘Uza remains the largest known (in defined 
architectural terms) structure in Phase 2. Built in the previous period, c. 2nd 
century BCE, the fort measuring 33 x 42 m received minor renovations primarily 
to the fort interior and gate. The overall structure, however remained virtually 
the same from its Hellenistic foundations through the Roman period until the 
fort was abandoned at some point in the 3rd century CE. Similar to the 
constructional history at Horvat ‘Uza, the fort at Mo’a follows an almost identical 
trajectory having been initially built in the Nabataean period (3rd – 2nd centuries 
BCE) and then in Phase 2 having undergone minor renovations. Excavation from 
within the fort revealed three stages of internal occupation, the last of which 
belong to this Phase 2. A large amount of pottery from this final phase of 
occupation consisted of mostly domestic forms such as bowls, lamps, and flasks 
found in conjunction with coins from the 2nd and 3rd centuries belonging to the 
emperors Trajan (98-107 CE), Commodus (180-192 CE) and Caracalla (211-217 
CE). Both Horvat ‘Uza and Mo’a went out of use in the 3rd century CE.  
Five smaller forts or fortlets are included in Phase 2: Be’er Menuha, 
Horvat Qazra, Mezad Nahal Neqarot, Horvat Haluqiam, Horvat Dafit, and 
Mezad Mahmal. At four of these sites: Be’er Menuha, Mezad Nahal Neqarot, 
Horvat Dafit, and Mezad Mahmal the structures were renovated from a 
caravanserai building to a fortlet. At Be’er Menuha the caravanserai – courtyard 
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style building was renovated in the 2nd century CE to a smaller 9.5 x 9.5 m fortlet 
utilizing portions of the previous structure. Ceramic remains from inside the 
fortlet date primarily to the 2nd century CE along with coins of Trajan (98-117 CE) 
and Hadrian (117-138 CE).  
Along the Nabataean Incense Route (between Petra and Oboda) three sites 
were renovated after initial construction in Phase I. At Horvat Qazra the original 
tower complex (5 x 5.5 m) gained an additional two rooms on either side of the 
entrance to the tower, which becomes a courtyard for the small semi-fortified 
building in the 2nd century CE. Ceramic finds from inside the structure, 
particularly from two cooking installations, have pottery indicative of the 2nd – 
3rd centuries along with a single coin of Caracalla (212-217 CE). Just west of 
Horvat Qazra, at Mezad Nahal Neqarot, the caravanserai building was 
abandoned altogether for the construction of a new fortlet further to the west on 
the same hill. The two-story fortlet (8 x 7.5 m) with three rooms and a connected 
courtyard (8.0 x 5.0 m) was constructed in the 2nd century CE. Excavation from 
the floors inside the structure yielded bowls, lamps, and cooking pots belonging 
to the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE along with several coins of Elagabalus (218-222 
CE).  Further west along the trade routes the caravanserai built in the mid-1st 
century CE remained in use into the early 2nd century CE. Excavation of the 
caravanserai yielded Nabataean pained bowls, an Eastern Sigillata bowl, Roman 
cooking pots and lamps belonging to the early 2nd century CE when an 
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earthquake destroyed the caravanserai. Likely as a result of this destruction a 
new fortlet (7.0 x 6.5 m) was built in the mid-2nd century CE. Excavation of a 
foundation trench of the fortlet revealed debased Nabataean painted pottery 
datable to the 2nd century CE. The fortlet remained in use until possibly the end 
of the 4th century CE.  
The fortlet at Horvat Haluqiam is an example of remodeling from the 
Israelite period (10th century BCE). An 8 x 8 m fortlet consisting of a tower 
surrounded by a low wall was built during the 2nd century CE from the remains 
of the Israelite oval fortress. All the ceramics found within the structure date to 
the 2nd – 3rd centuries CE providing a range of occupation for the renovated site.  
Structures of the caravanserai type in Phase 2 include: Qasr Wadi-Tayyiba, 
Bir Madhkur, Be’er Sheva, Sha’ar Ramon, Horvat Dafit, Mo’a, Mezad Hazeva, 
and the caravanserai at Mampsis. The structure at Be’er Sheva underwent 
renovations in the 2nd century CE. The rhombus-shaped courtyard building (30.8 
x 32.5 m) from the Nabataean period retained its plan down to the beginning of 
the Roman occupation of the region. The structure went out of use by the end of 
this period without any signs of renovation. Pottery from the latest levels in the 
building does not extend beyond the late 3rd century CE.  
At Bir Madhkur the Late Nabataean/Early Roman presence is marked by 
the construction of a bathhouse/caravan complex. Excavation of the complex 
exposed features of a bathhouse, including hydraulic cement, pipe fragments, a 
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pool and hypocaust bricks. The architectural features and ceramic evidence date 
the complex to this period.  
The caravanserais at Mezad Hazeva, Mampsis, and Mo’a continued to be 
in use in Phase 2 after their initial construction in the previous period under 
Nabataean agency. The caravanserai built at Mezad Hazeva in the previous 
phase (c. 1st century BCE) remained occupied after the annexation of Nabataea 
through the 2nd and into the 3rd century CE. Excavation beneath the foundations 
of the Roman fortress, and a layer of debris signaling a period of brief 
abandonment, yielded pottery from the 2nd – 3rd centuries CE belonging to the 
later occupation of the Nabataean caravanserai.  
Utilization of the caravanserai (50 X 25 m) at Mampsis persisted into the 
2nd century CE. Renovations in the eastern part of the building occurred in the 
Early Roman period marked by deposits of pottery in found in association with 
the newly renovated rooms. Similarly, the large caravanserai at Mo’a continued 
to function alongside the adjacent fort into the 2nd – 3rd centuries CE. Renovations 
during the early 2nd century include the addition of a bath-complex to the 
preexisting caravanserai as well as other changes to the internal organization of 
the building. Excavation of floors belonging to the renovated areas revealed 
pottery dated to 2nd – 3rd century CE providing a range of occupation for this 
second stage of use at the caravanserai.  
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At Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba the caravanserai structure retained its plan and 
size of c. 24 x 23 m. The lack of excavation and known stratigraphy for the site 
make it virtually impossible to establish when the structure was abandoned. 
Surveys conducted at the structure and its immediate environs recovered pottery 
characteristic of the Nabataean and Early Roman period. Therefore we may infer 
that the site continued to be in use into the 2nd century CE. There is also a lack of 
literary references for Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba to support a more precise period of 
occupation.    
South of Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba at Horvat Dafit the caravanserai (24 x 18 
m) built in the 1st century CE (Phase 1) remained in use during the next Phase (2). 
The renovations marking occupation in this phase are limited to strengthening 
the structure with new brick and remodeling to interior walls but the internal 
arrangement remained essentially the same. Ceramic finds from excavation 
inside the building during this phase dated to the 2nd – 3rd centuries CE.  
At Sha’ar Ramon along the Nabataean Incense Route, the caravanserai (42 
x 42 m) constructed in the previous period retained its original plan of a 
courtyard building into the Early Roman period (2nd century CE). The 
caravanserai at Sha’ar Ramon resembles the contemporary caravan building at 
Mo’a. Nabataean painted pottery and Nabataean coins both were in use during 
the Early Roman period (into the 2nd century CE). These finds indicate that the 
caravanserai at Sha’ar Ramon and by extension the Nabataean trade network of 
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the Incense Route remained in use around the time of the annexation of 
Nabataea by the Romans. 
The evidence of occupation of towns during Phase 2 include the following 
sites: Aila, Oboda, Mampsis, Rehovot, and Elusa. Aila had already developed 
into a polis by the beginning of the 2nd century CE.660 Construction of the Via 
Nova Triana (begun under the Emperor Trajan (98 – 117 CE) and finished under 
Hadrian (117 – 138 CE)) furthered the development of the city as the highway’s 
anchor on the gulf of the Red Sea. Parker’s work on the Classical Period remains 
at Aila also revealed mudbrick domestic structures with pottery spanning the 
Nabataean and Early Roman periods. Survey work uncovered more Nabataean 
pottery throughout the area of what has been identified as Aila in the Classical 
Period.  
Mezad Yeroham initially developed as a caravanserai in the Nabataean 
period (Phase I) but the site truly began to develop as a city in the Early Roman 
period (Phase 2: 2nd – 3rd centuries CE). Excavation found well-built structures 
from the Early Roman period built in the same general area over the earlier 
Nabataean remains.  
The situation at Rehovot is similar in that the majority of the Late Roman 
and Byzantine remains lie directly on top of the Late Nabataean/Early Roman 
structures. In Area C at the center of the city where the Nabataean caravanserai 
                                                
660 Strabo Geography 16.2.30; 16.4.4. 
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had been constructed in the previous period, other buildings in the vicinity such 
as a structure with an arched gateway similar to Mampsis and Shivta was 
uncovered dating to the Late Nabataean/Early Roman periods.  
The Nabataean towns associated with the Incense Route – Mampsis, 
Oboda, Elusa all have evidence for occupation in Phase 2 (2nd – 3rd centuries CE). 
At Mampsis the earliest buildings belong to the Nabataean period but the city 
developed extensively in the Late Nabataean/Early Roman period following the 
annexation of Arabia in 106 CE. The annexation of Nabataea also coincides with 
a period of growth at Oboda similar to the development of Mampsis as a city 
along the trade route network. During the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE Oboda 
continued to prosper. The development of Elusa as a city in this period mirrors 
that of Mampsis and Oboda. The initial construction, a large courtyard style 
house/caravanserai belongs to the previous period (2nd – 1st centuries BCE) but 
the site continued to expand and prosper in the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE. 
Excavation of structures such as the theater complex yielded deposits of pottery 
in the earliest levels of these structures dating to the 2nd century CE. Construction 
of a large building like a theater is a testament to the growth of the city at this 
time, possibly as a result of growing economic stability under the newly annexed 
province by the Romans.  
The final group from Phase 2 comprise structures that have archaeological 
evidence for occupation in the Early Roman/Roman period (2nd – 3rd centuries 
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CE) but have no definitive architectural features that can be assigned to this 
period. In this period there are only three sites with evidence for Early Roman 
occupation that comes from sites with definite architectural features. At Be’er 
Shema ceramic evidence belonging to the Nabataean and Early Roman period 
has been found in various areas around the structures at the site. Literary 
evidence from Ptolemy’s Geography support occupation at Be’er Shema by the 
mid-2nd century CE, by this time the site is already well established as 
“Berzama”.661 An analogous situation can be found at Mezad Tamar in which 
significant amounts of pottery from the Nabataean/Early Roman periods were 
found in concentrations surrounding the Late Roman fort. There is no 
established architecture associated with this pottery to indicate what type of 
structure may have been on the site prior to Roman occupation. However, well-
cut Nabataean ashlars found reused in the fort do confirm that an earlier 
structure existed on the site, possibly a caravanserai servicing the adjacent road.  
The Early Roman presence at Nessana is somewhat difficult to discern on 
the citadel ridge where the Late Roman and Byzantine structures lie directly 
above earlier buildings. Pottery found in the excavation of the lower levels of the 
Late Roman/Byzantine structures date occupation on the acropolis into the 2nd 
century CE. There is a decline in evidence during the mid-2nd through mid-3rd 
                                                
661 Ptolemy Geography V.16.10. 
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centuries CE. No identifiable architecture has been found from this period at 
Nessana.  
In Phase 2 site distribution affirms existing patterns. Though the number 
of sites decreases from 29 to 22 sites, a 24% reduction and changes occur in the 
typology of the sites themselves. Sites formally characterized as caravanserais 
undergo renovations to the extent that in Phase 1 only 10% of the structures are 
forts but by Phase 2 that number increases by three times as much (40% of the 
total number of the structures).  
Under Roman administration, for the first time, the whole of the 
Mediterranean coast fell under a unified power connected by extensive networks 
over land, rivers, and seas.  In comparison to river and sea traffic land transport 
cost an estimated twenty times more, encouraging the majority of low value 
cargo to be transported by river or sea whenever possible.662 Therefore the goods 
that were transported over land were intrinsically valuable and the state had an 
interest in securing the communication corridors along which they travelled. 
Rome relied on both state-sponsored and independent trade working to benefit 
each other.  
The acquisition of Nabataea in 106 CE provided a gateway for Rome to 
trade via new avenues, with groups in Africa, Arabia, and eventually India. 
Trade to the Red Sea then travelled through the Negev via overland routes to the 
                                                
662 Greene 1990: 40. Strabo Geo IV.1.2 provides a description of the transportation of different 
good and crafts over land, river, and sea in Gaul.  
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port at Gaza, the main outlet to the Mediterranean world.663 The Negev was in 
itself an intermediary region between the two seas, and in the case of Egypt, the 
Nile. Nabataea’s success throughout the 1st century CE attracted the attention of 
the Romans to the extent that they may have considered it more profitable to 
assert direct control over the Nabataean economy rather than simply let the 
Nabataeans continue under the guise of a client kingdom. Post-annexation 
ceramics recovered from sites throughout the Negev indicate that international 
trade continued throughout the 2nd century without any break. Most of this 
period’s ceramic assemblages, specifically the fine wares and unguentaria, were 
produced in Petra, which remained an important administrative center.664  
The extensive network of caravan stops established along the Nabataean 
Incense Route during the 2nd century BCE to the 1st century CE formed the basis 
for Roman security of the road networks during the nearly two centuries 
following annexation during the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE. The most significant 
change that may have affected the transition from the flourishing Nabataean 
system to the Roman system relates to the economic decline of the Red Sea ports 
of Quseir al-Qadim and Myos Hormos. These previously thriving ports went out 
of use by the end of the 2nd century CE, which had a drastic effect on caravan 
trade during the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE.665 The volume of trade in Aila, Clysma 
                                                
663 Glucker 1987: 86-93; Ward 2008: 147 
664 Erickson-Gini 2006: 164.  
665 Younger 2001: 74.  
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(Egypt), and Berenike deteriorated significantly during the mid-3rd century CE. 
Finds from sites formally associated with trade, in both Egypt and Palaestina, 
drop off to almost zero, signifying a pattern of overall decline.  
 
Phase 3: Late Roman Period (late 3rd – 4th centuries CE) 
Phase 3 includes sites that date from the end of the 3rd century (during the 
Tetrarchy) through the end of the 4th century CE. There are 20 sites occupied in 
this phase, some sites have multiple structures such as towns that also have 
military camps, such as at Aila. While there are shifts in the type of structures 
present at relevant sites the total number of sites remains the same from Phase 2 
through Phase 3.  
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Map 4.5. Distribution of Phase 3 sites. 
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The geographical distribution of sites changes in Phase 3. The main 
grouping of sites is concentrated in the northern one-third of the Negev. There is 
a noticeable shift away from sites formally concentrated along the old Nabataean 
Incense Route that ran from Petra across the Wadi Araba at Mo’a then around 
the Ramon Crater to Avdat, the towns of the western Negev and on to 
Mediterranean ports such as Gaza. In Phase 3 a new route and its corresponding 
fortifications were constructed across the northern Negev Highlands. This route 
optimized several established sites from previous periods as well as requiring 
the construction of new sites where the new road passed. The new route 
connected with the artery through the Wadi Araba and crossed west to Mezad 
Hazeva, Mezad Sayif, Rogem Safir, Mezad Safir, Horvat Safir, Mampsis, Horvat 
Bor, Mezad Yeroham, Be’er Sheva, and Be’er Shema. A secondary artery that 
leads north towards the Dead Sea region and the Judean Hills includes the sites 
Mezad Tamar and Tel Malhata. The other main route is aligned with the north to 
south passage through the Wadi Araba, beginning at the Red Sea port of Aila 
then passing through Horvat Dafit, Yotvata, Gharandal, Bir Madhkur, Toloha, 
Praesidium, and Zoara.  
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Map 4.6. Phase 3 sites along primary and secondary routes. 
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Table 4.5. Phase 3 distribution of sites by type. 
Not only is there a change in the geographical distribution between Phase 
2 and Phase 3 but there is also a distinct shift in the type of sites that appear in 
this period. The number of forts doubles from 9 (41%) in Phase 2 to 18 (82%) in 
Phase 3. Despite the changes in the number of forts and complete lack of 
caravanserais, the number of cities remains the same. Although the mansio at 
Mezad Hazeva may be construed as similar to a caravanserai. The four cities 
included as part of the infrastructure in Phase 2 and Phase 3 are Aila, Oboda, 
Mampsis, and Elusa. Whereas caravanserais dominated Nabataean infrastructure 
during Phase I, Phase 2 saw a decline in the use of this type of structure and by 
Phase 3 the caravanserai is completely absent as a structure type being used in 
the security network of the Roman Negev.  
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Table 4.6. Comparison of Phase 2 to Phase 3 sites by type.  
 
Within the fort type of structures there are variations in size and in 
general plan. Distinctions can be drawn between the traditional fort structure as 
exemplified by the quadriburgium form of an essentially square structure 
usually with a central courtyard surrounded by internal rooms, projecting square 
or rectangular corner towers and a gate. The other prominent subset type of 
structure within the general “fort” catagory is the fortlet or tower-fort. The fortlet 
is a small square structure, one or two stories, with a courtyard that can be 
internal or external (attached to the outer wall).  Another variant in this group is 
the army camp, a larger square or rectangular fort with internal barracks and 
streets, multiple towers, and gates.  
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There are three potentially large army camps/bases: Aila, Be’er Sheva, 
and Oboda. The only archaeologically excavated army camp from the Negev is 
found at Oboda. At Aila, we know from Eusebius and the Notitia Dignitatum 
that in approximately 300 C.E.  legio X Fretensis was transferred from Aelia 
Capitolinia (Jerusalem) to Aila on the Gulf of the Red Sea.666 The transfer would 
have necessitated the construction of a legionary base for the troops now 
stationed in the port city. However at this time the legionary base has yet to be 
identified in excavation or survey of Aila. Excavations by Whitcomb generated 
the remains of Early Islamic Aila, a rectangular walled town near the beach. 
Survey and excavation around the Islamic complex did yield some artifactual 
evidence from the classical period suggesting the Roman legionary base may 
have been nearby. Building materials from the Roman camp may have been used 
in the construction of the Islamic town and fortifications.  
A tentative identification of a Roman military camp at Be’er Sheva has 
been proposed by Peter Fabian based on a series of World War I era 
photographs. German Air Force photographs taken of the northeast edge of the 
modern city show the faint outline of a rectangular fortress (185 x 120 m) 
orientated southeast to northwest. Since World War I the modern city of Be’er 
Sheva has expanded across the area of the proposed fortress. Excavations within 
the modern city have revealed remains from the Late Roman and Byzantine 
                                                
666 Eusebius Onom. 6.17-21; 7.25-28. 
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period indicating that the area was occupied in this period, possibly representing 
the vicus associated with the fortress.  
At Oboda, a military camp has been identified and excavated just 
northeast of the city’s acropolis. The camp is a square (100 x 100 m) structure 
with internal rows of barrack blocks divided by internal streets as well as rooms 
and eight intermediate towers along the walls casemate walls, a principia (along 
the western wall), rectangular corner towers, and the main gate at the center of 
the east wall with two secondary gates on the south and north curtain walls. Fine 
ashlar blocks from earlier Nabataean buildings were reused in the construction 
of the principia. Excavators found very few finds sealed on floors but in the 
principia they were able to recover a Late Roman cooking pot and portions of a 
Beit Natif lamp dated to the 3rd – 4th centuries CE in addition to several rims of 
Gaza Wine jars from the 4th century CE. In addition to ceramic evidence a 
number of late 3rd –early 4th century coins were found on other floors and in the 
forts internal streets. These finds helped to support the projected single 
occupational phase for the camp beginning in the late 3rd or early 4th century 
followed by an abandonment of the site shortly thereafter in the mid-4th century 
CE. Placement of the military camp at Oboda may have been to provide the army 
with a site already well connected with the current road network as well as still 
having access to the old Nabataean roads. The location of the camp adjacent to 
the citadel is also defendable and the town of Oboda could have helped to 
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support and supply the needs of the army. Geographically Oboda lies in the 
center of the Negev between the Mediterranean coast and eastern Wadi Araba. 
All of these factors may have contributed to the selection of Oboda for the 
garrison of the army unit in this part of the Negev.  
The quadriburgia forts are the largest subgroup of the fort type. The 
largest of these is likely Be’er Shema where the fort is estimated to measure 
approximately 70 x 70 m. While the fort has not been excavated at this time the 
outline of the square exterior is visible along with protruding corner towers. 
Despite the lack of archaeological evidence literary references supply additional 
information about the presence of a Roman fort at the site. The Notitia 
Dignitatum mentions ‘Birsama’ as a provincial military base and garrison of the 
Equites Thamudeni Illyriciani.667 The Codex Theodosianus also notes that a garrison 
is present at the site where the dux collected taxes for the region. 668 The precise 
date for the construction of the fort cannot be determined until the structure has 
been excavated. However, the literary evidence indicates that by c. 400 CE the 
army is firmly established at Be’er Shema. It can be inferred that construction of 
the fort and placement of the garrison occurred sometime in the mid-4th century 
at the latest but could date as early as the late 3rd century when other forts are 
built under the Tetrarchy.  
                                                
667 NotDig Oriens 34.10, 22.  
668 Codex Theodosianus, VII.4.30. 
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 The quadriburgium fort at Mezad Hazeva measures 46 x 46 m) with 
projecting corner towers and portions of the northeast and southeast walls of the 
earlier Israelite fortress incorporated into the Roman structure. The typical 
organization of a quadriburgium fort is observed here where the casemate rooms 
surround a central courtyard. Roman occupation at Mezad Hazeva beings in the 
second half of the 3rd century CE with the erection of the fortress, likely during 
the reign of Diocletian. The fortress was supplemented by possible mansio and 
bathhouse built adjacent to the fort at some point between the late 3rd century 
and 363 CE. The camp situated just east of the fort is a roughly square structure 
c. 32 x 42 m with managers and long corridors connecting to a bathhouse 
incorporated into the building complex. An earthquake in 363 CE caused 
significant destruction to the fort and cavalry complex resulting in extensive 
structural repairs of both buildings. Ceramics and coins found on floors before 
and after stages of renovation confirm the date ranges for occupation at the site 
during the Roman period. Excavation also uncovered distinctive oil lamps 
produced in the region of Petra during the 4th century CE. Literary references to a 
military occupation at Mezad Hazeva include a description of the site by 
Eusebius (260 – 340 CE) in his Onomasticon in which he also notes the presence of 
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a garrison at Thamara. 669 The Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) references a garrison 
of the Cohors Quarta Palaestinorum at Thamara.670  
 Just north of Mezad Hazeva is another quadriburgium fort located at 
Mezad Tamar. The similarities between these two sites resulted in their 
misidentification for a number of years before it was decided that ancient 
Thamara coincided with Mezad Hazeva not Mezad Tamar. The Roman remains 
at Mezad Tamar are marked by occupation of the 38 x 38 m fort with protruding 
corner towers. The fort has all the elements of a typical quadriburgium including 
an internal configuration of a central courtyard surrounded by barracks, a 
principia, and other facilities such as a bakery, kitchen, and storage areas in 
addition to a second story. The organization and size of these rooms fluctuated in 
different phases of the fort’s occupation. Phase 3 of this study (late 3rd – 4th 
centuries) coincides with the second and the beginning of the third phases of 
occupation within the fort, spanning the later 3rd century CE through the 4th 
century CE. 
 The quadriburgium at Toloha, east of Mezad Hazeva shares many of the 
same elements as at Mezad Hazeva and Mezad Tamar. Known as the location of 
a cavalry unit “Ala Constantiana, Toloha” under the Dux Palaestina from the 
Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE).671 Estimates for the size of the fort are c. 40 x 40 m 
                                                
669 Eusbuis Ono. 8. 
670 Not. Dig. Oriens 34, 46. 
671 Not. Dig. Oriens XXXIV, 34.  
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with rooms orientated around a central courtyard. A reservoir or bathhouse (34 x 
33) fed by an aqueduct was also found east of the fort in survey. Dating of the 
fort and its ancillary structures is currently based on survey work and literary 
sources such as the Notitia Dignitatum. Inclusion in the Notitia Dignitatum as a 
garrison point suggests that the site was already established as a military outpost 
by the late 4th century CE if not earlier. Excavation has not been conducted at the 
site to date but surveys of the fort and its associated structures has yielded 
ceramic evidence of occupation during the late 4th century into the Byzantine 
period.  
 South of Toloha in the eastern-central Wadi Araba, another 
quadriburgium fort is situated at Bir Madhkur. The fort measures c. 30 x 30 m 
with projecting corner towers and the usual internal organization of internal 
rooms surrounding a central courtyard. Excavation of the fort is still in process, 
however finds collected indicate construction of the fort occurred in the Late 
Roman period late 3rd – early 4th century CE. The caravan/bath complex from the 
Early Roman period continued to be in use through the duration of the Late 
Roman period with a series of reconstructions over the centuries. In addition to 
the fort a civilian population emerged at the site during the classical periods 
supporting the industrial activities produced in the environs of Bir Madhkur.  
 Continuing south through the Wadi Araba there are two more 
quadriburgia similar in size at Gharandal and Yotvata. The fort at Gharandal 
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according to the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) supported the “Cohors secunda 
Galatarum, Arieldela” (The Cohors II Galatarum, at Arieldela) during this phase 
(III).672 Measuring 37 x 37 m the square fort with projecting corner towers 
supports an internal organization of rooms surrounding a central courtyard. The 
ongoing excavation of the fort has revealed ceramics on the earliest floors 
belonging to the late 3rd – early 4th centuries. East of the fort excavators have 
uncovered the remains of a bathhouse and connected aqueduct also constructed 
in the late 3rd – early 4th centuries CE. Continuing further south of Gharandal is 
the quadriburgium at Yotvata. Slightly larger than its northern counterpart, 
Yotvata measures c. 39 x 39 m with projecting corner towers. Excavation of the 
structure revealed the typical components of this type of fort with internal rooms 
organized around a central courtyard, main gate, postern gate and second story.  
Similar to the arrangement at Gharandal excavation uncovered a military 
bathhouse at Yotvata adjacent to the fort. The inscription refers to a cavalry unit 
“ala Costia” established under the governor Priscus during the Tetrarchyset 
above the gate to the fort. The main period of occupation at the fort lasted from 
the mid-4th century into the early 5th century when an earthquake in 419 CE 
destroyed the fort as seen by the collapse of the internal staircases. Abandonment 
of the fort must have occurred at the very end of the 4th century or beginning of 
                                                
672 Not Dig. Oriens 34. 44 
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the 5th century. The Notitia Dignitatum, compiled at the start of the 5th century 
does not include Yotvata in the list of occupied military sites.  
A very tentative identification of another fort from this period comes 
primarily from ancient sources. The Notitia Dignitatum  (c. 400 CE) mentions a 
garrison unit near the site, “Ala secunda felix Valentiniana, apud Praesidium” (The 
Ala II Felix Valentiniana, near Praesidium).673 While the term “praesidium” was 
often used to indicate any base of a small policing unit, this particular 
Praesidium, located south of the Dead Sea, was garrisoned by a cavalry unit. 
Survey of the site at Qasr el-Feifeh makes it a likely candidate for Praesidium. 
Frank’s exploration of the site recorded two structures one square (measuring 
“105 paces”) and the other rectangular (c. 53 x 45 m). Either of these could have 
been the remains of the fort or cavalry camp referred to in the Notitia 
Dignitatum. The lack of archaeological evidence makes it virtually impossible to 
establish a fixed period of occupation at the site.   
  Horvat Bor in the northern Negev highlands is a unique case, it does not 
have a quadriburgium form but is too large to be a fortlet. Located between 
Mezad Yeroham and Mampsis, the fort at Horvat Bor measures 18 x 18 m and is 
composed of a central courtyard with rooms organized around it on a ground 
floor and second story. Within the confines of the curtain walls excavators 
identified a single tower with four rooms, no projecting towers were identified 
                                                
673 Not.Dig. Oriens XXXIV, 35. 
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making the form of this fort unique. The other interesting characteristic of the site 
is the cistern located outside of the fort, measuring 5.25 x 7 m and c. 6 m deep 
constructed of dressed stones lined with hydraulic plaster. The fort (and cistern) 
belong to a single building phase in the 4th century based on a coin from the 
tower and a ceramic remains including Beit Natif lamp and Gaza Wine jars 
characteristic of the 4th century CE.  
 Five fortlets complete this Phase 3 group of fort structures. Horvat Dafit in 
the southern Wadi Araba. During the late 3rd century/early 4th century CE the 
square caravanserai building from the Late Nabataean/Early Roman period is 
renovated and converted into a tower (6 x 5 m) with reinforced walls surrounded 
by a courtyard to create more usable space outside the tower. Excavation of the 
fortlet produced a Roman fibula in use during the 3rd century CE in addition to 
an iron sword and pilum tip also in use into the 3rd century CE.674 There are no 
literary references to the small fort at Horvat Dafit in any period of its 
occupation.  
 The construction of a new trade route and road network through the 
Ma’ale Aqqrabim in the northern highlands of the Negev required new security 
points to guard and serve traffic along the route. Four new fortlets were 
constructed along the ascent between Mezad Hazeva and Mampsis. The most 
southernly of the four structures is Mezad Sayif a square fortlet (7.5 x 7.5 m) on a 
                                                
674 Dolinka 2008: 19. 
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low hill adjacent to the ancient roadway. The small structure supported a second 
story based on the presence of a staircase and springers for arches, and may have 
been subdivided on the ground floor into multiple rooms.  
 Moving north along the road, Rogem Safir is found situated at the base of 
the Ma’ale Aqqrabim. The site is composed of two structures a small fortlet (c. 8.5 
x 9 m) and a rectangular building (11.5 x 7.5 m). The fort had a double arch 
within the interior to support a second story and subdivided the ground floor. 
Excavation of the fort uncovered pottery from the late 3rd – 4th century CE along 
with coins from emperors of the same period (Maximianus Herculius (286-305 
CE), Maxentius (307-312 CE), Licinius (308-324 CE), Constantine the Great (324-
337 CE), and Constantius II (337-361 CE). The rectangular building is divided 
into four rooms and likely served in the same capacity as a caravanserai for 
travelers along the route. A narrow courtyard (11.5 x 3 m) connects to the 
exterior of the eastern wall of the building, possibly as an animal pen. Excavation 
of the floors from the interior of the building exposed pottery and coins similar 
to those found in the fort also dating to the 3rd – 4th centuries CE.  
 The third fortlet, Horvat Safir is located at the apex of the ascent. The 
square fortlet measures c. 9 x 9 m with two interior pillars to support arches for 
the ceiling and second story. The building is further surrounded by a courtyard 
c. 20 x 20 m subdivided into three rooms, possibly for animal pens. The plan and 
internal layout of the fortlet nearly mirrors those of Rogem Safir and Mezad 
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Sayif. Ceramic finds from floors within the building date to the 3rd – 4th centuries 
CE along with coins of the Emperor Constantine the Great (324-337 CE) found in 
levels with the pottery.  
 On the top of the ridge at the northern end of the Ma’ale Aqqrabim lies 
the fortlet at Mezad Safir. The square fortlet measures only 7.5 x 7.5 with a 
central arch to support a second story. Pottery found on the floor within the 
fortlet revealed cooking-pots, bowls, flasks, and storage jars dating to the 3rd – 4th 
centuries CE. Coins found in the same assemblage as the pottery date to the first 
half of the 4th century CE (Constantine the Great (324-337 CE) and Constantius II 
(337-361 CE)).  
 Also included in this group is the implied Roman fort at Zoara (es-Safi) in 
the fertile marshes south of the Dead Sea. No architectural remains of a Roman 
fort or city have been found at the site but it is mentioned in the Onomasticon of 
Eusebius (c. 293). The site “Zoara” is noted by Eusebius as the location of a 
garrison of Roman soldiers where they grow balsam and date palms. A century 
later the site is mentioned again in the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) as the base 
for the “Equites sagittarii indigenae, Zoarae” (Native Horse-Archers, at Zoara).  
 The towns of the Negev continued to experience growth during this 
period. As mentioned the transfer of the Xth legion from Jerusalem to Aila had a 
significant impact on the city. In the north-central Negev Mampsis continued to 
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grow as a stop along the newly positioned northern road network through the 
Ma’ale Aqqrabim.  
 Excavations at Aila uncovered a cemetery in Area A with mudbrick tombs 
containing grave goods with pottery dated to the Early Byzantine period and a 
coin from the mid-4th century. In Area J excavators found a large mudbrick 
structure with plastered walls and a barrel-vaulted ceiling that may have been a 
very early Byzantine church. Pottery and coins recovered in association with the 
building’s foundations date to the 4th century CE. The Peutinger Table which 
may date as early as the mid-4th century CE includes a depiction of “Haila” as a 
thriving port city with trade routes radiating from it.  
 In the northern Negev, Mampsis entered the Late Roman period as an 
economically successful city. During Phase 3 a city wall (70-80 cm thick: later 
renovated to 1.40-1.60 m thick) was constructed around the city with later towers 
and a new gate complex added to the city’s fortifications. By the time the Notitia 
Dignitatum (c. 400 CE) was compiled Mampsis is well known as a fortified city. 
A series of square rooms along the main street, formally the market area in the 
Late Nabataean period, may have been used as barracks for soldiers in the late 
3rd – early 5th centuries.  
 At Oboda the city continued to expand and prosper into the Late Roman 
and Byzantine period. In addition to the Roman army camp the residential 
quarter in this period is found just east of the citadel’s north tower outside the 
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city wall. Excavation here exposed at least five private homes, totaling 30 rooms 
orientated around several courtyards, with arches supporting stone slab ceilings 
and beaten earth floors. Material found within these homes include pottery 
(Gaza wine jars, African Red-Slipped vessels, Beit Natif lamps, etc.) and coins 
ranging from the late 3rd century through the 4th century extending into the next 
phase to the end of the 5th century CE. Traditional Nabataean style painted wares 
continued into the late 4th century when they were found in contexts associated 
with the earthquake of 363 CE. These finds indicate the residential quarter 
developed during the early 4th century CE.  
 At Elusa the development of the city progressed through the Late Roman 
period. Excavations in the northwestern edge of the city A. Negev exposed a 
two-story tower (3 x 3 m) and portions of the city-wall defenses dated to the Late 
Roman – Early Byzantine period. In Area A excavators revealed a potter’s 
workshop in the area south of the theater at the edge of the Late 
Roman/Byzantine city. The courtyard associated with the kilns and workshop 
were filled with sherds of vessels such as Gaza-type storage jars and cooking 
pots, date from the later 4th century through the Byzantine period (6th century 
CE). Literary references to Elusa in the mid-4th century CE come from St. Jerome 
in his description of the city in “The Life of Saint Hilarion”. Libanius also 
describes Elusa during the second half of the 4th century. In the narrative of the 
hermit Nilus the bishop of Elusa is referred to at the end of the fourth century. 
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The Peutinger Table (dating as early as the late 4th century CE) depicts Elusa on 
the route to Aila from Jerusalem.   
Thus in the late 3rd – early 4th century CE, remains from the Negev show a 
change in the nature and organization of the Roman security presence. Now forts 
are the dominant type of structure used in regional security. In Phase 3, forts 
represent 82% of the total number of structures, as opposed to only 41% in Phase 
2 and 10% in Phase 1. This increase in the deployment of forts is not unique to 
the Negev: at this time many new constructions throughout the empire take on a 
military appearance. One reason for this may be that the army was used as the 
most available and cost effective solution as a labor force in the construction of 
many buildings, since there was no formal civilian force available in most 
situations.675    
The military build up at this time is consistent with Diocletian’s initiatives 
to increase the permanent military presence in the provinces, particularly along 
the frontiers. The Negev region was an intermediary zone between the frontier 
and the Mediterranean coast, and this position made it an area fundamentally 
important to ensure security. The impetus behind Diocletian’s military build-up 
here is unclear. It is the case that the construction of new outposts with military 
characteristics made the imperial presence appear very defensive. The specific 
placement of sites on the landscape, and choice to maintain Nabataean structures 
                                                
675 Isaac 1992: 207 (cites J.C. Mann via personal communication) 
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reflects the priorities in regional interests. Sites are concentrated along the major 
artery through the Wadi Araba and a new route along the Ma’ale Aqqrabim. The 
initial military investment in the region echoed Diocletian’s reorganization as a 
proactive measure at that time and does not seem to be predicated by any 
specific local threat. Even banditry did not become a major concern until the 
second half of the 4th century, after which numerous sites had already been 
constructed and/or overhauled. The first serious threat posed to the security of 
the Negev was the Bedouin revolt of Queen Mavia in 378 CE.676 Still this does not 
imply the military was set up as a defensive limes like that along the Arabian 
frontier. The focus of military installations throughout the late 3rd – 4th centuries 
CE remained concentrated along the road networks. As the agents of Rome in the 
provinces the army could carry out administrative duties, especially those 
related to the maintenance of traffic moving across the region.  Located along the 
road networks the military units were situated to collect taxes from caravans, 
oversee local building projects, and ensure the basic security of  communication 
and transportation routes.  
The economy also affected the application of the military. Crisis 
surrounding the collapsing economy of the third century and the decline in the 
demand for Oriental goods makes the military presence at this time even more 
                                                
676 Ammianus minimizes the threat as raiders not an actual invading force (Ammianus xxii 5, 1-
2). Isaac 1992: 74.  
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questionable.677 Political instability throughout the Red Sea region, particularly 
instability in Egypt caused by the nomadic tribes of the Blemmyes resulted in a 
decline of international trade from the ports at Clysma and Alexandria. However 
extensive repairs of the Via Nova Traiana confuse the image of a region in 
decline during the Severan period. An explanation may be that while 
international trade declined interregional trade persisted on.  
 
Phase 4: Byzantine Period (5th century CE – early 7th century CE) 
This period ranges from the beginning of the 5th century to the early 7th 
century with the first Islamic conquest. The Byzantine period in the Negev is 
distinguished as a period of growth and development for the cities of the 
western Negev. The fewest number of new sites were constructed in this period, 
with only two new constructions being added to the regional security network. 
Many of the sites established in Phase 3 (late 3rd – 4th centuries) continued to be 
used into the Byzantine period, some up until and even after the first Islamic 
invasion. There are 19 sites included in Phase 4 as part of the regional 
infrastructure, representing a 14% decrease in the total number of occupied sites 
from Phase 3 to Phase 4.   
                                                
677 Zbigniew 1991: 109. 
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Map 4.7. Distribution of Phase 4 sites. 
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The geographical distribution of sites follows much of the same patterns 
from the previous period. The exception to this is a new investment in the 
northeastern Negev in the area around the western coast of the Dead Sea with 
the two new forts constructed during this period at Upper Zohar and En Boqeq. 
Continuing south along this line from the Dead Sea through the Wadi Araba 
structures include those at Mezad Tamar, Praesidium, Mezad Hazeva, Toloha, 
Bir Madhkur, Gharandal, and Aila on the Red Sea. In the northern Negev sites 
include Mampsis, Horvat Bor, Mezad Yeroham, Be’er Sheva, Be’er Shema. The 
last cluster of sites are cities in the central and western Negev, they include 
Oboda, Shivta, Elusa, Rehovot, and Nessana.  
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Map 4.8. Phase 4 sites along primary and secondary routes.  
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 The breakdown in the typology of sites is very straightforward in this 
final phase. Of the nineteen sites represented in Phase 4, over half at 63% are 
forts/army camps/legionary bases (represented together as a group of 9 
structures).  
 
Table 4.7. Phase 4 distribution of sites by type.  
 
There is a decline in the number of forts from 18 in Phase 3 to 12 in Phase 4. 
Taking into consideration the overall number of structures in each period, this 
represents a 19% decline in the number of forts relative to the overall number of 
structures and sites included in each phase. The only other group represented in 
this phase is the Byzantine town, of which there are 7 examples comprising 37% 
of the total number of sites & structures included in this phase. There is an 
increase in the number of towns from 4 in Phase 3 to 7 in Phase 4. This 
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correlation between a decrease in forts and a rise in the number of cities is likely 
connected to the increased prosperity of the western Negev cities as seen in the 
literary and archaeological evidence.  
 
Table 4.8. Comparsion of Phase 3 and Phase 4 sites by type.  
 
 In the final phase of occupation discussed in this study forts are the most 
frequent type of site followed by only the towns common the Byzantine 
infrastructure of the Negev. The two new constructions associated with this 
phase are the small forts in the northeast Negev at Ein Boqeq and Upper Zohar. 
The fort at En Boqeq is a quadriburgium (c. 21 x 21 m) with a typical square plan 
with an interior courtyard surrounded by interior rooms, and projecting corner 
towers. Interior staircases lead to a second story above the interior rooms with 
ladders presumably used to reach the second story of the towers. Despite the fact 
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that fourth century coins were found in the original excavations the reevaluation 
of the pottery found in conjunction with it dates to the mid 6th – 7th century. 
Therefore the construction date of the fort is more accurately placed at the 
earliest in the mid-6th century and the latest in the early 7th with earlier coins kept 
in circulation for almost two centuries found in the fort. The fort is referenced in 
the early 7th century by the monk Anastasius of the Sinai who refers to a 
tetrapyrgia (quadriburgium fort) in the region of En Boqeq. 
 The other new construction from this phase is the quadriburgium at 
Upper Zohar. This near-square fort measuring 26 x 26 m has corner towers with 
the southwest tower occupying the highest point on the plateau. The internal 
organization of the structure is orientated around a central courtyard containing 
a cistern. Originally three interior rooms were constructed but eventually they 
merged into a central room (4 x 3 m). The excavators found a wellmade plaster 
floor and bench against the south wall of this room, possibly used as a chapel. 
Examination of the pottery by Magness established a construction date for the 
fort not earlier than the beginning of the 7th century CE. Similar to the situation at 
En Boqeq centuries old coins ranging back to the late 4th to the early 6th centuries 
CE were found in the same contexts as pottery from the 6th and 7th centuries CE. 
These early coins may have been heirlooms or simply stayed in circulation 
through the centuries. A significant feature of Upper Zohar already mentioned in 
Chapter III is the lack of a formal military association with the site.  
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 Nine forts built in Phase 3 remained occupied in Phase 4 during the 
Byzantine period (5th – 7th centuries CE). The largest of these structures is the 
unexcavated 60 x 60 m fort at Be’er Shema. Literary sources attest to the 
continuation of the Roman military presence at the site into the Byzantine period. 
At some point in the early Byzantine period the name of the site changes from 
‘Birsama’ to ‘Geraris’. The church historian Sozomen mentions the dux at (Be’er 
Shema) Geraris in his Ecclesiastical History (440-443 CE). The diocese at Be’er 
Shema continued to flourish into the later 5th century when the bishop of 
‘Markianos of Gerar’ attends the Council of Chalcedon (451 CE). Other references 
to the development of Be’er Shema as an administrative center are found in the 
Nessana Papyri in the late 5th – early 6th century. The early 7th century Descriptio 
Orbis Romani, assembled by Georgios Kyprios includes the site in the list of town 
within the Byzantine Empire.  
 The larger forts at Mezad Hazeva and Mezad Tamar also remained in use 
into the Byzantine period. At Mezad Hazeva the earthquake of 363 CE 
significantly damaged the site resulting in extensive modifications to the fort, 
cavalry camp, and bathhouse. However, the site remained occupied by the 
Romans until the late 5th – early 6th century CE. In situ pottery found following 
renovations from the 4th century earthquake dated to the late 4th and 5th century 
CE. Excavation of the cavalry camp indicated that the camp had already been 
abandoned at the time of another earthquake in the 6th century.  
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 Occupation at Mezad Tamar continued at the fort, however the excavators 
recognized a decrease in the size of the garrison unit there from the 4th century 
onward based on renovations in the size and use of the earlier contubernia. 
During the final phase at the site in the first half of the 7th century CE further 
renovations were made to the fort utilizing a much smaller portion of the site. An 
example of such work can be seen in the northeast wing where the sacellum and 
principia were subdivided into smaller rooms. This may have been the result of 
the same 6th century earthquake seen at Mezad Hazeva. A dedicatory inscription 
found in the gateway refers to the “Tyche of the Emperors” dated to the 5th or 6th 
century CE, possible erected to mark the last phase of renovations at the fort. 
There are no signs of destruction but abandonment likely coincides with the 
initial Muslim invasion. Evidence of squatters at the site continues into the 7th 
century CE even after the invasion.  
 Three of the medium sized forts in the eastern Wadi Araba at Gharandal, 
Bir Madhkur, and Toloha continued to be in use into the Byzantine period (5th – 
7th centuries CE). Evidence for occupation of the fort at Gharandal 
(quadriburgium, 37 x 37 m) following the Late Roman period persisted into the 
6th century CE based on pottery found within the fort. The Be’er Sheva Edict (6th 
century CE) refers to a military garrison at ‘Ariddela’ (Gharandal) long after the 
site’s primary phase of occupation in the 4th century CE. Similarly the Roman fort 
at Bir Madhkur (quadriburgium, 30 x 30 m) has evidence for occupation in the 
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Early Byzantine period, presumably into the early 5th century CE. However, the 
site is still in the process of being excavated and hopefully an internal 
stratigraphy for the fort and its associated buildings will be established. The 
third fort, Toloha (quadriburgium, c. 40 x 40 m) has not undergone excavation at 
the present time, however survey work and literary sources suggest the fort was 
maintained through the Byzantine period. Survey work at the site and its 
environs has uncovered pottery indicative of the 5th and 6th centuries. The site is 
mentioned in the Be’er Sheba Edict of the 6th century and is known in the early 
5th century as the base for a cavalry unit (Ala Constantiana, Toloha).  
 The small (18 x 18 m) fort at Horvat Bor remained occupied and renovated 
multiple times from the Nabataean to Byzantine periods. The last major series of 
renovations occurred in the 3rd century, however excavation within the fort 
yielded Byzantine pottery and coins from the last phase of occupation dated to 
the later Byzantine period (c. 6th century CE). The use of the site may have 
changed from the Late Roman to Byzantine period, with a downsizing of the 
garrisons troops also seen at Mezad Tamar.  
 Evidence for Byzantine occupation of a Roman army camp at Be’er Sheva 
is almost entirely based on only a few literary sources and World War I era 
photographs. Despite the lack of concrete evidence for such a structure at Be’er 
Sheva it should still be considered in the overall analysis of the regional Roman 
presence. Erected in the previous phase (3) the camp is thought to lie in the 
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northeast quadrant of the modern city. Photographs obtained from the German 
Air Force during World War I show a rectangular camp, 185 x 120 m with four 
gates and rooms organized around a central courtyard containing a possible 
principia. The tentative remains visible in the photograph match the depiction of 
a camp at ‘Berosaba’ on the Byzantine Madaba Map (6th – 7th centuries CE). The 
camp shown on the Madaba Map is a rectangular structure with internal 
buildings. Together these small pieces of evidence lend creditability to the idea of 
an unidentified Late Roman/Byzantine camp beneath the modern city matching 
that of ancient sources.  
The fortress at Nessana is also included in this group despite being unique 
in its form as a fortress contoured to the natural landscape. Nessana rose in 
prosperity during the mid-3rd century CE and by the early 5th century the fortress 
developed on the citadel. Builders utilized the natural formation of the ridge 
constructing a rectangular fortress (c. 85 x 42 m) with rooms orientated around a 
central courtyard and a second story. Two corner towers and four interval 
towers and a main gate in the southern interval tower add to the defenses of the 
fortress. Portions of the earlier Hellenistic wall were incorporated into the 
construction of the fortress walls during the Byzantine period. Construction of 
the North Church occurred shortly after the fortress in the mid-5th century CE. 
Excavation of the Byzantine town revealed courtyard houses, mostly with two 
stories, interconnected on winding streets with excavated remains belonging to 
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the Byzantine period. The continued expansion of the site during this period led 
to the construction of the South church below the fortress at the beginning of the 
7th century CE. The most copious ancient sources come from the site itself. The 
Nessana papyri, a cache of literary, legal, and theological texts found in the two 
churches at the site, date to the 6th and 7th centuries. The variety of topics covered 
in these texts offer an insight into life in a Byzantine city in the Negev. A 
reference is also made to the military unit “most loyal Theodosians” (arithmos 
kathosiomenon Theodosiakon) garrisoned at the site throughout the 6th century CE.  
The seven towns in the Negev that formed part of the Byzantine 
infrastructure include: Aila, Oboda, Mampsis, Mezad Yeroham, Shivta, Rehovot, 
and Elusa. The most southern of these Aila on the Red Sea served as the 
legionary base for the 10th legion from the late 3rd century CE onward. While the 
Roman fortress has not been identified at this time, excavation has revealed 
portions of the Byzantine city. Work conducted by the Roman Aqaba Project 
uncovered occupation in Area A belonging to the 5th and 6th centuries CE. A 
construction built of mudbrick, also in Area A, contained coins from the 4th – 5th 
centuries in deposits with pottery from the 6th – 7th centuries. The construction 
and occupation of the complex likely dates to the later Byzantine period in the 6th 
and 7th centuries corresponding to the pottery deposits with older coins 
remaining in circulation from the previous period. The Islamic invasion 
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prompted the abandonment of the classical era city and construction of a new 
Islamic city in the mid-7th century CE.  
Oboda expanded in during the Byzantine period on the acropolis citadel 
as well as in the area previously designated as the Late Roman quarter. The 
settlement on the acropolis expanded during the 5th century CE when the 
Byzantine town expanded over the earlier Nabataean and Roman settlement. 
Constructions included two new churches on the sites of former temples, similar 
to the development at Shivta. Excavation of the Southern Church (Church of the 
Martyr of St. Theodorus) revealed tombs and inscriptions dating from 542 – 618 
CE. Additions to Oboda also included a new city wall and citadel fort built in the 
5th century. The 7th century CE earthquake (c. 636 CE) significantly damaged the 
Byzantine settlement and was most likely the impetus for the eventual 
abandonment of the city.  
The Byzantine ruins at Mampsis match the depiction of the city on the 6th 
century CE Madaba Map in which the city is shown as a gate between two 
towers with a large church in the background. In contrast to the rise of the towns 
in the western Negev, in part as a result of new pilgrim traffic through the 
western Negev between the Sinai and Jerusalem. The result of declining traffic 
and trade through Mampsis resulted in the city’s decline during the Byzantine 
period after reaching its peak in the Late Roman period. Occupation in the 
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Mampsis continued until the mid-7th century but not on the same scale as the 
other towns of the Negev such as Elusa and Shivta.  
 Southwest of Mampsis, Mezad Yeroham in the northern Negev reached 
its height as a city in the Byzantine period (5th – 6th centuries CE). Excavation of 
Area A revealed a large residential building (800 m2) composed of three 
domestic units orientated around a central courtyard flanked by additional 
wings of rooms and another courtyard. Pottery and coins found on floors of this 
structure belong the 5th and 6th centuries, placing the construction and 
occupation of the residential complex in the Byzantine period. Another six 
residential units were excavated in Area B with a street running between them. 
The structures consisted of ashlar built walls plastered on the interior with pillars 
and arches supporting ceilings. Pottery on the floors in these structures closely 
resembled the assemblages found in Area A, also dating to the 5th and 6th 
centuries CE. Eight more residential complexes were uncovered in the western 
part of Area B and another three more to the east. The largest of these structures 
measured 26 x 20 m with twelve rooms orientated around a central courtyard (16 
x 8 m). Pottery excavated from the floors within the structures dates to the 5th 
and 6th centuries. In addition to the residential structures built when the site 
began expanding in the 5th century, several churches were constructed within 
city during the same period. There are certain differences between Mezad 
Yeroham and the other towns in the region. At this time no city defenses have 
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been found at the site as opposed to the city walls built at nearby Mampsis. 
Mezad Yeroham also experiences a stage of growth during the Byzantine period, 
similar to the process seen at towns such as Elusa, Oboda, and Nessana. 
Whatever reasons contributed to the decline at Mampsis seems to have not 
affected Mezad Yeroham in the same way.  
 Elusa in the western Negev also continued to be prosperous in the 
Byzantine period. The Peutinger Table (late 4th – early 5th century) includes Elusa 
as a well-established city by the Early Byzantine period.  Excavation of the city 
walls and defenses uncovered a two-story tower composed of four rooms (3 x 3 
m). The survey of the city defenses by A. Negev revealed evidence for multiple 
towers visually connected to protect them as a defensive unit. His hypothesis 
reinforces the image presented in the Madaba Map. Elusa appears on the 6th 
century Madaba Map as a large city with two buildings flanked by two, possibly 
three, towers. Further excavation within the city found that the theater originally 
constructed in the 2nd century CE continued to be used through the Byzantine 
period until its abandonment in the 7th century after damage by an earthquake. 
Similar to other prosperous Byzantine towns in the Negev new churches were 
constructed contemporary to the expansion of the city’s population. Excavators 
uncovered the remains of a large basilica, the East Church complex c. 74 x 30 m 
built during the Byzantine period (c. 5th century) and continuing in use until 
abandonment in the 7th century CE. Along the edge of the city two large 
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rectangular structures identified as a potter’s workshop. Pottery found in 
association with the workshop dates the structures to the Late Roman/Byzantine 
period (4th – 6th centuries). 
 After a hiatus following the Nabataean period, Rehovot reemerged as a 
thriving Byzantine city in the 5th century CE built directly on top of the earlier 
Nabataean remains. Residential buildings and at least four churches were built 
shortly after the establishment of the city. Excavations revealed that the town 
fortifications date to the end of the Byzantine period with many of the city’s 
outermost buildings connected by walls almost identical to the walls of the 
buildings themselves. In the center of the city (Area C), excavation uncovered a 
large courtyard building (30 x 30 m) with a central cistern and surrounding 
interior rooms, including possible stables. Pottery found on the floors of several 
rooms dates the building to the Byzantine period, however contexts under the 
Byzantine levels date to the Late Nabataean/Early Roman period. The building 
likely functioned as a caravanserai in the Nabataean period and may have 
continued to serve the same purpose in the Byzantine period. The Nessana 
papyri (no. 79) list Rehovot among the names towns in the Negev during the 6th 
and 7th centuries.  
Settlement at Shivta reemerged in the later 5th century following much the 
same trajectory as Rehovot. Following the establishment of the city in the 
Nabataean period (1st century BCE – 1st century CE) Shivta experienced 
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abandonment for nearly 400 years during the Roman period. During the 
Byzantine period Shivta did not occupy a place directly on any trade route or 
important road network. Rather the city developed as an urban center to service 
a population thriving on local agricultural produce. This may have also been the 
reason the city lacked any defensive structures such as the city walls at Mampsis 
or the tower complexes surrounding Elusa. The 6th century Nessana papyri 
include Shivta (A-Sbaita) in its list of cities in the region. The Byzantine city 
(80,000 m2) adopted an elliptical shape with the majority of buildings developing 
around courtyards into somewhat unorganized city blocks. The city first grew 
out of the southern core of the city then central and northern sectors where 
residential blocks were built as connected courtyard buildings. A large structure 
built in the northern sector consisted of a large public building and a three-story 
tower designated as the “Governor’s House” with an irregular shaped courtyard 
in front of the building.  
When the Byzantine city developed it included the construction of several 
churches. The Central Church lies adjacent to the Governor’s House. The South 
Church was constructed in an area previously settled east of the double pool 
where there had previously been a Nabataean cultic structure. Similarly the 
North Church replaced a Temple of Zeus (previously a Temple of Dushara). 
Additional monastery buildings were uncovered near the North Church, 
orientated around a central courtyard. Excavators found the city organized 
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around two squares in the Byzantine period; Pool Square (near the central 
reservoir) and North Square, which may have functioned as a market area. 
Pottery and coins found in all of these buildings have a date range from the late 
5th – 7th centuries.  
 The final phase of sites and structures included in the regional 
infrastructure represent a period of general decline in the military organization 
and a rise in the success of urban commercial centers. Overall there is a 34% drop 
in the overall number of sites from Phase 1 in the Nabataean period to Phase 4 in 
the Byzantine period. While caravanserais dominated Phases 1 and 2, forts are 
the main type of complex in Phase 3 and 4. Urban centers tied to security 
infrastructure peak reach the highest frequencies during the Nabataean period 
(Phase 1: 6 towns/21%) and in the Byzantine period (Phase 4: 7 towns/37%). 
These frequencies correspond to periods of economic prosperity within the 
region when factors such as trade and tourists (pilgrims) contributed to a stable 
revenue stream for urban centers. Noticeably the presence of caravanserais 
disappear all together by Phase 3 (late 3rd – 4th centuries CE). The presence of 
caravanserais decreases from Phase 1 to Phase 2 by 14% then drops off 
completely by Phase 3 when no new caravanserais are built as part of the 
security infrastructure. By the Byzantine period the overall picture of security is 
characterized by the continued occupation of 9 of the 12 forts from the previous 
Phase (3) with only 3 new fortified structures added during this period. The 
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other defining feature of the Byzantine period is the evolution of the city within 
the Negev. The earliest Nabataean presence in the Negev during the 3rd – 1st 
centuries BCE was transitory so that sites were occupied only seasonally with 
cities first emerging in the 1st century CE. While the foundations of the Byzantine 
cities are deeply rooted in the Nabataean period the intervening Roman period 
does not seem to have had such an impact on the development of cities. This 
trajectory may be related to the ebbs and flows in the regional and imperial 
economies. Evidence from 5th century Aila revealed the production of amphorae 
specific to the city and their marketing via the Red Sea where they have been 
found at other ports including Berenike in Egypt, Adulis in Eritrea, and Axum in 
Ethiopia.678 The Byzantine period witnessed a renewed interest in the exotic 
goods from the east via merchants at Aila and Iotabe.679 Unfortunately the port at 
Aila has yet to be excavated and the harbor at Iotabe also requires location. 
Procopius notes the trade alongthe Red Sea, providing a comparison of ships 
used by sailors from Aila with those used by the Aksumites and Indians in the 
Red Sea.680 By the late 6th century CE Antoninus Placentinus describes Aila as a 
port still connected to Indian trade.681 The Peutinger Table attests to the trade 
routes radiating from Aila throughout the rest of Palaestina Tertia, including 
several of the cities that became important Byzantine centers at Elusa and Oboda. 
                                                
678 Parker 2006: 228; Hayes 1996: 159-161. 
679 Ward 2008: 145-146.  
680 Procopius, De bellis 1.19.24.  
681 Antoninus Placentinus 40. [De monte Sina in Arabia in ciuitatem, quae vocatur Abila, sunt mansions 
octo. In Abila autem descendit nauis de India cum diuresis aromatibus.] 
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Interregional trade also contributed to economic development at this time. Trade 
passed both ways across the Negev not solely from Aila outward. Evidence 
shows that Palestinian Bag Jars and Gaza amphorae were transported to the 
cities of the Negev and to Aila for consumption and export via the Red Sea 
trade.682  
 
Figure 4.1.  Amphorae types transported throughout the Negev in the Late 
Roman – Byzantine Period.683 
                                                
682 Ward 2008: 218.  
683 Ward 2008: Figure 3-2. 
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Further interregional trade, particularly from evidence in the western Negev 
cities shows products such as garum, shellfish and fish were exchanged in 
markets throughout the Negev. Marine products were passing between ports on 
the Mediterranean, Red Sea, and the Nile.684 Exchange of these products is 
recorded in the Nessana papyri (P. Colt 47, 90, 91) in the early 7th century, and 
these also mention an extensive trade in dates distributed throughout the Negev. 
Based on the evidence for international and interregional trade the presence and 
maintenance of structures associated with internal security were intrinsically tied 
to the economic system.  
 The military posture of the Negev in the 5th and 6th centuries CE changed 
significantly from the previous two centuries. Roman dependence on limitanei, 
comitatenses, and foederati grew during the Byzantine period. The Arab phylarchs 
paid to oversee these groups preventing nomadic incursions by Persian-backed 
Saracens and other Arab tribes may have been situated in the established Roman 
outposts from the previous period. As the Roman administration relinquished 
their direct control over provincial authority the precise function of the 
structures associated with internal security becomes still more unclear.   
  
                                                
684 Colt 1962: 66-68.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 This study addressed two questions regarding Roman internal security in 
the Negev: to what degree did the Nabataean infrastructure influence the 
development of Roman security in this region; and what priorities drove the 
development and maintenance of the security infrastructure during the Roman 
period? I presented a full gazeteer of sites relating to the nature of the Roman 
military presence in a region that had been occupied by a highly successful 
predecessor. Examination of the pre-existing Nabataean infrastructure provided 
a basis from which to trace the development of new and renovated sites during 
the Roman period, as well as consider the aftermath of this Roman system in the 
Byzantine world.  
I began with an archaeological survey of the structural remains in the 
Negev associated with internal security. By visiting and evaluating each site I 
was able to gather information regarding the context of the site in the landscape, 
note any surface pottery present, and renovations in the structures themselves. 
The excellent preservation in the Negev coupled with previous extensive survey 
and excavation work provided a corpus of data extending over the course of 
seven centuries.  
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My survey material began with the examination of Nabataean sites 
throughout the Negev. All were linked to the road and/or caravan routes that 
bisect the region. To fully understand the development of the Roman presence, 
my research encompassed the successive Byzantine period (395 – 636 CE), which 
in the case of the Negev represents an extension of the Late Roman period (106 – 
395 CE). Therefore the chronological parameters of this study bracket the Roman 
period, with analysis including the earlier Nabataean period and later Byzantine 
period.  
 Favorable preservation coupled with the robust corpus of material from 
over a century of excavation and survey makes the Negev an excellent choice for 
this type of survey. Some sites such as Yotvata, Mezad Hazeva, Mampsis, Avdat, 
and others have undergone extensive scientific excavations; other sites such as 
forts of the Ma’ale Aqrabbim, Mezad Be’er Menuha, and En Yotvata have been 
studied as part of salvage projects; and a small group of sites, for example Qasr 
el-Feifeh (Praesidium), Qasr et-Telah (Toloha), and Qasr Wadi et-Tayyiba have 
only been examined as part of intensive regional survey. During my survey I 
could not establish more detailed internal chronologies for individual structures 
and phasing of occupation periods beyond that offered by the published material 
and visual inspection. However, published pottery and numismatic findings 
provide the basis for general periodization of each site, as well as a terminus post 
quem and/or terminus ante quem for construction and abandonment.  
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Phasing Conclusions 
Nabataean Period (Phase 1) 
The development of internal security in the Negev was a slow and 
complex process. The sites that compose the internal security network include a 
diverse range of structures: caravanserais, forts, fortlets, towns, and other 
unidentifiable structures. In distributional terms, these structures cluster around 
road networks constructed contemporarneously with many of these sites during 
the height of Nabataean kingdom in the 1st century CE. These Nabataean 
networks utilized a new route, the Incense Route, around the Ramon Crater 
making it their primary passage for trade between the Red Sea and 
Mediterranean and the corridor through the Wadi Araba. Other secondary 
clusters exist but sites along this route form the main focus of building initiatives 
during this period. This Nabataean system concentrated on protecting and 
maintaining their lucrative trade networks through the provision of 
caravanserais along the routes, to both service travelers and protect goods 
passing through the region. The limited defensible nature of the majority of 
structures associated with monitoring the regional trade network indicates a lack 
of any serious threat to the overall security. No ancient sources mention serious 
problems with nomadic tribes before the Byzantine period, providing a picture 
of relative peace during the 2nd century BCE – 1st century CE. Beyond the 
individual structures that clearly served little in the way of specific military 
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utility, their distribution within the regional landscape only reinforces the 
absence of defensive planning against any specific threat vector. However, their 
collective positioning adjacent to the caravan routes shows that the main concern 
lay in the maintenance of the economic base.  
Early Roman Period (Phase 2) 
The well-established Nabataean infrastructure facilitated a thriving trade 
network that caught the attention of the Romans and may have persuaded them 
of the desirability of annexing of the Nabataean kingdom. Nabataea’s system of 
routes dotted with semi-fortified structures for rest and protection offered a 
system that could be easily adapted. The previous network for internal security 
did not initially begin as a response to external threats to the trade network. 
Instead it was itself the physical manifestation of that network. In my opinion, 
with the annexation of the region and move to Roman control over the trade 
routes, the rationale for internal security still did not appear reactionary to 
specific threats.  
Archaeological evidence (mostly from pottery and coinage) supports the 
Roman annexation of Nabataea occurring at a relatively slow pace, taking over 
five years for Rome to announce the annexation of the Nabataean kingdom, even 
if pre-planning for such an eventuality had taken place.685 Following the 
incorporation of the former kingdom into the empire, changes in regional 
                                                
685 Graf 1995: 32. 
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infrastructure appear to have happened gradually and culminated in relatively 
minor changes for the next two centuries. 
Continuity is reflected in the geographical distribution of sites, with the 
same routes being employed from the Nabataean period through the Early 
Roman period with only a few sites in the northern Negev being abandoned after 
the annexation. The main security focus remained the caravan routes, specifically 
the main Petra – Gaza route, rejuvenated during the later first century CE. 
Despite the continuity in the distribution of sites, the sites themselves underwent 
changes in their size, function, and overall construction. Over half of the pre-
existing Nabataean caravanserais were converted into fortlet-towers with 
courtyards. The hallmark of this period was consolidation and renovation of 
individual sites while maintaining a distribution along essentially the same 
distributional pattern from the 1st century CE until the 3rd century CE.  
The parallelism in security systems between the Nabataean and Roman 
periods suggests that this region was utilized in similar ways regardless of the 
power in control and no matter the nature of the overarching political 
organization, whether kingdom or empire. A significant Roman motivation for 
annexation seems to have been the control of Nabataean trade, particularly in 
regards to certain luxury goods. Continuity, therefore, was a cost-effective way 
to maintain the efficacy of the trade routes now under Roman control.  
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In the case of the Negev, it was not the direct resources that could be 
exploited that gave the Romans their ‘pretium victoriae’ but rather the acquisition 
of control over the trade network of luxury goods (and the customs duties 
collected from it) serving as the main incentive to absorb the Nabataean network. 
The financial drain of the Dacian wars necessitated an immediate new revenue 
stream by the early 2nd century CE. Trajan remedied this need with the 
annexation of Nabataea and the imposition of new taxes on the goods 
transported through the new province and the rest of the Roman East.686 Because 
the Nabataean network was so well established the Romans were able to assert 
their control over the region and network with considerable facility. While the 
actual annexation process may have occurred over a number of years imposing 
taxes and control over trade was likely a priority. Following the creation of 
Provincia Arabia the Romans maintained the Nabataean network of sites to 
provide internal security along the main trade routes crossing the Negev. From 
the beginning of the 2nd century until the late 3rd century, few new forts or semi-
fortified buildings were constructed here. There are, however, distinct phases of 
renovation at many of the Nabataean sites, and these correspond with the 
transfer of regional control over to the Romans.  Renovations at sites such as 
Be’er Menuha, and Mo’a, among others, show that the Romans chose to invest in 
                                                
686 Al-Otaibi 2011: 61; Stobel 1988: 256.  
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the modification of the existing network rather than build entirely new sites to 
maintain internal security.  
The overall security of the region never suffered through a focus on 
economic and administrative aims, rather internal security helped alleviate 
pressure on the limes system along the frontiers by maintaining control over key 
administrative features of the region, specifically policing the communication 
and transportation networks. The extensive Limes Arabicus system, fully emerged 
during the Tetrarchy, aimed at protecting the imperial population from nomadic 
attacks over the following centuries.687 The reorganization of the provincial 
defenses along the eastern frontier correlates with the reorganization of the 
internal security along the trade and communication network of the Negev. The 
use of the army as the representative body to ensure internal security is 
consistent with the resources available to the Roman administration and 
appropriate to the task at hand in protecting such routes.  
Late Roman Period (Phase 3) 
In the Late Roman period, of the 26 sites that had been occupied in the 
early Roman period (2nd - 3rd centuries CE), twelve were abandoned – primarily 
those along the old Nabataean Incense Route and five new sites were added 
along the new Aqrabbim Route. The redistribution of new security sites and 
overhauling of many of the sites in the late 3rd/early 4th century occurs 
                                                
687 Parker 2006: 573. For a more in-depth discussion of the development of the limes, see Isaac 
1988; Mommsen 1885; Velleius II; Ammianus XXIII, 5, 2 & XXXI, 3, 5. 
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simultaneously with the build up of the frontier system to the east. The 
investment in frontier security is matched with an equal interest in protecting the 
interior through the provision of fortifications along major roads including the 
primary trade route crossing the Negev.  
A real change to the organization of security came at the end of the 3rd 
/early 4th century CE. The former Nabataean/Roman system based on the old 
Incense Route was abandoned in favor of new routes through the Wadi Araba 
and the new Late Roman route via the Ma’ale Aqrabbim. The choice to diverge 
from the well-established Incense Route in favor of construction of the new route 
along the Aqrabbim pass, including the cutting of the new road with new, 
fortified sites to protect it, reflects a major expenditure on the part of the Romans, 
particularly since the region seems to have been a rather marginal backwater in 
the imperial design. As no strangers to cost-benefit analysis with their impressive 
constructions throughout the empire, the Romans obviously considered the 
construction of this new route a sound investment to enhance the economic base 
of the regional economy. Goods transported along this route such as 
frankincense, myrrh, spices, cassia, and silk represented the epitome of luxury 
items in the Roman world. The importation, distribution, and taxation of these 
goods provided the regional imperial administration and local merchants with a 
steady stream of revenue. 
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The build-up during the Tetrarchy occurred throughout the East and the 
changes experienced in the Negev are in no way anomalous to this widespread 
trend. The transfer of the Xth legion to Aila also necessitated a reorganization of 
its associated forces at that time. In this instance when the Romans evaluated the 
regional needs of the Negev the placement of new garrisons and investment in 
rebuilding at pre-established sites was concentrated to service the main and 
subsidiary arteries of the new road and trade network. These included the north-
south route through the Wadi Araba continuing north around the Dead Sea, the 
other diagonally across the region along the Ma’ale Aqrabbim to the 
Mediterranean. Protecting traffic had been an important aspect of the Nabataean 
and Roman administration not just a response to trouble, rather a preemptive 
measure to protect economic interests as well as points for policing and 
monitoring local activity. Isaac poses the question of cause and effect related to 
Roman authority: did their increased presence manifest as a response to regional 
problems or is it an indication that the Romans embraced their administrative 
responsibilities? He further questioned if the security improved as a result of 
Roman intervention or as a result of their presence did the Romans increase 
conflicts that had previously been quiescent.688 Based on the results of this study, 
Roman internal security in the Negev emerged as a proactive measure of their 
regional administration. Throughout the Roman era, military forces continued to 
                                                
688 Isaac 1992: 214.  
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be moved to problem areas within and beyond this province; however, when it 
was formally established in the Negev the army became largely responsible for 
policing and protecting the road network.  
Byzantine Period (Phase 4) 
Internal security in the Byzantine period reflected the primacy of 
economic interests. The revival of the Red Sea trade radiating from Aila and the 
rise of thriving cities in the western Negev are the two distinguishing factors that 
highly influenced the related security network. New constructions were 
concentrated in the north Negev/Dead Sea region. Building projects and 
renovations were also concentrated in towns as part of the rejuvenation of the 
urban centers, and many forts built during the 3rd and 4th centuries remained 
occupied in this period. 
The military, financial, and political problems of the 5th century 
manifested themselves differently throughout the empire. In Palaestina and 
Arabia the nomadic tribes began to pose a more serious threat than had 
previously been the case. The response was to establish infantry and cavalry 
units specifically for policing and preventing raids by nomadic tribes.689 The 
security of the provincial interior obviously relied on the success of the frontier 
limes as the main line of defense. Internal priorities may be perceived as both 
precautionary and scaled to focus on internal banditry, control of resources (i.e., 
                                                
689 Parker 1986: 8-9, 1987: 45. 
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water and roads) and maintain general policing activities.690 Saracen foederati 
under Arab phylarchs became increasingly relied upon as frontier forces by the 
6th century. Dependence on these forces on the frontiers presumably also 
translated to their use within the interior while the regular Roman forces were 
engaged in wars with the Sassanians and other imperial enemies. An imperial 
administration already economically strained would see the value in maintaining 
preexisting structures rather than erecting new outposts. If the situation, at 
Mezad Tamar for example is indicative of other forts during this period, a 
consolidation of occupation at the structure was followed by minor preparations 
when the first Arab incursions appeared inevitable. Day-to-day activities likely 
remained focused on regional administrative duties involving the maintenance 
of safe and controlled trade via the road network.  
 
Conclusions 
 
 Ultimately the results of this study show a correlation between the 
distribution of military sites throughout the Roman occupation of the Negev and 
the network of roads. The number of structures associated with internal security 
show a steady decline of 34% from the Nabataean to Byzantine periods but 
plateau during the Roman period indicating some level of continuity under the 
Roman administration. Another evident trend is the abandonment of the 
                                                
690 For a general discussion on activities associated with regional administration see: Fisher 2004: 
54. See also Magness 1999: 190-91, 204-6; Fiema 199: 267; Mayerson 1986: 43; Ball 2000: 32; Isaac 
1984: 185-191; 1992: 89-97. 
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caravanserai type structure following the Nabataean period in favor of the fort 
and fortlet in the Roman through Byzantine periods.  
 
Table 5.1. Distribution of sites by type in Phases 1- 4.  
 
Analysis of the geographical distribution patterns of site development 
from this study shows that the Roman army presence did not function as a 
defensive border. Previously held assumptions that the network of fortified sites 
within the Negev constituted a defensive military barrier akin to frontier 
defensive is a misinterpretation of the available data. New structures added to 
the Roman security scheme appear at the end of the 3rd century/early 4th century 
but not as a reaction to local threats. Rather, these formed part of the broader 
reorganization of army deployment, particularly in areas designated significant 
for economic and administrative functions.  
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If one is insistent on using the term Limes Palaestina in regards to the 
fortified network of sites in the Negev the most accurate description for this 
system follows Isaac’s analysis of the limes as a fortified road network. Regional 
security for the limes road network in the Negev focused on monitoring and 
protecting from one section of the network to the next, connecting the sections by 
a chain of secured sites. Guarded road networks like this dotted the empire in a 
variety of geographical landscapes and conditions. The fortified lines of the 
interior helped to solidify the regional infrastructure in order to provide secure 
lines of communication and transportation of goods and troops through the 
Negev to point further east.  
During the Early Roman period, the Roman military presence in the 
Negev can be summarized as an adaptation and utilization of Nabataean 
network infrastructure. This was followed by a phase of empire-wide 
militarization in the Late Roman period, during which military deployment in 
the Negev concentrated on the economic aspects of internal security. By the 
Byzantine period, the preexisting Roman military infrastructure was maintained 
with only minor growth, while thriving urban centers developed within the 
context of economic expansion. The Roman military presence in the Negev was 
therefore a dynamic force positioned to maintain a secure infrastructure that 
could both help support military defenses along the frontier and act as an 
extension of imperial administration in the region. 
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